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PREFACE. 1 

PREFACE TO THE T H I R D  EDITION, 
. 

IN editions the chapters were headed " Duties in the field," 
" Duties in rece~s," and ((Miscellaneous subjects." Since the duties in the 
field alld recess are often interchangeable, ancl not easy t o  cliffereutiatc, 
and (( Miscellaneous subjects " appears to be ratlicr a vague tmm, i t  
has beell considered expedient to alter these heaclings, a8n6 restrick them 
to professional subjects. A Chapter on " Traversing " was much needed, 
and has now been acldeci. 

1 am much indebted to tllc following officers for the assistance 
they ha1 e afforded ine in bringing out this edition :- 

Major H. A .  D. Fraser, R.E., for his chapter on ' %  Tr.zver,sing," and 
many valuable hints on the chapter on triangulation. , 

Captain H. H. Turner, R. E., for his menloraildurn on moiler11 vernier 
and inicroscope theodolites. 

Captain ('. I?. D. Ryder, R.E., for many useful additions in the 
chapter on ' Trans-frontier Reconnaissance," 

Captains C. L. Robertson, R.E., and F. C. Tiirst, I.A.,  for useful 
snggcstions on the chapters on '( Plane-tabling ') and " T1*aversing." 

I T A Milne for prcpa~ing an in(icx, and passing tllc proofs 
I,hrongh t11? 111-css. 

J. R. HOBDAY, COI~ONEL, I.A., 

Dept~ty S ~ ~ ~ C C Y O P  General. 
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION, 

The first edition of this Hand-book being out of print and a new 
edition having become necessary, advantage has been taken of tho 
opp,)rtnnity to revise tho book thoroughly. 

The first edition was mainly based on the experience gained in 
Tol,ographica1 Survey* conducted on the  comparatively small scale of 
1 inch to a mile. .\'ow-a-days, however, most Topographical Partie3 

on tlle larger scales oE 2 or 4 inches to a, mile, and various changes 
in grocellure have therefore become necessary. These have as far as 
pOsible becn incorporated in the new edition. The principal changes 

in the matter of the prep'rration of General Reports of Triangulation 
alld of ~ t l ; \ s  Rednetions and Records : t o  these attentio:i is invited. 

'1he book has been interleaved throughout, t o  enable officers to cllter 
notes and memoranda a3 they may wish to record. 

A complete index t o  the book has also been added. 

, \ ~ ~ ~ l ~  assistance in the revision has been derived from notes 
received from Lieutenant-Colonel K.. A .  Wuhab, R.E., Captain l I .  119, 
Jacksou, 1i.E.) and Surgeon Captain F. Mr.  Gee of the Indian Medical 
Service, 

I am also greatly inclebted to .\lr, H e  W e  Peychers for his care a~lcl 
io revising and passing the proofs through the press. 

ST. Q, C, GORE, LIEUT.-COLONEL, H,E., 

Superintendent, Triyonometrkcal Surve~o.  
&hra D u n ,  October 1896. 



 BEF FACE. iii 

PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION. 

'Ithis Hnnd.book of the Topographical Branch of the Survcy of 
India is little more than an abstract of the existing 01-del s that have 
been issued from time to time, for the guidance of officers einployed in 
that Branch, arranged in a convenient form for ready refercncc. A 

life in India naturally divides itself into t ~ o  quite distillct 
periods, viz., The Field Season, and The Recess Season, and i t  has been 
considered a convenient arrangement to devote a chal)ter, ~~76-divided 
into sections treating on various details, t o  each of these pel-iods. 
Chapter XI1 deals with miecellaneous matters which seem t o  be more 
or less diseociated from strict,ly professional work, and Chapter I V  is 
devoted to geographical recoauaissance. I n  compiling the first three 
chapters, I have drawn largely upon the former Iland-book of t h e  
l b f o g ~ a p h i c a l  S U T U F ~  Depa~tmeuC by Capt ain ti. V. Riddell, He.13,, 
1878, and the Ma~zua,l o f  Szl;l.veying f o v  I f id in ,  as well as Colonel 
Waugh's I n s t ~ u c t i o n s  f o r  Topographical Surceyi?tg, Captain Robinson's 
Berno~andum on t h e  Use o f  the  Plane-table, and other minor sources. 
Colonel Wilmer has also afforded nie the benefit of his experience. 
Captain Riddell's Hand-book has been used as an authoritative guide in 
this Branch for the past twelve years, but in tho ],resent day, owing 
to the accumulation of new orders relating to the subjects contailled 
therein, i t  has been considered necessqry to compile rs new Hand- 
book embodying most of the Circular and Departmental orders up t o  
date, 

Chapter 1V is due t o  the pen of Major St. (3. C. Gore, R.E,, and is 
principally abstracted from lectures delivered n t  the Royal En,' ~ l n e c r  In-  
stitute, Chatham, by Major Thc Hon'ble M. Ci. Talbot, LLE., late Deputy 
Superintendent of the Survey of India, and publisbcd in thc Profea- 
sional Papers of the Corps of Royal Engineers, in  Vol. XIV, 1883. 

The lectures werc based on the con~billed cxperieuce of Majors 
(; orc and Talbot, duriug 8cvul.al years' work beyoild the No] th- W est 
Frontier of India, and consequently refer more particularly to a t19se- 
less country of alternate rnoutltain and plain, very favourable to the 
surveyor. 



'rho gcneral principles that  underlie reconnaissance work are, how- 
ever, the same, whatever the natuue of the country, and much of Major 
Talbot's experience is equally applicable to our forest-clad Eastern 
Frontier. Mr. Ogle who has had great experience in surveying in 
jungle-clad country, has kindly furuished some notes on the various 
shifts and expedients to  which a snrveyor has to resort in work of this 
class, which are also incorporated in Chapter IV. 

Bepzcty Sl~rueyor Getzeral, 
IIL charge T r i 9 0 n o ~ r ~ e t r i ~ ~ ~ Z  Bra?tch, 

*.3~ Sl'rvey o f  . M i a .  
l3ah)v.z Dutr, Jati~rur,y 1SY.I .  



SURVEY O F  INDIA. 

HAND-BOOIC ON TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEYING. 

Chapter I. 
Introductory Remarks, 

1. Topographical surveys have for their object, the accurate deli- 
neaticn of the features of a country, both 

Preliminary rcmarks. natural and artificial, with a view to the 
preparation of maps as complete in all details as the scale of survey mill 
admit. 

2. There are two classes of topographical surveys; one ia which 
the operations are commenced a6 initio, 

Class of survey. whilst the other " supplements," or 
" revises " previous surveys. 
I he first is necessary in a coui~try where no maps exist on the 

required scale, or when the existing maps are out of date, and past 
rcvigion, or of infcrior quality. 

A '' supplmentary survey " is resorted to in alluvial cultivated 
areas, of which modern cadastral surveys by Imperial or local agency, 

and are of suffic~ient value to be utiliged in the compilation of topo- 
gmI~hical maps. The details froin these surveys are redwed by pauta- 
waph, and transferred to the planetable sections in blue, and checked 
b 

in the field hy the planetablers, and all detail omitted i n  the cadastral 
maps, such as hills, ravines, etc., is " supplemented " by actual survey. 

It is frequently not on easy matter t o  decide when a " supplementary 
vey " will suffice, and when a re-survey is necessary, The prmess 

of reducing and transferring the details from a cadastral map t o  the 
Planetable scction is always a l:~borious.undertaking, so that a " supple- 
rnetltary survey" may a t  times cost more than a re-survey, especially 
when few topogra,phical items have been shewn on the cadastral mape. 
Again surveyors, t o  save themselves trouble, are apt to accept .too muoh 
of thie detail as correct, withollt examining it thoroughly on the ground, 
and very clc se and collstant supervision by officers in charge of camps is 
in disy ensable.. 

. , 

B 
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It may generally be accepted that all cadastral surveys require l' supple- 
mentary " survey in a greater, or less degree, for the compilation of topo- 
grapbioal maps from such material. Items of military importance, and 
other general utility, are overlooked by the amins and patwaris, who are 
not trained to delineate these features, their chief attention being directed 
to fiscal details, so that a standard map compiled solely from revenue 
stuvey material without " supplementary )' survey, must always be treated 
as a "preliminary edition," and published as such. 

C. O. NO. 105 I n  a " revision survey," copies of the existing maps printed in light 
(Prof.), dated 
ath J n l ~  IWS. blue or grey, or '( tracing ') prints, are mounted on planetobles, and new 

public works, such as  roads, railways, tanks, canals, and changes of river 
beds, village names, and sites, are inserted, or corrected thereon by sur- 
veyors in the field. This information is in the first instance obtained, as 
far as possible, from Collectors, Executive Engineers of Districts, and 
Political Agente of Native States, etc., who are supplied with printed 
&pies of mch maps, and asked to indimte roughly thereon all changes, 
enorg, and omissions they may be aware of. 

3. Varfoug consideratione influence the ohoice of Che soale most 
suitable for the survey of any partioular 

Scale of survey. district or area, such as the nature of the 
conntty itself, military and other requirements, and the time available for 
its completion. No survey should be undertaken uritil these points have 
been thoroughly considered in consultation with the military and local 
authorities. The scale of the standad topographical maps of Tndia is 
i inch = I mile, but the scale of survey is frequently larger. Jn hilly or 
jungly country where the land has little value, the population eparse, 
and roads and artificial features few and far between, the 1 -inch wale is 

quite large enough, and the expense entailed by working on a 
larger ecale would rarely be jostified, blit in well cultivated and open 

espocfally where revenue or cadastral surveys have been 
carded out, thd acale df S inchee = 1 mile is generally preferable as i t  
&ee greeter detail and enables all village boundarier to be shown, 
which, Ld conleqtlenoe of the wall area of the tillages in some densely 
popalated psrts of indiy cannot be done on the 1-inch scale. The 
resdlhnt etandard map on the l-inch scale is always more artietic and 
accurate, BB i t  ia pwpmred by photographio reduction of the %-inch survey 
speoially drawn for the purpose. A %-inch survey is much easier to 

and chuck in the field than a survey on the 1-inch scale, especi- 
blly in intricate country where there ie mboh detail ; and it will generally 
be h n d  in prtrctice, that one mn Burvey almost as fast on the former as 
on the letter scale. 

8tkMJ dllllt6ry mrvep arb aohetimes required of limited arms for 
$a-1 purpowr, and the manoauvriog of troop, generally on the d e  
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of 9 inches = 1 mile, whilst surveys on the 4-inch or 6-inch scales are 
oecasiona\ly needed for defensive and other positions. Large areas 
reoerved by the Forest Department are surveyed and ~ublished on the 
goale of J inches -- 1 mile, qnd subsequently utilised by reduction in the 

- nch sheets. compilation of the standard 1 i 
The smaller of 1 inch = 2 miles and 1 inch = 4 miles are only 

used for  reconnaissancev of hitherto unknown countries, where rapidity 
of survey is essential, and these should alwajs be replaced, as oppor- 
tllnity occllrs, by more accurate detailed surveys on larger scales. 

4, The survey of any particular tract of country having been decided 
on, and the scale of survey settled, a, party 

Neceeoity of collecting inform- 
ntion, of suitable size is told off to the work 

under an officer, whose first duty is to  
obtain from the offices in Calcutta and Dehra Dun, all available data on 
which to base his work. He should ascertain whether any portions of it 
have been previously surveyed, triangulated, or traversed, and supply 
himself with all information in the matter of computations, charts, maps, 
books and gazetteers relating to the district, to which he can gain access. 
IIe should place himself i n  correspondence with the looal officials, and as- 
certain the nature of the communications, and the best form of transport 
to be employed, the means of getting supplies, the resources of tbe coun- 
try, the possibilities of obtaining local labour and carriage, the general 
features Q£ the country, and the season during which field work can 
best be carried out, with regard to climate and general healthiness, 
etc. 

The subsequent Euccess of the work will depend greatly on the 
care with which t h e ~ e  preliminary enquiriea have been carried out. 

5. The constitution of a topographical survey party depends on 

Conetitutio~i of a topographical the nature oE the country, the area to 
party. be ~urveyed, and the ~ca l e  of purvey ; 

but for economical working it may gene- 
rally be taken to consist of 2 'imperial Oficers, 7 Provincial Officers as 
aasiwtants, and 30 or 40 surveyors, sub-surveyors, etc., 2 writers, and 
about 400 k l a l b k  and menials, including a daftri, also a oarpenter and 
bl;~cksmith if procurable. A small ~ol ice  or k r k a n d a s  guard is generally 
provided, clliefly for obtaining the pay of the party from the nearest 
treasury, and distributing it  to the various detaohed parties during the 
field season. 

The administrative officer nominates the p e r ~ o n n e l  of the party 
from o f f i ~ r s  already under his orders, but i t  seldom bappens that  
there are a sufficient nurnher of surveyors, kAaldai8, and menials * 

available to form a new party, and the officer in charge must therefon 
enlist and train additional men (under the ordgr~ of him administrative 

a a 
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officer) to  bdng his pnrty up to suitable strength. This can only be 
done gradually, with a : ~ d a l l  nucleus of old hands. 

6, As soon as the strength of his party has been communicated to him, 
the officer in charge should eubmit to  his 

Preliminary dutiee of officer in 
charge. administrative officer, the following 

indents, notifying the date on which, and 
place a t  which, they should be available for distribution :- 

(1) Indent for mathematical instruments. 
(2) Indent for office forms. 
(3) Jndent for professional forme. 
(4) Indent for stationery. 
(5) lndent for medicines. 
(6) Indent for drawing parer and type. 

He  should, in consultation with his administrative officer, decide on 
the general plan of operations. and on the locale of his recess quartera. 
He should apply for sanction to purchase such tents as will be 
necersa j for office use and for the k l a l l i s ,  menials and guards, and 
enter into communication with the local authorities with a view to secur- 
ing. when required, the requisite amount of carriage, which may take 
the form of carts, elephants camels, mules, bullocks, or coolies ; the 
particular class geuerally used in the country is almost invariably the 
m o ~ t  suitable, He should also apply for the services of a Hospital assist- 
ant, if considered necessary. 

7. The equipment of a topographical sulvey party should be some- 
E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L  of a bpographioul what as follows, modified of course when 

rarvey party. necetsary, to suit ~pecial conditions :- 

Bead Quarter Cump. 
1 Large of6ce te~l t .  
1 Small ditto. 
1 Large ahuldnritfor police, or bar-kon- 

daa guard. 
1 L r g e  ehuldari for Hoepital aseist- 

ant. 
Large ehnldsri for Hospital. 
Shnldsti for every 8 meniale, 

1 Newwary tent. 
Portable wooden treetlee for storil~g 

tents, eto. 
Tarpaulins. 
Folding offioe tables, ohairs, eta. 

1 Txeesure ohest. 
1 Bong. 
h1 of t 0 ~ l h  - 

Phowrahe, axes, chisels, hammers, 
eto. 

Light deal boxes with hespe, and 
padlocks, or oamel t r n ~ ~ k a  for stor. 
ing maps, recordn, inetruments, 
stationery, medicines, etc. 

Tin tubes, portfolios, of portable tin- 
lined cases for maps, eta. 

Badges and uniforms for chuprasie. 
Havereacke for khal4sis. 

1 Hand-book of General Inetrnctions. 
1 of eaoh of the Band-books oo Tri- 

gonometrical, Topographical end Re. 
venue survege, 

3 Shortrede'n log sines and tangentr, 
8 Cl embers' logr. 
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Catalogue of instruments. 
1 Moore's Family Medicines. 
1 6-inch transit theodolite, and 

stand. 
Spare 6-inch theodolites, if traversing 

needed. 
3 Planetnbles with waterproof covers, 

and stands. 
3 Sight rules in deel boxee. 
3 Survey umbrellae. 
3 Rectangular magnetic compasses. 
3 Pairs of binoculare. 
3 Clinometere. 
3 Chains 100 feet, with sets of arrows. 

(A much larger number of spare 
olrnins 100 feet, and 63 feet if 
mnch traversing is needed). 

2 Tripes, metallie or steel. 
1 Box of Matl~e~natical instrurnonte, 1st 

sort. 
2 Boxes of Mathematical instruments, 

2nd sort. 
3 Qnnter's ~calee. 
2 Beam compasses. 
8 6-inch heliotropes in  boxes with or 

without etande. 
2 Graticule plntes. 
3 Straight edqes, 33 inclles. 
1 Circular braes protractor. 
1 Box Frenob cur ver. 
2 Planimetern 
1 Pantejraph. 

2 Auxiliary tables. 
Traverse tables (Boileau's, Shortrzde's, 

or Gurden's), if tlaversiog required. 
1 Nautical almanac. 

Star charts. 
1 Hints to travellers in 2 Voiumes. 

Synnptical Volumes of Great Trkono-  
metrical surveys. 

Pamphleta of Great ~ ~ i ~ n o m e t r i o a l  
spirit level heights. 

1 Civil Service Regalations. 
1 Civil Account Code. 
1 Quarterly Civ i l  Liet of Province* 
1 Gazetteer of Province. 

Postal, Telegraph, and Railray 
Guides. 

1 Catalogue of Maps. 
1 Rules and Regulations of Mathemati- 

cal Instrument Department, and 

I *'or each Camp Oflcer. 

1 Aneroid B~rometer. 
1 Chronometer. 
1 Pair of magnetising bare. 
2 Reading glasses, 3+ inches diameter. 
1 M a x i m ~ ~ m  thermometer. 
1 Minimam thermometer. 
2 Bets of Marquois 8o:lles. 
2 Sets of plotting scalee. 
2 pbrallel rulers On rollers. 
3 Sets of set squares. 
1 Bull's eye lamp. 
1 Referring lamp. 

12 Height indicatore on oardboard. 
12  Engine divided scalos of feet, on 

cardboard. 
2 Tracing glsesee in  frame, and cover- 

ing lid. 
T ~ p e ,  type-holders, drawing pins, etc., 

etc, 

1 6-inch vernier theodolite, with corn- 
plete vertical circle, and stand. 

1 Planetable with waterproof oover and 
stand. 

I Survey umbrella. 
1 Sight rule in  deal box. 
3 Chains 100 feet, with ~ e t s  of arrows. 
1 'I'ape, metallic or steel. 
1 Clinometer. 
1 Pair of b in00~1~rd .  
2 Rectangular magnetic cornpassee. 
1 Box of Mathematical instruments. 
1 Gunter's scale. 
1 Beam compass. 
3 6-inoh heliotropes. 
1 Reading glass, 3g inches diameter. 
1 Set hlarql~ois eoeles. 
1 Set Plotting soales. 
1 Parallel ruler on rollers. 
1 Set of set aqueres. 
3 Height indicators on cardboard. 
3 Engine divided scbles of feet c;lrd- 

board. 
1 Shortrede's logs. 
1 Chambere' logs. 
1 Auxiliary table. 

Traverse t ~ b l e e  if needed. 
1 Box of colours, end brusher. 
1 S m ~ l l  treaclnre oheet. 

Ligbt deal bores, or oamel trunks. 
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Tin tubee, t in  lined oases, or  podfolioe. 

1 District Officer's chest of medicioes. 
Stationery, Professional and OfEce 

Forms, etc. 

For each P lane tab le r .  
1 Planetable with waterproof cover and 

atend. 
1 Survey umbrella. 
1 Chain 100 feet with aets of arrows, if 

necessary. 
1 Pair of Binooulars. 
1 Sight rule in deal box. 
1 Rectancular magnetic coapasa. 
1 Clinometer. 
1 Height indicator, or engine divided 

~ c a l e  of fe3t on cardboard* 
Village book. 
Card of symbols and boundaries, 
Forms for computing clinometer 

heigl~ts.  
Roagh note book. 
Hold-all. 

1 BOX of calonrs, and bruebes. 
Stationery, Olgce forms, eta. 
Bamboos, end flags. 
Tin box of m~dicinee. 

For each Tr ianguta tor .  
1 6-inoh vernier theodolite, with com- 

plete qerticsl circle, and stand, or 8- 
inch micrometer, when 1st olass 
secondary work is  needed. 

1 Planetable with waterproof cover and 
stand, 

I Borveg umbrella. 
1 Sight rule in deal box, 

1 Reatangular magnetia oompess, 
1 Pair of binooulara. 
1 Tape, metallic, or eteel. 
1 Box of Mathematioal instrummte. 
8 to 12'6.inch heliotropes with or 

without stands. 
1 Snortrede's logs. 
1 Chambers' logs. 
1 Auxiliary tables. 

Light deal boxes with padlocbe, or mule 
trunks. 

Tin tubes. 
1 District Officer's medicine obejt, Angle 

books, tracing cloth, stationery 
profesiional and ofice forms, draw- 
ing pins, etc, 

1 Box of ooloure, and brushes. 
1 Observatory tent  when necessary, 

For each Traverser, 
1 6-iwh theodolite with etacd. 
2 66.feet chaine and aets of arrows. 
2 100.feet do. do. 
1 Tape, metallic or steel. 
1 Subtense bar, and stand, whon neces- 

wry. 
1 Planetable co nplete, sight rule and 

compass, when neceseary. 
1 Survey umbrella. 
1 Pair of L i ~ ~ o c u l ~ ~ r s ,  
1 Heliotrope, i f  necessary, 
2 Chieels. 
1 Hammer. 
1 Hold*all, 

Bamboos, and flags. 
Field boolta, stationery, office fo:ms, etc. 
Tin box of medicines. 

This does not pretend to be a complete list of all that can be wanted - - 

by a topographical party, but is merely to serve as a guide to an execu- 
tive officer to assist him in drawing up his indents. 

8. Tbe work of a topographical party in the field mBy conveniently be 

Division of field work. 
divided into two classes, viz. ,  (i) triangu- 
lation (including previous reconnaissance) 

- - 

or traversing, or both, and (ii) plane-tabling. The general control oE the 
operations is vested in the officer i n  charge of the party. It is his duty 
to so apportion the work among his subordinates as to secure the maximum - - 
outturn of thoroughly reliable work at  a minimum cost. This is usually 
best attained by dividing up the party into camps, each under a senior 
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Junior Provincial Officers should not be placed in charge of camps, or 
C. 0. No. 80 
(Prof.), d ~ t d  

on supervising work of any kind till they have done at least two fieldathJd~l80'- 
seasons plane-tabling, and one triangulating. 

An assistapt in charge of a camp can supervise about 6 planetablers 
working on the 1-inch scale, 8 on the 2-inch scale, and from 10 to 12  
on the 4-inch scale. 

A tindal and 4 khallisis are sufficient for a planetabler's squad when 
wort can be carried on by io te rp~la t i~n ,  and 3 additional men when 
chaining is necessary. 

A traverser requires about 8 to 1 0  men, whilst a triangulation squad - 
should consist of from 20 to 26 khalhis. 

0. The offiwr in charge should take a leading share in every part 
of the duties in the field and recess. Me 

Miscellaneous duties of ofScer should be constaufly innpectiing the work 
in obarge. of each camp, and instructing his subordi- 
nates in the use of instruments, in drawing and in mapping. No pains 
should be spared in training newly-joined assistants in the theory, as well 
as in the practical use of the theodolite and the planetable. 

He should see tlrat his subordinates are propsrly provided with 
instruments, stationery, medicines, and camp equipment, and furnished 
with ample data on which to bas2 their work, together with full iustruc- 
tions (written, if nezessary) as to the locality, method of procedure, and 
quantity of work expected of them ; also that they keep up a sufficient 
amount of carriage to move daily, or march a t  a moment's notice, on 
which condition only the daily travelling allowance can be claimed; 
and that they are fully capabld of performing their work in the field. 
He should keep his assistants duly informed of the various circular orders 
as they are issued. He should satisEy himself that  they study their 
hand-books, and keep them up to date, and he should examine them every 
month during the recess, to ensure their keeping up a sound knowledge if 
their profession. 

1 V .  The offi7er in charge of a party should be most careful of the 
preservation of the health of his estab- 

Hetrltll or eetablishmout, 
lishment. He must see that each detached 

party is supplied with medicines which are suitable and sufficient for its 
wants, and also that written directions as to their use, in  English or the 
vernacular, as may be necessary, accompany the medicines. He  should, 
therefore, before taking the field, obtain from the Medical Store Depart- 
ment, a sufficient supply oE medicines on an indent, przpared by the 
Hospital Assistant, and countersigned by the Civil Surgeon. When no 
Ilospital Assistant is attached t o  a party, i t  is well to indent for boxes 
of prepared medicines, the larger boxed known as "District Officers' 
chebtr " being served out to the Provincial Otticers, and the smaller '( tin 
medicine boxes'' to the subordinates, Al l  serious cases of illness should 
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be a t  once reported to the Head-Quarter camp, and when there is no 
Houpital Assistant, the patient should be sent for treatment to the nearest 
Civil Hospital or Dispensary. These medicine chests should be returned 

- 

to store every year to be refilled, in time for the next field season. 
Useful medical hints will be found in Moore's Family Medicines, 
Hints to 'I'ravellers, and in the Hand-book of General ~Instructions. 

11, A camp officer is entirely responsible for the work entrusted t o  
him. Escept for the few hours he has to 

of in charge attend to the examination of bills and camps. 
returds from his subordinates, prior t o  their 

despatch to the officer in charge of the pal ty, and the distribution of thei'r, - - 

yay, he should be constantly marching about, and visiting the planetablers, 
checking their work, helping them out of difficulties, and training the 
junior members of the party. H e  should be a man of tact and resource,. 
and of active habits, punctual in the submis~ion of acc~unts  and 'returns, 
and mathodical in all matters connected wlth the nirhagernent ilf hi3 
camp. 

12. It cannot be too strongly impressed on all members of the De- - - - 

part ment, that every consideration shoulct 
Accuracy and fidelity of field 

work. give way to the one great and paramount 
object of turning out good work, which 

may be thoroughly relied on by the public, and whicb will be found on 
examination in the field to be as accurate a3 it appears to be on paper. 
The public service reqi~ires the maximum amount oE work of the G s t  des- - 
cription ; it expects quantity as well a3 quality; but quantity without - 
quality is of very questionable value ; the outturn should, therefdre, on no 
i c o u o t  be ?ermitted t o  exceed what can be accomplished wit'l an appro- 
priate degree of fidelity. The surveyor should resist all temptatioLi to 
gain fictitious credit by departing from the strict line of duty. I t  may 
be diEEcult for him to refrain from injudici3us haste when hu knows that 
some of his brother surveyors ard working with greater rapidity than 
himself, and are likely t o  gain more credit than himself, because they 
happen to have a greater show of work, but his duties appertain to his 

- 

own work onlg, and if he is careful t:, make it as goo3 as possible, it 
will always be a credit to him, and to the Llepartment. 

13. Officers who, after having been sufficieiltly trained, submit field 
work that reqnires to be revised, render 

OEcers to forfeit pay if their 
work hee to be revised. themselves liable to fo~feiture of pay during 

- 

the time occupied in revision. 
14. Any person who may submit documentg, maps, or plans for record 

containirlg intentional errors, should be 
Pen'1ty for f81'ification of prosecuted by the officer in oharga of the recoTda. 

party to which the individual belongs, 
under sectione 167 and 218 of the Penal Code, 
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15. Officers in the field must do all in their power to prevent any oppres- 
sion of the villagers by their native estab- 

Prevention of oppression of 
villagers. lishment or t h e r  servants ; they will 

report a t  once to the officer in charge of the 
party any circumstaoce of this nature corning under their notice. 

Gratuitous labour, except when the civil officer states that i t  can be 
legally for line clearing 011 their own village bou~ldaries, is in no 
case to be demanded f ram za~nkndars,  or landholders. If they are kindly 

and considerately dealt with, they will be found, as they generally 
have been, willing and ready t o  lend assistance whenever necessary. 

Subordinates are granted certain concessions in the may of travelling 
allowance, in order that they may be in a position to provide themselves 
with tents and camp equipment and maintain them, they are therefore 
prohibited from demanding accommodation in houses in the area under 
survey. I t  is the duty of every officer to pay for all supplies received by 
himself a d  t o  see that his ~u5ordinates also pay for any they receive. 

I n  ce1.tair.l districts water, grass, and firewood are supplied gratis, 
but this cannot be enforced, and must be looked upon as an act of 

courtesy and hospitality. 
16, Surveyors, sub-surveyors, or others who can b3 proved to have 

received on any pretence whatsoever, auy 
Presellts Or gratuities prohi- preseot o r  gratoit,y from the inhabitants bi ted. 

or authorities of villages it] which they 
may have been, or are employed, or from their subordinates, ,will be 
summarily dismissed and proscribed. They are also liable t o  be sent for 
trial by the civil porere. 

17. Execi~tive officers working in Native States should insist on 
their own subordinates and followers pay- 

Native States. ing for every article supplied to them, a t  
the rates furnished by the vokila. Should i t  be foimd that the surveyors 
and sssistznts have cause for complaint, a representation will be made 
by the oeicer in charge to the Political OfEcer of the State. I t  is a. good 
plan to rnake each vakil  with a detached subordinate, send in a report 
t o  the officer in charge cvcry fortnight, stating whether the assistant 
with whom be is detached hiis, or has not, paid for all supplies procured 
for his camp. Ally omissions can then be speedily attended to, and 
the reports act as valuable refotatiolls against ally subseque~lt statements 
of the rakile, sometimes made to screen themselves, 

18. Officers and subordinates of the Depart- a. I. o. NO. ma, 
T~sespassing, end eport- dated 16th 

ing; prohibitions. ment indulging in sport are warned- October 1805. 

(1) Against treapassil\g on standing crops without the cmsent of 
the owners. 



(a) Against shootiog pea-fowl, or other birds or mimale, which are 
looked upon as sacred in the vicinity of villages, or habitations. 

(3) Against shooting domestic animals, such as dogs or pigs. 
(4) Generally againiost shooting or fishing i n  the immediate neigh- 

bourhood of villages, templee, or mosques. 
19, Stores and public property should not be kept in a ,closed tent, 

with a single sentry outside ; for suoh 
Guarding stores. an arrangement is unsafe, and unfair to 

the man on guard. The most secure method of guarding property is to 
collect it i n  an open spot, from which the sentry can have a clear .view on 
all sides ; the articles should be raised above the influence of damp ground, 
and of white ants, hy means of wooden trestles, stones, or bricks. Delicate 
instruments liable to injury from exposure can be guarded securely, if 
placed in a ahtrldbri, or open pdl. When the strength of the guard is 
insufficient for furnishing a double night sentry, the khaldsia of the 
establhbment must take their turn on such duty. 

20, All Government praperty should be stored in a masong,building, 
whenever practicable. n ldft at 

The care of Government Pro* ",&-hamdlY J' or  g go downs,)' proper =range. 
Perty. mente should be made for its safe 
eustody. Every precaution should be taken against damage to, or loss 
of, Government property by theft, fire in tents or godowna, and in transit 
by post, boat, or rail. 

21, Subaurveyon are warned that ehould they, on promotion to ~~~'AA~~~ the permanent e s t ab l ihen t ,  slacken 
isoe. Warning to  ~ u b - ~ u r v e ~ ~ ~ ~  On their energie3 and diminieh their outturn, 

promotion to pennment eervige. their pay will be promptly and substan- 
tially reduoed. 

B H ~ O .  22. The dutiesof senrveyor or sub-eurveyor in the field are to 
triangulate, traverse, or plane-table, and 

Dntiee of surveyors, e t ~ ,  in 
the tleld. they are 03 no account to be employed 

by executive offiwrs on office duties, as 
eslsist~nt writers, eta., except on very exceptional occasions, and then 
merely as a temporary measure. 

23. It should be epecislly noted and impresad on all asristmts 
and subordinates, that raurvey instrurnenta, 

Cartiage 6f enrvey indm. 
tnenta ib tbe field. such as thedolites, levele, plane4ablss, - 

etc,, should, except in very exceptional 
circumstances, always be carried by the khaldsis and not on carts, mules 
or other animals. Should it be unavoidable to  carry theodolites or other 
delicate instruments in  carte, a layer of branches placed under the  
boxee, will be found t o  be an exoellent aubstibte for springs, and 
prevent injury from jolting, 
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2 4, The field season should last about 6 months, but the date of corn- 

rneucing survey operations varies in differ- 
Duration of field season. ent parts oE India. I n  malarious tractsr 

little beoefit is gained by commencing field work before the middle of 
December, and in H ajputana, Sind, parts of the Punjab, and the United 
Provinces, out-OF-door work becomes almost impossible for Europeans after 
April. I n  Burma little in the way of triangulation or reconnaissance can 
be done during March and April, owiug to the dense smoke haze due to 
jungle fires which obscure all distant points. The period of a fie!d 
soason varies with local climatic conditions, and bas nothing to do with 
the survey programme which is merely an approximate estimate of a 
season's outturn; if a party completes its programme before the esti- 
mated time, i t  should take up additional work. 

Executive officers must apply t o  their administrative officer for orders 
as to the dates of commencing field work a t  least a ~nonth before the pro- 
posed date for taking the field. Similarly executive officers must apply 
for permission t o  retire from the field, and withdraw their establi~hments 
a t  least one month before the propwed date of return to recess quarters. 
With the application full particulars of the ares completed and remaining 
to complete the seasc~n's programme should be sent. At the same time a 
statement on form 0.65 should be submitted shoving the proposed recess 
strength of the native establishment of the party. An executive o6ticer 
should on no account, unless by special sanction, return to recess. 
quarters until all the field work has been tested, the instrumenk cleaned 
and properly stowed away in the field depdt, and the accounts of the field 
establijhment adjustecl. 

25.  At the close of a field season, the sub-surveyors whom serttioes are 
not required for recess duties, should be 

of '''la panted departmental, or recess leave by the not required during the receus. 
officer in charge of the party on pay not 

exceeding half their salaries. All inefficient khalbis  should be discharged, 
and departmental leave certificates on form 0 - 0 6 ,  with, or without pay, 
should only be gIvanted t o  those whose services ars again required next field 
season. Tindals, heliotropers, and others who have done conspicuously 
well for at least 6 years' service, may be granted such leave pay during 
recess, not exceeding half their salaries, as the officer in charge may deem 
expedient. Re. 1 for every 6 years' service is a fair rate of leave pay to  
grant them. 

26. Officers in charge of topographical paities, and drawing ciroular 

oEcce, are required to beep one copy of the Order NO. 216 
Mnintcnanae of mapg atid (Adm.), dated 

27th Ap ti1  chnrt* ib the o f f i r ~ s  of toposln. latest edition of every publi~hed topographicdl Isor, p11icn1 pnrt~es and drawing otUccs. 
and district map, triangulation and traverse 

ohart extant, of the Province in whict. they are working, (whether such 



maps are in  standard sheet form or not), carefully stored in an almirah, 
and arranged in drawers holdiog 50 maps each, wit11 the sheet numbers 
1 to 50, 61 to 100, etc., etc., painted outside. T l ~ e  standard sheet 
ilumher should be stamped on the right hand lower margin of each map, 
where it can be readily seen on pulling out the drawer, and the maps 
~.eturned daily to their proper places in the almirah after use. They 
should be correctly coloured and kept for reference and not for ordinary 
office use. 

Officers in charge should consider it a duty to make t,hemselves 
thoroughly conversant with the history, and quality of each one of these 
maps, noting all information on these points in ink on the backs of the 
maps. They will thus be enabled to report a t  any moment to their 
administrativs officers, as to the needs of the P~~ovince in  which they are 
serving, in the matter of topographical maps, and to point out where 
new surveys are required, snd over what areas a ~~evision or supplemeiltary 
survey will sLiffice, also what maps are i n  a fragmentary state, and 
require joining together to form complete standard sheets, and the amount 
and nature of the work necessaiSy to  effeot this. 

To aid them in attaining this knowledge and for ready reference, 
they should prepare index map3, and also keep up a register giving, as far 
as possible, all the requisite information. It is also desirable that they 
should =quire a general knowleclge of the history and quality of all 
revenue surveys that have been conducted in the Province, whether 
by Imperial or Local Agency, so as to be able to judge whether the 
material thus available, can be made use of in the compilation of the 
standard topographical maps. 

They ~lhould take every oppnrtuni ty when in, or going to or from, the 
field, of roughly examining the work i n  any of the sheets previously sur- 
veyed through which they pass, so ns to get a s  correct an idea as possible 
of futnre requirements, and whenever possible, should survey and record 
on the maps any new roads or railroads, etc., that  may have been made 
since publication, no that should a new edition or stock of any shret be 
reluirud, the new work may be ehown on i t  without delay, 

Officers in charge of Forest parties should in like manner keep 
up a complete set of Forest map3 of the Province in which they are 
working. 

'l'heqe orders are also applicable to Burma parties, but in a modified 
form. nnrma is for survey purposes divided into certain areas bounded 
by the limits of certain standard sheets, and officel-s in charge of parties 
should confine themselves mith regard to these orders to the of 
the country falling within their particular zone and in their case where 
1-inah work has not been carried out, they should treat in a eimilar way 
the f -inch reconnaieeance maps. 
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Chapter 11. 
Triangulation, and its Cornputat ion. 

a7, The only safe basis for topographical operations is beyond all 
question a system of accurate triangulation, 

Tr ianguls t io~~ tho b f ~ 6 ~ ~  of whereby undue aecumulatio~~ of error is 
fopographical surveying. 

precluded in the extension of the work 
end at the same time limits are set to  the intrusion of error in the 
internal details. For topographical purposes, all " Principal " and 
(! Secondary IJ data of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, must be con- 
sidered errorless, but '[ intersected points " fixed by long rays for temporary 
topographical purposes should be rejected as soon as the same points 
have been well fixed by triahgulation from near stations by topogra- 
phical parties. I n  the case, however, where a heliotrope has been put 
over a mark on the intersected poipt, and observations have been taken 
from two or more principal stations, those intersected points should also 
be considered errorless. There are few parts of India in which its work 
has not penetrated, and wherever its stations are found, the initial ele- 
ments required for commencing a survey are available, viz.,  the latitude, 
longitude, and height above sea level of a fixed point, a b a ~ e  of ascertained 
length, and an initial azimuth or true direction of the meridian. 
 lane-tabling and traversing both depend on the triangulation which has 
to be previously computed, it will generally happen that the whole 
strength of a party will, for the first year, be employed on reconnaiesance 
and triangulation only ; in this case careful arrangements must be made 
that the work of each observer joins properly on t o  that of his neighhour, 
and that the same stations on the cornmoil flank are used by both. 

26. Triangulation is generally entrusted to Imperial rind Provinoial 
officers after their first or second field 

Triangu'atiun, to whom season, but i t  ie always advisable to train trusted. 
a certain number of the senior sub-sur- 

veyore in a party to triangulate, especially in difficult and forest-clad 
countries where i t  is easier for a native to get about than a, European, 
as he bas less baggage to take with him. Moreover, triangulation is 
essentially a process which proves itself in  the subsequent computations, 
and requires but little supervision in the field. I t  is essential that the 
person who undertakes triangulation fur topographical purposes should 
have had a good previous training in plane-tabling, for it must be borne 
in mind that the object of the triangulation is t o  provide point. such alr 
will enable the plane-tabler who follow., ta sketch the country accuiately 
and well, 
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20. The (3. T. trianglee, when they exist, should be first broken 

Classes of triangles. down into triangles of about 8 to 20 miles 
to the side, according to the nature of the 

country, and subsequently into  till smaller ones, if a suffioient number 
of " interseoted points " cannot be otherwise obtained. The triangles 
should be as "well oonditioned " as possible ; that is to say, their angles 
should neither be too obtuse, nor too aoute. The namea by which the 
various cla~seo of triangles are diatingui~hed are as follows : ( i ) Principal, 
( ii ) O. T. eecondary, ( iii ) First class ~econdary, ( iv ) Minor, ( v ) Ter- 
tiary. Of these the f i r ~ t  two are dealt with in the Trigonometrical Hand- 
book. The third, viz., " Fir& c l a s ~  secondary " work is very similar to 
" C3. T. eecondary," but is dietinguislhed by the fact that  itLis done by a 
topographical party, generally with a high class vernier, or small micro- 
wope theodolite. Both of these clasees of secondary triangulation are more- 
over usually laid out in the form of a series, as distinct from a net work 
of triangles. " First elms secondary " series are generally run as con- 
aeoting links between G. T. series whioh are widely separated, or in 
=tensions over areas where no G. T. work exists. I n  either case 

nuprior instrument and observer are necessary for this olass of work 
*hioh must be executed with particular care. 

All ground not included in the 0. 'r. or " First class seaondary " 
triangulation must be covered with a net work of " Minor " triangles 
having long sides, which are in burn broken up when necessary 
into " Tertiary " short-sided triangles, the latter being laid out solely 
for the purpose of fixing intersected points. By far the greater 
portion of the triangulation done in a topographical party, consists of 
{' Minor " and " Tertiary " triangles only, but  i t  must be borne in 
mind that such work is euitalle only in moderate sized areae, whioh 
sre bounded by work falling under the first three classes, and 
wherever the areas are very large, or extension work forms part of 
the programme of a topographioal party, i t  is advisable to lay out a 
f r  First class secondary" eerie0 of triangles before the net work io 
commenced. 

30. Trigonometrical pointa are either (( stations of observation " 
where a theodolite is set up, or "intersected 

of fixed point8 re- points " which are unvisited and fixed by quired. 
two or more raye from stations of 

observation. The size of tile triangles and the number of fixed poi11 ts 
.per equare mile must depend on the scale of survey, the nature of the 
country, and state of the atmoephere at different times of the year. 
The larger the triangles, the greater the rapidity of covering the 
ground, and the eimpler the computations. All consideration of male 
msy, however, be got over by regulating the number of points to be 
given on G eertrin w e a  of the puper o n  which the final gurvey is made 
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md ce*trtaio ot ground. A. gmd estimate is one fixed 
p i n t  on the average to each six gqWre inches of PPer* 

31. It is indispensable, in order to get the best results from a tl~eodo- 
lite, that i t  shonld be placed on a perfectly 

Construotion of stations. Iounddion ; and a certain amount 
of building is frequently necessary to ensure this. The ordinary procedure 
is t o  build yith brioks (or stone) set in mo~tar,  a central pillar two or three 
feet in height amording to requirements, and just large enough to accom- 
modate the theodolite stand, say two feet iu diameter. I n  the centre of 
blris, w its uppef surface, a heavy stone is let in, on which is engraved a 

about three iachea in diamekr, with a oentrd dot to mark the esact 
si& of the station. Around this pillar, but not touching it, is built e, rough 
tnaeontgl platform of stones and mud, on which the observer stands when 
at  work : the space between the pillar and platform, whiah may be about 
two inches wide, is filled in with loose grass or sand, The station6 are 
aenerally built by a t inda l  during the time that the rmonneissance is in a 
progress, so as to be ready for use when the angular measurements begin, 
and a t  the same time khala'sis are sent out with instructions t o  fix up signals 
on various conspiauous points previously selected by the triangulator. 
This is the usual method where building is ,necessary, but in '( Minor " 
triangulation this is very rarely the case, and stations are plaoed on solid 
rock, the roofs of buildings, or merely on the ground surface. I n  the firat 
two oases, it will suffice to engrave the circle and dot i n  aitu, but otherwise 
it should be done on a large stone subsequently embedded in the pound.  
On black cotton soil, or in other circumstances where the ground is vel7 
unsteady, an excellent temporary support for the theodolite map be *ade 
by driving deep into the soil three large tent pegs or stakes, on whioll 
the legs of the stand will rest, 

I n  flat country where there is much low jungle, it is often convellient 
to carry a tall braced tripod on which the usual stand of the theodolite 
is placed. This tripod is surrounded by a detached outer tripod which 
carries a platform for the observer. If these tripods are designed 
and well constructed, there is no diffioulty in raising the telegcopt: of the 
theodolite to a height of 1 5  feet above the ground. 

8%. The elaborate precautions taken for the preservation of the - 
principal stations of the Great Trigono- 

Preaervatioa of stations. 
metrical Survey are superfluous in the case 

of topogmphioal work, and it will suffioe if B pile of stones or earth 
is heaped over the site of the station. The topographical surveyor 
must, however, when making use of the prin~ipa~l (+. T. stations, be oare- 
ful to leave them properly protected aocording to the rules given below :- 

- 
(a) AoZJotu tower8 or  paka masonry :-Stop all craoks; clwe the 

trapdoa; blmk up the h d o w e ,  an4 $he doors in the 
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basement; and should the roof have fallen in, shape the 
dkbris in the form of a cone on the basement floor. 

( 6 )  8oZU towers o f  kacira masonry wilA central paka solid pillar :- 
Cover over summit of structure with a large pile of mud 
sloped away to carry off the rainfall. 

(el Solid towers 07 kacda masonty wi th  central paka perforated 
pil lar :-Protect summit of structure as in (6) ; and close the 
passages to the basement floor with earth and stones. 

(d)  Jow p la f f o rms  o f  k a J a  materials wi th  central paka solid 
pil lar :-Hepair platform if necessary ; and pile up a pyramid 
of earth and stones over pillar and platform. 

( e )  Paka  perforated pillars withoat platforms :-Close the passages 
to the basement floor ; and prevent water lodging round about 
the pillar. 

( f )  Paka pyramidal pil lars :-Cover over with earth and stones 
as in (d ) .  

Remove all vegetation from the pillars and platforms, and clear the 
apace round them. 

C. 0. No. 87 
(Prof.), dated 

All G. T. stations are under the custody of local officials, who are 
4th February responsibIe for their upkeep, but to further ensure their preservation, 
180a. 

C. (Prof.), O. dated executive officers are directed to repair all such as fall within the area 
23rd JUue lgM. under survey during a field season, action to be taken at  once with- 

out further reference. The cost of such repairs will be defrayed from 
the contingent grant of the party, under the budget head "Building 
survey stations," and if the expenditure thus incurred exceeds the budget 
allotment, a further grant will be made to meet it. If the repairs are of 
mch a nature that they cannot be carried out by locallabour, an executive 
oficer should at  once call the attention of the locai nothorities t o  the 
condition cf the station, and request that  the repairs may be executed, and 
reported t o  the Si~perintendent, Trigonometrical Surveys. At the close of 
the field season, executive officers will cubmit t o  the Superintendent, Trigo- 
nometrical Surveys, through their administrative officers, a return on form 
P. 80 reporting the condition of all (3. T. stations falling in the area 
surveyed, and the action taken, and cost of all repairs. They should a t  
the eame time report, whenever possible, whether the neceseary repairs 
of statione which were brought t o  the notice of the local authorities in 
previous years, have been carried oat, or not. 

33. Before commencing the actual observation of the angles of the 

~~~~~~i~~~~~~ chart,  all^ it. triangles, a previous reconnaisea~lce wit11 
une. the plane-table is necessary, by which the 
most advantsgeoue positions for the stations are chosen, and poinfa 
seleded for the erection of temporary cignale, ruch as poles, flagdl etc., 
wbe1.e natural objects are wanting. Jn skilled b a o d ~  this ' rough 
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'econnaissanae may beaome a very fair approximate map of the county,  
and will well repay a large amount of care and thought bestowed upon 
it. The identification of the EO-called '' intersected points," when 
observed from two or more stations, depends largely on the clearness and 
accuracy of this preliminary work: moreover, the selection of " well- 
oonditiooedJ' triangles is much facilitated by it, and i t  is of use in 
many less obvious ways which a surveyor soon learns t o  appreciate. 

A field chart of triangulation should be ~rojected so as to include the 
apes allotted to the triangullator, and all previously ascertained trigonome- 
trical points therein that may be available,   lotted thereon, the Great 
Tri~onometri~al points and rays being inked up in red and the topo- 
graphical points in black. A scale 4 of that of the detail survey will 
generally be found suitable. 

In  selecting points to be fixed, the triangulator must imagine himself 
in the position of the detail surveyor about to survey the ground in 
question, and such points must be chosen as will facilitate the plane- 
tabling. A triangulator is too apt to fix points on the hills to the 
exclasion of those i n  the v:\llegs, whereas if the valleys are narrow and 
confined, points with heights, low down in the valleys, are of the 11tmo~t 
importance to a plane-t:lbler. I n  the Himalayas, points can sometimes be- 
fixed down slopes and in positions where intersection is impossible, by 
means of the bar-subtense method described in para'graph 68 e t  sep. 
This will give points with quite sufficient accuracy for plane-tabling 
purposes up t o  distances of 1 4  to 2 miles. 

I n  commencing his recon~~aissance, the triangulator, accompanied Ly 
several of his k.inZdsis who will subsequently have to pole the points, 
should first visit a fixed trigouometricnl station Eormiug one end of his 
initial base, examining the ground as he goes, for snitable points to be 
used as intersected points. He should interpolate his position on 
the plane-table as opportunity offers, by means of such points as 110- 

has plotted, so as to take rays to, and fix the position of, intersected 
points which, if necessary, shogld be there and then poled by sending men 
off to put them up on hills or trees. On reaching the station, be shorlld 
eearch carefully for such points on high ground as appear suitable for 
stations of observation, getting cross rays to them and so approximately 
fixing their position as Boon as he can. He should then make his way to 
the other end of the base, cutting in, poling where necessary, and 
naming or numbering intersected points as he advances. From the second. 
atation he mill be nble t o  fix approximately tho positions of his forwa1.d 
slationa of obrervntion. He should then march towards one or other of these, 
fixing and poling suitable intersected points elt route as before. The new 
station should he visited, its position carefully fixed, and the site prepared 
when neeesaary, the mark-stone being cot and imbedded, and orders issued 



for tbe felling of trees, etc., in the direction of the rays required. 'After a 
little practice good kialhs is  can be entrusted with the preparation of the 
sites, after they have been visited by the triangulator, and thk necessary 
work determined on. When no forest exists, this work is of the sim- 
plest ; a little levelling of the ground and the placing of a mark-stone 
~ t h  pole and brt~sh supported by a cairn of stones is all that is required. 
I t  cannot, however, be too much insisted on, that the pole'rnust be most 
care£ ull y placed vertical and central over the mar k-stone. If khadhsks 
see that their officer is always very careful about this point, they soon get 
into the habit of very careful centering ; this is most essential as the 
accuracy of one's work is entirely dependent on the faitllfulness with 
which they centre the poles or heliotropes, and there is no check on it. 

R h e n  a wooded hill is clesl-ed, in order to make a site for a station, 
a conspicuous tree should be left standing somewhere near the station. 
I n  selecting such a tree take care that it is not so placed that its shadow 
*ll fall on the station and so interfere with the heliotroper there. Such 
a tree will be of far more use to the plane-tabler than the pole and 
brush on the station itself. 

The whole ground is thus gone over, the officer marching from 
place to place as best suits the lie of the country, always keeping a careful 
plane-table reconnaissance of the work, choosing suitable points 
for intersection, and marking them by poling where necessary. l'he 
chart should be kept up to date, stations of observation and 
intersected points being hked in with large and small circles, and their 
names or numbers entered i n  ink. The lines connecting stations which 
are intervisible should, however, be left in pencil till the observations have 
been taken. It is generally necessary t o  keep a descriptive list of all 
intersecte.l points fixed 011 the chart, as this much facilitates their subse. 
quent identification. This may be done on the margin of the chart or in 
a note book. 

Care should be taken to avoid covering the board with a mass of 
pencil rays to doubtful intersected points, which will only confuse the 
biangulator when he commences to observe. The intersected points 
re lecM should be definitely fixed, and named or numbered, and tentative 
pencil work cleared off the cbart. I n  this way when t l ~ e  officer .hag 
reacbed the further limit of the area allotted to him, he should have been 
a11 over the ground, and selected all his stations of observation and 
intersected pointe, all markecl in their proper positions and named on the 
ohart ; he will then be ready t o  go back ovel the work taking the olserva- 
tiona. The observer will however generally find it advisable to devote a 
little labour to the chart before beginning to observe, with the object of 
.voiding unnecessary work sf terwards. I t  will ususlly contain many 
pdundmt tala, pnd possibl J some 8uperfluous stations, but by distingd&- 
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fihg the different classes of triangles by different grades of pencil lines, such 
rays as are unnecessary can be detected and' cut out. This preliminary 
scrutiny will largely reduce the work particularly at rnally of the " Terti- 
3ry I) Stations which (as will be seen in paragraph 42) are places selected 

with the object of giving extra rays t o  intersected points, when the 
view obtainable from the " Minor " stations does not suffice for this purpose. 

vithors a p r e l h i s a r y  reconnaissance, aucl as has 6een deacri6ed 
080ve, it is iwpoJsible to carry out a aucce~af?d triangulation. 

On to observe at any station, a triangulator has only to 
fir his plane-table truly in position, and write down in his angle book 
the list of stations and intersected points to be observed. By laying his 
plane-table rule on the line to any point, a careful search with a telescope 
or pair of binoo~~lars w i l l  enable him to identify the object, if it is i n  view. 
- 'As soon as reciprocal rays have been observed between s t a t i o~~s  of 
observation, ink up the liues on the chart joining the stations with linea 
of varyiling thickness according t o  the "class " of triangles, and then go 
over the chart with the angle book, and ink in the rays from the observ- 

ing t o  each intersected point, inking up, for clearness' sake, only 
the last inch of the line nearest the intersected point. A cross mark 
should be drawn across the line where a vertical angle has been 
observed. At the close of the field season, this chart should be in such s 
state, that any officer conversant with such proceedings, would be able to 
lay out from it, the computations. 

In folest parties, such charts if neatly prepared, are bound up with 
the csmputations of a season's work. 

344. Signals are of two kinds, luminous and opaque. The former 

SignaIs. consists of heliotropes for use by day, and 
lamps for night work : lamps arc very 

rarely employed in triangulation for topographical work, whereas helio- 
tropes are in constant use. The khaldsis employed on heliotropiog have 
to be carefully instructed t o  move from station to station in a certain 
order when they @t their " jazuab," i.e., m hen they are no longer required 
at a particular statioll, and delays owing to cloudy weather end raia- 
understandings are apt to occur even with carefully trained men. A 
very useful opaqlle signal is t.hat known ns the pole and brush. This 
may be erected either by heaping up a pile of stones 5 o t  6 feet in height 
aroulld it ,  or  1 ) ~  tying it on the top of n tree. A pole and bmsh of tbiB 
(lescription sllollld always be erected over every station of observatjoo 
after it is built, and heliotropers should be instructed always to  put i t  up 
carefully over the mark stone in cloudy weather, and also before they 
qllit a @tation* A rough coat of white wash over the pile of stones will 
ellable it t o  be seen tnuch more readily against a dark baokground. Wllen 
4 poled, i t  is very necessary to have a mart, such ss s triangle out 
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deeply into its stem for the purpose of future identification, or else to 
heap a pile of stones round its base. Another very good form of opaque 
signal is made of thin laths of bamboo worked into t'he shape of a deep 
basket. Two of these are joined together mouth to mouth and fastened 
on to a pole running lengthwise through them. The pole is supported by 
three other poles with forked ends leaning against it, and firmly fixed in 
,the ground, the intervening spaces between the supports being interlaced 
with split bamboos. This signal when new is very clearly visible a t  long 
distances. There is no better signal than a single tree or bushleft stand- 
ing on a hill top from which all contiguous jungle has been removed, 

Small pyramidal tents may under certain circumstances form good 
signals, especially when lo~lring down from a hill upon a plain below, 
but they are not often employed. Flaps are very useful in forest clad 
countries, and are easily recognised against a background of foliage 
where any other sort of opaque signal would be invisible. They are, 
homever,apt to be stolen, and in calm weather are sometimes difficult to 
recognise. For " intersected points," natural objects should be used 

much as possible ; not only are they permanent, but they are sure 60 
be identified by th'e plane-taller when at  work. Isolated trees, village 
temples and pagodas, ctc., etc., make excellent points, and for 1 inch 
work i t  is rarely necesfary to pole or flag them. Rays taken either to 
the stem, or apparent centre of a tree are suficient, provided there can be 
110 doubt in t h e  mind of the plane-tabler as to which tree amongst others 
has been intersected. 

35. A heliotrope (called also heliostat) consists of a plane circular 
mirror, so mounted on a small trip01 or 

 heliotrope^, anti their uses 
described. three foot screws as t o  be movahle on two 

axes, one vertical and the other horizontal, 
whose directions pass accurately through the centre of the mirror, a t  which 
point a small hole, about :T of an inch in diameter, is drilled through the 
glaes. Each heliotrope is usually accompanied by a small sight-vane, 
consisting of an aperture in a board with two cross wires spanning i t  : 
failing thie, a leaden weight (or even a 111mp of clay) of 2 or 3 lbs., can 
be used into which is inserted vertically a straw or very thin slip of wood, 
on which a ring of thread is tied loosely so as t o  be movable up and down 
a t  pleasure. This latter arrangement can be made by the kfiala'ei 
on the spot, and is preferable on the score of simplicity. Heliotropes 
may be used either mounted on a folding wooden tripod, or on the tops 
of their own boxes. The second plan is recommended for use in all cases, 
except where the station is surrounrled by bushes or long grass, and such 
places will be noted by the trisngulator when carrying out his recon- 
nais~ance. Uuing the box as a support has advantages, in that it minirnises 
the uncertainty as to the height of the signal, reduces the apparatus t o  be 
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rnrried and enables the khaldsi to sit to  his work, in which position 
he is more likely to keep his alignment properly and continuously* It is 
an advantage to use only one size and pattern of heliotrope in each party, 
as the f i  height of object" can then in most instances be entered by the 
observer a t  the time of observing, and a common s o ~ ~ c e  of error in  
deducing the height of stations will be thus avoided. If tripods are 
used, a good plan is to give each heliotroper a ~ l u r n b  line with knots at  
intervals of one foot, with instructions to set the centre of the mirror a 
definite number of feet, say 4 above the mark. I f  this is impossible 
owing t o  the position of the mark stone, the height of the mirror above 
the mark should be roughly measured, by the khaldsk who is quite 
capable of measuring to the nearest $ of a foot. 

The process of aligning a heliotrope, or so  lacing it tha t  the sun's 
rays are reflected in any desired direction, is very simple, and soon learned 
by ordinary khalds.is. It is carried out as follows : -The sight-vane is 
carefully centered over the station marlr, snd the heliotrope placed about 
two feet from it, facing the point on which it is to be aligned, i n  such a 
manner that the kRaZa'si can see both the sight-vane and the distant 
mark through the hole a t  the centre of the heliotrope. By moving the 
heliotrope slightly, the distant mark, the cross wires of the sight-vane, 
and the hole in the mirror, are brought illto the same straight line.' 
The mirror should now be turned towards the sun, by means of its 
motion on the two axes (the tripod remaining fixed), in such a direc- 
tion that the image of the hole, which is a small black speck in the 
middle of the bright reflection of the mirror, falls on the cross wires 
of the sight-vane. An observer at the distant mark will then see the sun 
reflected in the mirror. Some observers prefer centering the heliotrope 
itself, instead of the sight-vane, over the station mark. The latter 
method is simplest when the 11eliot1-ope is used on a tripod, bu t  the former 
is the mobt accurate method of centering when the box is used as a 
supp rt.  

When the sun is near the horizon, itq rays may &I1 so obliqllely on 
either the obscrvcr's or the heliotroper's mirror, that the signal is keen with1 
difficulty : this may, in skilful hands, be remedied by double refledtion. ' 
The method, however, requires a second heliotrope, alld is s little too ' 
complicated for the ordinary native, but may often be adopted by an 

observer a t  the close of a. day's work, when he wishes to a " j a w a h  
to a heliotroper, 

I n  order to get good work from heliotropers i t  is essential to drill 
them carefully a t  the beginning of each field season before commencing , 

work, when the method of signalling by double reflection might also be 
taught. 

It is advisable to rend two men out in charge of each heliotrope, 
partly because the IEhnlciri, wllose duty it is to show the signal nearly all 
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day, requires assistancein cooking, etc., and partly because the sedoad 
man, who is generally untrained, has thus s good opportunity of 
becoming practically acquainted with heliotrope work, whilst in case of 
sickness, the presence of a second khala'si is imperative. 

36. The routine of heliotroping is necessarily made simple in order 

Management of heliotropere. to be within the comprehension of the 
uneducated men who are employed on it, 

and consists of a few readily understood signals as follows :-Whens 
the observer wishes to observe a distant station heliotrope, he, with 
his own heliotrope (which may be 12 inches in diameter with advantage) 
flasbes continuously on that point, until the signaller has adjusted his 
heliotrope, and shows a steady light ; he then ceases flashing, alld 
the signaller is required to  keep his light fixed throughout the 
whole day. If  he gets careless, a few flashes are again sent to him, by 
which he understands that  he is to see carefully t o  the adjustment 
of his heliotrope, as i t  has probably got off the line owing to the motion 
of the sun. When the observations to any station are completed, 
the heliotroper may be dismissed, or given his "jawab " as i t  is 
commonly called, as follows :-The observer, having in the regular 
way obtained a good steady light from the heliotroper, fixes his own 
heliotrope steadily upon him (i.e., not flashing). The heliotroper 
seeing this suddenly extinguishes his light, the observer immediately 
follows suit; the heliotroper again shows a steady light, the observer 
does the same ; the heliotroper extinguishes his, the observer does 
likewise ; and this process is repeated three times till the  heliotro~er 
is satisfied of the observer's intention ; he then gives a few flickers 
with Iris heliotrope to signify that he understands the signal, dis. 
mantles his heliotrope, sets up the pole and brush over the station 
mark with stones or earth piled arouncl it, and proceeds either to the 
observer's camp, or to the next station allotted to him, according t o  orders 
previously received. There is another method of giving the "g'awab," 
viz., to display two heliotropes thirty or forty yards apart, in answer to 
which the heliotroper extinguishes his light three successive times as 
before. I n  some topographical parties i t  is customary to  give partial 
" jawah," consisting of one reciprocal extinct ion, by wl~ich the heliotroper 
is to understand that his work for that  dny only is over; but thisi s 

liable t o  be mistaken, and cannot be recommended except with experienced 
and well-trained heliot ropers. 

Before despatching the heliotropers to  their stations, a triangulnt or 
should dram up a sort of programme, giving each heliotroper a list of the 
etstions in conaecutive order from which he is t o  signal. If this 
programme is carefully made out, and t'he heliotropers are thoroughly 
instructed as to their movements from station to station, much trouble 
will be avoided, and very few mistakes should occur. 



At short distances even a 6-inch heliotrope will be too bright to 
observe with precision, and its light must be partly reduced ; this may 
be done by fitting on the diaphragm with which most heliotropes are pro- 
vided, thus limiting t'he exposed part of the mirror's diamete; to 2 or 24 
inches, but a more convenient method is to have a piece of muslin or black 
crepe stretched on a little slip of bamboo bent round into the shape of a 
tennis bat held by a khala'si in front of the object-glass of the telescope 
of a theodolite. A 'card-board cap, with muslin stretched over the 
aperture, will answer the same purpose. 

37." The best instrument for running long series of " First class secon- 
dary " triangulation is undoubtedly the 6- 

Theodolites. inch or 8-inch microscope theodolite by 
Messrs. Troughton and Simms, both of which are fitted with powerful 
telescopes, but for all '( Minor " and " Tertiary " triangulation a good 
6-inch vernier instrument will suffice. The modern 6-inch theodolites 
are very handy and portable instruments, with simple adjustments, and in 
the hands of skilled observers, eapable of giving results more than good 
enough for any topographical work. The average triangular error for a 
season's work with the microscope c,lass of instrumeuts should certainly 
not exceed 2" to 4" according to the precautions adopted if luminous 
signals are used. A memorandum on moderll theodolites by Capt. 
Turner, R.E., is given in the Appendix where the adjustments of these 
instrumellts are fully described. 

38. Thc observer will of course take the greatest care in centering 
his theodolite exactly over the station 

Centering of theodolitee, and 
aignals. mark, but he should remember that all his 

care will be thrown away, unless he can suc- 
ceed in impressing on his signallers the necessity for equal care in ceuter- 
ing the heliotropes, etc. ; and he will do well to make a show of extreme 
scrupulousness on this point whenever setting up his instrument, even 
where accuracy is not imperative, in order to cultivate this habit among 
his khaldsis. 

39, It is indispensable for good observing that proper shelter from 
wind, sun or rain should be provided for 

Observahr~ requirements# a'1d the theodolite, and the officer in charge of 
procedure. 

the party is responsible that a suitable 
observatory tent or umbrella accompanies each triangulating party. An 
oheervatory tent should iuvariably be used for " First class Secondary '* 
work, 

Wheu possible the observer should be given the services of a recordw, 
as this will add greatly t o  the apeed and comfort of the work, and to , 
rome extent also, t o  its accuracy, for the recorder's business is to take out 
the means of the vernier readiugs and angles whilst the work prowd., 
end to d the observer'e attention to my diocrepancies. 
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On completing all rounds to stations the observer should at  once 
scrutinize the results, and when large differences appear, the doubtful 
measures should be repeated before doing other work. If this important 
precaution is omitted, errors will often subsequently be found when there 
in no means of rectifying them.* 

40. Before commencing work with the theodolite, the observer 
should orientate the plane-table on which his 

reconnaissance chart reconnaissance chart is mounted in a con- when observing. 
venient position, and read out (or enter iu 

his book if he has no recorder), the names of the stations to which he 
Bas decided to observe rays, proceeding from his selected zero station in 
the direction of the hands of a watch, and closing with the zero station. 
The best point to  select for the zero station is that which is :most likely 
to  be clearly visible all day. He will usually have to observe both 
" Minor " and " Tertiary " rays, and as the former are observed on more 
zeros than the latter, he may either observe them in two groups, or may 
omit the " Tertiary " rays from the list of stations prepared for alternate 
zeros. The former is the best plar~, and should be adopted, except when 
either class of ray is limited to a very small number, or when time is of 
great importance. After completing observations to all stations, reference is 
again made to the plane-table, and commencing with the same zero station 
it visible, the names or numbers of all the intersected points are writteu 
down in the order in which they will enter the field of view when revolv- 
ing the telescope from left t o  right, the  zero atation again closing 
the liat. 

41. A " swing " is a continuous motion of the telescope round the 
circle, beginning and ending with the zero 

- 1)efinition of terms used in station. It may be made in either direc- 
observing. tion, i.e., either clockwise or counter-clock- 

wise. 
A " measure )' is the number of degrees, minutes ancl seconds contained 

in an angle. Each angle must be measured more than once, as a single 
measure is not free from error. 

A "setting" is the division on the limb at  which vernier A is  
clamped on beginning a round of observations. 

The " &ro " includes a pair of settings on different faces 180" apart, 
F. L. 0." 

Thus is counted as one zero. F. R. 180" 
- 

A f k  a ~hor t  ex rience in  the field, the observer nil1 know what to e q w t  i& the r rnntter of agreement etwcen measures on each zeto and must then lsf down a crite- 
rim for his own guidance. Ibetrumenta nod oondition~ vaiy so much that nn bard. 
-&fast rule ie possible, but when using s modern 6-inch vernier theodolite, all mea- 
marel of the wrne angle should fall h t b i n  20" or 25", provided the signals are dearly 
t t ibh ,  with microsoope theodolite0 the range will be much smaller. 

Yeasureo which do pot comply with the adopted criterion muat be repeatedat once* 



TRIANGULATION, AND ITS COMP~TATION.  

42. The number of measures to  be made of each angle depends chiefly 
on the class of the work in hand, and . - 

Measurement Of the following table will furnish a useful 
angles. 

auide- - 
Class of triangle. 

Number of 
measures of 
each nngle. 

First claw secondar~" . . . . 16 
Minor . 8 
Tertiary . 4 
intersected points. . . 2 

The number of zeros depends on the class of instrument used, aad is 
based on the following considerat ions :- 

(1) Each measure should be independent, and uabiassed. . 

(2) Each measure should, if possible, be made on a different part of 
the arc. 

(3)  On each zero, the measures made must be balanced in respect 
of the direction of the '(swing," and "chauge of face.'' 

When using a " vernier " instrument, if two measures in contrary 
directions are made on each face, the first condition cannot be complied 
with, as i t  is impossible to avoid a certain bias in favour of the measures 
first recorded, many of which will unavoidably be recalled to the observer's 
mind by the position of the verniers wher read on the retilru (( swing." 
Hence it follows that  with a "vernier " instrument, no more than two 
measures should be made on each zero, the first swinging clockwise 
on one face, and the second swing counter~clockmise on the other face. 

If the instrument has only two verniers, this procedure will not 
satisfy the second consideration, and from his point of view it would 
seem better, when working with this class of instrument, t o  take only one 
measure on each "setting," reversing conditions, as to directiou of 
" swing') and " face," on every fresh " settiug " used. This, however, is 
objectionable in other ways, and in this case it is therefore best to dis- 
regard the ~econd consideration. 

A " microscope " theodolite possesses the advantage that  there can be 
no appreciable bias in the readings under any circumstances, so that  
the first condition i~ satisfied even when repeating a round of anglee 
with reversed (( swing,'' As moreover these instruments are usually very 
carefully divided, there is no particular reason for multiplying largely 
the number of zeros, and it is therefore best to take four measures per 
tero, and keep the number of zekos, small, t 

a Any offaer who hae to do " Biret class eecondar " work is recommended to  refor to  
the c h ~ p t e r  on irinngulatinn in the Hand-book of t i e  Q. T .  Branch, where the precsn- 
tioas nsceesnry for h~gh ly  accurate work are entered into. 

t As ~clgardr repeating discordant mcaeures, see pat,agrsph 89 and footnote. 
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The following table has been based on the above arguments and is 
recommended for universal adoption :- 

(a) The let, 3rd, 5th and 7th aeroe under ( c ) .  

The angles a t  a station are taken thus:-Sopposing the observer 
to be at A, and the rignale a t  B, C, D, E, P 
are all visible, the instrument is carefully levelled 
and clamped a t  0°, the lower plate being un- 
clamped. The instrument is then turned round 
in azimuth so that aome etation, B for in- 
stance, reads OC or zero on vernier A ; B ie then @ L 
called the zero station. Suppose t,he telescope to  
be brought up from tbe left hand of B, and turned 
gently, eo that B may enter the field of view, and come near the antre  

Clam of triangle. 
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wire) but not pass over i t ;  the lower plate must then be clamped, and the 
bisection of B completed by using the slow-motion screw. All the 
verniers are now read, and the recorder enters the readings in a fair 
legible hand in the angle book. The observer should then look again 
into the telescope to see that B remains bisected. If found correct 
the upper plate is t o  be gently unclarnped aud the telescope moved 
by means of its supports towards C, care being taken not to over- 
*hoot it. The clamping, bisecting and reading is done as before, and 
similarly also for D, Z and F. l h e  " sqing " is then continued and the 
zero-station B is again observed. This completes one set of observations. 
A comparison of this reading with that  previously obtained will test the 
stability of the instrument. A complete round of observatioxis is thus 
obtained a t  setting '" F. L. On0, by a continuous motion or " swing " 
from left to right. Now, after overshooting the station B, the telescope 
is brought back by a continuous motion from right t o  left, t o  each 
station in sucoessiou, and the readings recorded in a similar manner. 
This mill give a second roulld of observatione at " setting " F. L. 0'. 
Now " change face" by turning the telescope through 180° in a vertical 
plane, and round 180" in azimuth, so that if the face of the vertical 
circle were previously to the left hand, it will now be to the right 
hand; clamp station B at 180°, and proceed as before, taking two 
rounds of observations, the motion or " swing " of the instrument being 
in one ronud, continuous from left to right, and in the other from right 
to left. This is called " setting )' F. R. 180°, the former position 
being (( setting " F. L. 0'. 

When only two measures per zero are made, i.e., one on each face, 
the procedure is as follows : swing f rorn  tati ion to station clockwise, 
then reverse face and swing back in the contrary direction. 

All three angles of each triangle should be o b s e ~ o e d  no matter what 
the class of tiiangle ma.y Be. I11 " Tertiary '' work this is not so essential 
but the frequent oinission of the third angle in " Minor " triangles is a 
certain indication of slovenliness and should always be so regarded. 

When observing at  a G. T. station, always be careful t o  have a 
heliotrope a t  an adjacent O. 1'. station, and observe it in your round of 
angles, to onable ycu to  deduce your triangles from G. T, bases. 

W hcn it is foupd, while observing, that a certain portion of the ground 
ie commsrlded from two stations only, it will very often be found feasible 
to select a " Tertiary " station of observation from which a third ray can 
be obtained to the intersected points in this area. To do this choose a 
convenient station from which two of the previously chosen stations of 
obrervation are visible, such that they will subtend a suitable angle a t  
the new station. Take your round of angles to the intersected points 
and observe carefully the angle between the two stations. Leave a 



conspicuous mark a t  the "Tertiary " station, and when either or both of 
the two original stations are visited, include the " Tertiary " station in the 
round of angles. The angle taken a t  the " Tertiary " station, and that 
observed a t  one oE the other two stations, will be sufficient if carefully t&en 
to fix the new station, as i t  is merely required to get checking rays to the 
intersected points. Such a "Tertiary " station shoold be chosen judi- 
ciously, so as to observe a t  i t  while on the way to one of the main stations, 
in order not to entail going back to one of them to fix it. 

I n  observing intersected points, i t  is necessary that a t  least one, 
(but preferably more than one) station should be observed with them in the 
same round, and it is essential to commence and finish with a station as 
rs check on any movement of the instrument during the round. Inter- 
sected points should have a short description or sketch attached to them 
in the column of remarks of the angle book, to assist in subsequent iden ti- 

* fication, and to ensure the same part of the object being observed in all 
cases. It is a rule not to be departed from, except for very urgent 
reasons, that intersected points must be fixed by three rays. When two 
only are used, a large number of points are almost always lost owing to 
misidentification. 

If intersected points are not poled, they should be well defined natural 
objects. To take several readings to an ill-defined object on the chance 
of one of the reaclings working out in the computations, is a waste of 
time in the field, and entails useless labour in recess, for even if the point 
eventually works out, i t  is sure to  be of no value to a plane-tabler, who 
mill fail to identify it.  

Wben a moodecl hill has been cleared and R single tree left standing 
near a station, a reading of the horizontal circle on one face should be 
taken to it from the station and entered in the angle book under the head 
of "Station tree" and the distance from the station to it should be 
measured and recorded in the column of remarks. 

The magnetic variation having to be determined for entry on the 
maps, the theodolite must be set in the magnetic meridian a t  each 
station of observation, by means of the needle, and the reading recorded 
in conjunction with the reading of one of the surrounding stations. 
The angle derived from these two readings when applied to the computed 
azimuth of the station will give the magnetic variation. 

43. I t  may occasionally happen that the observer has, through in- 
advertence intersected, when observing, 
not the exact station itself, but a point 

qtlite close to i t  : on the other hand it ig occasionally necessary, in order 
to avoid intervening obstacles, to place the theodolite a short distance - - 

tram the mark for eome particular ray. I n  such cases all that the 
observer has to do in the field, is to enter carefully in the angle book the 
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circumstances of the case, giving the distsnce of th'e (' ~atellite station," 
as i t  is commonly called, and its direction referred to  one or other of the 
distant stations. The computation of the correction t o  bo introduced 
is then a very simple matter of plane trigonometry, and is generally 
postponed till the calculations are taken in hand during the reoess. 

44. Vertical angles to all stations distant more than 4 or 5 miles, 
should be measured a t  about the time of 

Measurement of vertical 
angles. minimum refraction, i.e., between 1-45 P.M. 

and 8-45 P.M., and always with a t  least one 
(( change of face : " for intersected points the time is of less consequence, 
and so long as the observations are not made in tbe early morning or 
late evening hours, the observer may use his own discretion about 
infringing the rule. If vertical angles are observed at  an hour very 
different from that of minimum refraction, i t  is desirable to observe some 
station a t  the same time : the reason for this is, that the height of the 
station being known, the observer is enabled to compute the refraction a t  
the time oE observation, by means of the vertical angle then taken to it. 
For stations the observations should be reciprocal, because the effect 
of refraction is not only thereby eliminated, but because they furnish the 
coeficient of refraction t o  be employed in reducing single, i .e. ,  non- 
mciprocal, vertical measurements. 

The heights of the instrument and signal above the station platform 
must always be recorded in the angle book ; and in observing vertical 
angles to intersected points, the particular part of the object intersected 
should be noted, as well as its height above the ground level. 

The level attached to the vertical arc must always be read ant1 
recorded, when observing heights of stations, but in the case of inters 
se2ted points, i t  will euffice to keep the bubble near the centre of its run, 
and neglect the level correction. A note as to the nature of the grsdu- 
ation of this] level must be given on the first page of the vertical angle 
book, ae the rules for reducing the correction vary according to the 
method used, vide paragraph 47. The scale value of the level should also 
be entered with a note as to when, and how it was derived. Levels 
being very sensitive tbermometers, care must be taken not t o  influence 
them by breathing on them, or by too near an approach of the 
body. 

The practice of obeerving both horizontal and vertical angle8 
eimultaneously, by putting the intersection of the mires on the object and 
reading both sets of verniers, should never be permitted when observing 
to stations. Not only is the intersection liable t o  be less accurate, but 
the extra delay in observit~g the horizontal round and the extra haudliug~ 
of the instiument, whicli is neceesary, are very liable to cause a shifting 
of tbe instrument, vitiatiqg the horizoiltal qnglep, 
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Tn ohserving heights to signals on trees in forest-clad hills, 
i t  is sdvisable to observe both the top and the base of the tree' when 
visible, for the height of the top of a tree is more useful to a plane-tabler 
in  taking cliuometer heights than the base, whilst the ground level is 
required for insertion on the fair maps, and needed by the plane-tabler to 
regulate his contours. The foot of a tree being frequently invisible from 
some stations, the height of tho tree above ground level should be deter* 
mined by the kfiala'si wbo erects the signals by means of a string and 
plummet, or subsequently by the plane-tabler employed on the detail survey. 

Vertical angles to intersected points should always be observed on 
both faces. It is a slovenly and bad method to merely take them on 
one face, and note the index error of the vertical circle, 
. 45. It is most essential, in order to avoid errors and loss of time, 

that the angle books, in which the measure- 
ETorizontnl angle books. - ments made by the theodolite are recorded, 

should be systetnatically and clearly kept up. All entries must" be made 
in ink on the spot, and no erasures are permitted. The following 
&breviations are recommended for adoption in the angle books and 
computations :- 

H.S. for hill station of the Great Trigonanetrical Survey. 
T.S. ,, tower ,, 19 9 9 9 9 

h.s. ,, hill station of " First class secondary," 'L Minor," and 
" Tertiary " triangulation. 

V.S. 9 9 village station of " First class secondary," (' Minor," and 
" Tertiary I' triangulation, 

t -11, ,, tree pole. 
v.t.p. ,, 9 J near village. 
h.t.p. ,, hill tree pole. 
t.f. ,, tree flag. 
temp. ,, temple. 
Hel. ,, heliotrope. 

For all regular topographicnl triangulation, separate angle books should 
be nsed for horizontal and vertical angles. The condensed angle book 
P. 40 is only designed for astronomical and transfrontie; work where the 
saving of weight is of importance. Duplicate angle books are not 
required. 

The name of the station of observation should be entered in Roman 
letters, or f ~ l l  round hand. N n m e ~  of stations t o  which rays arc to  he 
ohservMl he similarly written in full for the first ronnd, and given 
distinguishing numbers or letters. The second round is written in reverse 
order, using the numbers only, and for the sake of brevity, thew num- 
bers may be nsed for all mbaequent rounds recorded. A clear space of 
one or two lines ehould be left between each round of angles ; aleo a bhnk 
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cpe left for the abstract, before commencing to write out the intersected Pa3 
points. 

The stations of observation must be very carefully described, so that  c. (Prof.), 0. NO.& dated 

any one subsequently wishing to  make use of them may have no diflicult~ 1884. 18th October 

in finding and identifying the marks. The directions and distances of the 
neighbouring villages should be given, and the local name of tbe spot, if 
any exists, also the best means of getting to  the station, and the name of 
the village in whose lands it is situated, together with the name of the 
district, the distance and bearing of the mark tree, and  any other in- 
formation likely to prove useful in the future. This description must 
he written in the angle book a t  the end of the observations appertaining 
to that station, in a dear legible hand, special care being taken to write 
proper names ia a good round style, or even to print them. 

46. On returning to camp, the recorder will go through his work 
again, and at the 'earliest opportunity the 

Taking out t h e  " means," and 
u abstracts " of horizontal angles. observer will re-check all means, and angles, 

and prepare an abstract, which will subse- 
quently be checked, and signed by the recorder. There are various 
methods of making out the abstract, but the following seems the best 
and should be generally adopted by topograpllical parties. 

I n  the figure, 0 is the station of 
observation, and Z ihe zero stat,ion. Each ?" 
round gives one measure of each of the 
angles ZOA, AOB, BOC, COD, and 
DOZ, i.e., of 5 angles which, in the follow- 
lng example, are given imaginary values. 
The f i r a t  step is to find the mean values 
of each angle as follows :- 

Means of angles. 

Zero. 

L 0° 
RlbOO . . * 
I, 45O . 
R 22.j0 . 
li ROO 

R 270' 
1, 13b0 
lC315O . 

Sums . 
Meane . 

- - 

3 

650q47' 

7" 
13" 
10" 
19" 
150 
27" 
2 1 " 

17" 
- 

129' 
- - 

16" 

1 

30°.3' 
15" 
18" 
13" 
30" 
26" 
17' 
23" 
19" 

160" 

20" 

a 

8Q0'21' 
55" 
43" 
61" 
G 7 "  
66" 
69' 
60'' 
4!)" 

430" 
- - -- - 

6 4' 

4 

3j0-36' 

69" 
67" 
6 1" 
73" 
80" 
60" 
66" 
60" 
-- 

637" 
. 

67 * 

6 

8Q3.10' 
27" 
35' 
40' 
39" 
%Iv 
29' 
351' 
30" 

268" 
--- 

;32" 



Then follows an abstract- 

- 

Tbis form should be used for " Tertiary )' rays also, and if may t e  
noted that whole seconds only are entered i n  the tables of means, and 
abstracts. The correction applied in the abstract, to make the sum of 
dl the a ~ g l e s  = 360') may be made equal for each angle, or roughly pro- 
portional to the size of the angle. The latter is perhaps the better 
method, but either mill do. " First class secondary " work should be dealt 
with as IaiJ down in the Trigonometrical Hand-book, to which referonce 
should be made. When both " Minor ') and " Tertiary " rays are 
observed, two separate abstracts will have to be made, tJle same zero 
sLation being uoed in  both. The abstract of the intersected points should 
he made on the right hand side of the page on which the angles are 
recorded, and in doing this, i t  will suffice to take the mean of the first 
and last readings of the zero station, and correct all the angles, by 
applying t o  each, the difference between the mean value and 0'. 

47. I n  filling up the columns in a vertical angle book, the only point 

Abstract of (' Nknor >' angles. 

calling for notice is the level oorrection. 
Vertical angle books, level 

corrections. The readings of each end of the level are 
registered in two columns marked (( object- 

end " and "eye-end." The dislevelment must in all cases be calculated 
separately, for each observed objec,t, from the readings of the level taken 
during the observations to it. Some7 levels being graduated from the 
centre outwards, and others continuously from end to end, different 
rulee for correcting the observed angles for dislevelment are necessary 

Name of stst iop.  

z .  . . . 
A .  9 

B • , 
C .  9 . 
D .  a 

Z * , 

ftum . 

in the two caees. 
(1) For levels  gradltated from the c e n t r e  outruards, the rule is aa 

follows :-Calling the readings of the object-end + and those of the 
eye-end - , the algebraical sum of the whole of the level readings ie to 
be divided by the nnmber of readings, each end reading being counted 
an an independent observation. The quotient will be the level correction 
in terms of the level scale, which, multiplied by the angular value of 
one division of the scale, will give t'he angular correction to  be applied 
with it. resulting sign to elevationa, and with reverse sign $0 depreusionn. 

Angle. 

300'{' 20'1 
89" 21' 54" 
65"47'16" 
8 5 O  37' 07" 
89°10'32" 

360°00' 09" 

Correotion. 

* a .  

-la 
-2" 
-2" 
-2" 
-2'1 

-9" 

Correoted angle, 

0" 0' 
30' 3' 19; 
89" 21' 62 
65' 47' 14" 
86' 37' 05" 
89' 10' 30'' 

360" 00' 00" 

Abstmot. 

O M 0  0' V 
30Q 31 19' 

119" 26' 11" 
186' 12' 26' 
270' 49' 30' 
360' OW 00'' - 

* * *  
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Expressed by a formula the correction is as follows :- 
Let x(O) and X(E) be the sums of the readings of the object and 

eye-ends respectively, both being considered positive, d the value of 
one division of the level scale in seconds, and n the total number of 
level readings, including both object and eye-end readings ; 
then 

level correction - I: (E ) x ; 
n 

this correctioil is to be applied with its resulting sign to  elevations, and 
with reverse sign to  depressions. 

(2)  For leuels $raduated from one end t o  the other, the formula is as 
follows :- 

* x ( o B  +E,) T x(0, + E L )  
level correction = --- n x d, 

where 2(OB + E. ) and Z ( 0 ,  + EL ) signify the sums of the object and 
eye-end readings on face right and face left respectively, 1 the value of 
one division of the level scale in seconds, and n the nllmber of level read- 
ings, each end reading being considered an independent observation. 
The 'Err, signs will give the correction with its resulting sign to be 

depression applied t o  if the graduation reads from the object-end towards 
elcvotiot~ 

the eye-end \\hen the instrument is face right, and to dzn If the 
graduation reads in the reuerse order on the same face. 

45. There are several methods by which the value of the divisions of 
the level scale can be ascertained. The 

Methods of ascertaining the 
vnI\\e nf the  level scale. best is by means of a " bubbletester," an 

instrument cf very simple construction, 
I t  consists essentially of a bar or frame-work, ou to tvllich the level is 
firmly fixed by contrivances for the purpose, and admitting of being 
raised or depressed a t  one encl by a screw of known pitch. A graduated 
disc is attached to the head of the screw, on which is read off the change 
of elevation of the bar caused by turning the Ecrew; and hence by a 
comparison of this change with the divisions that  the bubble passes over, 
a value of each division is arrived at. An instrument of this kind is 
available ollly at the Calcutta or Dehra offices. 

The value may also be ascertained by affixing the level t o  the frame 
of the vertical circle (or making i t  ride parallel to the telescope), and then 
takillg readings of the verniers on the vertical arc in two positions of 
the bubble, whence by comparing the number of the divisions of the 
level scale traversed by the bubble, with the corresponding angular 
motion of the vei-tical circle as read by the verniers, the value of one 
division is arrived a t  by simple proportion. A t  least fifty separate 
observations should be made ; they should not all be taken at  the same 
time, but under as great a range of temperature and circlimshnces as 
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possible, with various lengths of run, and a t  differeat parts of the 
vertical circle, taking special care to avoid allowing the bubble to 
approach too near the end of the scale on the one hand, and on the other, 
avoiding small runs. I n  applying a level ' to  a vertical circle for the 
purpose of measuring the value of its scale, the best plan is t o  fix on the 
bars, or on the telescope, two V's of wax, in which the level can be 
made to sit firmly, taking care to secure it from accident by tying i t  on. 
The level should be carefully cross-levelled, so that i t  may occupy the 
same position under trial, as when in actual use. If there be no cross- 
level attached, one may be fixed on temporarily with wax, before disman- 
tling the level ; but if means are not available for this purpose, then, 
before taking the level off for trial, mark with pen and ink on the glass 
the outline of the bubble. This approximate cross-levelling, however 
rough, is far better than trusting to chance. 

There is yet another mode of determining the value of the divisions 
of the level scale, applicable to levels of azimuthal instruments, which 
does not necessitate the detaching of the level: It is performed as 
follows :-Bring the object or eye-end of the telescope plumb over a foot- 
screw. Turn t,he stand with the instrument so set, till the telescope is 
directed to some natural object close by. NOW level the instrument. 
It is clear that,, if the screw under the telescope end be raised or 
depressed, the amount of dislevelment so occasioned tnay be measured 
both by the verniers of the vertical circle and by the level, whence a 
comparison of the two measures gives at  once the value sought. 

49. It is most desirable that the abstract of horizontal and vertical 
angles, and all other details of the anglo 

C. O. NO. 40 Completion of angle hooke. 
(mof.), dated books, including paging and indexing, 
16th October 
1w. be written up, examined and signed cluring the  , f ield seaso*, as 

the work progresses-; bnt if for any reason this has n i t  been possible, 
i t  should be taken in hand the first thing on return t o  recess-quarters, 
before any of the computations are begun. Most scrupuloue attention 
must be paid to neatness and methodical arrangement of all records 
aompotat ions. Good baodw riting, and freedom from blots, erasures, 
and interlineations, are essential. 

50. All computations of " First class Secondary, " '' Minor," and - 
cc Tertiary" trianglee must be done in 

Arrangement of triangles for 
computetion. duplicate by two independent computers 

who should use different sets of tables. 
rrnd each copy must be signed by both computers. The order in which 
the names of the stations of each tlqiangle are entered should always be 
ronpd in the same direction ae the motion in the hands of s, watch, so 
that any one standing a t  the first station, and facing in the direction of 
the other two, should have the second one towards his left band, and the 
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third towards his right;" the distance between the first and second 
stations forming the given base. The filling up of the form is too simple 
to require detailed explanation. 

" First class Secondary " triangles are computed on Form P. 13. The 
trianguli~r error is divided equally between each of the three angles of 
every triangle; i t  is equal to the difference between the sum of the 
observed angles and 1 80°, + spherical excess, wit11 tlie proper sign. The 
angles observed, as well as the corrections, and the angles for computa- 
tion, should be retained to the nearest tenth of a second : the length of 
sides in feet should be taken out to tenths, and in miles to thou- 
sandths. 

The "Millor " and " Tertiary " triangles are compnted on Form P. 1 4  to 
which the above remarks also apply, with the exception that the spherical 
excess is not computed, and the angles are entered to the nearest 
second only. No " ~lcduced" or " s iqp lementa ly  " augle ahould ever be 
entered i f t  the  column of " observed" angles. The lengths of sides in 
feet should be taken out to units, and in miles to thousandths. I t  often 
happens that the mean side derived from two triangles is not the side 
required for extension. I n  this case the triangle should be recomputed 
from the mean base, and the new value of the required side so found, is 
that which should be used for extending the computations. The arjvaltge- 
me,zt o f  the (' Minor  '' trialtgles so as to get the  best resulfa in  computing, 
is a matter requiring much judggllzc~tt, and should usu, / l ly  lie dolze by tAe 
oflcer in  charge o f  the  party. 

The "Intersected points " are computed on Form P. 15 ; in these tho 
third angle is always unobserved, and its value is supplementary, i.e., i t  
is obtained by taking the sum of the first two angles from 180". The 
majority of tthese points should be fixed by observatioils from a t  least 
three stations, otherwise there is no reliable checlr on their identification, 
If, however, the height of an intersected point is observed froxn two  
stations, the accordance of the two results furnishee a test, though not a 
very rigorous one, that the same point is observed from both : the test 
ie the more reliable, the steeper the rays to the point observed. If a point 
P be observed from three stations A, B, C, two triangles A B P and 
B C P may be computed, giving a double value of the side B P, the 
agreement of which will fn rn i~h  n test of the accuracy of the worlr. I n  
such cases i t  is useless t o  compute (as has sometimes been done) the 
triangle A C P, no new information being obtained thereby. The lengths 
of sides in feet ~honld be compnted to units and in miles t o  thoueandths. 
Five places of logaritllms are sufficient for the computation of intersectd 
pointe. 

This rule ensure8 tbe oorrect,plotting of t Ilc points, i f  laid down'hy distance only. 
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It is not necessary to compute intersected points in duplicate, the 
agreement of the common sides and common heights, and the computa- 
tion c f  the co-ordinates from two stations being sufficient check on the 
accuracy of t lie work. 

The computations of points found wrong by the plane-tablers, sllould be 
examined, an(\ if the error be due to want of identification by the trian- 
gulator, they should be expunged from the angle books, computations, 
and triangulation chart. 

51. Average linear errors of " First class Secondary " triangulation 
should be less than 3 inches per mile, and 

Limits of errors of triaugula- 
tion. triangular errora less than 4 seconds. I n  

': R4inor" and '(Tertiary " triangles 
these errora shquld not exceed 6 i ~ ~ c h e s  and 10  ~econds, respectively, if 
luminous signals are used : for intersected points, the linear error will 
largely depend on the kind of object intersected; if it be a pole, or tree 
stem, or temple, or other well-defined object, the error should average 
perhaps about 1 foot per mile. 

5%.  In deducing the linear errors of the triangulation, the mean of 
all the values of the same side is to be 

Rlethod of dcbducing h e a r  
errors of  tr iangn lation. taken as the correct value, and the differ- 

ences between that mean and each separate 
A 

value, will be the linear errors in each case, which are to be used in 
calculating the general mean linear error for each class of trianqles. 
There is a, more direct method of deducing the same thing from the log 
sides only, which, thor~gh not rigorously correct in theory, is probably 
more accurate in practice, owing to the feet heing given only to the 
nearest tenth. Thc method is as follows :-Take the mean of the 
logarithms to represent the correct logarithm of the side, subtract each 
logarithm from this mean ; take the mean of the differences, and treating 
i t  3s a whole numher, divitle by 6S* ; the result is the linear error in 
inches per mile. Thus suppo~e the three logarithmic values of a side to 
be Iq*8149322, 4'814744'3, and 4.8 147559 : the mean is 4'81491 09. 
T ~ P  differenceq between this and each of the logarithms are .OOO I 214, 
-0000665 ancl .0000549, the mean of the three heing '0000809, then 

80 9 
the average linear error in inches per mile will be - = 11.9. 

6 3  
53. The computation of latitudes, longitudes and reverse azimuths 

should he next undertaken. The forms 
Complltation of  latitude89 longi. used are p, 16 for (c  First class Secondary f l  

tndes, and azimnths. 
stations, P. 1 7  for " Minor " and " Ter- 

tiary " station., and P. 18 for " Intersected points." They differ only in 
the extent to which the complltation is carried. The first two are 

- -  - - . -  -- 

* More exaatly this ie 68-54. 
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esplained a t  considerable length, with examples, a t  pages 11, to 18 of the 
third Edition of the Auxiliary Tables : i t  is important to  note tliat the 
angles for computation, increased by + of the spherical excess, conlmunly 
called spherical aj)gles, must be used in this computation for (' First class 
Secondary stations : for " Minor " and (( Tertiary " stations, and inter- 
sected points, the difference between the angles for computation, and the 
spherical angles is immaterial, and the former may be used. Form 
P. 18 is merely an abbreviated l o rm  of P. 17 ,  and suffices for intetsected 
points. In  Forms P. 16, and P. 17, the computer should be guided by 
the examples as to the number of decimal places to  be retained ; in 
Form P. 18, A and L require. only one place. 

54. The latitudes, longitudes, azimuths and sides contained in the 
foregoing computations must now be 

S ~ n o l ) a i s  latitudes$ longi- entered in the  synoysis P, 24.. Care 
tudes, azimuths and sides. 

should be taken that  every side which has 
been computed be entered, and that  no side should appear twice ; tha t  
where mean values are obtainable, they should be entered, and that  the 
numbers of the triangles from which the values have been obtained, be 
recorded in the appropriate column. The height contained in the last 
column is calculated subsequently. This cornpilatioil mill then be a complete 
synopsis of bases, the values of which will correspond with those given 
on the charts of triangulation to be described hereafter. The syilopsis 
should be filled up step by step, and not left till the latitudes and longi- 
tudes are completed. As the triangles are compnted, the computers 
should enter the values obtained. This prevents ally chance of a side 
being entered twice, and ensures the mean value being adopted, when 
required as a base for computing frzsh triangles. Much time is wasted 
in looking back through the tliaagle sheets for a base, if the syilol~sis 
is not kept up pari  passu with the computations. 

55. Before passing 011 to the computation of heights, i t  will be as 
well to mention here three other forms of 

Jdiscella~leoua compu t R t ' ions. computntion which are occasioilally required. 
The first is the calculetion of the~leogth of the third side of "a triangle 
when the angle opposite to  it, and the two sides includiilg that  angle, are 
given. The form for this is P. 25, in which AC and BC are the two 
known sides, including the known angle C, from which the value of AB 
has to be determined. To those who have an elementary knowledge of 
plane trigonometry, a detailed explailation of the working of this form 
is superfluous. 

The second is the complltation of the position of a station from c. n. NO. m 
(Prof.), dated observations t o  thrce known points on Porm P. 26, the correct 7th Ootober 
1881. workiug of which may be gathered from the notes a t  the foot of i t  : and 

the third is the computatioi~ of the distance apart, and mutual azimuths of 



C.O. KO. so points, of wbich the latitudes and longitudes are known : for this purpose 
(Prof.), dated 
7th ~ u g u s t  there are two forms, viz., P. 27 and P. 118, the former for " First 
1883. 

class Secondary " stations, and the latter for " Minor '' and "Tertiary." 
The explanation of these computations will be found in  the Auxiliary 
Tables. 

56. It; has been remarked in paragraph 43, that  it occasionally 
becomes necessary to use a so-called 

Computation of sateliite sta- C( satellite ~h~~~ are two cases 
t ions. , 

which may occur, (1) that  in which a 
satellite station is observed to, and (2) that  in which a satellite station is 
observed fi.o?n. The first generally arises from some object near the mark 
being accidentally observed instead of the mark itself, t,he mistake being 
discovered on visiting the station ; or from the mark being so difficult to 
see, that  some betterdelinecl object very close to it is purposely intersected 
in its stead. All that  is necessary in this case is to measure carefully 
with a tape the distance between the satellite, and the true mark, and 
the angle at the latter point between the satellite and the distant station, 
from which the original observation was made. 'lhis angle need only 
be recorded to the nearest minute. The computation is as follows : I n  
the annexed diagram let A be the station from which 
the satellite S was observed instead of the true marl< 
C. Let CS =d, the angle SCA = a, SAC= 0, and 
the perpendicular SP from S upon A C = p, A(; = a. s 

P Then p = d sin a, and tan 0 = - PA ' 
Now as SC is very small in comparison with AC, and 
the angle SAP also very small, we may put PA= .4C, 
and tan 0 = 0 in seconde x sin 1") 

d cosec 1" ain a 
hence 0'' = - 

a 
The value of " a " may be computed with quite sufficient accuracy 

from any triangle :J1 which that  side occurs, using two observed angles 
only, the third being supplementary. Hence the correction to any angle, 

in which S hae been observed instead of C, is 
d coaec 1" ein a 

a 
with itr 

proper sign. 
The mondecase, aiz., that  in which e hatellite station is observed 

f rom,  generally occurs from an obstacle hiding the view of some parti- 
cular station which it is necessary t o  observe, ancl which can he avoided by 
rhifting the instrument a few feet one way or the other. Let  ABC be any 
triangle in which the angles HAC, ABC have been, or can be observed, 
but the angle ACB cannot be measured owing t o  an obstacle preventing 
the theodolite being set up at C. Suppo~e the theodolite to he 
moved to S, it is required. to compute the correction to the obeetved angle 
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ASB in order t o  reduce it to AC B. Four cases may arise according 
to the pusition of S mith regard to AC and BC. It may lie between 
them, as in the figure, or between AC and BC produced, or between 
A(: produced and BC, or between AC produced and I1C produced. 
With a little care however mith regard to signs, one formula may 
be made applicable to all cases. 
When the observer has set up 
his theodolite a t  S, he must 
first measure carefully mith a 
tape the distance SC, and then 
having set the limb to read 
0') he must turn the  telescope o 
on C, and then revolving it 
from left to right, record the  sead dings of A and B. This coinpletes 
the obeervation. To compute it, the length of AC and HC musf be 
first calculated by using two angles only of the triaugle ABC. Le t  
AC = b, BC = a, SC = d, the theodolite readlftg of A = /3 and 
of B = a. 

Theu it may be readily shown, as in the first case, that  the magni- 
tudes of the angles SAC, SBC, in seconcls, apart fro% all consider* 
tioii of signs, are : 

sin /3 sill n 
SAC = d cosec 1" --- 

b J  
SBC = d cosec 1" ----, 

a 
and the total correction to the angle AS 13 becomes 

This formula will apl)ly to any of the four pobitions of S specified 
above, if i t  is remembered that  the sines of angles between 180' and 360' are 
negative, and the sines oE a and fl are treated in accordance with this 
property. 

If three or more rays from S arc t o  be considerctl, thc same procc- 
dure can be extended to them, but such caws are of infrequent occurrence, - 

and i t  is unnecessary to give further details. 
67. The computatio~l of heights of stations, is fully explainccl with c. o. no. 10  

(Prof . ) ,  dntetl, l~umerical examples a t  pages 24 to 31 of the 14th J U U O  1880 
Co,~~~ntrr t , ion of heights. Auxiliary Tables, to which the reader is 

refemcd. '1 he form used is P. I!', for " F i r 4  class Secondary" stations; 
the heights shoulci bc retained to tenths of feet, and for other stations to 
units Refraction can only bc coml~utecl in the cases where there c. 0. NO. 32. 

(Prof.), doted 
are reciprocal obsrrvatio~is betwepn the stations. 'I'he coefficient of l::.Oct,bor 

refraction shoulil not be obtained from sides less than 10 miles, as errors 
in the heights of the instrument and signal have too great a, proportional 
effect when the dist anccs arc shorter. Form P. 20 l~rovides for the 
computation of heights of intersected points. In connection with thk 
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form, Table XV of the Auxiliary l'ables is required, the adopted refraction 
with which to  enter the table being obtained from the computations in 
Form P. 19. If  no refraction be forthcoming, i t  is usual to take i t  as 
-1- or 0.07 of the contained arc. 
1 6 )  - - 

C. 0. No. 71 
(Prof.), dated 

58. As the first essential in arranging the records of a survey party 
6th March IBW. is to have a means of supplying data of Triangulation, and traverse 

charta. points fixed by the survey to those requiring 
them, the results of the triangulation or 

traversing of topographical parties are published in the form of a chart, 
bearing on i t  a printed list of the co-ordinate values of all etations and 
points included in it. 

The following scales are to be adopted in preparing the charts :- 

8 inches = 1 mile . 
:j 

4 inch = 1 mile ordinarily, t o  
4 inches = 1 ,, be increased t o  I inch = 1 mile if 
2 inches = 1 ,, . . the sheet is greatly crowded. 
1 inch = 1 ,, . . f inch = 1 mile. 
4 inch = 1 ,, . 
f inch = 1 ,, . Q inch = 1 mile. 

inch = 1 ,, . 
The charts wil l  in aZI cuves be drown olt  double the d o v e  scales for 

rcductkon to oae-hay. 
The area comprised in each chart will be as follows :- 

SCALE OF PUBLICATION O F  CHABT. AREA COMPBISBD. 

1 inch = 1 mile . 74' in latit~tde by 15' in longitude. 
$ inch = 1 ,, , 15' 9 ,  by 30' 9 )  

f inch = 1 ,, . . 30' I) by lo $ 9  

inch = 1 ,, . lo ,, by 2' ) 

No data must be entered on tbe face of the chart. The names of the 
sbtious of observation should be typed on i t  : all intersected points and 
pmanen t ly  marked traverse stations, such as the trijnnctions of 
village boundaries and other objects which may be readily. identified 
hereafter, must be numbered serially throughout each chart, commencing 
with the number 1 in the left upper corner, arid numbering the points 
successively downwards as in the specimen chart circulated with the 
order quoted in the margin. 

C. O.  NO. 
All trigonometrical and traverse stations and points must be shown 

(Prol. 1, d r t ~ d  
lrt Harcb 1m. by circles, principal stations of the 0. T. survey by larger circles ; the 

rays between I;. T. prinvipal stations in broad heavy lines, " f i ~ s t  class 
secondary " triangles in medium lines, and " minor " and " tertiary " 
triangles in fiuc lines; no rays to be drawn t o  i~ltersected points. 
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Traverse lines connecting the permanently marked traverse stations 
should be drawn as thin as possible compatible with good photozinco- 

and the number of the traverse printed along them. 

The border lines, typing, etc., s h ~ u l d  be in accordance with the 
chart. The title of the chart must contain the sheet numbers, 

the name of the Province, and the season of survey. 

BTith the chart must be submitted a list) of data in ma.nuscript, 
which is eventually set up in type a t  the Head-quarter Officea. This 
will comprise an alphabetical list of statio~ls with their CO-ordinates, 
rectallgular or spherical, and i iei~hts,  followed by a list of the intersected 
points and permanently marked traverse ~tations, the reference numbers 
on the chart being arranged ~erially, followed by the names of the inter- 
sected or traverse points with their co-ordinates and heights. 

In  the case of rectaagula~ co.ordinates, the latitude and longitude of 
the origin must be PI-ominmtly given. The c h a ~  t will appear on the 
upper portion of the paper, and the data below as in the specimen. 

Each chart must include, not only the triangulation and traversing c. 0. N0.71 
(Prof.), dated done by a party, but all previous triangulation falling in the area of the 6th Maroh 1896. 

chart. I n  order to ensure that nothing is omitted, executive officers 
should enquire at the Calcutta or Dehra Offices for information on the 
subject, and for the supply of the necessary data. fi ough reconilaissance 
triangulation, which precedes or accompanies geographical surveys, i nd  
triangulation which is classed " confidential," are not to be entered on 
the chart. 

Where the triangulation of more than one party is entered on a chart, 
an extra column should be added t o  the tabular statement, following the 
column of heights, headed " series of triangulation," wit11 reference letters 
indicating the series of triangulation from which the data are taken, and 
an explanatory note a t  foot. ?'his information is required to enable the 
original data t o  be refcrred to at  any time. 

59 .  The original computations of a party are boulld up in such a form c. o. NO. 71 
(Prof.$, dated as t o  make their contents readily available c ,th March 1888. 

General Reportu. for reference. As far as possible, t h e  - 
cosputotr'osa referring t o  eacl  chart  will bc bound up in two volumes, 
the first containing those most likely t o  be referred to. The contents of 
this volumc mill be as follows :- 

$ 
1.-Chart of Iriai~gulation with list of points and their 

co-ordinates and heights (as described above). 
11.-l'itlo page ( f i a m  2,"- ) 

111.-Tablc of contents (Form 7 ) 
G.  It. 1V.-1 nclex (Porm -3-  ) 

V .--Introduction. 



V1 .-Description of the general construction of stations 
and marks erected for observ n t '  lon. 

VI1.-Synopsis of latitudes, longitudes, azimuths, and heights. 
V I I I  -Tbe computations of " First class Secondary " triangles. 

1X.-The computations of " Minor " and " 'J'ertiary " 
triangles. 

X.-Abstract of horizontal angles and azimuths or bear- 
ings (Form Y. 6). 

The above may be called the "General Report, Volume I." 
The computations of triangles of intersected points, of latitudes and 

longitudes, of heights, traverses and all others not included in the 
General Heport, Volume 1, should be bound up i n  a separate volume, 
and submitted with the General Heport, and called Volume 11. Angle 
and field books appertaining to these computations should he submitted 
with the above volumes. 

Intersected points observed from two stations only, and subsequently 
ascertained by the plane-tablers to be wrongly observed by the triangn- 
lator, shollld be deleted in the computations and angle books. 

The title page should specify the Province of survey, the degree or 
degrees in latitude and longitude to which the report refers, and the 
years during which it was in progress. 

The index must contain a list of the Btations and intersected points 
arranged separately and alphabetically, their co-ordinates and heights, 
together with references to the sheets in which the points fall, and the 
pages on which the computations will be found. I n  the case of inter- 
sected points falling in a chart, but fixed wholly or partly by rays from 
stations outside, i t  will be sufficient to quote on the index, the charts and 
volumes in which the stations fall, which were used for fixing the posi- 
tion and height of the point. This will avoid much copying out of com- 
putation from adjoining volumes. Such an index, which is really an 
ahstract, is always necessary for reference in a party, and i t  should he 
made out, and the co-ordinates filled in, as soon as the computations 
are completed, the pages being subeequently entered when the compu- 
tations are hound up. 

The introduction should give a full account of whatever may be 
necessary to enable the contents of the volumes to be readily understood. 
It bhould quote the fnndsmental elements on which the t~riangnlstion 
was based, specifying whence they were ohtained, ant1 whether from 
fiiral or preliminary data of the Qreat Trigonometrical Smvey, whether 
traversing has been added to  tbe triangulation, and rectangular co- 
ordinate~ employed a s  me11 as spherical ; in which case it should give the 
latitude and longitude of the adopted origin; also full illformation 
regarding any syirit-levelling which is incorporated with the operations. 
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It should also give a sufficient description of the physical geography of 
the eollntry comprised rvithin the area, stating whether i t  is level or hilly, 
smooth or rugged, open or forest-clad, in order to explain ally peculiarities 
of the triangulation, and it should add any information which is likely 
to be t o  surveyors who may have occasion hereafter to visit 
the country, in order to re-snrvey any portion of it on a larger scale, as 
may occasionally be necessary for special purposes. Finally i t  should 
state the names of the persons by whom the work, within the area dealt 
with, has been chiefly performed. 

The descriptions of the general coilstruction of the stations, and of 
the signals a t  unvisited points, are intended to obviate the necessity of 
frequently repeating these details in the descriptions of the stations and 
points. A description of each class of structure should be given here, 
;md numbered for reference. 

When original triangu1atio:l computations have been bound in C. 0. SO. 100 
(Prof.),  dated 

General Report volumes and their receipt aclinowledged by the Calcutta ~ : ~ s F e ~ r u m  

Office, all duplicate copies of such computations may be destroyed. 
Tho above is the type of General Report wl~ich every oficer should 

do his best to imitate, and, as far as possible, he should strict1 y comforrn 
to the above orders. I n  those cases where, owing to the scattered nature 
of the work or other reasons, i t  may become impracticable to wait until 
the whole area is completed, the volumes may, with the sanction of the 
administrative officer, be bound up and sent to the Calcutta Offices for 
record. 

A small index map of the Province shewing the area to which the 
computations refer, coloured in red, should be pasted inside the cover of 
each volume, whilst an outside label should give the xame of the 
Province, and standard sheet numbers. 
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Chapter 111.' 
I 
! 

~ 
Traversing and its Computation, 

60. I n  a topographical party traverses are required for either or 
both of two reasons : (aj to provide mathe- 

Conaideration~whiallrrnde~ matical dabs for the identification of 
tmreree!, neceaslrry. 

boundaries, or (6) to provide 'points for the 
plane-tablers in flat forest tracts, where triangulation is impossible. 
The o6cer in charge shguld, in collsultation with his administrative 
superior, decide when i t  is necessary to run traverses for tbe first 
of these purposes ; but if it is settled t h t ~ t  mathematical data for 
boundaries are unnecessary, traverses will be required only in country 
where frequent plane-table fixing3 by interpolation are impracticable. 
They should be considered a necessary evil rather than a regular means 
of sapplementing inferior triangulation. 

In tracts where a ltevenne fiurvey is being supplemented by a tope- 
gr;lphicrl survey, a great many traver~e stations, such as village tt,ijonc- 
tions nlill be fouud on the ground. T h e ~ e  ~tat ions  being generally 
conrlected with trigouornetrical poirrts, should be utilised as far as 

I 
possible. 

61. A travers must start either from a triangulated point or from c. o. * a .  1181 
(prof,), daled ! 

another traverse. As he proceeds from point a7th A P ~ ~ I  ~ 
Brief descri y tion. 1908. to point, the traverser measures the dis- 

tances by mv.ans of 3 c h i n  or suhtenge bar, a n d  the angles between I 

the lines joininq his stltions by means of a theodolite. Generally speak- 
ing he shoultl mearure also the verticzl auqles between stations to provide 

I 

data for computing their heights, a3 this information will be most 
valuable, except when the country tr~versed is almost flat. Errors 
in the angnlsr measizres tend to accnmulate, and divert the traverse 
horn  its true diredion, a11 1 to prevent this i t  ie ilecessary t o  observe I 
an azimuth by the sun or stara whenever a traverse includes a large I 

numbar of stations. Vrrora in the linear measurements are inevitable 
and can only be kept wit hi:^ reasonable limits by the use of rneny 
precautions. 

62. (a) -Having carefull y levelled and centred the theodolite over 

Angular measures. 
the mark, the  black station is intersected 
using either tangent Fcrew after both plates 

bave been clampetl, particular care being taken to clamp the lower plate 

This chapter embodier Captain Fraser'r " Notes on traver~ing aa practised in 
topographical partim," whioh are now out of print, 
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firmly : the horizontal and vertical readings are then taken and entered 
in the field book. 

(h)-The upper plate is then released and the forward station 
intersected using the upper tangent screw, and the horizontal and vertical 
readings are again recorded. 

(c)-Keeping the upper plate clamped, the lower plate is released, 
and the instrument turned again to the buck s ta t ion ,  intersecting by the 
lower tangent screw, As the readin- of the arc is obviously not altered 
by so doing, i t  need not be read or recorded again, though i t  is advisable 
to glance a t  the vernier to see that no change has talien  lace. 

($-Next release the upper plate, and, having again intersected the 
forward station with the upper tangent screw, record the third reading,* 

(e)-Then by subtracting the first from the second reading, we get 
one measure of that angle which lies to the left of the observer when facing 
his forward station, and similarly, taking the second from the third, me 
get another independent measure of the same angle, from a different 
portion of the arc. These angles are taken out immediately after 
recording the third reading, and entered on the right hand side of the 
field book : if they do not agree within 1' of nrc, a third independent 
measure is taken in a similar way, and entered above the others (vide 
specimen field book at  the end of this chapter, 2). 

63. 'I he plates need not be set to any particular zero, either when 

Remarks on nngulHr mes- darting work or a t  any other time. The 
sures. theodolite compass is never required. 

The Back stat ion must be i w t e r s r c t ~ d j ~ . s t ,  otherwise the supplement of 
the angle, described in paragraph ( e )  above, will be measured, and 
this being unnoted and unknown to the computer, the traverse will 
not prove. This mistake is not likely to occur if traversers are ehown 
that there is a reasoil for first iutersecting the back station 

'1  he vertical readings need not ordinarily be taken a second time* 
'Jhe time occupied in taking the second measure is very as 

compared with the total time required t o  centre and level the instrument, 
and if the above method be strictly carried out, it is quite impossible for 
auy gross e r r n  to creep i n t ~  the angular messureineuts : if therefore the 
angles do not prove, it can only be due to gross negligence on the part 
of the traverser. 

The instrument must be carc.f~illy centred over the station mark, 
an operation which is much facilitated by using the railway pattern 
of theodolite stand, which allows the whole instrument to be &ifbed 
--- -. - - - - - - - - ----- * In Revenue parties, instead of taking the third reading, the "snpplementw 
angle ia recorded. Thia tskes a little longer, but it ha4 the ndvantege of aIIowiog the 
traverse to be " set 11p " from either end, and ee a eheck, affords m absolute]y in&. 
pendent reeding of the angle being dealt with, 
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lrlterally on its stand, after the latter has been roughIy centred and 
its legs firmly embedded i n  the ground. Also the staff must be accu. 
rately placed over the forward station or peg. 

An ewer of 1 inch in the oentering of the theodolite or the interseo. 
tion of the mark will produce an angular error of nearly 5' at a distance 
of one chain : consequel~tly tho slnaller the distanoe between stations, the 
greater is the necessi t,v for care both i n  oentreing the instr~iment aod 
staff, and ;rlso in makitig the intersection of the latter. When therefore 
the distant peg. caunot be seen, the staff (of which a description is given 
later) must be-held in a vertical position, and the Cooerl viaihle portios 
of it should be it1 tersected. 

A t  the first station of a traverse, there are usually tbree rays to be 
observed, vb., the forward ray to Q 1, and r a p  to two (or more) trian- 
gulated stations. In  this case, the back atation is that one nearest in 
angular distance, in  the direction taken by the hands of a watoh, t o  the 
forward station, as shown in  the annexed diagram, where A is the starting 
point of the tr.averse, and H. S. 1 ,  H. S. 2 are two of the triangulated 
points with which the traverse is connected. 

When taking combined horizontal and vertical readings the proper 
order of promlure is as follows :- 

(1)-8wing the iostrnment till the bollon of the staff i a  seen 
near the intersection of the cross webs in the teleecope, 
and clamp thelihoril;onbl arc. 
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(2)-Intersect the peg or lowest visible portiou of the staff oith 
the middle portion oE the vertical web by means of tho 
slow motion screw on the horizontal plate. 

(3)-Clamp the vertical circle and intersect the vane at  the desired 
point with the llorizontal web by turning the slow motion 
screw on the vertical arc, 

With a good instrumeilt t,his double clampiug saves time and does 
not impair the accuracy of the results, but the obsewations may be taken 
in two parts if desired. 

64. Distances between stations are measured either directly, with 

Linear measures. a chaiu, or indirectly, by means of a sub. 
tense bar or a subsidiary triangle. 

The first method is that most commonly used, and except in very 
bad ground gives better result's than either of the others. 1l:aoh 
traverser should be sripplied with one chain 100 'feet long, one chain 
66 feet  long, and oce steel t,ape 100 feet long. The latter is to be used 
as the standard for checking the chains and for this purpose onl,y. 
Two men are required for each chain, and the long chain shonld precede the 
shorter because it mill go faster. The traverser will accotnpalDy the short 
chain (keeping his eye on the line taken by the long chain to prevent 

- 

deviation), in terms of which all intermediate measures and off-sets are 
to  be recorded in the field book. On arriving a t  the forward station 
the traverser first records the total distance in terms of the short chain, 
and on the line above, the distance given by the men with the long 
cl~ain. Before doing anything else he reduces the measurements obtained 
in $et by the long chain t o  links (in pencil in the margin of his boot) 
either by the use of tables, given a t  the end of this chapter, or by the 
rule of thumb method shown below- 

First Example-  
12-72 = recorded long chain measure. 
6.36 - 

18-08 (obtained by adding half). 
'19 (Add the first two figures of the third liue removed two places to 

t l ~  right.) - 
19.27 = reduced measure in short chsias. 

9.41 = reoorded long olmin measure. 
1,705 

6.115 
-05 1 - 

6'166 = reduced measure in short chsine. 
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Assuming the chains and chaining free from error, this result must 
correspond exactly with the re3orded shork chain measure. Iu 
however, the two measores will rarely aqree exactly, but provided tile 
difference d03S not e~ceed  one liak . ' o ~  eue/.y $ve shorl cdain,v, the 
measures may be accepted. Thus in a line of 19.27 short chains, the 
Ion. chain measurement would be accepted as correct if, when redtlced, 
it come between 19-23 and 19.3 1. 'fhe maxin~um discrepancy should not 
exceed 12  links for any length of line. Whenever a larger difference 
occurs, the whole line must at once be remeasured by both chain squads 
the new measures being recorded sbove the old ones, which are then 
crossed out, and initialled. 

The practice in Revenue palties is to allow a discrepancy of only one 
link in every ten short chains, but such accuracy is attainable only in 
very favourable country. However, the limits allowed in the last para- 
@raph are ample, and if frequently exceeded by a careful worker, it is 
b 

indication that tho subtense bar method should be given a trial, 
65, The most raliable men should be told off t o  the long chain, partly 

because they have to w a r t  independent,G 
Relnark8 on chaining. in advance of the traverser, but chieAv 

because the distances usecl in t h e  computations are those der iucdfrona tie 
l o n g  chain. One of the chief sources of error lies in  the pitching of the  
arrows, so that  cteberis p l , . i i lbs the leu; chain must give more accurate 
results than the othe;.. Thus the short chain should be considered 
merely as a check to pl.event gross errors and the mean of the two results 
should never be used in computing. hf first, no  doubt, time will be 
lost in remeasuring lines, but after sending the men back a few times, 
they will become more careful, awl the work will proceed as rapidly as if 
measured by a single chain only. This method of chaining requires 
more men than for a single chain and is therefore Inore expensive, but 
if carried out gross err"rs are almost impo<sible, 

The traverser must be informed that he, and not his chainmen, 
is directly responsible £01 the accuracy oE the linear measurements, within 
the limits laid down. 

On sloping ground all chain measurements have to b'e reduced to 
their horizontal equivalent3. 'rhe corrdction appliel depcnds on the 
vertical anYle recorded and is taken from a table of corrections when 
the traverse is being computed. 

In rosvh country cases like the following are not uncommon :- 
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A and R are %djoininq stations of s traverse; the ground between 
them, though chainable, is uneven, so that the chained distance 

(rive the required distance A B. will not even approximately 3 

This is merely a csstt of roughly obtaining the angle of the interven- 
ing slopes A ~ ,  cd, e£, and eB, and showing the sitoatio~l intelliqibly in 
the field boot by a d i a~ ra~m,  vide specimen Field I3ooli, stntiol~s 4 t o  
5 ,  Taking the iot?rln~diate s lol~ei  by m a n s  nf the t h ~ o d ~ ~ l i t e ,  even 
r,,ugh;hly, will entail toll-iderable l o l a  of time alld if such cises are liliely 
to prove of frequent occurrence it would be well t o  provide the traverser 
mith a hand clinometer for reading the slopes. 

66, The hard work to which they are put, -soon causes chains 
to stretch or even break, so that when serv- 

Checking chains. 
ing out old chains, the camp officer shoultl 

not only %djust their length aocurately, but must see that  the 10 link 
metal tabs are attached at  correct intervals, otherwise the terminal 
measures to stations will be incorrect, and proper agreement between 
the two chains will be impossible. 

When in use, both chains must be cheoked every day, and their 
lenqths recorded i n  the space provided for this pnrpose in the field book 
fly-leaf (tride specimen). Should the error of either chain exceed half 
an inch, it must be corrected by removiug a short l ink* before 
commenciny work. I n  this case the correctad length only is entered 
with the letter C affixed (v ide specimen). b 

The best thin? for ch?clrin? the lenyth of a, chzin is a steel tape 
but they are expensive and liable to rust and break unless carefully 
handled, so that i t  may be necessary on the s c ~ e  of economy to use n 
standard chain instead. But as the standard is itself liable to stretch, 
i t  will be necessary to provide each traverser mith two standards, one 
of which will be sent in a t  stated intervals to the camp officer for 
adjustment, whilst the other is required for use. 

67. Occasionally an obstacle will prevent any kind OF 

Mtlnsnring 
triangles. 

between stations, and the traverser, if nit 
by eubaidisry provided mith a subtense bal; may avoid 

the difficulty by laying out a base of suitable 
length on any level or evenly sloping piece of ground. 0 no end of the 
base will coincide with the traverse station and its direction should be, 
as nearly a9 posqihle, perpendicular t o  the line whose measure i* required. 

I n  addition t o  making accurate measurements of the hnse itself, a, 

snt,is€actory result can only be obtained iE the following conditions are 
satisfied :- 

(a) All three angles of the triangle must be measured. 

Lq pair of rtrong plierr ie the mogt wnvenient tool for removing s link. 
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(6) The vertical angles along each side of the triangle must be 
recorded. 

(c) '1 he sum of the angles a t  each end of the base must not exceed 
170'. 

If however the grou~lcl does not permit of the third condition being 
satisfied, i t  becomes necessary to measure the angles of the triaugle \vitll 
great accuracy. and the travereer must then read all the horizontal 
verniers, and observe each angle on both faces as if he were doiug trian- 
gulation proper. At the same time i t  is well to remember that if the 
triangle contains an angle of less than 5') no amount of care mill render 
the resulting measure a really reliable one. 

68. An admirable method 02 measuring the distances between 
traverse stations, especially if very far apart 

Measurelnent of distances and separated by inaecessiblk or rugged 
by bar-snbtense method. 

ground, is that  known in the Department as 
the " bar-sabtense method" due to Colonel Tanner. In special oases 
the advantages of this system are incalculable, but it should' not or& 
narily be resorted to in open and level country, where the distances are 
short, as under such cbcumstances i t  cannot compete' with the chain in 
accuracy. The principle of i t  is to measure, by a system of repetition on 
the horizontal circle of a theodolite, the angle subteodedlby a bar of 
known lenqth placcd horizontally and a t  right angles to the ray of 
which the lenqth is required, 

This method'may also be used with advantage in dense jungle, where 
the un,lergrowth is a serious obst:lcle to dlnigging a chain, and where the 
distances between stations rarely exceed 5 chains. Satisfactory results 
have been ( btainecl in the Bul ma Forests using a special snbtense bar, in 
nhich the distances between discs were 5 feet and 3 feet respectively, ancl 
the number of repetiti )ns of each angle ten. u p  to 10 chains, 10  
repetition- suffice ; between 10 and 2 0 chains, PU repetitions are neces. 
anry, rind beyond 20 chains, the resl~lts are unreliable. 

69. The new pattern bar is of teak a l ~ d  its total length is 11  feet. 
The vanes or clisca are 84 inches iu diameter; 

Description of bar' they are painted red on one side anll white 
on the other, in each case with a 3 inch black rentra. They can be 

either 10 feet apart with their red faces showing or 8 feet apart 
with their white face3 showing, but the fittings arc! such that other 
positions are not possible, 00 that the colour seen is a ce~.taill indication 
of tIle space observed. attached to  the bar is a eigll t, ~ u l e  (S S in the 
figure a t  of chapter), which when clamped i o  position 1s perpen- 
dicular to its length. 

The bar is mounted on an ordinary plane-table stand by a cup and 
ball socket, which allows 5" of play without shifting the legs. It is 
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rouohly rn levelled by eye, and finally adjusted by means of the thumb 
scre\vs t, t, and the  sn s l l  level 1 let into its rrpper surface. When 
properly aligned and levelled. il is clamped in position by bolt passing 
t l ~ r o u ~ h  the cup a ~ l d  tripor1 \lead.* 

70.  It has been found in practice that  ecci?iomy of time is effected 
1 y sepal ating the angular measures of the 

Method of using t l ~ e  s n b -  
tense bar. 

traverse lilies from the  measures of the 
subtense bar, as their combination would 

involve carefully plurnbi1)g the bar over the station peg, whoreas for the 
purposes of linear measurement it suffices t o  make this adjustment 
within oue or tiwo inches. 'l'he procedure is therefore as follows :- 

(@) The surveyor, after finishing his operations at any station, 
removes his theodolite aud hinzscl f  erects the subtense bar, 
plumhillg it approximately over the peg. He then aligns 
the sight rule on his forvard station, levels the bar, and 
clamps it  in position. 

( b )  On reaching the forwa!.d station, he erects his theodolite and 
takes the necesqary observations to the subteuse bar, the 
discs beinq 1 0  feet apart. 

(c )  He then signals to the k6nZdsi a t  the back station, who re- 
verses the discs, and a fresh set of readings are taken a t  
the 8 feet distance. 

(d) After finishing with the bar he signals agaiu : the bar is then 
removed and brought forward to him, whilst another k4aZa'si 
with the traverse staff talres his stand over the mark, and 
the surveyor completes the ordinary angular measures. 

7'1. It is necessary to distinguish the right and left discs from one 
another when oliservin:. and t,his may be done 

Mptliod Inensuring bj- drilling the khalriai a t  the bar t o  st,and snbtended mgle .  
always immcdiateIg behind the left hand disc ; 

I,nt a better plan iq to paint cross li~les on both faces of  tfhis diec. 
The operation inYcblves the successire movemeot, by means of the 

tangent screws of nltern,lte plates of the horizontal limb of the theo- 
dolite, and as i t  is imp(~rtnut that it  he completed without reacbing the  
end of t h e  run of cithcr, cacll tangent screw should be set back to the 
commencement of its run hcforc making an intersection. 'l'he .lower 
plate is then claml)cil, an(\ the disc a t  tlhe IeFt hand end of the bar. is 
.intet sectcd 1)y .movilll: 1 he uj)13er plate, ilampiag and finishing the 
intersecti,)n with the tallg(8nt-sc~w. The limb is then read off and 
recorded, all the verniel s beinq entered in the record. Now, by mems 
---- - -- - - - 

* In practice, it lies been found tl~rlt tindals are quite cnpabie of levelling the barr 
by meanfi of the level alone w i t h o u t  naing the lhumb eorews, 

' ~ 2  
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of the upper plate tangent-screw only, intersect the disc a t  the end 
of the bar, and read off one vernier to give an approximate value of the 
subtended angle, mllich will be found useful as a check against gross 
errors. Next, with the lower plate tangent screw, bring the telescope 
hack and intersect the left disc, then with the upper plate screw intersect 
the right disc again, and repeat the process as often as necessaly, keeping 
count of the number of repetitions, and finishing on the right disc. 
Finally read and record all the verniers, and divide the difference of the 
means of the first and last readings by the number of repetitions. This 
gives the value of the subtended angle, and a comparison with the 
approximate value obtained as explained above, will guard against gross 
errors, or against s wrong reckoning of the number of repetitions made. 

Wi th  traversers there is always the possibility that the man may 
make only one measure of the angle and multiply this by ten to save 
himself trouble. It is largely to guard against this tendency that the 
observations are repeated with discs reversed a t  a different interval, and 
in addition, the agreement of the distances computed from the two posi- 
tions will prevent gross errors and give a certain indication of the 
quality of the work. 

If so many measures are made that  the tanqent-screws have not 
sufficient play to illcltide them all, they must be unscrewed again, care 
being taken that the lower one is unscrewed while the upper  plate 
remaills clamped, and the upper one while the lower plate remains 
clamped. As however this is apt to introduce errors unless great care is 
taken, i t  is better when more than five repetitions are required, t o  arrive 
a t  the result by taking the desired number in groups of five, and to treat 
each group indep?ndentl y whilst observinq. 

The advantages of this system of repetition over a similar number 
of separate measures of the subtended angle, are that  the error of reading 
the limb, which may, in a 6-inch theodolite, amount to as much as 10") 
enters in  the repetition system twice into each group of measures, 
whereas with separate measures the error occurs twice in each measure. 
The system is also very much quicker. 

72. Having thus obtained the value of the subtended angle, the 
distance corresponding may be either taken 

" from a table * previously prepared, or com- tance. 
puted on the spot by a, table of natural cotan- 

gente, or s epecial scale may be prepared from which the distance may be 
taken off with dividers a t  once. The true distance in feet, or d, is 
i 8 - co t  V ,  where I is the length between the centres of the discs in feet 
2 - --- -- - 

Tabler of distance8 corresponding to the angles rubtended by 30, 10, 8, 6, and 3 
feet bars have been prepared and can be obtained from tbe Surveyor Generd'r Offioe, 
Cdrafta. 



and a is the subtended angle ; but the formula d = l cot a is quite 
accurate enough and more convenient. The approximate formula d = ' is also practically accurate within the limits of observation and 

8 sin 1'' 
Z 

is the most convenient of all, as Bin may be taken as a constant, 

and then division by s in seconds is all that is neeessa'ry to give the dis- 
G 

tance without the aid of logarithms. * Thus if I = 10, sin 

*0fi?fi48 = 1,J l g  = 2062648. Suppose the s~htended angle is 20' then d = 6u 

feet. 
73. A scale from which the distance may be taken off directly with 

dividers mav be thus constructed. Draw an 
of a for indefinite straight line as base, and from one lajiog off the distance' 

extremity set up the following distances ih 
inches, 1-16) 1-19, 1.23, 1-21, 1-32, eto., ip to 11-46) these being the 
natural cotangents to radius -01 of the subtended angles 30') 29') 28') 
etc., up to .?', beyond which i t  is unnecessary lo carry it. At the point 

10 x oo t  3' 11-46 raise a perpendicular equal in length to 5 y g 0  
=. 2.17 inches 

and join the extremity of this perpendicular to the other end of the base, 
thus forming the hypothenuse of a right-angled triangle. Through all 
the points of division of the base, draw perpendiculars terminating in the 

- - - 

hypothenuse ; these perpendiculars represent the distances corresponding 
to the respective subteuded angles. These dimensions are for the scale of 
one inch to a mile, but the principle is applicable, mutatia muttzndis, to 
all scales. 

74. I t  is worth noticing that  the error arising from a slight mis- 
direction of the bar is much less 'than would 

Error caused by wrong 
alignment of the bar. a t  first sight be supposed. For if I be the 

e'xcess or defect from 90' of the bar's direc- 
tion with the ray under measurement, the subtense angle measured 
becomes I cos 0 instead of I ,  and the I-esulting error in the distance 
is, 

t cot a - cOs 8 cot 8 = I cot 8 X VBl'S d. 
Now versine 9 is about *0001, for 9 = 35') and therefore so long as the 
error in pointing does not exceed 36'-an almost impossible quantity, 
unless the bar be purposely misdirected-the error in measurement 
will not amount to part of the whole length, or about t foot in a 
mile. 

75. Tho number of repetitions of the suhtended angle should 

General remarks on sub- clearly bear some relation to the size of that 
tonne bnr, angle. The following table represents the 

* Tlre errot introduced by using this npprorilnato formula is leas thnn of an inch per mile, 



moet'recent practice in the Revenue branch, and mill be f0und.a useful 
guide. 

The figure below will show what is meant by bbserving on a double base 

Angle edbtended by 
10-foot bar. 

62' and over . , 

63' to 36' 

35' 60 26' 

a61 t o  17' 

Under 17' • 

A B is the traverse line over 30 chains long whose length is required. 
Lay out, approximately a t  right angles, the bases X C and A D of suit- 
able length, and measure them with the flubtense bar placed at C and U. 
Then measure all the interior angles of the two triangles A B C and 
A B D and the distance A R can be computed. 

The theodolite used for subtense work should preferably read to  10"; 
instrnments of which the slow motion screws have a short run are not 
suitable for this kind of work. 

It should be noted that  a difference of level between the observer and 
the  bar does not prejudice the deduced distance, since the fact of tho 
theodolite, measuring angles on the plane of the horizon, makes automa- 
tically the necessary correction from the hypothenuse of the slope to its 
base. Thus the computed clistances arc horizontal distaaces, and must 
not be corrected for the slope of the ground. I n  setting up  the trave~sse, 
the dietances computed from the 10 feet interval will I)e used exclu- 
lively, a0 those from the shorter interval are obviously less reliable and 
are used merely aa a check. 

Corresponding dietance 
in chaine. 

0 to  10 

1 0 t o  16 . 
16 to20 y . 
20 to 30 o 

Over 30 

NUMBEB O F  BEPITITION8 TO BE 
YADB. 

10-foot bar. 

6 

10 

15 

20 

S-foot bar. 

6 

6 

6 

6 
- 

Observe on double bnse. 
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76. Allusion has already been made to the necessity (in all but 
flat countries) of measuring the vertical 

Vertical angles. angles betyeen stations. Besides giving 
data for the reduction of the chain measures to their horizontal equiva- 
lents, the heights of each traverse station may be ob taincd and used for 
contouring the ground. 

To obtain a correct vertical reading three conditions rn~ist be satisfied- 
First.-The illstrurnent must be level, and the bubble of the level 

attached to the veitical verniers must occupy the centre 
of its iun. 

Second.-The line observed must be parallel to the line joining the . station pegs. 

Thi~d.-The vertical collirnatioll error of the instrument must be 
eliminated. 

'17. To satisfy the second condition the point observed t o  must be a t  
a height above the peg equal to that of the 

The tsaverse staff. telescope above the station mark. 
This result can be a,ttained by using the traverse staff, of which a 

dimensioned drawing is herewith given- 

Pront view 

Pain f e d  bZack 

' +- 
k '  
P) Pairrte ri. black. 

if 'A kzohite line ' 

Painted black 
I i 

Li'jd? urew 
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The staff should be painted white with a f-inch black line running 

down the centre. A tapering iron spike should be accurately fixed to 
the bottom of the staff, and when possible, observations sliould be rnade 
to its finest visible point, and surveyors should be warned never to 
observe to anything except this point in short lines. 

Each traversel. should be supplied with 3 sta,ves-one forward, one 
back, and one for the end of his base llne when measurements by means 
of triangulation are necessary. At the commenceinent of the season, 
the traverser sets up his theodolite on level g r o u ~ d  a t  a convenient work- 
ing height to suit his stature, theti measures the height of the telescope 
from the ground and adjusts the centre line on the vane to measure 
this height from the foot of the staff, either by altering the screws or by 
cutting a bit off the bottom. All his vanes must of course be similarly 
adjusted and he should then mark his name on them. He will the11 
measure, by means of a spare plummet line, the height from the ground 
io  the plummet hook of the theodolite, and make a large knoL in the 
string t~ indicate this length, which may be called the " normal length." 

Now suppose the instrument set up and level over the first station 
of a trnversr and the forward staff in position over station 2, then, before 
mal;ing an intersection, IneasurG with the spare plummet string the 
height from the station mark t o  the plummet Iloolc of the instrument. 
The height so found must be either (1) x inches greater, (2) y inches 
leas, or (3)  exactly equal to the "normal length.') 

Then, in order to satisfy the second condition above laid down, 
obviously the vane must be intersected in the first case, x inches above 
the centre line, in the second case y inches below that line, and in the 
third case on that line. 

'the distance x or y on the string, above or below the knot, caa be 
readily estimated by eye, or if preferred can be measured along a scalo 
of inches cut OII  the legs of the theodolite : i t  is generally small and will 

exceed 6". The vane being printed in 3" horizontal stripes of 
black and white, the intersection can always be made within an inch or 
less of the correct position by intersecting a t  a, distalwe above or below 
the centre line of the vane equal to the distance indicated by the  string, 
and this is sufficiently close for all practical purpoaes. Even in rough 
pound  the vertical error will not exceed from one to two feet in a mile, 
p v i d e d  the collimatioo error of the instrument is dealt with as described 
in the next paragraph. 

78. The error due to vertical collimation can only be eliminated by 
reversing face, and as this is not done *hen 

Eliminating vertical colli- 
tnetion. traversing, the instrument must be freed froni 

thie error by adjustment. Moreover, as the 
vertical reeding is fake~l on one vernier only, it follows that the adjust- 
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rnent for vertical collimation should be made with reference only t o  this 
vernier. After eliminating the vertical collimation error, it is immaterial 
whether observations are taken P. or P. R., but  as the 0. E. vernier 
on F. 5. is the most convenient to read, and i t  is desirable that  all 
observatiolrs should be taben under ' the same conditions, all traversers 
~hould  be trained to  invariably work on 8. L. wilh t h e  object end 
vernier only. 

With regard to  the error commonly known as vertical collimation 
error, it may here be noted that  this error is really a combination of 
two errors, viz., (1) the error due to the optical axis of the object glass 
passing above or below the horizontal web of the eye piece (ie., vertical 
collimation error proper), and (2) the index error of tlle vertical arc. 

It is possible to  eliminate each separately, but  would serve no good 
purpose to do so, for as each error is alike iu respect to its beiug elimiuated 
by merely changing face, and they are, therefore, of the same nature, i t  
is much simpler to  consider one of  them as being onadjustable, and to 
manipulate the other so that the sun1 of the two becomes ail .  Practically 
the adjustment of the horizontal neb should be considered fixed (though 
in some instruments means are provided for moving i t ) ,  and the 
coinbined error is eliminated by adjusting the level attached t o  the 
vertical ve~,niers, v i d e  Appenclix- (Ailemorandurn on theodolites). 

79, When the vertical collimation is nil, the forward and back 
vertical readings between each pair of btationrs 

Errors permissible in 
vertical angles. should cor~espond in magnitude and differ 

only in sign. I n  practice there will generally 
be a difference in magnitude owing to  the approximate metl~ods used, 
but thie is of no practical importance when within reasonable limits. 
When observing between two stations A and B, should the back vertical 

from B t o  A differ from the forward vertical angle from A to  B 
(already recorded) by more than 5') a ~econd intersection must be made, 
and the reading entered iu the book ; if these two readings agree u&,rtcr 
se, " but differ largely from the angle recorded at the back station, the 
latter should be struck out and l l i c  back stolio?& need not be revki ted 
station 3, in Specimen Angle Book). In colnputing, the means of the 
observations recorded from A to B, and from B to A respectively should 
bc employed. 

80. It may sometimes happen that  the triangolator has been able 
to  lay out suitable traverse stations a t  inter- 

Connectillg traverses with vals of a few miles, in which cape the tra- triangulation. 
verser's work is much simplified, but the 

fixing of many such stations undoubtedly retards the triangulator 
considerably ; so that with experienced traversers, i t  is more economical 
to train each 'man t o  make  hi^ own starting and closing connections, 



There are several methods of doing this, which will be described in order 
of preference- 

(a)-Ider~olation f rom 3 or ?)tore trkangzllated points. - When the 
triangulation is recent and the hill poles are standing the traverser 
selects a s ~ o t  whence t hree or more well defined points are visible, erects 
his theodolite and observes a complete round of angles starting and 
closing with the back station. The last two rounds of angles should 
include his forward traverse station previously laid out. 

Provided they are well fixed and defined, intersected poillts may be 
utilized for interpolation instead of, or in addition to, stations of observs- 
tion. 

This method is sufficiently accurate and is '  most and 
economical, but requires very careful supervision by the camp officer, who, 
on receipt of the field book, must see that suitable rays have been ob- 
served to admit of a satisfactory solution of the problem involved. This can 
readily be done by laying 08 the observed angles with the aid of a pro- 
tractor on tracing paper, and so graphically determining the traverser's 
poJition on the chart Should this position fall on or near to the oircurn- 
ference of the circle passing through the points observed to, one of these 
p i n t s  must be visited by the traverser, and a round of angles observed. 

(0)-IPllen only two triangalated rta!ioas a7.e otsi6le.-In this case 
the or closing station of the traverse forms a single triangle 

connected with the two visible points, and all three angles must be 
observed t o  prevent gross errors. 

( c ) - W h e n  only  one t r i anouZ( / t sd  station is visible.-The traverse 
may be or started by measuring a base line of suitable length aud 
connecting each end of it with the triangulated point, provided that- 

(l)-No angles of the triangle so formed shall be less than 10'. 
(9)-All 3 angles of the triangle be obszrvei. 
(3) When ob~erving a t  tlw triangulated point, another triangn1ated 

station or point be included in the round of angles to each end 
of the base, so that the bearing may be obtained from the - 
triangulation. Failing this an astronomical azimuth must be 
observed. 

A second or third trigonometrical poi11 t ma,y often become visible by 
means of a moderate amoulrt of line clearing ; and this is greatly facili- 
tated if the traverasr, by keeping up his plane-table carefully, is able to 
determine from it, more or less correctly, the direction in which i t  is 
necessary to carry out the line clearing. 

For all such work observations must be taken on both fore*, and 
on one or more zeros according to the nature of the theodolite used, 
A\) the vernier8 both horizontsl and vertical should he read, and the 
reeulta recorded in a combined angle book ( Form P. LEO ), 
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81. In order to properly identify the old mark, the  adjoining 
stations on either side must be located. The 

Starting Or 'losing On an  distances to both must" be measured with 
old traverse. 

both chains and a round of angles observed 
commencing and closing with the 8ack station. 

82, To prevent confusion in  the field and to facilitate the  subse- - 
quent computation of the traverses i t  is always 

Field traverse chart. advisable to supply each traverser with a 
cbart properly mounted on a plane-table. On  i t  will be plotted all 
stations and properly fixed triaugulated points, and all old traverses on 

new work is t o  be based ; the approximate directions of the new 
traverses required may also be shown with advantage when possible. 
I n  order to make proper use of the chart i t  is necessary t o  give every 
traverser a sufficient elementary tl'aining in the use of the plane-table 
to enable him t o  find his position on the board by interpolation and to 
plot his traverse work as be proceeds. I n  country covered with dense 
jungle, where traverses are nnmerous, this latter precaution is very 
necessary. In  Burma i t  is the custom for each traverser to clear his own 
lines, and mark out, the forest into blocks by means of traverses, and 
t~aless an accurate ])lane-table chart is kept up as the work proceeds, 
great confusion mnst ensue. This chart mill be found most useful for 
finding the approximate latitudes and longitudes of the azimuth .stations 
observed at.  

83. Whenever a traverse contains a large number of stations, astro- 
nomical azimuths must be observed a t  inter- 

Astrononlical azimuths. vals so as t o  prevent an ~accumulatiou of 
:~ngular errors. Tile interval between azimuth statious varies mith local 
conditions, but as a rough guide they should average 26 to 30 stations 

: azimuths are only neceeEary where frequent collnections mith the  
triangu!atiou are iml3racticable. Either the forward or back shtiol l  

be used as the referring inark and observations lney be taken to  
the stars or to the sun. 

When stars nre ohserved practically the oidy method used is that des. 
c.ribed on page 128, Chapter VI, which illvolves intersecting the star 
on the junction of the cross wires in  the telescope. l'his method has the 
ailvantages of being accurate and of not needing the use of a watch, 
but i t  has a serious drawback, in the fact that  i t  lieeps the observer 
up after his (lay's work is dollt., and as his liilo1~7led~e of stars is 
limited, he will often have t o  do his nziinnth work in the middle of the 
night in order t o  ge t  thorc he Iinows. Coll%quclltly it is often lireferablc 
to observe t o  the sun and in so doing two methods are available,* 

- - -- - ----- - -- 
a In Revenue parties, stars are generally observed in preference t o  the sun, 
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When working to a pair of East and West stare, errors in the asstlmed 
latitude of the of observation t o  a large extent cancel out i n  

the mean result. But in the case of a single star, or of sun observations 
are not thus balanced, the latitude must be kuown with consider 

able accuracy, and a well kept planevtahle chart will be of much 
assistance. 

Star charts in the Vernacular should be issued to :111 native tpa- 
rersers to them to identify the stars they observe. 

$4, A field book on a reduced male is shown a t  the end 
of this cllapter from which the method of 

The field book. 
nlaking entries may be seen. The follow- 

ing rules will be useful as a general guide :- 

(a)-All entries in the field book are to be made on the spot ih ink. 
or indelible pencil, A common lead pencil is on no account 
to  be used. 

(b)-No erasures whatever may be made in the field book. All 
figures corrected, or altered must be initialled. 

(c)-No second copy o f  the field 6ook is l o  lie made for the sake of 
neatness, except by the special orde1.s of the camp officer and 
the original will always be kept. Under e~ceptional circum- 
stances the traverser might find himself forced t o  record in 
common pencil in order t o  avoid delay, in which case the 
record must not  be touched afterwards i n  any way, a copy in 
inlc being made as goon as possible. 

(d)-Every traverse book will commence with a printed fly-leaf (z i i i fe  

specimen), and must be bound in ,brown paper t o  keep it 
clean. The traverser mill himself fill in all items on this 
fly-leaf except the t w o  a t  the top of the p a p  

(e)-As a general rule each traverse book will contain one tlavetse 
only, and should be despatched to the camp oRicer a t  once 
on the completion of the traverse. 

( f ) - O n  t l ~ e  first page a neat diagram must be made shewing the 
st art ing connection with the neighbou~ ing tfriangulated 
points or traverses (vide specimen Field Book), and the mean 
values of the conuecting angles entered as soon as they have 
been taken out. First draw the ray to the forward statioo 
u p  the centre of the paper, between the printed lines, and 
then holding the book s o  that this line poi11 ts in its direc- 
tion, draw rays, as nearly as possible as can be done by eye, 
in their actual position relatively to this line, to the different 
triangulnted points and traverse stations with which it is 
intended t o  form a connection. Similarly a closing diagram 
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must be made a t  the end of each traverse commencing with 
the back ray. 

@)--The oross lines above and below the chaiu measurements and 
the station number must not be omitted, as they greatly 
simplify the subsequent reading of the book by the conl- 
puter (vide specimen). 

(1)-A heavy line right across the page must be made at the con- 
ch~sion of each day's work, and a new date entered above it 
when work is continued next day (vide specimen field book). 

(i)-When recording the vertical readings, an arrow should be 
drawn as shown in  the specimen, as this facilitates reading 
the book. 

85. On receipt of the book, the camp officer should take the earliest 
possible opportunity t o  check the angles 

the book* and rneasuies throughout. 'If the two 
angular and linear measures a t  each station are in accordance, there can 
be very little doubt as to the subsequent closing of the traverse. Should 
this examination bring to ligllt any gross error, the camp officer should 
order the traverser back to the station a t  which the error was discovered, 
where new measures must be taken. When examining the Look, each 
figure must be ticked off in red ink, and all necessary correot~ions made 
and initialled in t'he same colour. The examiner will then sign and date 
the second entry on the fly-leaf " Field book checlred by "; the 
book should be rebound in brown paper if necessary, and the following 
notes made outside in red pencil : - 

(6  Traverse No. -----by - - - R. F. District- , " with 
any remarks tillat may be necessary. 

86. Every traverse station muet be marked as conspicuously as 
possible, for unless a plane-tabler can find two  

Marking of traverse etation8. 
or more c~nsecutive stations, he cannot 

properly identify his position or orientate his hoard. Every fifth station 
is ususlly distinguished by an extra large cairn of stones or by scme 

When a peg is used as the station mark, a, V sllapell trench 
should be cut on either sitle of it, partly to indicate the exact position 
of the peg, and partly to show the directions of adjoining stations, In 

ground when a @ is used, the mark should be ctct and not merely 
scratched on the surface, and if possible a small cairn of stones erected 
over it. Wherever foreet pillars exiet, stations should he selected 2s 

close as possible to  them, and the actual position of the pillar rccordcrl ill 
the field book by an offset (vide specimen O 5 ) .  When pegs are used, 
they should be driven nearly flush wit11 the ground, as both horizontal 

vertical measurer are refer'red to the top of the peg hnd not t o  the 
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ground itself. In Burma,* however, it is the custom to drive in stout 
posts to mark stations, and as the distances between them are short, it is  
necessary to drive a small iron pin into the top of each post, so as to define 
the point t o  which horizontal measures are talcen. I n  this case, as the 

.traverse staff is used oqly for vertical measures, it need not be provided 
with a plummet. 

87. The procedure to be adopted will be best seen from the 
Cornputition of the data following example :-- 

for starting and closillg a 
tiwavel.se. 

I n  the figure A a ~ ~ d  B are the starting and closing poirlts respectively 
of a traverse, and A,  B, C, and D are all points connected with the 
main triangulation. I n  order t o  compute the traverse, me require the 
l~ectangular co-ordinates of the points A a n d  H,  and the starting and 
closing be:irings A C and B ID respectively. If the triangulation data, 
are in sl)herical co-ordinates, the rectangular co-ordinates of A and B 
with reference to the origin X (nut shown in  tlie diilgratn), are computed 
on  Form P. 49. From the triangulation data, we can obtain either 
the azimuth oE A to C, or of C to A, but probably not both. If  the 
azimuth A to C is known, the bearing A C with reference to the origin 
X is found as fo l l~ws :-compute t,he convergency at A with reference t o  
the origin X 1)y table XIJI I 1 of tlie Auxiliary Tables (i.e., the conver- 
gency I~etweell the meridians passing through A and X respectively). 
Apply the anglc so found with its proper sign ( T according as A 
is of X) t o  the azimuth of A to C, aud the result is the bearing A C w 
with reference to X. 

- - - - - - - - - -- - -. 
Y Sometimes nnrnbered zinc tahlets are affixed to t11rce oonrecutive poste a t  inter* 

yals of abcut ot e mile, to aesist in  identification. 
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But if the azimuth C to As is known, the convergency at C with 

reference t o  X must be computed and applied to the azimuth to obtain the 
bearing C A, whence obviously the bearing A C = bearing C A f 180°, 
(Note that if the distance A to C is sufficiently short, i.e., does 
not exceed 1 mile for latitudes of 25' or less, we may consider the 
azimuth A to C = azimuth C to A + 1 80°, with sufficient accuracy for 
traverse purposes where the bearing A C is required only to the neawst 
minute). The bearing B L) is ~imilarly found, and we then have all tho 
required data for computing the traverse. 

An alternative method of obtaining the bearing between any two 
~ o i n t s  A and C whose spherical CO-ordinates are known is given below 
and will often be found useful- 

Compnte the rectangular co-orrlinates of A and C with refer~ence to 
origin X on Form P. 48, Then C Y and A Y are the differenoes in 
Nortbinq and Southing and in Easting and Westing between the two 
points. The bearing A C is the angle N A C = A (: Y whose tangent is 
Ax, whence the bearing is a t  once obtained by a very simple computation, 
C Y 

88. All traverses are computed from bearittgs and when the 
triangulation data are in spherioal co-ordin- 

R e 8 r i n g  and dis- ates, the bearing8 are derived either from the 
tingniehed. 

azimuths taken from the triangulation, or 
- 

from ob~erved azimuths, by computing the convergency as above 
explained. But when the triangulation is computed in rectangular 
co-ordinates, we get from i t  beardnga and not azimuths, and so avoid the 
above except i n  the case of observed azimuths. I n  fact 
bearings ma.y be said t o  have the same relation to azimuths, that 
rectat ,plar co-ordinates have t o  ~pherical co-ordinates, i .e . ,  they refer 
to a local selected origin an(l not to n eyhtem of co-ordinates having the 

of the earth as i t l~  origin and applicable all over the world. 
89. When the triangulation of the country, in which traveree 

operations are being carried on, has been 
fleleation of olsigin. computed in term8 of rectangular co-ordi- 



nates, all traverses will be referred to the origins used for the trianguln- 
tiolr, \"hich are usually at the centres of each or alternate square degrees. 
~~t if sl~llerical co-urdinates have bee11 adopted, \re may either select an 
origin for the tr.~vurrcs cenlraally situated with r e p r d  to the area under 
survey, or \ye in;ly coilsiiler t l ~ e  s l a r t i ~ g  poiot of cacb traverse as its 

alld b o  I I I L V ~  as inally origins as there are traverses: the first 
alternative is the one usually chosen, as the secolld has obvious dis- 
advautagcj except where traverses are of rare occurrence. 

With regard to the area, over which the system of rectangular co-or- 
dinates can be applied with accuracy, Circular Order No. 113 (Profes- 
sional), dated 3rd Rlay 1904, sliould be consulted. The follomiug para- 
graphs extracted therefrom give the conclusions arrived at : 

(' The result is tilerefore arrived at, that within these very wide limits, 
oiz., 3" on each side of the origin, traverses starting from origins 6 
degrees apart and passing throng11 the same point should give practically 
identical bpherical co-ordinates for the position of that  point. I n  prac- 
tice however the values are seldom identical, the discrepailcy being due 
to faulty measurements either angular or liuear or both, The oilly remedy 
for this is frequent conuectiou with well fiscd trigonometrical points, 
and if there are not sufficient points availi~ble, supplementary triangula- 
tion must he carried out, or special maill traverses must be run through 
the coantry starting from, and ending ou points fixed by triangulation, 
and all other traverses shonlcl he based on these. 

'I'he fact that a traverse or circuit closes correctly 011 its starting point 
is no criterion of its accuracy, as its length may be quite erroneous. 

It is not i~itenclecl l)y the foregoing actually to advocate tile exten- 
sion of traverse mori; for :I0 011 each side of an origin : but to explain illat 
rectangular co-orclinates call be szfely used for such distances, As 
ever the greater tlie distance, the greater the error likely t o  arise in the 
travcrse, ~t nlay be Inid d0n.n tha t ,  as a gcilcral rule, a, travelse shollld 
not LC carried more tllnu about l3 011 each sitle of tllc oligin. 

Witllin such limits, it is i~nmntcrial wl~etllcr tlle bearing olle 
from anolbcr is got directly from the rcet:~~i,nnlar co-ordinates, or by 
tmnsfcrl.illg tllerc latter illto spllerical co-ordinates, computillg t h e  ozi- 
muth and applyillg the collvergaucy : tile ~~esul ts  should be ilractically 
identical. If ~ O I V C V W  ~ J W O  tr;ango!atpd points fall ill the uei~llbourllood 
of the traverse operations, their mutual azimutlls should be l.cferred to 
the travcrse bearings i l l  oriler to ol)tain a check on tile accuracy of the 
latter. 

Tllr system formerly in use, of making the centre of each degree 
sheet the origin for that square degree is convenient for tile purpose of 
tabu1:~tiog the rcchi~ngldnr CO-ort1i:latcs of corners of stan(lard sheets, bllt 
l ~ a s  40 otl~cr advantages. On the other hand, practically all revenue 



eurveya are conducted district by district, and in many cases s dictriot 
runs into three or more degree sheets. I f  the centre of each degree sheet 
were to be its origin, several origins would be required for the traverses 
of each district, and this mould entail much aclclitional computation when 
the traverses overstepped the graticule lines separating the different 
degrees. As no extra, accuracy is gained by this constant shift of origin, 
i t  seems advisable to a(1here t o  the system a t  present in  use of taking a 
suitable one for each district or area t o  be surveyed near its centre, 
selecting for i t  the intersection of a maridian and parallel representing st 

round number of degrees and minutes." 
90. I n  projecting points near the margins of plane-table sections 

i t  frequently becomes necessary to plot them 
Projecting from different by co-ordinates from the origin of a neigh- 

origias. 
bouring sheet, and not from that of the sheet 

in which they are situated. The formula by which this is done is as 
follows :- 

Let 0 he the old origin, and N the new, and 
let the co-ordinates of 0, with reference 
to N, be =OL, q=NL ; and let c be 
the convergency of the meridians. 

Let P be any other point whose co-ordi~iates L 4 

require transformation. 
Let the co-ordinates of P with respect to 

the origin 0 be 

X=PhI ,  Y =OM, and let P T  and PR be drawn perpendiculars t o  
the meridian and parallel a t  N. 

Let PR cut OL iu Q, and let PQ=y, OQ=x, and OP=D 
Then iE a is the angle POM - 

P M  X tan a =- 
O M = ~  

and D = Y sec a 
Now if A is the angle OSN, wo have A = a + c, 

so that angle OPQ=angle OSN= A 
Therefore y = OP Cos 0 PQ= D Cos A, 

and x=PQ tan OPQ=y tan A,  
or = OP sin OPQ = D ein A.  

Finally 
The perpendicular co-ordi nate O F  P from N = PT .=: OL-OQ 

={-y tan A.  or f-D sill A ,  
The meridional co-ordinate of P from N = N T  = N L + PQ=q + y. 

The above is a special case, but in Form P. 64(o),  on which the cornput* 
tion should be c a n i d  out, provision hss been madc t o  meet every caee. ' 
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The linear quantities in these equations mnst all be expressed in the 
same unit, but it is immaterial whether this be feet, links, yards, or any 
other unit. f hen a continuous traverse runs from one degree into 
another, the co-ordinates of its stations may be all computed from the 
origin of the degree in which i t  starts un l e~s  i t  encroaches far into a 
neighbouring degree, in which case the part falling into each of the 
degrees should be referred to the centre of that  one as origin. 

If however there are many points reqniring conversion, it will be 
found much more simple to plot them graphically. To effect this, 
squares are ruled on a piece of tracing cloth and numbered with 
reference to the origin in terms of which the points are ; the necessary 
points and spherical graticule of the adjoining plane-table are then 
plotted thereon. The tracing cloth is then laid on the new plane-table 
section, FO that  the commcn spherical graticule lines coincide, aud the 
points are pricked off from the tracing paper to  the plane-table section. 

It may also sometimes be convenient to project outside the marginal 
graticule of a plane-table, squares in terms of a neighbouring origin. 

91. A s far as possible all important traverses should be get up and 
computed in duplicate, in which case one 

Setting up traverses. copy will be worked with traverse tables, 
and the other by computing on Form P. 60, which need not be kept as 
a record. Checking computations, instead of working them in duplicate, 
is a makeshift which is only justifiable when dealing with minor 
traverses on which fresh work will not be based. All work on P. 47 
(computations of the co-oidinates of traverse stations) is to be written at 
once in ink, except under the columns " Meridian )' and " Perpendicular," 
which must necessarily be first entered up in pencil. The common 
practice of working in peucil, and subseqnently inking up is bad from 
every poiot oE view, and must be absolutely prohibited. Tho heading of 
Form P. I7 must always be fully filled in : after the words " Traverse 
Stations, " enter the serial number oE the tra~-erse, the name of the 
traverser, and the district. The latitude and longitude of the origin, 
and the points of departure and closing most also be written cleevly on 
thc first page of each traverse. There entries are very generally omitted, 
and the omirsioll csuscs much trouble whenever it is subsequently 
necessary to refer t o  the traverse computations for data. 

Special 'I Table9 for Computing- Traverse Heights" have been 
printed and may be obtained from the Superintendent, Trigonometrical 
Survey@, Dehra Dun. 

I n  dealing with a large network of tigaverseq the adjustment of the 
errors a t  the jlluctions requires considerable care, and forms a complicated 
prol)lem wl~ich must be dcalt with hy the ~fficer in charge with the 
whole of the data before him. Very frequently, however, individual 
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traverses have to be used before the whole network is complete, and its 
adjustment would then geuerally be abantloned unless oE sufficient 
imporfaace to justify the 1abour:iuvolves ill re-computing the whole, or 
portion of the work. 

92. When making over an instrument to a traverser, it is! the duty 
of the camp officer to examine it carefully 

l'heodolites for traverse and see that it is in an easy running con- 
worlr. dition, that its stand is rigid, and that the 
three foot-screws do not shake in their bearings, a very common cause 
of error, The body level should be adjusted to the centre of its run, 
and the  vertical collimation error very carefully eliminated. As soon 
as the  traverser has taken over the instrument, he becomes personally 
responsible for it. Unless he has been specially trained to the work of 
cleaning instruments, he is on no account to take it to pieces should i t  
show signs of working stiffly, but should send it a t  once to  the camp 
officer for adjustment. He  should entrust the carriage of the instru- 
ment, when a t  work, to  the steadiest of his khala'sis, and must use 
his discretion ns to  whether i t  should be earrie l on its tripod o r  in its 
'box, being guided by the nature of the ground, and always remembel ing 
that  he himself and not the khald~i ,  is responsible for its safety. As a 
rule the best theodolite for traverse purposes is a 5-inch with incomplete 
vertical arc, and probably the best pattern is that made by Messrs. 
Cooke & Sons, whose instruments of this class are light, strong, capable 
of being rigidly clamped with ease and read t o  30". It is a great 
mistake to e n t ~ u s t  the ordinary traverser with a 6" or 7' theodolite of 
high claes, reading perhaps to 1 O", except when distanc~s are measured 
by the subtense bar. 

The traverser is usually very careless and ignorant, and even were 
he not, the rough use to  which a traverse theodolite is pnt in the field 
would very soon ruin a delicate instrument, and tho heavier i t  is the 
more likely is it to suffer injury from constant portage. A ttentiou may 
again be called to the immense advantaae. for traverae work of the 
railway pattern tripod, which can now be obtained on indent from the 
Mathematical Instrument Office. 
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Chapter IV. 
Plane-Tabling. 

93. The detailed delineation of p o u n d  by topographical survey 
parties in India is effected almost exclu- 

'11 plane- sively by the use of the plane-table, an table. 
iustrument which for this purpose far  

excels all others i n  convenience, accuracy, and ]sapidity, and one with 
which every surveyor should be tboroughly acquainted. It works to the 
greatest advantage in open and hilly country, and to the least in flat 
jungly tracts. 

The plane-table and stand are so well known as to need no descrip- 
tion, but there is s point about the sight-rule which should Le noted. 
I n  the eye sight three or fonr small holes should be drilled a t  intervals 
along the fine cut which forms the sight, as  it is very difEcult to see 
ob,iects through this cut. When the elevatioil or depression of an 
object to be intersected is more than can be embraced by the five inches 
of the sights, the intersection can be effected by stretching a thread 
tightly from the object-slit to the eye-slit on the top of the brass 
supports, and so contrivecl that  it shall lie in the plane passing through 
the two slits. 'l'he eye slit and the thread of the object-sight must be in 
a plane perpendicular to the plane of the ruler. The edge of the riiler 
should be parallel to the junction of the plai~e of the ruler, and that  of 
the ege-slit and thread of the object s ig l~t .  This latter coildition 
however is not absolutely ilecessary provicled, the same sight-rule be used 
for the whole oE the work on any one plane-table, and of that  sight-rule, 
the same edge, either right or left, be invariably used for ' setting', and 
drawing rays. This practice mill eliminate ally error due to faulty 
cot~struction of the instrument, 

94. To "mount" a plane-table, a sheet of good drawing paper 
must be thoronghly wetted, care being 

Moniiting n plane-table. 
taken that if wetted with a sponge, the 

surface shoultl not bc injnrc(1 by ttoo hcavy rubbing. The sheet when 
thoronghly cxpandctl, sl~onltl bc ~~ollctl 1113 ancl laid aside till wanted, not 
hcing allowcd to  tlry mennwhilc. A piece of f nc longcloth, large eno~igh 
to overlap the l)onrcl two  or thres inche.; all round, is next thoroughly 
mashed f ~ x e  from dirt and stnrcll, 2nd wlrilo wct, laid flat, nn the board 
previously dampccl \\ it11 tllc sponge. Very thiu paste is then laid on the 
cloth and rubbcd in, and the overlap secured under thc board with strong 
paste. The paper, still damp, is now laid flat on the cloth, and 
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pressed down (not mbbed), working from the centre outwards, and 
the edges secured with strong paste to the under surface of the board. 
The paper, when thus mounted, should not be allowed to dry too quickly. 
Care must be taken to mount the pa?er right side uppermost; this, in 
the case of drawing paper, can be known by looking through the paper 
for the " water mark ". The side on which this reads correctly is the 
proper side of the paper to use. 

When surveys are based principally on fraverse data, hand-made paper, 
with 1, 14, or 24-inch squares printed in blue to facilitate the plotting 
of points, is generally used in the Department. Sheets of this paper 
mounted on cloth, can be obtained on indent from the Calcutta Office, 
the form number being P. 70. To mount one of these sheets, i t  is suffi- 
cient to slightly damp the cloth on the back, and lay i t  on the plane- 
table, and then paste the overlapping cloth under the edges of the board. 
The use of this paper enables all tbe points to be plotted, and checked in 
recess before taking the field, and in supplementary survey operations is 
invaluable. 

95. Plane-table sections, or field sheets, on the scale of 1-inch to 
Dimensions of plane-table see- the mile, should occupy 15' of latitude, 

ti ons. aud 13 '  of longitude. The sections are 
then sub-divided into 5' divisions, and the trigonometricsl stations and 
points plotted thereon by eo-ordinates, and tested by distances. For 
aurv9ys on scales larger t ban lsinch = 1 mile, the plane-table sect'ion 
should embrace a corresponding amount, proportional t o  the scale. 
Printed acales of latitude and longitude, suitable for all parts of India, 
can be obtained from the Calcutta Office on application, though i t  is 
frequently advantageous to draw the scales in the margin of a field ~hee t .  

96. A '( graticule " is a four-sided figure contained by parallels cf 

Definition of a "grationle," and latitude, and meridians of longitude. The 
determination of its position on plane-table itself is considerably larger 
e plane-table section. than the graticule t o  be plotted on i t ;  

this is necessary t o  enable the surveyor to plot a certain number of 
trigommetrical points outside his work, thereby ensuring greater accuracy 
of fixing tonards the edges of the section; and the aectiou or graticulc 
should be so placed on the board us to include the most useful of these. 
The best way of doing this is t o  cut out a sheet of tracing paper of the 
ersct size that the plane-table mould be when reduced to the same scale 
as the reconnaissance chart of triangolatiou. This ~ i e c e  of paper is 
1Jd on the chart, ant\ ~h i f t ed  aboat over the allotted section so as 
to embrace the best outside points,* the graticule ia then outlined on the 

It ie often eltremely convenient to have one well-defined, vory dhtant point, 
mob er o uharp hill peak, to work with. 
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tracing paper in pencil. Measurements from the corners of this outline 
to the poillts where the lower parallel of latitude of t be section produced 
cuts the  edge of the board will now enable the surveyor to place this line 
in its proper position, and then by similar means, to find a ~ o i n t  on i t  
corresponding to the lower corners of the graticule. I n    lacing the 
sectioil on the board as described above, it is not a t  all necessary that  its 

should be parallel to those of the table, but they should nowhere 
be so close as to leave less than 1 4  inch margin. 

97. Two modes of projecting the graticule of sheets are in use in 
the Survey Department. The first by 

Projection of a graticule. means of the lengths of the sides and 
diagonals of certain geographical sections, as given in Auxiliary Tables 
X X X I  and XXXII,  which are for use when a survey is being carried 
out by triangulation, and the position of all points have been computed 
by spherical co-ordinates. 

The second mode of projecGon is the more convenient when a 
survey is based on traverses, and when the positions of the stations are 
fixed by rectangular co-ordinates parallel, and perpendicular, to the 
meridian of origin. The latitude and longitude of the origin being 
known, Auxiliary Tables X X V I  to X X V I  I I enable the rectangular 
co-ordinates of the corners of the graticule sheets to be computed m d  
plotted. Table XLI I ,  which gives the rectangular co-ordinates in chains 
of ,a degrec squares referred t o  the centre of a degree as will be 
found useful wlleuever the centre of a degree has been adopted as 
the origin of a s ~ r v e ~  ~vvhoose operations are based on rectangular co. 
ordinatecz, 

By spherical co-09-dinatcs.-In this mode of projection the lower 
parallel of latitude is first laid off with beam coml~asses, and then, from 
&her extremity, the distances on the meridian; these latter lines are 
thell irltcrsected by diagonals from the extreniities, fixing the t v o  
north corners of the graticulc. If the distance between them is now 
f m l d  correct by the table, the whole graticule may bc assumed to be 
rig.ht. Graticule and sob-division lines must then be inked up in fine 
lines 1113 to the edge of the board, and their co-ordinate values entered 
also near the edge of the board in black, When several field sections 
havc to bc ~~rojccted along the same l~arallels of latitude, much time will 
be sa,vef by projecting the 'graticules on a sheet of stout paper, and 
pricking the corners througll on to the mountcci shcet. 

By ~ ( ~ c l a n g u l n r  ro-ordijzates.  - f here tllc projectiou has to be made 
in rectangular eo-ordinates, the procedure is ns follows. After locating 
the lower parallel of latitude and one corner of the graticule as described 
in 96, the rcctangular co-ordinates of this corner, as found 
either from table XLII, or by prcvious computation on Form P. 48 
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aro noted. rissnme these to Le W 2008'14, and N 978.23, and suppose 
that  tllc scalc of survey is 2 inches to a mile. On this scale it would 
be conveilient to lay ou: squares of 80 chains or 2 in~hes ,  starting fmm 
the origin, so that  the co-ordinate lines nearest to the corner of the 
graticule mill be those Searing the numbers W 2000, and N 060. 
Now take with the dividers a distance equal t o  13  chains, and lay 
this off below the pencil line already drawn on the board, to 
show the approximate position of the lower parallel of latitude. 
Through this point dram a lille pal*allel to t h e  existing line ancl mark it 
N 91'0. I n  a sirni1a.r mannet., lay out t o  the east of the graticule corner 
a distance of 2 chains, and draw a line through this point,exactly a t  right 
angles to the N 960 line : this will be marlied W 2000. Then, 
starti112 from these two lines, draw in blue colour, a series of %inch 
squares covering the whole board, ancl number them in hlne near the 
margins. 

This is a teclinus operation and is much facilitated by using specially 
rectnn,q~~lar metal plates, thc sides of mhich are perlorated at 

regular intervals with holes just large enough to aclmit the point of a 
needle; sncll ~ l a t t s  are Itnow11 as " Rectangular co-ordinate plates" 

may be obtaiueil on indent in various sizcs from the Matliematical 
Instrument Office. Even with tlie use of a special plate, the labour of 
ruling np boards is considerable, and may be avoicle(l by using the blue- 
lined paper (P. 70) mounted on cloth referred to in paragraph 94. It 
is clear, however, that if this paper is uscd, the graticule cannot always 
be placed t a  the hcst advantnge as explained i l l  paragrap11 96, because 
the hlne-lined papcr m u 4  ~~eccssarily he monntcd square on the board, 
and the advantages sonletimcs oht,ainal~lo 1)y slewing Lhc lincs must 
be sacrificed. 

As enon as the sclnares have been drawn ant1 numbered, the ,four 
cornere of the graticule are carcEnlly plotted, after which the lengths 
of the @ides should be tested with beam compasses from Tablcs X X X l  
to XT,I. The graticule is then subclivided, inked ill with fine black 
lines a ~ i d  the values of the spherical co-ordinates are marked in black 
ink near the margins of the hoard. In lliis case, therefore, a net work 
of rectangular co-01 dinates precccl cs the graf irnlc, a11 (1 provi(lcs thr basiv 
on which i t  is projcctecl. 

93.  When all data arc givcn i n  ~phcricnl no-nrtlinntcs, l,oint,s are 
plott,crl by rnc?nlis of nard1)onrcl d iqw nal 

P'ottillg point' On SP!d scales O F  latitndc and longita(lr, rind 
tion%. 

checltcd by distances; i t  is, Iiowever, 
advisable to construct suitable scales on t l ~ c  slicct itself so tba t  

the plotting of points may be checked it1 the field from the data given 
in the surveyor's field note book. 
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In the case of rectangular co-ordinates, no ambiguity c ; ~ n  arise as 
iloints which fall within the limits of the area allotted to the 

origin of survey. V h e n  it is necersary to plot adjacent and  

traverses computed from another origin, reference should be made to  
Cllapter 111, prapaph 90, where the various methods of doing this are 
explained. 

99. All trigonometrical and traverse points must be plotted by one 
mall and when complete, ?arefully tested 

Checking and inking i a  points. 
by another, ai:d both should then sign 

their names on the " Record slip " which shonld now be pasted on the 
field section. As a check on the plotting, trigonometrical points should 
also be checked by their clistances, as ohtained from the computa- 
tions. 

The plotted points are then inked up, great triaonometrical stations 
and inter~ectecl points in red circles, other t~igonornetrical points in black, 
and traverse stations in blue;  tri~onometrical stations nf  observation 
being shown by two concentric circ!ec. 

The trigonometrical points will then be given serial n~unbers, and a 
reference table neatly drawn near the margill of the sheet giving the 
reference number, name and height of each point, care being talcen to 
note whether the heights repr~seiit the toy of an object or the grouncl 
level, When a height represents the top of an object, the height 
of the object above the grc~und will Ile measnretl l l y  the l7Iane.tablerJ 
ancl entered i n  ,a column proviclecl for the 1)nrposc in the refel.ence 
tablc. 

100. Each planc-tabler shoi~ltl he sr~pplicd at the co~nmellcement of 
a field season, with a rough note-book 

Field note book, and r~coril  
r l i ~ .  in which he should copy the co-ordinates, 

and heights of every point an(l its plaue- 
tablc rcfcreilcc number. This note-book should also contain a list of 
all the instruments, camp equipment, and stationery served out to 
him at  the commencemeilt of a field season; i t  will a l ~ o  1)e of use to 
him in many other ways i n  jotting down notes of any description whilst 
a t  ~vork. 

Thc follo~ving information sl1011ld appcar on cvcry field sectioil 
either typed 011 the field section olltsicle l l ~ c  margin, or on slips of 
ha,nk-pst paper pastcd on, I~efore the section is given out to the 
surveyor. 

Thcse record slips 011 Form P. 79 can now he nl,iniued on indent 
from thc Calci~tt~n Of i cc .  



RFXORD S L I P  FOR FIELD SECTIONS. . 
Projection by ................................................................................. 

........................................................... Do., examined by 

Plotting by .................................................................................... 

............................................................... Do., examined by 

Surveyed by .................................................................................... 
Commenced. ..................................................................................... 

............................................................ Finished ............................ ... 
No, of working days ..................................................................... 

.................................................. No. of plane-table fixings 

No. of clinometric heights ............................................ 

Contoured by .............................................................................. 

...................................... Area @q, m i h ~  ....................... 

...................... Tested by . . . . . . . . . . . .  

.................................................... Length of p u ~ t a l  or test lines 

....................................................... No, of test in gitu fixings 

Edges adjusted by. ............................................................... 

.................................................................................. Camp Offr. 

in ch. No. Party 

C, 0. no. u 10 1. h the following instructions for plane-tabling, i t  is assumccl 
(Prof.), dated 
4th March 1- setting " a plane-table at a  that the reader has passed through tho 

known station. essential parts of the course laid down i n  
the order marginally noted, and is so far conversant with the theory of 
the instrument ae t o  be fit for actual work in the field. 

When commencing work, the surveyor sllonld set up his plane-table on 
a prominent hill station, or well-fixed trigonometrical point situated in 
as commanding a position as possible, placing it level, and nearly over 
the station mark. He should then truly orientate his board, by placing 
his ruler ao that its edge passes through the point a t  which he is 
standing, and the most distant visible point plotted on his board, and 
tnrning the table bodily round in azimuth until the true distant point 
is intersected by the right-rule. This is commonly called " setting " 
the planetable. He should next test the accuracy of every trigono- 
metrical point on his board, by laying hia sight-rulc in their direction in 
soceession ; if any are found to be wrong, t l ~ e  plotting of them should 
be examined and if necessary, by reference to the data in his 
not e-book. 
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He should now place the compass in its box, on some convenient part 
of the table outside the graticule, and shift it till the needle reads oO) 
and then mark on his board with a firm pencil line the edge of the 
box. This position of the box should always be used subsequently for all 
ground nearly in the same meridian as that  of the station at which the 
compass was set up. To guard against rough usage and damage, it is 
usual to instruct a sub-surveyor not to take his compass out of its box, 
care being taken to securely wedge it, so that  i t  cannot shift i ts position 
in the box. 

102. He should next dram rays to any forward poillts which he con* 

" Setting " by the  back ray. 
siders suitable to visit for the purpose of 
sketching. These rays should be produced, 

am1 their exhemities marked on both edges of the table. On  arriva,l 
a t  the forward point, he will place himself accurately on the ray from 
the last station, and mill " set " his board by laying his ruler on the 
ray, and turning it round with the board until i t  intersects the last 
station. This is termed " setting by the back ray ", and there is no 
better method of placing the table in true azimuth. It is quite inde- 
pendent of abnormal compass variations, but i t  is essential that the same 
edge of the sight-rule be always used. Bays now drawn from ally 
other near trigonometrical yoiuts, if possible on both sides of the sett.ing 
ray so as t o  intersect it, and preferably as nearly a t  rigkt angles as possi- - 
ble, accurately determine the po..;ition of the surveyor. 

103. The other method of setting up the table is by interpolation, 
- 

and there are several cases constantly 
" Setting " by interpolation. occurring in practice. A table may be 

set by compass, and the required position ascertained by interpolation 
from two trigonometrical points, or it may be set, and the position 
ascertained by interpolation from three points without a compass (with 
ccrtaili exceptions), but i n  the first of these cases, there is, and. in the 
second there may be (unless the position of the plane-table falls within a 
triangle formed by connecting the three points), no test of accuracy : 
in  thc first any abnormal magnetic variation vitiates the setting, 
especially if the t\vo points are a t  a considerable distance; and in the 
second if the circle drawn through the three points passes through or 
near the surveyor's position, the setting becomes very ambiguous and 
~insatisfactory. Hence the plane-tabler shonld, if possible, fix or inter- 
polate liimself hy four points at  lcastl, and sholild coniider the compass 
as merely a convenient accessory for obtaining a first approximation, 
relying o~l ly  upon triangulated or well fixed points for verification. 

I n  interpolation, the surveyor should set up tlhe plane-table at the 
desired spot, fixing i t  as level as possible. The compass should then be 
placed accurately on the line previolisly drawn to indicate the magnetic 
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meridian, as previously described, and the plane-table turned round 
in azimuth until tllc needle points to oO, and then clamped. Three 
trigonometrical points should then be selected from which to interpolate 
the position. The points should be as near as possible, and chosen SO 

that the observer is inside the triangle formed by joining the three points. 
The ruler is then laid on each point in succession, and lines are drawn 
along i t 3  edge. If the plane-table has been set up accurately in 
azimuth, the three rays will intersect in a point, which is the required 
position, More frequently, however, the intersections form a small 
triangle oE error, in which case it is necessary to determine the true 
position. 

Firat, taking the case where the observer's ~osit ion is inside the 
triangle formccl by joining the trigollometrical points. I n  this case 
the true position will be withill the small triangle of error formed by 
the intersection of the rays. It will also occupy such a position that 
its perpendicular distance from each ray will be in proportion to the 
distance of the observer's position from the respective trigonomet~ical 
points. 

Thus in figure 1, p will be the correct position, the perpendicular 
distances y a, 1, b, p c being proportional respectively to p A, p B, p C .  

Secondly, in the case where the observer has been forccd t o  use three 
trigonometrical poi~its so plarcd t'hat his position lies outside the 
triangle formecl hy joining them I n  this case the  point will lie outside 
the triangle oE error. 

The same conditin~\ holds, i . ~ . ,  that the tlistal~ces of the l>oint from 
the rays mill I,c proylortionat'e to  the distnnccs of thc respective trigo- 
nometrical points ; hut there is another condition which must he satisfied 
the p i n t  mtist be so situated that all the rays have to move in the same 
direction round their respective trigonometrical p i n t s  in order to reach 
it, when the  tal~le ie turned in azimuth. 
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Taking the second condition first, a glance at fig. 2 will show that  
tllere are ollly two possible positions of the fising which fulfil it, Lee.,  
in the spasa C: e g where all ra,ys would have t o  swing to the right 
or in the space A d f i, where they ivoold all have to swing lo  tile left. 

Now the first colldition of the relative dirtances mill decide which 
position is the correct one. It mill be seen that tlhel.e is no ~ o i n t  in 
C e g which fulfils this condition, bnt  in the space A d f i there is one 
point p, the perpendicular distances from which on to the rays A g, H 11, 
and C i are proportio~ial to the distances A p, B 13, and C p. With  a 
little practice, the positioll of this point call hc estimate4 most accurately. 
Having determined the approximate position of the point, lay the ruler 
over it and the mo.vt distant visible trigo~lometrical point on the board, 
and turn the board in azimuth 'till that  point is intersected, and clamp 
it. The interpolation should then be repeated, when if the point has been 
properly chosen, the rays will intersect on it; if any small error still 
remains, the process should be repeated. The rule of netting in azimuth 
by a distant point is one which should always be borne in mind, as the  
effects of errors in laying the rule over the ~ o i n t ~ s ,  and i n  the  accuracy of 
the asaumed position, are much minimized. 

Thcre is onc ambignous case, in which the ohscrver is situated on or 
near the circnmferencc oE a circle parsing through the tllrec trigono- 
metrical pointa. I n  this cnse no acc~lrate determination of the position is 
possible, and if the observer cannot got e fourth trigonometrical point 
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which lies well clear of the circle, he must perforce tms t  to his compass 
for se t t ing and fir the position by any two of the points giving a suitable 
angle. 

I11 (( revision " surveys where (' tracing " or blue prints are used, i t  
is esse~ltial to interpolate by points, or topographical detail i n  the imme- 
diate vicinity (4 the spot where the plane-table is sot up, and not by 
distant t riqonometrical points, for all maps are slightly distorted in 
printing, and the relative positions of trigonometrical points cannot be 
depended on for the purpose of interpolation. 

I n  hilly ground, and in large scale surveys, the necessity of setting up 
the plane-table level cannot be too strongly insisted upon. When some 
of the trigonometrical points are situated high above the observer, and 
some on a level, or below him, a small inclination of the plane-table mill 
throw oat the position of the fixing very considerably. I n  such cases the 
clinometer spirit-level can be used to level the plane-table, or a pencil 
may be dropped lengthways on to the plane-table a few times, and the 
direction in which i t  tends to roll noted. 

104, Jn  mnddy and marshy places, a firm footing may sometimes 
s~,~;,,~ a plaqs.table be obtained for the plane-table by driving in 

n~~s t ab l e  gr oand. wooden pegs flush with the silrface of the 
ground for each ley to rest on, and in sandy soil a celtain amount of 
stability can be effected by inserting each leg of Lhe plane-table stand 
into a square or circular piece of mood, with a hole drilled through its 
centre, to allow i t  to travel a foot or so up the leg. 

105. The surveyor, having obtained his position on the tablo by one 

Plane-tab!e sketching. 
or other oE the above methorls, proceeds to draw 
rays t o  all objects, such as peaks, spurs, ravines, 

villages, etc. H e  next proceeds to some other commanding st ation, where 
he again fixes his position, ancl again intersects the same  object,^, thus 
eetahlisling their position on the board. Tho positions given by 
intersections of not less than 60" may be assumed to be correct; but 
when the intersections are more acute, only approximate, and they. must 
be again intersected from some other more favourable station. Generally 
the position of any object should not be considerect as f nally determined 
until tested by at least three rays intersecting a t  favourable 'sngles. 

In  hilly country, it is best to commence work from the tops of tho 
hills, and work downwards rather than vice versb, as, not only is the 
estent of country visible from high ground, over which rays to detail 
can be drawn, much greater than from the valleys, thereby necessitating 
the seiting up of the plane-table fewer' times to complete the survey of a 
given area ; but from high ground, the different topographical features 
assume a far t'ruer relative value than they ever will, when looked at from 
below. There is also the further advantage in working from high 
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around, than from below, that when making a fixing from which 
m 
s. comparatively extecded view is obtainahle, the chances of seeing the 
number of trigonometrically fixed points necessary for a good plane- 
table fixing, ere greater than they would be were the %xhg made on 
low ground. For much the same reasons it is always best to survey a 
slope, as far as possible, fiom two or more fixings high up on an opposite 
hill, rather than f ~ o m  those on the slope itself. There will of course 
always be the necessity of making fixings on the low ground, and on the 
slopes under survey, in irder t o  survey detail which i t  has been impossible 
to obtain from the higher, and more distant fixings, but their number 
mill be comparatively few and their attainment, owing to the number of 
good plane-table points, which will already have been fixed is their 
neighbourhood, a matter of comparative ease. 

Another point which ii; is worth while remembering is the importance 
in regular work, of guarding against the tendency to waste time by 
drawing rays to distant objects whose position will be more ea~i ly  fixed 
later on, by shozter rars. The drawing of an excessive cumber of rays 
from one fixing leads to confusion on the plane-table, and occupies time 
which would 1)e more usefully employed in making a, seoond plane-table 
fixing elsewheye, and again drawing a moderate number of rays from 
that. This does not apply t o  reconnaissance survey, or silrvey carried out 
during military operations in a hostile country, where the L"reedom of 
movement of the surveyor will always be restricted, and it  is conse- 
quertly O F  the utmost importslice to get all detail fixed, even approxi- 
mately, whenever and wherever the opportunity may offer. 

The following hints on sketching and filling io the ground, 
abstracted from a Memorandum by the late Colonel D. G. Robinson, R. E., 
will be found useful :- 

As soon as the surveyor has set his table s t  Station I and tested his points, he is 
ready to oommenco slretching. With this object he drawe rays from hie atation to 
all tho remarkable points, such as pesks, houses, trees, eto., around him, aud within a 
re~nonnble distance ; and estimating the distance, assigns an  approximate position to 
thorn on his plane-tablo; he also draws rays to the junotions and turns of the 
different water.coul.ses, and of spurs,  knoll^, etc., i n  his immediate vicinity, and 
sketahe~ in (lightly) tho ground by eye oontours. This oompleted, he ohould move 
off to somo distant commanding point (2 miles a t  least from his first station), set up 
his table, and fix himself (as previouely directed). He should then draw rays t o  all 
the remarkable objeots to which he dram rayq frotu his f i r ~ t  8t:ltion. The interseotions 
of the new and old ray3 fix the positions of all the objeots thus  laid down, more or 
less crorreotlr, acoording as the ~ n p l e s  of intersection are good or bad. The positions 
given bp the intorsections if not l o s ~  than 60' may be assumed to be oorreot, but 
when the inter~eotions are ehsrpo~., only as approximate. These points now beaome 
of great assistance ; they cover a good area and enable the surveyor to  judge pretty 
corrcotlp the positions of all objects that fell within them or near them. He  next 
drrrws rays to the spurs, water-coursoe, qnd other phjsiosl featnrea in his immediate 
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vicinity, and sketches these features lightly ia pencil. H e  then works back towards 
Yta~iou I, pt i t l i~ip  up his table a t  intcrrals of from 200 yards t o  half a mile,.aacording 

as tlic gro1in.1 is more or 168s i~~t r ica tu  or diffiulllt to see. From each etation he draws 
rays  as  before ; a ~ i d  fixes tho positions of the  junctious of the watercourses, endv of 

sp'urs, k n ~ l l s ,  eto., to tvllicli Ile previorisly drew rays, and 118 thell sltetohes that 

p a r l  of tho ground. I11 this way he works baok past Station I , a lwt lS~  tnki~lg rays to 
r e m a r k a b l ~  objects arid Iceeping approxim:rte work i u  irdvancc of his f i u d  work. He 
should llcvor consider position tleteruined until i t  has bccn tested by a t  least 
three rays intersecting at not leas than a l igh t  angle. When a surveyor gels into a 
position where he cannot fix hilnsclf for want of trigoliometrical data, he may use 
any point which has been laid dowu by not less than three rays from trigonometrical 
points, provided these intersections be at  not less t h a n  a right angle, or his position 
does not fall outside the l),iangle of rays of intersection. To securo a number of such 
subsidiary points, the  surveyor should always work along the ridges before desoending 
illto the lower ground. He will also find it much easier to sltetch with the sun in  
his front,  for if the sun be behind him, no slladoivs are thrown on the features h o  i g  

looking at ,  all look like one continuous mass ; but if he 118s the  sun in front of 
hilo, objects stand out in strong light and shade, every ravine aud tu rn  of a ravine 
may be detected a t  once, and i t  is far  easier to picli out o r  recognise the  prominent 
points. 

I Ie  will also find i t  a great advar~tuge to traverse by zigzag (like triangultttion) in  
circuits throllgh the country whcn the pllysical formation porrnits of it. The blank 
areas thus circnmscribed arc alwibys filled in much casier, and the  zigzag process affords - - 

better intersections tllan can be obtaincd by worlting on straight lines. 
The amount of detail to be sliemil will depend upon tlie scale. On a small scale 

villages are shown by circles, on an inch scale they may be laid down by tangents to  
their edges, the tangent.; being drawn from so Icng a distance as to give nearly the 
correct area of the  villuge, but on the 6-inch scale tllc streets and houses should Ee 
shewn. On the l-inch scale, i t  is also usual to shew all tlic different areas, such as 
cultivation, various kinds of jonglc, swamps, etc. Tile ditTcrent micor features and 
the ley of tlie strata cnn generally also be shewn, but on the 4-inch an11 :-inch scales 
it will be generally sufficient to  hew all ridges and spurs, without reference to 
their respective slopes. I t  is :r great xnistaltc to attcmpt to  slicw too much, as i t  only 
tends to confu~ion. F ~ ~ r t h e r m o r e  Illany objcctu, such as prccil)iccs, roads, wells, 
temples, and s ~ c h  liko small objects, wliicl~ woultl, if drawn to scalu, be represented by 
almost invisible tine lines or points, must be exaggeriztcd on thc mirp, in order that they 
may draw sufIinient attention and re-cive their true value. Much more might be 

to meet, the various contingencies of grou~i(l and p o ~ i t i o ~ l  a survcyor may meet 
with, bllt rnitllout a fcw lessons and a littlc practice in the field, it is almost hopeless 
to attempt to iIlake s good topograplier, and wllen once tllo surveyor has acqr~ired a 
little practical knowledge, his own wits will always suggest to him the means of 
overcoming a difficnlty. 

106. When surveying in forest-clad countries where clearances are - - 
Traversing with the plane-table. 

rare s ~ l d  distant views seldom obtainable, 
i t  is evident that the method of plane- 

tabling above described is not possihle. If the ground is flat in - 
addition to hcing jungle-covered, recourse must he had to travers- 
ing with a. chain and setting the plane-table up a t  cnch station " l ~ y  
the back ray " as explainod in paragraph 10%. Where the undergroat11 
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is heavy, iron chains are apt to catch in the jungle-and break when 
dragged through it, and in consequence, the work is much impeded. 

A made of "lead lille " rope, well stretched alld tarred, will glide 

throllgh a forest like a snake. One end should be formed into a loop to 
aid the man in draggillg i t  and small strips of leather let i11 between the 
strallds at 10  feet or l o  link ii~tervals for the odd measurements. The 

length of the rope chain should he tested daily both before and after work 
with a iron chain or steel tape in camp, but i t  has been found 
in practice tha t  a well seasoned rope does ]lot alter much in length, and 
wears well-Canes well dried may sometimes be used with advantage 
in  countries where they abound. 

l n  thick jungle, where only sl~ort  lines can be obtained, and there is 
not much detail, quicker and better work can be done t i y  set tin^ up the 

table only at  alternate stations, using the compass to set the table, 
provided t h e  m a g ~ t e t i c  rar in t ion  i~ constant. 

I n  filling in topographical detail by traversing in a densely jungle- 
country, it will be found that i t  is frequently quite impossible 

to see the forward flag-man even when only 2 or 3 chains away. Clear- 
ing is impossible owing to the delay and expense : it has been found 
however that  very fair work can be done by judging of the direction of 
the forward station hy sound ; any tapping noise made by the forward 
man can he located with quite sufficient precision up to a distance of 

or 5 chains. A looklng-glass is most uscful flashed by the forward 
flagman in the direction of the surveyor as i t  can generally be seen 
through apparently very dense jungle ; the back flagman should aiso be 
provided with one. 

I n  surveying tidal creeks, where the banks are fringed with mangroves, 
it is generally impossible t o  set up a plane-table. A good plan is to go 
up the creek with the flood tide with two boats, and survey down with 
the ebb, the distances being obtained by means of a long rope with 
large corks attached iit chain intervals to float it, and the angles n i th  
a ~risrnatic compass, suspended in gimbals. The survey can then be 
plottcd separately on a piece of paper, and transferred to the plane-table, 

107. In easy ground, free from jungle, four or five firings per square 

Numbcr of fixings er sqliaro mile should be sufficient to enable a 
milr, and manner o! showing practised plane-tahler to show necessary 
them on a plane-t,ible. detail 011 the scale of 1 inch = 1 : 
in more intrirate country eight to twelve may be necessary. In the case 
of largrr sr;l.los or wit11 inexperienced workmen, the numbers must be 
incrcascrl in proportion. Plane-table fixings by interl,olation arb to be 
marked on the sections hy small red crosses, and poillts fixed by interscum 
tion lint not visited, hy small red ciri~les, m h e o  tllcre is a of 
trigonometrical points, a surveyor should go over tile giolnld, and 

Q 
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supplement them by so-called "plane-table points," which have been 
well tested by three or more rays. When a surveyor has to resort t o  
plane-table traversing, traverse stations should be indicated by dots, 
connected by thin broken lines in blue. 

108. On the 1-inch scale any natural feature, such as a ravine or 
water-course, less than i of a mile i11 

Details to be shown on the 
field section. length, cannot well be shown ; and if the 

country be intricate and full of detail, 
water-courses less than 4th of a mile in length canuot easily be re- 
presented without creating confusion. Ravines and intricate ground or 
hills of irregular formation are generally of little value, and do not 
demand such precision and minuteness of detail as more valuable land. 
I n  such wild tracts i t  is sufficient that the prominent features of the 

be distinctly shown ; in this case water-courses of f t h  of a mile 
would hardly attract attention. 

It is customary to show by dotted lines such items as can, for cogellt 
reasons, be only approximately surveyed. It is very necessary to pay 
attention to this rille, otherwise the surveyor may very possibly be 
blamed for bringing in incorrect work in country which he does not 
profess to have accurately surveyed, but merely sketched in roughly : 
and moreover users of the map might be misled if no clue existed as to 
what professed to be accurate, and what merely approximate, in the 
details shown. It must, however, be understood that recourse to  dotted 
water-courses, etc., should only be had when the necessities of the case 

demand it, and not merely as a means of avoiding a difficult 
piece of plane-tabling. 

All symbols should be shown strictly in accordance with the speci- 
men of conventional signs in use in the Department. Bunds of tanks, 
embankments, scarps, dykes, and banks of streams and rivers shoulcl 
have their relative heights in feet given here and there, as, 40r.- 

All the villages, rivers, etc., on a field section must be ~erially num- 
bered by the plane-tabler, and a reference table with the names of each, 

in the margin of the aection. Thia reference table should be 
compared, and agree, with the lists of names in the village field books. 

109. Plane-table sections must in the first instance he drawn with pen - 
and Indian-ink only ; except in rec0nna.i~- 

Style of drawing. 
sance work, washes of colour for delineating 

hills, are not used. 
The cboice of delineating ground by the horizontal, or by the 

oertiml, method of hill ehading is not ordinarily left to the discretion 
of an executive officer, but i t  is ae well that he should know the general 
srpmentn in favour of either system. For sketching in the field, the 
hol+ontal aretern is by far the most suitable, but for fair mape, the 
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system bas its advantages. 1 t is chiefly a question of scale ; 
the horizontal system best suits scales of 1-inch to the mile and over, 
and the svstem all scales below that lin~it.  For fair maps of 

reconnaissance worlc, exploration and geographical surveys, the vertical 
system or brush work is in many ways preferable. If horizontal contours 
are used, there is a strong tendency for roads and streams to become 
confused with the contours, to the great detriment of the map ; vertical 

lends itself with considerable facility to the delineation of hilly 
ground only approximately surveyed, but fails somewhat where i t  is 
required to show up the minuter details of hills. For all engineering 
projects, such as road-making, railways, etc., the superiority of horizontal 
oontours is unquestioned. 

The introduction of the " Survey of India" pattern clinometer has 
brooght about a much needed reform in the hill drawing of standard 
maps, inasmuch as it is now possible with its help, to insert on them 

eye contours a t  fixed vertical intervals apart. Before its 
introduction, hills were delineated by what were termed " hachures," a 
method which led to much false drawing, and unequal representation of 
ground. Thus a surveyor working in one plane-table might exaggerate 
his hills, whilst his neighbour working on an adjoining plane-table under- 
estimated their relative size and importance, the result being, a want of 
symmetry and truthfulness, and a general unevenness of fityle in the 
finished standard map. For a discussion on so called " scales of shades," 
giving the number and thickness of " hachures " for any given slope, the c. 0. NO. 1 6  

(Prof.), dated 
reader is referred to the order marginally noted. On the other hand, the ;;;;frorernbor 

delineation of hilly ground by a method of approximate eye contours, 
aided by clinometric heights, not only effects a faithful representation 
of its inequalities and slopes, but produces uniformity of style, ties the 
surveyor down to  a system, and thus prevents his running riot over the 
ground with his topography, and finally considerably enhances the value 
of the resultant map as a guide to any future engineering projects, or 
military operations. Relief, if necessary, can be obtained by thickening 
the contours where the slopes are steep, and the contours close to each 
other. 

I t  must however dways be borue in mind, that  contours thus 
obtained with the aid of clinometric observations are only '( approximate," 
and not (( absnlute,') and a note to that effect should appear a t  the foot 
of every fair map. 

Twelve and a half feet verticsl intervalr: will generally be found &table 
in surveys on the 8-inoh scale, 2 5  feet intervals on the 4-inch scale and 
60 feet on %-inch and 1-inch surveys. I n  the Himalaps, and other very 
steep hilly harts, it will be found necessary to draw the contours at 100 
feet vertical intervals apart for 1-inch surveys, but the vertical interval 

Q 2 
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of eon to~~r s  on any one standard sheet or map, should be the samo 

throughout. On  scales larger than the 1-inch, it is customary to 
distinguish every 250 on 500 feet contour from the intermediate 
contours by colour, or by the quality of line, for ease of reckoning up 
heights. - 

I n  ~ a r t i e s  in which large numbers of not very highly skilled native 
 lane-tablers are employed, it has been found advantageous to entrust 
them with only the outlines of the detail survey, oxiitting the contours 
and sketching of the ground. Tb.e assistant in charge of the section 
subsequently inserts the contours on these plane-table sheets, thus 
ensuring the double object of accurate contouring, and a thorough 
examination of the section in the field ; advantages which are cheaply 
o-ained at the sacrifice only of the small extra time required t o  go twice 
0 

over the same ground. 
110. The iustrument, of which a drawing and description are given 

Deseriptioc u survey of in the order marginally noted, stands on 
India " clinometer, and its use. three buttons and is placed on the surface 
of the plane-table. A small level is attached to the base-plate, and the 
instrument is so adjusted that, when made truly level, a line through 
the sight vane to the zero of the object-vane is horizontal. Above and 
below this zero, there is, on one side of the object.slit, a scale of natural 
tangents, ancl on the other, a scale of clegrees. I n  using the clinometer, 
care shoulcl be taken that  the sights are upright and parallel, and that - 

they have not been bent. They are usually graduated to a, radius of 
3 inches, that  is, the distance between the eye-hole ancl the zero of the 
graduations should be exactly 8 inches, and if the vanes are bent, they 
should be straightened until the measure is correct ; also the distance 
betwean the eye-hole and tbe extreme grsrluations above alid below zero 
on the tangent scale should be eqilal t o  one another. I n  observing, the 
eye should n o t  be too close to  tho eye-hole, but about 2 to 4 inches away 
from it. 1'0 obtain the difference of height between his own position 
and any other object in view, the observer looks through the hole in the 
sight.vnns, after levelling the clinometer by means of the level on the 
baso-plate, and notes what figure on the tancent scale is cut by the ray to 
the object. This fiqure m~iltiplied by the distance in feet, gives the 
difference of height between the observer and the object in feet. 

A surveyor can either deduce the height of his own position by 
to two or more pointq, the heights of which are known, 

the moan value ; or on the other hmd,  if his own height is 
Itnown, he can obtain the hei,qht of any other point in view within e 
reasonable distance. It is necessary of course to know the distance in 
feet of t,he point  observetl, and thie (tvhich should not exceed three or - 

four milee) ie generally measured along the edge of an engine divided 
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scale placed between the two points ou the plane-t'able, the 
ilifference of whose. height is required. 

Clinometer observations are usually recorded and worked out in the 
field on form P, 21 in  which the whole of t h e  c o l ~ m n s  should be Gllcd up 
except the horizontal distances in feet, thus permitting the computations 
to be subsequently checked if necessary. The serial nnmber, as well as 
the final clinometric height, should invariably be entered on the plane- 

1 
table section, thus K~: 

111. Z'he level adjustment of a l l  s l inomete~s  must be ca~eft,lly tcsted 
by canzy o f i c e ~ ~ s  a t  the commencen~ent of 

Testing olinometerso every field season before they  ore isszled 
t o  tAe sarveLyors, and no native surveyor should be allowed to meddle 
with the level adjustment when plane-tabling. I f  his observations are 
discordant, he must report the fact to his camp olficer, whose duty i t  is 
to readjust his instrument as soon as practicable or send him another. 

There are several methods of testing the level adjustment of a 
clinometer, and the following are as simple as any ; the first requires a 
theodolite and is suitable for the cornmencemellt of a field season before 
the clinometers are issued, whilst the secoud, primitive though equally 
eflicacious, method can be adopted whilst a surveyor is a t  work plnne- 
tabling. 

(1) Place the clinometer on the edge of a plane-table, or any other 
tripod stand, higher than a plane-table stand, if available, 
and set up a theodolite alongside of it ,  so that the eye piece 
of the telescope when clamped a t  zero, is level with the eye- 
hole of the clinometer. Level the theodolite cereful]y 
ascertain its vertical ~ollirnat~ion error if necessary, and 
clamp the telescope to zero on tbe vertical arc, pl16s or ?17i!1zzcs 
the collirnation error, so that the axis of the telescope lies in 
a horizontal plane. Then fix a small piece of paper about 
3 inches square on a tree or staff, a t  a distance of allout 100 
yards, a t  such a height from the grou~id as to intel-sect the 
horizontal wire of the tlleorlolite thus clamped ; thcn by 
means O F  the millcd-headed screw on the clinometer, make the  
mark read zero on the tangent scale, and briug the buhble of 
the level into the middle of its run by the capstan-headed 
screws attached to the level. 

In  a simila,r manner, the level adjustment of a clinometer can be 
tcsted by observing to 3 or more wcll defined tl.igonometrica1 points 
whose heights are known, when any such points happen to he visible 
from a camp. 

(2) Placc the clinometer on a pla'ne-table set up at, a point A, take 
a measurement of the height of the eye-hole of the cliuometer 
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above the ground, and mark the spot with a small heap of 
stones. Tie a strip of white cloth or handkerchief round a 
bamboo a t  the same height as the eye-hole of the clinometer 
above the ground, and have the bamboo held by a khaZhsi 
a t  a point B about 100 yards off, and observe the reading 
of the cloth on the bamboo, on the tangent scale of the 
clinometer. Then proceed to B, and set up the clinometer 
a t  the same height above the ground as i t  was a t  A. 
Send the flagman to A, and again observe the reading 
of the cloth on the bamboo. If  an elevation a t  A, the 
reading at B should show an equal depression if the level 
is in proper adjustment, otherwise there will be a differ- 
ence, half of which will give you the correction t o  be 
applied. Then by means of the milled-headed screw make the 
reading of the mark on the tangent scale equal t o  the corrected 
reading, and bring the bubble of the level into the middle of 
its run by means of the capstan-headed screws. Then 
return to A, send the flagman back to  B, and verify this 
reading. 

C. O. NO. IS 112. The difference in height can also be obtained without computa- 
(Prof.), dated 
Wth Sovember Height Indicator, 

tion by the " Height Indicator "* designed 
188;. by Colonel Wahab, H.E., which is so 

arranged as to give the horizontal equivalents for given vertical intervals 
- 

and vice versa" for any inclination. The height indicators at present 
issued are designed for the scale of 4 inches = 1 mile, and by doul)ling 
t l ~ e  beights they can be used for a scale of 2 inches = 1 mile, but 
instruction8 for the preparation of height indicators on any scale are given 
in the order marginally noted. The use of the indicator also saves the 
labour of recording the clinometer readings, and computing the heights, 
but as the results obtained are entered directly on t,he plane-table, i t  is 
not possible to check the accuracy of the sl~rveyor's work, otherwise tillan 
by retaking the beights in the field. This, however, should os~lally be 
done in any case, to check the accuracy of the plane-tabler's ciinometric 
observation P. 

The method of using the clinometer and height indicator in hill- 
sketching is as follows : -the surveyor having fixed his position on his 
board, finds his height by observations to  surrounding known points 
and enters the data on form P. 21. He then determines the heights of 
a number of points in his vicinity, such as junctions of streams, pro- - 
minent knolls, points on spurs where there ia a marked change in . - - 

dope, etc., entering their heights a t  once on his board but keeping 
no record on P. 21. If the slope on which he stands ia fairly uniform, 
--- 

To be obtained from the Trigonometricsl branch Office, Dehra Dan, 
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he can then find the positioll of points on the contours above or 
below him, by observing the slope of the hill with his clinometer, and 
obtaining the horizontal equivalent for the difference in height between 
his position and that of the contour from the height indicator. Thus 
if the slope be ~ 1 6 ,  the height of the obsel.ver's station 2,890 feet, and 
the contour required 2,8uO, he will measure with the dividers the 
distance on the line opposite the figure .16, equal to 9 sub-divisions on 
the left of the scale and plot this on his board in the direction in which 
he has measured the inclination. The distances of the contours next 
above and next below the observer's position being thus determined, 
the colltours can be easily traced between the points so found, and the 
operation is then repeated a t  subsequent plane-table fixings; or if 
desired, the surveyor can set up his plane-table on the contour by chaining 
to one of the points found on it, and then using his clinometer as a 
level, lay out the contour in the usual way. Intermediate contours are 
then interpolated by eye with the aid of the heights already fixed, a t  
sufficiently close intervals to shew all important features. 

113. Clinometer heights need not necessarily be taken a t  every plane- 
table fixing, except in very thick jungle 

Number of cliuometer heights. 
where it is often impossible to fix one's - 

position by interpolation, and surveying has to be carried on by plane- 
table traversing. I n  fairly open country where interpolatio~l is possible 
the number of clinometer heights should be regulated by the nature of 
the country and scale of survey, generally speaking the requisite propor- 
tion is from 2 to 4 per square mile on the 2-inch or 1-inch scale. A 
greater number of heights mill generally be rs2u:red in undulatinq 
country than in mouahinoua tracts, 

Clinometer heights are primarily needed for the delineation of con. 
tours, con~equeutly they need not all be shown on the fair maps although 
they should all be entered on the plane-table sectmion. Only a sufficiency 
of those, being means of two or more observations, should be scattered 
over the map area a t  important points such ae the crents of hills, 
junctions of streams, on roads where they cross streams, fords, or 
bridges, on passes, at large towne, etc., etc. 

Should there be an insufficiency of trigouometrical heights on a plane- 
table section, the heights of points fixed by the plane-tabler can be 
accurstcly asccrtaiilcd with the clinometer, and these mill again serve as 
data for subsequent clinometer observations. Cliuorneter heights may 
often with advautnge be taken where the height of the top of an object 
has been given by the triangulator, and the heigl~t  a t  ground level is 
required, or to points whose geographical co-ordinates have been obtained, 
but whose heights have not been ascertained trigonometrically. Should 
it be rerluirocl afterwards l o  show these heights on the fair maps, tho 
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conventional sign for a clinometrical, as opposed to a trigonometrical 
height, should be employed although they refer to the latter class of 
fixed point. 

For forest surveys in hilly country, however densely wooded, it is 
generally possible to obtain sufficient clinumetric heights by clearing the 
tops u f  tlloee sticeper hills, wherever a good view can be obtained lvith- 
out very excessive labour ; but when the forest lies on flat, or only slight 
undulating ground, clearing is of no use, and clinometric beigbts are no 
longer obtainalde directly from known fixed points. I n  country of this 
sort, the  survey of a11 detail has to be carried out by plane-table travers- 
ing, and the delineation of contours by taking clinometric observations 
from station to station, for which there is generally ample time whilst 
the rays to the forward station are being cleared of jungle. Since the 
rays are o f ~ e n  very short (not more than 2 or 3 chains, and sometimes 
less), experience h:ls shown that  the chance of an error of measurement 
ancl reading, when taking 08 with the dividers a very s h o ~ t  distance 
from the plane-table or scale, and applying it to the " Height Indicator" 
is much greater than when performirlg the same operation with compara- 
tively s much longer distance, such as 100 chains. 'l'o obviate this 
difficulty Captain Robertson, R.E., writes as follows :- 

" Startiug from a plane-table fixing for which a clinornetric height 
had been obtained, or from a trigonometricai point of linown height, a 

readiug on the ellnometer is talien to the forward st:ttion giving a value 
of say -002 on the tangent scale. A distance of 100 chains is then 
measured off from the cardhoard scale with dividers, a d  applied to the 
height indicator scale, which shows that this distance, a t  the angle of 
depression already read, gives a difference of altitude of 132 feet, or a 
decrease of altitude of 1.32 feet For every chain of distance measured. 
The rnultipl~cation of the distance in chains, end decimals of a chain, 
between the initial and firsl) forward station, by this nmouut (1.32)) 
gives the correction to be applied for the height of the latter, as soon as 
the chain measurement is l<nomn. I n  this way a height can be obtained 
at every traverse station. A check on the accuritoy of the results is 

on reaching the closing station of the traverse, and if necessary, 
an arlj\~stment of the closing error, can be made throughout the heights 
of all points on the traverse. This, however, with a moderate amount 
of practice is seltlom found necessary." 

111. All villages, temples or permanent objects adjoining, or outside 

n l e ~ n s  of securing proper of, tlle boundary of a, topographical survey 
junction with other eheete, within a reasonable distance, are to be fixed 
overlaps, etc. so as to secure e good junction with the 
neighhourin? maps. When the boundary of a survey is a river, both 
banks must be surveyecl. 
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When the boundary of a district forms the limit of the work or area f6:f,y&L 
to be undertaken, the survey sl~ould embrace a. certain overlap according 13th April lw. 

to the scde of the map. This nvel-lap is necessary t o  ensure a good 
junction with the mays of the adjoining districts. 

'l'he overlap should be as follows :- 

For a inch = 1 mile and smaller scales . . . 4 inch. 
Above inch up to 2 inches = 1 mile . 1 - . a 9 ,  

For larger scales, above two inches = 1 mile. 1 9 ,  

Beyond the graticule of every full plane-table section, an overlap must 
also be surveyed t o  admit of the ready comparison of the detail of 
neighhouring field sect~ions. 

This overlap must be :- 

For 2 inches = 1 mile and smaller scales . . . f inch. 

For scales, above 2 inches = 1 mile 
1 - . a 9 9  

These latter overlaps should not be included in the area of the 
surveyor's out-t urn. 

\Y hen marginal discrepancies have to be adjusted, erasures are not to 
be made on original plane-table sections, and all corrections must be 
shown in red. 

116. If for any reason a surveyor has to leave his section unfinished, 
he must be careful to make the edges con- 

Incomplete field sections, form to parallels and meridians, and not to  
an indefinite or broken line. Such a boundary as this latter makes the 
subsequent joining up difficult and uncertain. In  mountainous country, 
however, i t  is ~omet~imes of advantage to apportion the work between 
plane-tablers by pllysical features rather than by hard-and-fast meridians 
and parallels. It is manifestly more economical to allot t o  one surveyor 
a valley with its two slopes up to the summit of its bounding ridges, 
rather than t o  give him a ridge with its two slopes down to the bottoms 
of the flanking valleys. - 

11 6. A register of village names and other details, including the C. O. NO. 31) 
(Frat,), drted 

information required for the compilation of l lthMrrchlM4 
Village field books. 

atlas sheets as referred to in paragraph 154, 
must be kept. Form P. 29 is that which is usually employed, but  
cxecr~Iivc officers may find i t  necessary to modify the form t o  meet the 
reqnircments of the particular survey on which they are engaged. The 
rcgistcr should he filled up daiZy in ink, otherwise wrong names may be 
iustvted, aud confusion ariee. 

Village field books must be retained in the party until the fair maps c. 0. No. 71 
(Prof.). dattd 

and the Atlas records (vide paragraph 154,) for which they are required 6thMrmh 1FP. 

are completed. They may then be destroyed. 



117. Every plane-table sheet must have entered on the margin, the 
names of the villages which fall in the sheet. 

Village names on field sec- 
tions. It has occasionally been the practice of some 

surveyors, who are unable t o  write the names 
of villages on their field sheets with even tolerable neatness, to keep a 
tracing of the sheet, on which from time to time they enter the clinometer 
heights and the sites and names of the villages. Such a proceeding 
is highly objectionable owing to the liability of loss or misplacement of 

the tracing, which may possibly necessitate a partial re-survey. In such 
cases the surveyor must number the villages on his field sheet and make 
a reference table in the margin, writing the names therein as well as he 
can in English, or in the vernacular. The correctly spelt names in 
English are entered in their place during the recess. I n  Burma the 
names should be written by the tfizcgyi or head man of each village, and 
the village field books are subsequently sent to the Government 
'I'ranslator for transliteration. 

It is absolutely necessary t h a t  each j e l d  sheet skould be complete in 
i taelf ,  arnd not  be d e ~ e n d e n t  on a n y  6ook, trtlcing, or other skee l for  any  
to~ograpAkcal information.  

118. Topographical surveyors have generally many opportunities of 
Stetietical other in- collecting statistics about the country under 

formation. survey, and i t  is most important that they 
should avail themselves of such chances, especially in little known dis- 
tricts. The officer in charge of the party should impress upon his assist- 
ants the great value of informat'iorl of this kind when intelligently 
collected and systematized. 

119. 'lhe officer in charge of a to1  ographical party is entirely respon- 
PartalEkg, and checking sible for the accuracy of the maps produced 

field work. by his party, and i t  therefore becomes one of 
hie most important duties t o  arrange for the systematic checking and 
testing of the work of his subordinates. Xowadays it is impossible for 
the officer in charge to test all the boards himself: this must be done 
by the assistant in charge of each camp, while the officer in charge 
will find his time fully occupied in administering the party 
and the plane-tablers whi le  a t  work, noting their methods 
of working, pointing out how their work can be improved, and 
generally advising and instructing them : tllc systematic checking of 

plane-table section, is done by the camp officers or their 
dq~ring the  progress o f  the  szcrve,y, and af ter  dla completion, 

Officers in charge of parties should, however, check as many 
plane-tableg a0 their otlief work will permit, and this most essential 
doty should not be left exclurivr~ly, as a matter of course, t o  camp 
oficers. The methods by which this can be carried out are vafious, 
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and the choice be left to the discretion of the officer himself* 
In open country, tolerably flat and unenclosed, a check-line measured 
with a perambulator is as rapid and accurate a method as anyo 'J?he 
plane-table should be set up somewhere near the edge of the ground 
to be tested, and the position carefully fixed by the surroanding 
trigonometrical points. The perambulator may then be started off in 
a bee-line through the work, its readings being recorded where the line 
passes any features ou the ground, uotil i t  is deai~able to change the 
direction. 'khe plane-table is then set up again, tbe distances of the 
features noted along the line are compared with the work thereon, arid 
then a new line being chosen, the process is repeated as often as uecessary. 
liays should be taken to neighbouring villages, hills, streams, etc., wheii- 
ever the table is set; up. I n  hilly ground the use of the perambulat'or is 
impossible, and chaiuing is too slow except for small areas. The examiner 
must then content himself with numerous fixings, testing the topo- 
graphy by rays, and noting whether the sketching adequately represents 
the ground, and by checking the clinometer Iieights, and contour lines 
obtailled thereby. 1he  best way of testing a plane-table is to set it 
up on some promillent point A .  Select a collspicuous object 13, such as a 
tree, some distance off, and start your chainrnen in the direction of H ,  the 
tindal noting the cuttings of roads, streams, etc., along B I.1. Whilst 
the men are chaining from A t o  I3, you proceed by a circuitous route 
to B, cetting up your plane-table a t  suitable intermediate positions 
a, b, c, d, etc., and check the topography on the way. On arrival 
B, the tindal reads out the distances along A B where topographical 
details were encountered, which J ou then check on the plane- table. 

N o  plane-table should be con~idered comnplete, unless it has been ies/ed 
L;y competent authority, and t h i s  should usua l ly  be doae both by in 
situ fixings,  end By chaining, avtd noplane-table should be con~s 'der .~d os 

checked by in situ jixings alone where kt i s  possible t o  check hY means 
of a perambulator or chain partal. A chain partuC is the best test 
the accuracy of detail in a surveyor's work, and i t  is seldom impossible, 
Supplementary topographical surveys, N here previous surveys are traZns- 
£erred atid inked in blue on a plane-table section, and the detail examined 
and corrected in the field, generally ~eyuire more rigoroaa testing and 
partalling than origiual work, for there is alnlaye the tenlptation for an 
aureliable survej,or to accept, and ink up the old work without checking 
it, and thus obtain credit for a large outturn. Remarks on the examin- 
ation of original plane-tables in the field should be recorded on them 
in ink, and signed slid dated by the examiner, as it is of much importance 

t o   lace this permanently on record. The edges of each plane-table should 
be compared with adjacent surveys and any small diazrepanciee rectified, 
Discrepancies of any importance should be thoroughly examined on the 
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p o u n d ,  and it should be ascertained as far as possible whether they are 
the  result of inexperience on the part of the plane-tabler, or deliberate 
shirking, as in the latter case very heavy penalties are liable t o  be 
incurred. 

0. 0. No. I 
(Prof.), &ted 

120. Before the original field sections pre sent to Calcuth for record 
11th Muah 1884. the followi~lg details must be attended to Completion of detail on 

p]ane.lable in finishing them, and making them perma- 
nently intelligible and complete records for - 
future reference, 

(1) No names will be entered on the face of a field section, only the 
reference numbers, which may be typed. 

(2) The spelling of the village and other names in the marginal refer- 
ence table, outside the border, must, after comparison with the village field 
books, and verification by competent authority, be corrected when neces- 
sary, and the names printed or typed in English. 

(3) Intersected points with single values, i .e. ,  fixed by two rays only, 
which are found wrong, should be crossed out on the plane-table section, and 
deleted in red in the marginal table of references, the fact being reported 
to the officer in  charge of the computations, and triangulation charts. 

(4) The edges of a 6eld section must be examined with reference t o  
adjacent work, and corrections, where necessary, made in red ink, and 
initialled by the officer in charge, or camp officers. 

(5) Trigonometrical heights to be hand printed or typed, but not too 
large. 

(6) Symbols employed on the survey should, as far as possible, con- 
form, both in drawing asid colouring, t o  those given in the published sye- 
cimen sheet and orders on the snbject, but in every survey, there may 
be need for the use of other symbols to represent informati011 not there- 
in povided for, and moreover, to  snit partil~ular tracts of country, they 
may be modified mith the ~pproval  of administrative officers. Symbols 
should not be exaggerated, as drawn on fair maps for reduction, thus in 
sumeys on the %-inch ~ca l e  for reduction to half scale, the symbols for 
the 1-inch scale for reproduction should appear on the field sheets. 

(7)  A border must be drawn m n d  the graticule similar to t h a t  in 
use on standard maps ; t h e  figures for the latitudes and longitudes to be 
carefully handprinted, or typed.-- The border may be broken t o  nvoid 
interfering mith the marginal reference tables, or offset when the survey 
has, for any reason, been extended beyond the edge of the normal ~ec t  ion 
area. It should include the whole area, even if only a portion has been 
surveyed. 

( x )  The places from, and to, n hich the roads lead, when they paas o u t  
of the section, must  be hand printed or typed within the horder. The 
word " from " to be entered when the tow11 or village lies west of tbe 
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rillage to the road leads, and the word '' to  " when it lies east of 
the village from wbich the road comes. 

(9) On the top of the sheet, in the centre oE it, and outside the bar- 
der will be typed the words '' Survey of India," and immediately under 
it the name of the Province or Agency, in bold block letters. I n  the 
right hand upper corner, the number of the section must be given 
thus "h'"L? Si. I n  the left hand upper corner, the District or Native " 

State name should be typed, and in the intervening spaces, the following 
items should also appear, i.e., the season and scale of survey, and the 
magnetic variation. Area statements should also be giveu in a convo- .., 
nient place in the margin. 

The paper is never to be detached from the cloth on which it ])as been 
mounted. The size of all the sheets should be nearly equal, allowing for 
the removal of the dirty edge. As a further protection the edges must 
be bound with ribbon :IS soon as possible after the sections are cut off the 
board. 

121. Special surveys of limited areas on the scale of 2 inches = 1 mile 

3lilitary Surveys. 
are sometmimes required by the Military 
Depart'ment for tactical purposes in the 

rnanaeuvring of troops. The only difference between these surveys and 
an ordinary topographical survey is that  the contours have to be inserted 
wlth greater care and exactitude, especially in undulating ground, wllero 

- 

also a much larger number of clinonietric and relative heights must be 
scattered about in places of military importance. The positions and 
heights of all conspicuous objects such as isolated tree., mounds, rocks, 
houses, temples, permaneilt wells, etc., should be caref rllly fixed for the 
purpose of range finding. Bridges, culverts, embankments and cuttings 
o n  railways, must be shown, and all roads, and footpat,hs carefully classi- 
fied. 'I he depth of the surface of the water as well as the depth of the 
water in wells should also be recorded. 

Su rve~s  of a similar nature are sometimes required of military defen- 
sive positions on the scale of 4 and 6 inches to the mile, and larger. I n  
sl~cll surveys still greater accuracy is required, and .the contour lines 
should he  at a maximum vertical intet.va1 of 1 0  feet apart, whilst every 
2.5-foot contour on und~ilatinq grounrl, must be carefully measured with 
a water level, or clinometer used as such. 

122. A good compass that is fairly sensitive and plays freely, is a 
great aid to rapid plane-tabling, inasmuch ss 

Re-mngnd king compass 
nccdlcs. it usually enablcs the surveyor to set h i ~  

plane-table so correctly, that  the intersections 
of the rays to  the s~irronnding points give him at  once his true poiitiou, 
without the ne~essit~y of a second approximation. I n  order to magnetize 
needles wh~.ll a pair of magnetic bars is available for the purpose, draw 
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the southern pole of one bar along the northern pole of the needle from 
the centre outwards, taking care t o  keep the bar moving continuously 
in one direction-tha t is, the bar should not be rubbed backwards and 
fowards along the needle-and simultaneously in a similar manner draw 
the northern pole of the other bar along the southern pole of the needle. 
The needle must be held down by a second person whilst this is being 
done. After giving 12 strokes to one side, the needle should be turned 
over, and the reverse ~ i d e  similarly treated. No needle will work 
well unless the pin is sharp, the agate bearing dry and clean, and the 
balance properly adjusted. 

The magnetizing bars, when not in use, should be so placed as to 
have the north pole of one towards the south pole of the other, and 
the armatures attached to them. Needles, when not in use, should he 
thrown off their pivots by the lever provided for this purpose : this 
should ahays be done whenever i t  is taken off the plane-table. All 
ne:dles sho~zld be tested by camp officers before being served out for nse 
in the field. 
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Chapter V, 
Mapping. 

123. I n  a properly constituted t~po~raplriaal  party. engaged in stand- 
ard mapping only, the detail survey of 

Introductory remarks. each field season should be fair mapped a t  

recess quarters and submitted for publication before the party again 
takes the field, and every endeavour must be made towards that  object, 
for the efficiency of a party is best gauged by the absence of all arrears 
of mapping. 

The fair mapping should be undertaken by the Provincial officers, 
surveyors, and sub-surveyors of a party, who must consider this an impor- 
tant part of their duties, and executive officers must give much time to 
educating the members of their parties in becoming efficient draftsmen, 
and typers. 

It is only in exceptional cases that the services of special draftsmen 
are needed in a party, e.g., to bring up a large accumnlation of arrears of 
mapping, or when special surveys on large scales are undertaken i n  
addition to the routine surveys for standard maps. I n  such cases an 
executive officer mast apply to his administrative officer for sanction to 
enlist extra hands as draftsmen. These he must recruit, and train him- 
self, on small salaries of R10 or so, until they are capable of doing work 
on a fair map, when, should they show aptitude, and evince signs of 
becoming efficient draftsmen, their pay may be substantially increased to 
R25 or more, but they should be kept on the tempora~y establishment 
for some years to prove their diligence and capacity for such work. 

The recess establishment for mapping and computing should be 
divided into sections, supervised by the Provincial officers who mere in 
charge of camps during the field season, or by other senior as~istants. 

124. The paper on which fair maps are drawn is " Whatman's special c. o. NO. M, 
dated 10th 

Drawing paper. drawing paper." It m u d  be carefully r ebruary 1.38~. 

selected, as much of the success in photo. 
A C. 0, NO. 38 

zincographing the sheet depends on the paper being perfectly white P for.), dated 

' i+h  October smooth, clean, and free from wrinkles, and blemishes of all kinds. It 1~84. 
should not he mounted on cloth. 

I n  forest survey parties, where there is a large amount of fair m a p  
ping, the origininn1 field sections are placed over a tracing glass, and t h e  
fair maps drawn direct on bank post paper; also in some parties the 
origi~lnl field sections nre utilised as fair maps, though the result is 
~eldom satisfactory. 
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Paper with a highly glazed surface is objectionable on account of 
its shine, which may interfere mith the photographic operations, also 
because it is wanting in a proper bite for the pens, t~nd lines thicken. 11 
moreover does not stand szratching and erasures well. 

Fair maps should be kept flat and not rolled up, which tends t o  pro- 
duce creases and wrinkles. Stains, folds, or creases will cause faint 
patches on the ground of a negative, which may result in the obscuring 
or blocking up of the lines O F  a drawing in those parts. 

C. 0. No. 17 
( P ~ I . ) ,  dn(ed 125. 'I here is a method of partially restoring damaged drawing paper 
14th Juue 1881. which i t  may be useful to adopt on cer- 

Recipe for restoricg damaged 
drawing payer. tain occasions ; but where good paper can 

be obtained in the first instance, it is 
much preferable to any thus doctored. It is as follows :- 

Take 1 drachm of isinglass steeped in 2 oz. of water for 1 2  hours, 
and simmer i t  for 15 or 20 minutes over a fire. When nearly ready add, 
very slowly and with much stirring, 20 grains of common alum 
(philkarz] in powder, then strain through linen and apply i t  with a flat 
brush to the paper damped and stretched on a drawing board; when 
dry, wash the paper over with water, which will indicate by the absence 
or otherwise of spots, whether n second wash of the above is necessarv, 
When the paper has thoroughly recovered, take the brush and wash it 
well with plain water to take off any superfluous isinglass, and finally 
absorb t,he water mith a clean linen rag. 'Phis treatment may be applied 
to a sheet of paper on which a map hag been already begun, if the pre- 
caution is taken of laying it face downnrsrde on a clean table, and secur- 
ing the edges by pasting slips of paper round them, and applying the 
above solution carefully to the back only. Experience shows that when 
thus treated the graticule is little, if a t  all, distorted. 

C. o 30. 38 126. The utmost care must be taken of the paper both to prevent dirt 
(Prof.). dated 
8th October and creases; whi!st the map is in pro- 
1084. Cleanliness of maps. 

gress, it should be kept covered with 
brown paper, only allowing the portion that is being worked on to  bc 
exposed; there ia no excuse for dirt on a map that is prepared a t  

leisure in office. A brown paper envelope open z t  one end for the 
insertion of the map is recommended. An opening should be cut on one 
side, the actual size of Lhe drawing within the graticule, and the edges of 
the envelope strengthened by cloth binding t o  keep it from tearing. A 
map chould never be cleaned up with any form of india-rubber ; it wpakcn~ 
the lines, and in many cases breaks them, and ruins the names which 
have been typed. If a map has not been carelessly dealt with, and too 
black s pencil has not been used, there should be no necessity for cleaning 
it up a t  all; if cleaning is indispensable it should be done with stale brcad 
crumbs. 
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127. rrype of the various descriptions, now used for topographical C. (Prof,), O. NO. dated IS 

maps, is obtained on indent from the 2,3,r,d,sept~mb@r 

TY pea Drawing Office, Calcutta. On receipt of 

type, a ,,,reof should be taken of each fount as it lies in block : (it  is well 
to remember that type when wetted holds together better than when it is 
dry), The number the letters, spaces and quadrats should be colmted, 
and noted dongside the print of the fount. The knowledge that a proper 
list is kept, mill go far t o  prevent petty theft by menials. Strong. trays 
of equal dimensions, and of sufficient size to hold the largest fount in  
stock, space for not less than 70 divisions, should be constructed. 

The type should be sorted into them carefully, each fount in a separate 
tray, and each letter into a separate division in that tray, and a p i n t  of 
the letter, or whatever is contained in the division, impressed d i s t inc t i~  
on the upper *ide of the space. The capital alphabet, or upper case, 
should be kept separate from the lower case. There is an established 
proportion with respect to the number of each letter in  any fount : it! 
follows therefore that the space required for each letter in the tray is in 
the same proportion. 

128. The cleaning of type that  has been used is a very important c.0 .  No. 5( 
(Prof.), ddted point and on it a good deal of the success of 23rd Septcrnbar 

Cleaning type. 1880. 
the typing depends. 1 he impressions will 

nevor be clear and blaclc, unless the old and dry irik is removed frdm the 
face of the typs ; nor will they be fine if the face and hair lines 
of the type are destroyed by rough usage during the process of 
cleaning, 

After an impression has been taken, and before the type is removed 
from the holder, i t  can be cleaned by lightly passing over it, a soft small 
camel's hair brush dipped in turpentine, and then dabbing gently 
with a ball of cotton wool. Type is t l ~ u s  always kept clean in the tray. 
l'he dabbing may be dispensed with if the type is not till the 
turpentine has dried. It should be remembered that  if i t  is necessary 
to wipe the frefih ink off the type when in the bolder, a leather should 
be used and not a rag or cotton cloth : the hairs from a rag get into tile 
ink, and spoil the impression by rendering i t  woolly. Tile typer should 
have by l ~ i s  side away from the map a little pot of turpentine; it is 
no trouble using it. If by neglect the old in l i  has got hardened on the 
letters, th(.y should be boiled in a pot in a solution of soda (aajji m a t t i ) ,  

set up af~erwards on a type board, and polished with a very boot- 
brueh, wetted ill the Eame solution, and then dried with lotton wool. 
A hard brush, or old tooth-brush, ~hould on no account be used, nor 
should the face of type ever be rubbed. 

l 'he 8o?newlrat i ikaomc daties o f  cleaning and sorting 8hotdld never 
be neglected, hut aloald f o rm par4 o f  the daily routine. . 
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t'. 0. No. IS 
(Prof.), dated 
9Srd September 
lbl8O. 

C. 0. No. IS 
\Prof.), dated 
l srd  September 
1880. 

l a g .  'l'ype.holders are of two sorts. the  ordinary vertical pressure - - 

Ty pe-holdere. holder, and the ~as t re l lpa t t e ru  which has a 
lever. The one is used for ordiuarv names. 

d - ,  
and the other for heaclinlrs, foot-notes, etc 

The fo1,mer is coml)osed of two parts, the t,ype-holder and the 
~ocliet. A little practice will en'lble the typer t o  place the 1et.tera 
properly in the  h,blller, bllt the following relllarks deserve his careful 
at telltio~l. The type should always be placed as nearly as possible 
under the centr~l of pressure, i.e., the handle of the holder, Great care 
should be taken to get t h e  j'ace ot the type level, and the letters in a 
straight line, to attain whicl~ end they should be gently shaken in the 
holder, t l  e back and side screws being move(1 alterr~ately a little at  a time, 
until the type is just held firmly : no exceFs of pressure bhould be used. 

hen small type is used, a piece of wood of suitable shape should be 
introduced into the holder t o  fill up part of tk.. type space, so as t o  save 
the flat spring from undue tension. 

130. The pressure and pad for each sort of type differ coneiderably ; 
- 

Pressure and pads used in as a rille a small size type requires a thinner 
typing. pad, and less pressure than type of a large 

size ; regard however most be pnid to 
peculiarities of construction in the type itself, 13ract,iee alone will make 
perfect in regnlatinq the pressure and kind of p:ld reqeired for each f011nt. 

It is most objectionable to use a poft of mally folds of blotting 
paper, or a s h e ~ t  of india-rubber under the map when typing : the 
r e s d t  of this is that the type is pressed deeply into the paper and the 
indentations caused thereby will cast ~hsdows which reproduce in photo- - 

graphy. It is no doubt easier to work with a soft pad but i t  only - - .  

requires a little extra care and trouble to get clear impressiol~s on a hard - 
pad, S I I C ~  as cardboard. GreaCr pressure is required, but the in(lenta.tion 
made in the paper will be little or nothing, :lnd the re~u l t  will be sharper 
and better, more especi:~lly in the photo-zincographed copy. 

131. Typing ink should be rubbed up daily : the old ink is easily 
cleaned off the slabs with a few drops of 

Ink for typing. turpentine. The ink should be sticky 
between the roller and slab, and give off a crackling sound wheu rolled. 
Thin ink is useless, and appears brown on a map : it will not dry and i t  
smears. 

The ink uaed in the Calcutta Office is " Winstone's Black Type 
Printing Ink  No. 1.j' 

A small quantity of the ink should be rolled on the slab, practice only 
will determine the exact amount required for each sort of type, but large 
$pe necessarily takes more ink than small, and does not require such a 
atiff ink. A light even roll backwards and forwards with the roller oq 
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the faoe of the type, is all that is required t o  ink up a name. A $per 
can be neat and clean if he chooses, but printing ink is apt to leave its 
mark, and =hen that mark is heavy, i t  is a difficult business to  erase it 
from a map. Typing ink, slabs, and rollers should never be ~errnitted to 
lie upon the same table as a fair map. It is easy to keep all such material 
upon a stool alongside the typer. 

132,  he ink to be used for drawing maps is Indian ink. It must be 
prepared daily and rubbed slowly on a 

Ink for drawing. smooth surface : if the ink is ground 
rapidly and on a rough surface, it will be gritty and give constant trouble 
with the pens. It shoold be sufficiently thick to give black, not brown, 
lines. Draftsmen, who find their pens not working well, occasionally dip 
the point into water, or on a wet sponge ; this habit is modt objectionable, 
for although i t  answers the purpose of making the ink flow better, i t  
makes it pale and unsuitable for photography. If the paper seems a t  all 
greary, kt little ox-gall may be added to the water with which the ink is 
rubbed up. 

133. Standard maps are drawn either on the 1- inch scale for repro- C. O. NO. 98 
(Prof.), dated 

duction or on the 2-inch scale for reduc- ;&fctober 
and '''otbOds of dr~wjng tion t o  the 1 -inch by photography. A 

standard maps for reprodnotinn C. 0. NO. 126 
and reduotion. map for reduction by photography sho111d (p rof.), dated 

24th Mny 1905. 
be so drawn that the reduced result shall 

be exactly like a map drawn for reproduction on the reduced scale. 
The %-inch fair maps must be projected on graticule in  size 7' 30" of 

latitude by 15' of longitude, so as t o  form the two sections of s standard 
1-inch map which is 15' latitude by 15' longitude. The two sections 
bear the sheet number of the I-inch standard, but are distinguished as 
No-W. Section, and S.-W. Seotion. To facilitate the compilation of the 
two sections into one sheet, an overlap of half an inch in width is mapped 
along the adjoining edges. The lines aloilg the adjoining of the 
sections are drawn in blue with black dots a t  the corners where the two 
sectious are join~l ,  and borders are only drawn where they are required 
for the final 1-inch maps. No names need be repeated in the overlap, 
which should be obtained by tracing from the adjoining sections. Very 
great care must be taken in making the details along the edgee of the 
two sections agree with perfect accuracy along the common lines of contact. 
Before the sections which form a complete standard map are despatched 
to Calcutta, tracings must be made of the details along the graticule, 
and kept in the party o f f i ~ ,  SO that the agreement may be accurate on 
ad joining maps. 

Attempts have been made from time to time to draw maps is a 
.lightly emggerated style, 60 that they arc fairly good when reproduced 
to full  scale, and also when reduced to half scale. The results however 
have not been ruooeerfut 
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Orders are occasionally issued to a party to produce two sets of maps 
on the 2-inch scale, one for reproduction, and the other for reduction 
to  the 1-inch scale. I n  this case the former should be drawn as finely, 
neatly, and with the same type, as a map on the 1-inch scale ; the general 
appearance of the map should not be coarser became i t  is on clouble the 
~ca l e  ; the real difference lies in the fact that  more minute detail, and a 
greater number of topographical items can be shown on the 2 -inch than 
on the 1-inch scale, because there is four times the amount of paper to dram 
upon : but this extra area of paper must not be fillecl up by representing 
the same items in a coarser style of drawing. 

The other map for reduction will of course be in an exaggerated style, 
with such detail omitted as would cause confusion when reduced. The 
simplest method oE obtaining the reduction is to carefully paste some bauk- 
post paper over photo-zincographed copies of the 2-inch maps and then 
to pass them through a press. The paste should be made of cornflour 
with a little alum dissolved in the water with which i t  is cooked; a very 
thin solution of gelatine in hot water, or the alcoholic solntion of gelatine 
given in paragraph 153 answers the purpose well. The banlipost paper 
is sufficiently transparent to allow of the details being seer, through it, 
without being so distinct ns to reproduce in the subsequent photograph. 
The necessary details for the exaggerated map are drawn a t  once on the 
bankpost paper over tbe dimly seen map beneath, in the proper style for 
reduction. Some judgment is necessary i n  selecting the details for 
omission, but this soon comes by practice. Printed copies of maps prc- 
pared in this manner and known as "tracing prints " can be obtained 
from the Calcutta Office, also prints in light blue or grey ink without 
the bankpost paper, but these have the defect of being always slightly 
greasy, and difficult to draw upon, and the blue ink has a tendency t o  
turn green, so that  details not required are liable to reproduce. Black 
print reductions to half scale joined together in one standard sheet, 
mounted on stout drawing paper, and covered with bankpost paper can 
.Iso be supplied. Also cyanotype blue-print reductions t o  half scale, the 
detail being transferred to the fair map either with a t racbg  glass, or by 
trensfer paper. 

134. A map must be drawn and examined with the original, step by 
step as it progresses. However accurate 

Sfsgea in preparation of mapo. and minute the original may be, its value 
will be lessened exactly in proportion to  the errors and omissions 

to  pass on the fair map. The following is the procerlure to be 
pnerally observed in consecutive order, in the preparation of maps for 

: - 
(1) Projection of graticule, and rectangular co-ordinates. 
(2) Plotting oE trigonometrical, and traverse points. 
(3) Inking in trigonometrical points, and village trijunctione, 
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(4) Tracing, or transferring details in pencil. 
(5) Adjustment of edges with adjoining sheets. 
(6) Inking i n  town and village sites. 
(7) Typing of district, pargana, forest reserve names, etc. 
(8) ,, town and village names and heights, bench marks, 

etc. 
(9) Inking in roads, railways, rivers, water-courses, broken 

ground, edges of cultivation, boundaries, etc. 
(10) Typing, and drawing of minor symbols, rivers and stream 

names. 
*(1 I )  Hill-shading or contouring. 

(12) Finishing borders, headings, foot-notes, references, male, area 
statement, index t o  adjoining sheets, etc. 

(1 3) Final examinationo 

Each stage must be examined by another person, and after correc- 
tioo, passed by t he Frorincial officer in charge of the section, before the 
llext gtep is commenced, so that tho " tinal exa~nination " is reduced to a 
very simple matter. The signntares of the draftsman or tgper, examiner, 
and section officer must be recorded on form I?. 73, ou the completion of 
each of the above stages. 

All notes by an examiner should be entered oil form P. 72, and 
handed over to thc ~ection officer for his orders. It is evident that  all 
the details of a map canuot be examined at a glance; i t  is therefore 
necessary t o  adopt some plau by which a portion only may be examined 
at a time; this is most conveuielltly managed by dividing the subject 
into numbered rectilinenl figures. The portion of the fair map not under 
esamii~ation should be kept carefully covered, in orcler to avoid soilillg ; 
especial care being taken that the paper is not creased or wrinkled by 
being pressed over the eclges of a table. 

Standard maps will now be publislied in black and three colours, i,e., c, o, 
tire coutoors in brown, the roads autl paths in red, rivers, perennial j ~ ~ ~ f $ R ~ a ~ ~ $ ,  
strc,z~ns, irrigation cauals :rud distributal.ies, permanent tanks, symbols 
for l ~ c t  cultivation, wells :rncl k a ~ ~ c r c s  contair~iilg water, i l l  blue, and dl 
remaining detail in black. I t  \.ill only be necessary to draw two sheets, 
ie., one for the hills, and one for the detail and typing, but to enable 
thc Photo-IJitho, office to recognize lvllat portions of the detail arc even- 

-- 

tnally to :lppcar on t h e  l~ublishecl maps in red ancl bluc, i t  will be neces- 
sary to prc\pare two separate tracings of the detaJil shenring the itsma 
which are recjuired in these two colours. 
,- -- - .-- - - - 

* Tl\c hill shcot, wliich is drawn separately, mny Lo commenced after (8), tile 
riveye, donble-lined roada and stream8 being traaed from tho outline eheet, and inked 
in "wy faint blue (cobalt) lineac 
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C. 0. No. 38 
(Prof.), dated 135. Each standard map (on the 1-inch scale) should be projected for 
6th October 
1894. 16 minutes of latitude, and 15 minutes of 

Projection of graticule. 
longitude, irrespective of the amount of 

drawing to be entered on it, so that  there will be two maps in each 
urth 19060 standard sheet, one E, and the other, W. For the %-inch scale the 

dimensions will be half of the above quantities, and so on in proportion 
for other scales. 

If the graticule is to be projected by spherical co-ordinates one of the 
the meridians of longitude is first laid out with the aid of 'l'ables XXX I to 
XLI,  on the paper. 1;rom its extremities the upper aud lower parallels 
of latitude are drawn with beam compasses, and it~teraected by the 
diagonals. Tile other meridian is now tested for length against the 
first, to  which i t  should be exactly equal. 

If  the survey is based on rectangular co-ordinates, the firat step will 
be to lay out in pencil by means of the rectangular co-ordinate plate 
alluded to iu Chapter IV, paragraph 97, a ~iet-work of equal squares, 
These are the11 numbered with reference to the origin of the survey, 
and the corners of the graticule plotted from their rectangular co-ordinate 
values, which are taken either f rom Table XLII, or computed on 
form P. 48. The lengths of the sides and diagonals of the g~.aticule are 
now tested by rneaus o l  Tables XXXI to XLI. 

Finally the graticule is sub-divided into 5-minute divisions for the 
1-inch scale, or 2 h-minute divisions for the 2-inch scale, so as to enable the 
draftsman, when tracing, t o  disperse the slight differences that are sure 
to be found betwet11 the graticules of the field sections and the fair map. 

136. All trigcnometrical and traverse points on which the survey 
has been based must be plotted with the 

Plotting of points. greatest accuracy, and checked. After - 
being checked, the trigonometrical points and village trij rlnctions should 
be inked in, in conformity with the specimen symbols supplied by the 
Calcutta Otlice. Diagonal scales of latitude and longitude on cardboard 
can also be obtained ; by using these, trigonometrical points may be plotted 
by their spherical co-ordinates on maps without the labour of construct- 
ing special scales. 

137. 'lhe tracing is done by superposing the fair sheet on the 
original map over a tracing glass mounted 

Traoin g. 
on a folding wooden frame placed on an 

ordinary drawiug table out of which an aperture, about the size of the 
glass, has been cut. 'l'hu sides of the table are closed in with tit], whilst 
another sheeting of tin elopes outwards underneath the table. The trac- 
i n g  glass is then placed against a doorway leading oiit into the open, or 
mgainet a lorn window, the upper portion of the doorway being panneled 
in to exclude the light except from below, whence i t  is thrown on to the 



glass or tin by a man sitting outside with a heliotrope to reflect the sun's 
'pile room should be darkened as much as possible, and if not dark 

enough, a framework covered with black calico sllould bc' con- 
structed so as to enclose tile t ~ace r  and tracing table. Tracing should 
always be done with a hard pencil. 

This system of tracing direct is however U O ~  always applicable when 
is deficient, and in the case of closely drawn, hill-shaded originals 

moullted on when the opacity is such that  many rnistali~s occur) 
lead to  frequent errors in the inking in. It is better in such cases to  
traces made on tracing paper iu ink, and transfer the detail by 

means of black lead paper to the fair map, piece by piece, as it is required 
for inking in ; if i t  is all transferrd a t  once, the fair map becomes much 
smudged and dirty. 

138. I n  inking iu village sites, the lines markiug their limits should be c. o. NO. 11 
(Prof ), dated 

straight, when they have been surveyed by 23rd September 
1nki11g in village sites. taogeo ta to their edges ; the eastern and la*' 

southern edges being shown by thicker Iiues. The main streets of large 
villages must always be d ~ a w n ,  lsolated huts and very small scattered 
hamlets must Le shown by solid black rectangles. 

139. While i t  may be difficult to teach draftsmen to get good D. (prof . ) ,  0. NO. d.11ed 108 

impres~ions from the larger kinds of type, ::;;Janunn 
Typing. 

any man can acquire proficiency in typing 
the smaller sized names which form the largest propvrtion of what is 
found on our maps. Names should always, if possible, be typed direct 
on to a fair map. The p~actice of typiug on sepalate slips of paper, and 
~ a s t i 1 1 ~  them on to the body of a map is objectionable, for the slips are 
liable t o  come off in after years. The necessity for pasting typed names 
o n  the Locly oi: a 11;:.tp is  neally always due to carelessne~a or bad work. 

The syste~n of pasting on slips can, however, be used with advantage 
in headings and foot-notes, i u  dealing rvitll correctiolls an fair maps, in 
challgcs of village names, and when the character of typing- on an old 
fair map has to be altered, also where n large area of hill work has to be 
revised. 

It has beell foulld that " Large Bank Post 164 x 2 I ,  weight 11 lbs." 
ia the moht mitable paper for this purpose, and officers who may 
requi~e i t  bhould use no other kind, and always quote the above descrip- 
tion when indenting for it. 

A proof of evel~y name should be taken in a book (which should, if 
possible, be leaved with 1)aper similar to that on which the map is being 
drawn), before i t  is typed 01) a map, to see that the letters are evenly 
])laced, 2nd. that nolle are defective. h o  imprpssion should be lnade on 
a malb till a satisfactory trial has been obtained. A book such as thie 
will also dford au easy means of checking a typer's daily outturn, 
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All defects in impressions of type must be made good by hand. A 
good test for ascertaining the degree of blackness of the lines of a n y  
map drawing, is t o  hold the sheet up against the light, when the relative 
blackness or brown colour (showing thin or weak ink), will be a t  oncc 
apparent. 

C. 0. No. 88 
(Prof.), dated 

140. District and all such names should be ayranged either in 
16th October Tgyillg dietriot, &., straight or in single very gently curving 
lW4. 

1:arnes. lines ; each letter should conform to the 
radius of the portion of the curve on which i t  falls, and no letter should 
be upside down or nearly so. Wheu space is limited to avoid over- 
crowding, the names of tarisils or pargaltas and forest qSeserves may be 
omitted on the map and numbers substituted ; a table of reference to the 
corresponding names must then be given in the footnote. 

If i t  is desired t o  type letters on a curve in an extended name, such 
as a province or district, a curve is laid down on the map, and along it, 
a t  proper i~ltervals, a mark for each letter is made. At  these marks 
nol-mals to the curve are drawn. I n  the mill-board on which the 
type-holder is mounted, a central narrow slit is cut, and when the 
board is so adjusted that  the normal drawn on the mzip coincides with 
this slit, it is obvious that  the letter will stand in its proper relation 
t o  the cnrvs. Double curves should be avoided. The typing of pargana 
names must bc uniform. No adjacent province, pargana, district', or 
state names are to be typed on blank areas of mhich material is available - 
at the Calcutta or Ilehra Offices, to complete any map up t o  graticule limit. 

111.1. The following very simple and effective method of placing a 
name on any particular spot is recom- 

Typing village names. mencled in preference to any other. Under 
the mill-hoard on which the type-holder is mounted, is placed a piece of 
tracing paper projecting beyond the edge, so as to receive the nan?e 
when the type-holder is pressed down ; under this again is laid a piece 
of ordinary stiff paper * not projecting under the holder, but at the sides ; 
so that  by laying hold of it, the whole apparatus, tracing paper, holder 
and all, can be lifted u p  and placed in any desired spot. An impression 
is first stamped on the tracing paper, and then the whole arrangement is 
moved botlily, until the name on the tracing paper lies in its proper ylaco 
over lines previously ruled on the tnap where tbo name is to be typed. 
The slip of tracing paper is then torn off, the t,ype re-inked, and the name 
stamped on the map. 

The general rule is to type village names " due east and west, 
irnmed~ately to the cast of the ~ i t e  ;" this rule should be adhered to  
except when topographical detail, such as the outlines of water-coursee 

-- - 
Ordinary ennd-paper with the rough surface upward RnRwr'rs ve1.y wnll ,  as the 

grain prevents the tracing paper end the mill-board from slipping, when leisod. 
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and smaller may thereby be obliterated. It is obviously undesir- 
able that ally important details which have been surveyed with care 
should be from the fair map merely because they happen to 
fall on a idace which, accorJing t o  this rub:, is reserved for a name. 
In such cases the position of the name may be altered, or i t  may be 
brol;rn, or in exceptional cases it may be typed obliquely; but great 
care m~ l s t  be taken that there shall be no doubt as to the site to which 
each name refers. 

2 I n  entering heights on the fair maps, i t  will generally be found c. o. NO. 23 (Prof.), datcd 
that the trigonometrical heights refer to 26th April 1 8 8 ~ .  

Typing heights. 
points on hills or other conspicuous spots. 

'10 render the map more useful, the officer i n  charge should select for 
insertion clinometric heights of points of importance, such as bridges, 
passes, roads crossin:. rivers or streams, junctions of rivers and streams, etc. 
The type for each class of height is entered in the specimen table of type 
to be used for topographical maps, and issued from the Calcutta Office. 
Trigollometrical height e of tower stations and buildings should be 
expressed in the form of a fraction, the numerator of which is the 
height above sea level of the station or summit of the building, the 
denomillator that of the ground level as follows :- 

A A K R A  T. S. i: 
The following foot-note should also appear on the map :-Where 

dotlble values of height  are given, the lesser indicates l f ic  gro~tncl level .  
The names of trigonoinetrical stations should only be typed along- 

side the stations if they represent well-known hills or sites, but not if 
the name is derived from the nearest village. 

143. The direction of the flow of rivers is shown by an arrow. 
If the river flows out of the body of the 

Inkiug i n  rivers, atreame, etc. 
map, the arrow must be shown in the 

border outside the gr;~ticule. The nortllern and western edges of water 
in lakes, rivers and streams shown 1)y a double line, must be thickened. 

Mhen iu t ing in small streams which, commencing with a single line, 
padually increase in thickness until irn1)ortailt enough to be shown by 
a double line, care should be talien that  the change is not made too soon ; 
and when i t  is made, that the relic£ line is not too thin, or there mill be a 

want of continuity in the strcam. The cllange from singlo to double lines 
should gcncrally be effected mllcre somc amuent joins the main stream. 

Single line streams must be broken wllen they cross double line 
roads, or r ~ r t  traclzs. 

144. Cultivation vil l  be shown by dotted lines, tho interior being c, 0. N,. IIB 

left Llank ; it will include all new fallow (Prof.), dated Inking in cultivation. 20th August 
and small patches of wasto land scattered Lga 



C. 0. No. 44 
(Prof.], dated 
13th April 1886. 

C. 0. KO. s4 
(Prof.) ,  dated 
6th Decomber 
1901. 

C. 0. No. 126 
(Prof.), dated 
24th May 1906. 

within it. The dots are not to be drawn along roads and streams wllich 
pass th  I, ough cultivation. 

146. Particular attention is also to  be paid to the correct rendering 
of the symbols for the different kinds of 

Inking in boundaries. boundaries. As a guide t o  tihe draftsman 
cards have been lithographed, which give the correct lengths and sizes 
of the lines ant1 dots; these may be obtained ou indent from the Calcutta 
Ofice. In several of the patterns, the distinction between two different 
kinds of bounclaries, lies merely in the size and thickness of the lines, 
the symbol used being the same ; if care is not taken, and one is made 
a little too thin, or the other s little too thick, confusiorl may easily arise. 

Forest boundaries, when drawn on the 1-inch standard maps, must be 
shown by the forest boundary symbol only. All pillars or o~he r  per- 
manent marks will be omitted. 

Village boundelies will uol be shown on 1-inch standard maps, b u t  
a skeletull nirorviug such boundariel must be plepaled for each map 6 0  

that  tiley can be sur-printed if necessary. 
146. In inking up the roads it is essential to use a drawiug pen ; no 

draftsman, however well his hand may be 
Inking i n  roads trained, can make a stroke as even and 

firm as may be obtained by the use of a, drawing pen, especially if the 
road be a snficiently important one to be show11 by a double line. Some 
judgment is necessary iu selecting the most suitable roads for il~sertion 
i n  amap. In  \veil yo1,ulated areas, the field section is almost always over- 
crowded with them, and in drawiug the iair map many of these must be 
omitied, alid only such as have some continuity in passing on from one 
village to anolher, should he retained. In hilly countly, or where the 
ground is covered with i~rigatlon distributaries from canals, it is rarely 
advisable to reject any, as the means of communication i u  such tracts 
form one of the moet impc,rtant items in a map. Koads pas,+ing through 
cultivatioll are not t o  be b~oken.  When a cart track follows a stream, 
i t  must be indicated by a broken line drawn parallel t o  the stream. 
147. A list of symbols admissible in topograpllical maps, on various 

Symbols. scales, has been engl.aved for the use of 
the Department, and should be strictly 

adhered to ; i t  can be obtained from the Calcutta Office. 
~ y m b o l s  for bungalows, factories, a spear and shield or flags (for 

police c h n x l i s )  must never be employed; in their stead will he printed 
the words Bangalow, Factory, Pclice Station, etc., or suitable initials such 
as D.B., 1. ([ntligo Factory) which must be explained in the footnote. 

No cross hatching of villages, nor water-lines in tanks, should he 
drawn, as such lines, even when well drawn, are never reproduced satia- 
facbrily by photo-zincography. 
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Wells should be shown very sparingly, unless in a very waterless 
country, when the position of wells may be of the utmost importance. 
Those in the neighbourhood of main roads, and those from which villagers 
obtain their drinking water, are of most importance on a topographical map. 

All bunds or embankments for training river beds must be shown on 
all maps. Canal irrigation channels and arteries must also be shown if 
of sufficient depth to form military obstacles. 

Small patches of cultivation or waste land, single or out lying huts, c. o. no. 3 (Prof . ) ,  of 8th 
frees in the midst of cultivation, very small groves of trees, unimportant bjay 1879. 

surface irrigation chaunels, tanks, etc., should be omitted on a 1-inch 
map. These minute items have a fragmentary appearance and detract 
from the clearness of a map. 

Sandbanks in rivers are to be shown by heavy dots near the banks of 
the river, tbe  dots being drawn gradually finer down to the water's 
edge. The dottiug on a sandbank forming an islaud should be uniform, 
and tine. 

148. I n  inking up the hill-shading or contouring, the chief point to C, 0, NQ. 1 
(Prof.),  dated remember is that the lines must be firm, 24th January 

Hill-shading, and coo touring. and not too close to each other, as the 18790 

tendency of photo-zincography ie almost always to press out and 
blur the strokes in the original drawing. '1'0 effecl. relief, the contours 
must be t.hiclrened where the slopes are steep and the contours close c .  o. NO. 15 

(Prof . ) ,  dated together. Precipitous ground, also ravines aud broken ground, must be 16th x oveinbor 
1880. shown by small detached vertical touches, even though the general 

- 

hill drawing is done on the horizontal system. 
I n  the case of maps in which the hills ale printed ir. brown C,o, N o .  87 

(Prof . ) ,  dnled or grey, executive officers should i~ lva r i~h ly  draw both i h. outlirre ith 

and bill-shading on identic:llly fiimilar paper, two sheets that 1900' - 
have been subject t o  the same climatic conditiolls beiug chosen, it 
having been found by experience that, \vhen drawn on different kinds 
of paper, the regist'ration becomes extremely difficult, owing to 
different degrees of expansion. The best paper for the purpose is What- 
man's special drawing paper ; bankpost is unsuitable. 

In  addition to the water-cour~es, all necessary outline is entered on 
the hill sheet in l ight  blue (cobalt) before hill drawii~g is commenced. 
If drawn too dark, the blue lines will reproduce in pliotogral~hy. 

It is also most essential that detail, such as bo:mdaries, tbangulated r. o. No. IM. 

( P r o f . ) ,  dated points, etc., which run alollg ridgeea, or on hill tops, be eiitered in blue 1- I th November 
1902. on the hill sheets, to ensure the outline and hills being in agreement 

when the sheets are reproduced. Even with perfect agreement between 
the originals, a certaiu amount of distortion is unavoidable a t  times 
during the reproduction process, EO it is the more essential that care 
should be exercised in guarding against preventable faulta. 
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C. 0. No. 107 
( Prof.), dated To ensure the legibility of the typing, the hills have to be printed in 
lQth 1803. December an u~vluly light t int  of brown, mhile if a colour sufficiently dark to show 

them up cle:~rly is employed, the names can only be read with difficulty. 
To allow of a suitable colour being used for the hills, spaces must be 
left on the hill sheets wherever the smaller sized names, such as those 
of village., streams, etc., will fall. The greatest possible care must be 
taken in marking off the blank spaces, that they are placed in exactly 
the proper positiou, and also that the spaces thus left are not larger than 
is absolutely necessary t o  allow of the name being clearly read, as large 
gaps in the hill.shac1ing round the names on the published sheet present 
a very uusightly appearance. There is no necessity for leaving gaps 
round the larger sized type, as this shows up sufficiently well through 

C . 0 -  (Prof . ) ,  NO. dated loo 
the fairly deep shade of brown, or grey of hill drawing. The above 

17th November instructions will be necessary only in the case of names for which Pica or 
looa. 

smaller sized type is przscribed. I n  maps for reduction, gaps must be 
c. o. NO. 48 left for the corresponding larger type employed. Spaces must always 
(Prof.) dated 
26th Y',, 1886. be left for heights so that  they may be easily read, and contours should 

not cross double-lined roads. 
149. The names of rivers should be typed in conspicuous  laces 

parallel to their courses fullowillg the curves, 
Typing of river n:rmea. and not in hard straight lines. When a 

river crosses the graticule limit, its name should be typed in the border. 
150. Officers in charge of parties, by applying early in each recess, 

Headings, footnotes, borders, 
can obtain printed slips on bankpost paper, 

ctc. giving most of the det'ails required for the 
headings and foot-notes. The items re- 

quired can then he cut out and pasted on the sheets where needed, care 
b e ~ n g  taken to use only the gelatine solution given iu paragraph 163 for 
pasting them on. 

The headings, foot-notes, borders, etc., must conform to the speci- 
mens issued from the Calcutta Office, one is for reduction to half, 
and the other for reproduction t o  full scale. When a map has been 
compiled from larger sfale surveys, the original scale and date of survey, 
and method employed in reducing or reprodocia:. the map most be 
iusel ted as a footllote, also the date when any pol tion of a map has 
heen revised. Tables of areas must be inserted in accordance with the 
requirements of the particular survey unrler execution : also a linear 

scale drawn a t  the bottom of the map within the border. The magnetic 
variation should be entered a t  the top of the map to  the nearest qen~der 
of a d y r e e ,  thus " Magnetic Variation 3' 15' East," as given on tile 
~pecirnens above referred to, 

C. 0. No. 89 
(prof.), dated 1x1 the case of 811 map3 baaed on rectangldar co-ordinates, the origirl 
l~h&p(rmbar of the survey must invariably be entered es a foot-noh. 
lm. 
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151. The final examination must be conducted by an experienced 
officer, of another section if possible. It 

Final examination. should not be delegated to junior assistants 
who of all others have had the least ex~erience in mapping. 

Olle method of examining the details of a copy with its original, is C. 0. No. 6 
(Prof.), dutcd 

by soperposing the one on the other over a tracing glass. 13th Junc 1870. 

Another method of examining a map is through a sheet of tracing 
phper fastened to the sheet t o  keep it in position. On this tracing paper 
any errors can be noted without the surface of the map being exposed, 

can easily ba located for correctioll when the examination is finisbed. 
Much time can be saved if an examinor corrects slight mistakes noted 
as he finds them. 

Every map should also be examined under a magnifying glass to 
discover weal;, pale, and broken lines, acd for touching up the typ ing  
of llamee. Much laborious retouching on the zinc plate may be saved 
by half-an-hour's work of this nature. 

It be distinctly understood that  the resp~i ls ib i l i t~  of errors in a 
published map lies with the officer in charge of the party who submits it, 

not with the Calcutta and Debra offices which exercise only rt general 
supervision on the style of the drswing and printing, and eouformity 
with the orders on such points as the graticules, foot-notes, co1lventional 
signs, etc. 

The officer in charqe of a party will sign every map submitted C. O. NO. 64 
(Prof.), dated 

for in the right-hand lower corner. 0th ~ u g u s t  
1802 

Form P. 7 5 ,  duly filled in, must accompany every map submitted for 
pub l i c a t i~~~ ,  and on the retu1.n of a fair map from the Photo-Litho. 
Ofice after reproductioll, this form is pasted on the back of the sheet 
in the Calcutta Ofice. 

152. All maps must bc completed in every sense before submission 
for pnblication, and officers in charge of 

Proced,lre for  subn~ission of 
fair maps. parties and drawing offices are held 

respoi~sible for every detail depicted 
tllereon. Illcomplete maps can only be snbmitted with the sanction 
of officers, alld only ill very urgent cases. 

When a map is complete, i t  should be sent a t  once for publication, 
and not kept, i a drawinc ofice anti1 others are ready for submissiol1, in 
orclcr to  send them all off in a batch. Maps sllould not be marked ul.gent 
nnlcss thcre is s real nccp~sity, in which case the latest date on 
NIlic\l the map should 1)e available must be stated in the forwardin(, 

0 

letter. 
Every map should be sulrmitted with a covering letter and invoice, c. o. NO. w 

(Prof. ), dated addressd to the Deputy Surveyor General or administrative officer, who 7th February 

will then pass it on to the Assistant Surveyor General in charge of the leoo 
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drawing office for careful scrutiny and report as regards technical details, 
but 110 examination or comparison between the originals and fair, maps 
mill be made in the Calcutta and Dehra Offices. The administrative 
officer will then issue orders, either for its publication, or for its return 
to the officer in charge of the party or drawing o6ce concerned, for 
correction and resubmission. 

When a map is finally approved a t  the office of publication, a certain 
number of prints are strnclr off, and stamped "Uncorrected proof." Two 
proofs a.re then forwarded without delay to the officer in charge of the 
party, or drawing office, responsible for the map. 

The executive officer will pass one copy on to the officer who super- 
intended t b ~  drawing' of the map, who, after correcting any errors 
or ornission~. either i n  the body of the map, or in relation to the 
adjoining maps, wil: affix his owl) signature, and return the proof to the 
officer in charge, who then scrutinizes the map generally and attaches his 
signatture before returning it t o  the office ~f publication. This duty of 
final examination of a proof copy should be considered " urgent," so 
that all other work may give way to it, and the publication be in no 
way delayed. 0 fficers in charge of parties should, however, recollect 
that this proof is not sent to them t o  give them anopportullity of 
completing the map by the addition of items omitted from the 

. mannseript map, but merely that they may scrutinize it, and point out 
sliyht omissions and defects. It cannot be too strongly insisted on 
that the manuscript should be quite complete and accurate throughout. 
Corrections and addition0 on the zinc plate are troublesome, and are 
very apt to spoil the appearance of a map. 

The other proof shoold be coloured up in accordance with the rules 
given in the specimen tables of conventional signs to  be used on topo- - 
gral,hi~;ll maps, and returned to the Calcutta Office whero it is recorded, 
and eerves as a guide to  the colourists in the issue of maps from that 
ofice. The items t o  be tinted are towns and villages, cultivation, forest, 
tanks, rivere, sandbanks, r o d s  and boundaries. 

C .  0. No. 56 
(Prof.), .dated 

153. If it is necessary to make considerable corrections on s map, 
10th March 
IMB. Corrections t o  maps. 

it is far better to paste thin ban k p o ~ t  paper 
over the faulty portions and re-draw that 

part, than attempt to erase the errors and re-dram over the scratched 
pa per. 

To monnt bankpost paper on a map, the paper ehould be cut to 
the size required to cover the faulty portion, It should then be coated 
over the back with a warm gelatine solution, preferably that given 
below, and quickly laid in place, covered with a sheet of clean paper and 
well rubbed down. An excellent implement for this purpose ie a tubber 
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covered roller, like a large type inking roller, some 6 to 8 inches 
long. 

The geiatine solution is  made as follows, and has the advantage that  
it has little or no tendency to cockle the papel-. Take I oz. of gelatine 

and i n  4 oz. water, when soft, dissolve by heat and add 2 d1.s. 

glycerine, Then add little hy little l! oz. methylated spirits, shalciug 
t h o r o u g l ~ ~  between each addition. If the spirits is added too quiclrly, 
the gelatine will be throrvu down out of ~olution. This solutioll must be 
warmed befo,e use as it sets into a hard jelly. 

When a map, subsequent to being sent for publication, is found to  be c. o. NO. 87 
(Prof . ) ,  dnted 

inaccurrale onring to nlisspelling of names, etc., it can be procul-ed from 7th February 
1900. 

the Calcutta Office for correction, and subsequently submitted for ~ u b l i -  
cation as a 1.t.m edition. 

I bough coi reel ions on a large scale will not be carried oo t in  the 
Palcutta Office, minor corrections easily effected on the zinc itself can be 
done. If the offic1.r in charge finds he is unable to decide whether the 
corrections are such that a new edi:ion of the map should be published or 
not, he shn~ild rerer the matter t o  Calcutta where the corrections will be 
carried out, or the fair map retnrned to his office for correction or re-draw- 
ing (in the absence of definite orders from his administrative oflicer) as 
tile officer in charge may think fit. 

1.54,. On the publication of a standard map two copies are sent to the c .  o. NO. 6s 
(Prof .) ,  dated 

A t l : ~  sheet iu~terinl.  officer by whom i t  was prepared. One is 12th Auguat 
kept as a record in his office, whilst the 1805. 

other is returned to the ('alcutta OtFice, with all in£ ormation required for 
the Atlas sheets noted thereon. 

Towns and villages which should appear in the Atlas sheets, arc num- 
bered in red, in accordance with the style of lettel*ing which should be 
used for each, as qiven on the specimen accompanyi~ig the order quoted in 
the margin; roads and paths to be inserted in the Atlas sheets should also 
be entered. As a guide t o  the number of villages and roads which should 
be inserted, the executive officer should ask the office which publishes his 
maps, to supply him with a blue-print reduction to Atlas sheet scale of 

the sheet in question. 
These 1-inch sheets will then, after signature by the executive officer, 

be ~ e n t  to the Assistant Surveyor General, Drawing Office, Calcutta, 
for the guidance of the drawing office when preparing the Atlas sheets 
for the engraving office. 

155. '1 he exterual boundary of India between British and Foreign 
Territoriefi is no longer to be shown by a 

Colourinp of boundaries. riband of carnrine. 
Ueneral maps of India are to be colo~~red by ribands and washes 

as under, in accordance with the celouring of the 32-mile Map of India 
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(Prof.), dated 
10th April 1901. 

F. D. 
No. !I43 E. B., 
dated 22nd 
Marcll 1004. 
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as signed by the  Secretary to  the Government of India, Foreign Depart- 
ment, on th.e 20th February 1901 :-- 

British India and country uuder British 
admir~istratiou . Pink t in t ,  

N:itive States . . Yellow t in t .  
Border tribes under British control . Burnt Sienua tint. 
Afghan istan . , Ligbt Blue tint. 
Foreign po~sessions in lndis  . Qrecn tint. 

All internal boundaries on provincial maps, standard sheets, Atlas 
sheets, i" maps, etc., to be shown by ribands of colour in sccorJ- 
ance with the table below, except in tAe case of thiina boufidaries 
which, when e t~te~ed,  are  iu a l l  cases t o  be showu by a riband of carmine. 
This riband is to be shown in nddition to the dist-inguishing riband of 
all Sub-Provincial boundaries, but when a thai ta  boundary is common 
to that  oE a province, i t  should be omitted :- 

Ribands .  
Punjab . . 
North-West Frontier Province , 
United Piovinces . 
Bengul . . 
Assam . t 

Burma . 
Bombay . . . . 
Central Provinoes . . . 
Madras . 
Coori: . 
Ajmer . 
Brit.ish Baluclliaten . 
Baluehisten . 
Afghi~nistan . 
Foreign possessions in India . 
Native Statea . 
Russia . . 
Persia . 
China 
Tongking . . . . 
Siam 

Indigo. 
Bluish Purple. 
Burnt Sienna. 
Green (Hooker's No. 2). 
Indigo. 
Burnt Sienna. 
Purple. 
Indigo. 
Burnt Sienna. 
Green (Hooker's No. 2). 
Do. (Do). 
Do. (Do). 
Do. (Do). 

Light Blue. 
Green (Emerald). 
Yellow. 
Reddish Purple. 
Bur11 t Sienna. 

Purple. 
Green. 
Indigo. 

The width  of the ribancl on any particular map sllol~ld vary wit11 
the importance of the  boundary; thus that  for a Province should be 
widcr than that for s llivirion, and so on. 

C. O. NO. 413 156. I n  order that  the published maps of tho Survey of India may 
( pmf.), dated 
17th Angu8t be utilized to  the greatest possible extent, 
1886. ~ietribution: of maps after 

~ublication. the officers in charge of parties are required 
L 

to attach t o  each standard map sent 
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in for pll~lication, a slip pivinq the names and addresses of those persona 
to whom presentation copies of that particular map are to be sent. I n  
this category be included any native chiefs, or large proprietors 
who may have given aid to the survey party, and the chiefs of native 
states may be included in the map. The names may also be given 

of any officials who may wish t o  have the map sent to them on service; 
but  ill conformity wit,h Resolution No. 17s .  of the Government of India, 
Revenue and Agriculture Department, dated 23rd February 1886, the  
cost of these issues will be debited t o  the departmelltr to which the  
officials belong. 

15 7.  Previous to copies stamped " Uncorrected proofs " Ti:i,f12;;o 
24 t t  Anguat may, if necefsary, be issued to officials who ,,,;, 

laan' unanrrected proofs may require them for immediate use ; + the 
t o  outside departments, 

responsible officer should, as a rule, notify 
beforehand to the dfice of publication, the names of officials to whom it 
is desirable t o  send them. 

158. The rules regarding " Secret" maps having been cancelled, 
transfrontier maps, equally with those 

6' Secl-et " maps. 
of India, are now, generally speaking, avail- 

able for public use; but any map on which an external boundary of 
India, or trans-frontier boundary atppeari for the first time, must be sub- 
mitted in proof sta,ge t o  the local authorities first, and their verified 
copies to the Foreign Department for final approval, and must on no 
account be issued t o  any one until it has been cl*~sced as " Public." 
Similarly d l  maps nwr,  or across the frontier of lndia must be submitted 
to the Military Department for orders as t'o whether they nre to be con- 
sidered (( P ~ b l i c , ' ~  and until permission to publish has teen received, must 
not be issued t o  any one without special precautions against its being 
made available for general use. 

159. OWcers in charge of parties and drawing offices are required yi:,,yi$d 
lo prepare district maps on the +-inch 13th June lgOal 

District maps. 
scale for reduction to the $-inch scale. 

As each 1-inch map in any district is published, three or more 
blue-print reductions on the $-inch scale must be obtained from the 
head-qnarters office, and scch details, and names s s  are required for 
the district inap ~hould a t  once he inked up on them, and transferred to 
the fair map of the district, the worlc on which should be kept con- 
tinually p i n e  nntil the whole nrea is complete, FO tha t  the map may 
be available for issue a few months after the publication of tbc i a ~ t  
standard sheet of a district. The drawing of these district maps should 
not be allowed t o  fall in arrears. 
- - - -- 

Mrspn nn which holi~ldaries nppear for the  fir& time are  not to be i ~ ~ c l u d e d  in 
this role, as ~peciel reg~ilatio~u exist with regard to  tbem. 

I 
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The maps should be carefully, but not elaborately finished, they 
should show all important towns and villages, roads, canals, and 
etreams, but i t  should be borne in mind that  they are requhed 
principally for district officials, and sho~dd not be overcrowded with 
unnecessary detail especially in broke11 or hilly country. The usual 
symbols for post and telegraph offices, d lk  bungalows, etc., should be 
used, but no village boundaries should be shown. (Specimens of district 
maps can be obtained on application.) 

C. O. NO. 104 190. As no Atlas sheets of Burma are in existence, or likely to 
(Pm!.), datod 
7th April 1903. be engraved for many years, the Banga,lore Degree maps of Burma' drawing offioe will prepare " degree sheet - 

maps, in lieu of, but on the same scale as, the district maps of India. 
E w h  map mill contain an area of one degree of latitude by one degree of 
longitude, and the hills must be shown by horizontal contoun. Speci- 
mens showing the style of map, type to  be used, can be obtained 
from Calcutta, also index maps giving the numbering of the sheets to 
be adopted in each wries. 

C. 0. NO. 80, 161. It was originally intended that this map should be published 
dated 12th Jan- 
o q  1000. on the scale of 1 inch = 16 miles, but it 

' ' l a p  lndin 1 and sdjacent is now determined that the scale shall be 
eountriee " 1 

I.OOO,(~OO in order to meet the views expressed 
by the Internatioud Geographical Congrese. 

The orders already issued on the subject of thc preparation of the 
map are t o  the effect that  the sheets of India proper will be enpaved, 
the portions, of which the surveys are not finally complete, being 
photo-zincographed. As, however, the engraving of the India sheets will 
be a very lengthy matter, and as a gootl many of them contain c o u l ~ t r ~  not 
yet finally surveyed, i t  is now cleoided to bring out a first edition entirely 
by photo-zincography~ 

~ 1 1  sheets will therefore be projected and drawn on the male 'of 12 
miles = 1 inoh from the list of CO-ordinates supplied, and the fair map 

for photo-zincography, the printillg of names and headings 
being in accordance mith specimens which can be procured. Since this 
work commenced, a mow correct projection and table of exaggerated 
c~~-~ rd ina t e s  for projection of the sheets has been worked out and circulatecl 
to the varioue drawing offices concerned in the produotion of tile sIleete 
of the map. Certain of the sheets for which there was immediate need, 
were publiehecl ae a provisional issue, but these mill be re-drawn BS soon as 
practicable on the new projection. A s  soon as all projections for the pro- 
viaions1 eheets have been made, officers concerned will return the old 
bbles of co-ordinates t o  the Superintendent, Trigonometrical SurveyB, 
keeping; only the tables of the revised projections in their offices. Also, 

FWn 6 1  any sheet is projected with the revised colordinates, the 
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"Revised Projectio~l" are to  be c l e d y  written in blue at the top of 
the sheet. This is essential that the publis%ing offioes may know which 
projection they are dealing with. 

The hills will be drawn in the vertical style on a separate sheet, a ~ d  
on similar paper to that on which the outline is drawn. 

The zinc plates will be prepared by direct printing from reversed c. (prof.), o. NO. dated oa. 

negatives and not by photo.-transfers, by which means the scale will be 17th h ~ n y  1000. 

kept exact, and correct registration made easy. After a sheet is pub- 
lished, if i t  is one of those to be engraved, dry prints on tracing paper 

, will be.supplied to the engravers to work from, 
The sheets of Persia and the North-West Transfrontier will be 

pkPepared in the N.-IT. Frontier Drawing OWce, the remainder a t  the 
Calcutta and Dehra offices. 

162. Thc proper trauslitey~tioll of native names into E ~ \ g l i s h  must 
be csrefully attended to. For moslt parts of 

o r t ' l o ~ r a ~ h ~  native I~ldia, lists of names showing the proper spell- 
names.  

icg have been circulated by order of the Gov- 
ernment, but these lists cannot embraee every name that  the surveyor 
will meet with, and c~ns~'quenLly 1le  should be conversant with the  
system in use, 

The system of traasliteratiun adopted by the Government of India, a a. I. o. NO. 86, 
dntutl 6th June modification of that propo~ed by Dr. Hunter, is given herewith. It less. 

must be in all cases strictly adhered to for the spelling of all names 
throughout India, with the exception of Burmese and Arabic names for 
which special rules are issued. 

f(l.des for  t r a ~ z s l i t e ~ ~ a l i o n .  
Every letter in the vernacular must be uniformly repre~ented by 

n ccrtain letter in the Roman character as follows :- 

- - - 

Initial. 

1 

1 

1 

21 

I 

,I 
.- 

- - - - -- 

Non-initial. 

I 

1 

t 

Pronunoiation. 

A s  in woman. 

,, father. 

,, bit. 

-- 

Initial. 
- - - - - 

u 

-4 T 

5. 

? or q 

J 

> 
-- 

-- 
Roman. 

Non-initial. 
- - - - - . - 

not expressed a 

T 4 

f I i 

-. 

f: 

B 

ai 

'7 I i ,, maohine. 

u 
1 

... d 

,, pull. 

,, rude. 
i 
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( Roman. 1 Pronunoiation. Initial. I Nan-initial. Initial. 1 Ngn-initial. 

Be in grey, 

,, aisle. 

,, hole. 

As ou in house (nearly), 
being rt aombinatlou 
of the a and u above. 

Consonants. 

Pereian. 

Y 

t? 

F 

e 
3 or 3 

43 OL' 63 

d 

J 

J o r  i 
c 

4+ 

6 or Cj 

J or t 
wanting 

3 

r 
W 

Y 
- 

Devanagari. Roman. 

I 
b 

W 
I 

bh 

T 
I 

te 

p or w 

w or 3 

wanting 

rl 

B 

a( 

Y 

a 

v 

V 

V 

9 

W, 9, P, 91, Or anuawara 

v 

ch 

chh 

d 

dh 

f 

C: 

gh 

j 

jh 

k 

kh 

keh 

1 

m 

n 

P 
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Consonan t s c o n t d .  

Accents must be used in the  pell ling of all names on maps, and they C,O. No. 8s 
must be introduced on all old maps when new editions or reprints are (Prof.), dated 

26th May 1897. 

under preparation. 
I t  frequently happens that the fiscal name of a village, as given in 

the list, differs from the name by which the village is best known aud 
commonly called by the people of the country ; the latter appellation is 
obviously that which is required on a topographical map, the discre- 
~ancies, therefore, should be carefully elicited by field surveyors and noted 
by the entry of both name3 on the field elleets and the well-1- sown name 
on the fair map. 

Ycrnnculnr listla of all village names must be obtained from the 
district officials fthc I t~g l i sh  l i d s  in the dis t r ic t  ofices are fiat to Je trusted), 
and the transliteration should be made in party and dr,twing offices from 
these lists. The native surveyors should enter all names in the vernacular 
in their village books, and the English equivalent should be entered by 
the camp officer or executive officer opposite to them, after comparison with 
the vernacular lists obtained from the district oficials, Names of rivers, 
hills, etc., should elao be checked by referring them to district officers. 

Persian. Devanagari. 

pb 

r 

rh 

8 

ah 

t 

t h 

W or V 

9 

a 

zh 

omitted, the aocom any- 
inp rowel only L i n g  
expressed. 

RY 

- 

e 
J OrJ 

b!3 

b, u, or LT 

& 

U, I OF b 

9; or 9; 

3 

e 
i , j ,  P o r k  

j 

P 
man ting 

I Roman. 

I 

'8 

T or y 

V 

B 

XI or B 

n or 2 

ul or a 

B 

P 

wanting 

ditto 

ditto 

Tr 



Chapter VI. 
Trans-frontier Reconnaissance. 

163. Trans-fsontier reconnaissance differs from ordinary topographical 
- -  - 

surveying in two ways. Firstly, the time Preliminarj remarks. 
a t  the disposal of the surveyor is usually 

limited and his movements confined to certain lines of advance ; and 
secondly, there is not the same necessity of possibility in such recon- 
naissances for the minute accuracy which should characterize a top0 
graphiml survey. Trans-frontier reconnaissances are essentially made for 
geographical or military purposes, the two being often, but not always, 
combined. 

164. In  geographical surveys, the almost universally adopted scale is 
- - 

Scale O F  surrey. 
that of four miles to one inch. On this 
scale all the detail which there is time to 

sketch in hurried operations, can be shown, while a t  the same time the 
plane-table sheet covers a large area, and includes fairly distant hills, a 
very important point in work of this nature. 

Iu  military surveys, the choice of scale to be adopted will naturally be 
regulated by the extent of the area which the operations are likely to 
cover, the rapidity with which i t  will probably be traversed, the size of 
the prevailing features of the country, and the duration of the expedition. 
The scale of four miles to one inch is very generally adopted, and is all 
that is necessary in a hilly country sparsely inhabited, where the move- 
ments of the ex11editional.y force are rapid, and no long halts occur ; 
but where the expedition covers a .small area, or the country is thickly 
inhabited, or the features are small, it would be advisable to adopt the 
l a g e r  scale of two miles to  the inch. 

I n  addition to this, which may be called the general map of the 
country, important routes will have to be surveyed on the scale of one 
mile to the inch, while special maps in the neighbourhood of military 
posts or positions may require an even larger scale. 

Al l  these larger scale routes, etc., would be reduced and incorporate(1 
in the  general map of the country. 

165. The neceseity of basing all trans-frontier work on triangulation 
P;eeee~ity end adventngee of cannot be too s t~ongly  insisted on. As 

triangulation. triangulating, when time presses, is diffid 
cnlt and laborious, there is a mtrong tendency to drop it, in advancing 
rapidly acrose the frontier, and to adopt some easier end leas accurate 
method of euney. This is a great misteke ; for the possibility h a  been 
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proved, even when moving with an army in the field, of executing a trian- 
mulation which will be of enormous assistance to the survey. 
b 

The advantages of having such a triangulation are numerous. By 
means of it, plaue-tabling by interpolation from fixed points-by far the 
most rapid and accurate method of slietching-can be executed; the 
latitudes and longitudes of all the fixed points are obtained, and are 
available to plot, at  any moment, on any sheet, and on any scale ; the 
work is sure not to accumulate any appreciable error ; the compilation 
of sketches made by different .persons is enormously facilitated, as they 
can be adjusted with correctness relatively to one another, even when 
disconnected ; very distant points can be fixed with sufficient accuracy 
from comparatively short bases ; and heights can be accurately deter- 
mined. 

166. A complete equipment of the most approved type is kept up fop 

Equipment. issue to survey parties operating with an  
army in the field, but as i t  may often fall 

t o  the lot of a survey officer t o  select his own instruments, a few hints 
derived from practical experience may be found useful. 

The regulations regarding the Survey of India on field service 
are found in the " Field Service Regulations, Intelligence and Survey." 

Instruments are kept ready for issue at  Dehra Dun, but as nearly 
every expedition varies as to the amount of transpol% available, nature 
of survey, etc., there cannot be any hard-a,nd-fast rule as to what instru- 
ments should be talien. 

Tents are obtained from the Ordnanc? Department, warm clothing 
for khnla'sis from the Supl~ly and Transport Depart~nent. 

167, A 6-inch transit theodolite reading to 1 0  seconds is the most 

Tbeololitea. use£ ul ; if fitted with micrometers in the 
eye-piece for subtense work, so much the 

better. Oue should be selectecl which has the level on the vei-tical limb 
and not on the telescope, and in which the vei-tical verniers ai-e not 
obstructell by tangent-screws in front of them, otherwise there will be 
difficulty in illuminating them at  night. Some of the newer theodolites 
have glass cliaphragma with cross-lines cut on them ; these are not so - 
good as those of the old pattern, as dirt collects on the glass and obscures 
the view of faint distant objects. The theodolite should always be 
pxlted in two boxes, the horizontal circle in one and the vestical circle in 
the other, as the instrument has often to be slung across a mule or carried 

- 

u y  a high hill on men's backs. 
Tlie stsud shonltl bc a bracod folding tripod. I n  selecting one 

for use, the chief points which should be attended to are, that the heads 
of the legs can be screwed up €10 t ight that the whole stand becomes 
absolutely rigid, and that the feet are so shod that there is no posaibilitl 
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of the shoes working a little loose, and so introducing an element of 
unsteadiness, The long conical iron shoe, such as is used on plane-table 
stands, gives great trouble in this respect. 

Spare screws and nuts for the head of the stand shoold, if possible, be 
taken as they are apt to  break or fall off, and get lost. The nuts of the 
new pattern stand are kept on by a split pin ; in other cases i t  is advisable 
when marching to tie the stand up in  a bag to avoid the possibility of the 
loss of the nuts, A spanner, to fit any nuts on the head of the stand, 
should be taken. 

168. The usual survey pattern 114 x 30-inch plane-table with folding 
stand is generally most useful, If,  how- 

Plane-tableu. 
ever, the expedition is over a strictly 

limited area, a smaller and lighter plane-table, about 24 x 20-inch, may 
be found large enough, and is much more portable. All plane-table 
screws should be interchangeable, and a few spare ones taken, as well as 
spare bolts and nuts for plane-table stands. 

whateve; pattern of sight-rule is taken, it should have the ruler por- 
tion fitted into a wooden case to protect the edge from injury, and if the 
sights are folding and kept up by springe, spare springs should be taken. 

169. A few light heliotropes are required to mark points that could 

Heliotropes. 
. . 

not otherwise be observed, and for this 
purpose the light cavalry heliograph 

answers very well. 
170. The rules for trans-frontier surveying may be laid down in a few 

Rules for trans-frontier cur- as :- 
~ e y i n g .  

(1) Base your work on triangulation whenever feasible, no matter 
how rough such triangulation may be; 

(2) Always keep up a survey of the route of march, usually on double 
the scale of the general map, or larger, the distance measure- 

, ments being obtained by the most accurate means which the 
nature of the country, length oE marches, aud other consider- 
ations will allow of. Ry the time you arrive at the forward 
camp, the surveyor entrusted with tliia route survey, should 
hare the day's march ready plotted, with a reduced tracing 
on the scale of the general map, which you then transfer to 
your own plane-table in its true position. I f  for any reason, 
such as an unexpected change of route, the triangulation 
temporarily fails, you always have this route survey to  fall 
back on. 

(3) When triangulation fails, route stirveys should be checked by 
astronomical observations for latitude and azimuth at camps 
along the line of mareh. 
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171. As i t  may be necessary, a t  any'time, t o  measure a base, two steel 
100  feet tapes should be taken, as they are 

Steel tapes. 
more accurate and much lighterthan chains. 

172. A good reconnoitring telescope is most useful, though to get the 
maximum value out of it, it should be 

Telescope. fitted on to a stand, such as a light pris- 
matic compass stand. 

173. Some method must be arranged of measuring the distiinces along 
the line of march, as a traverse of the route 

Distance measuring instrum passed over will usually be required. The 
ments. 

instrument selected for this purpose will 
depend on the nature of country passed through, the rate of marching, 
whether the march has to be made along a road among baggage 
animals, and also a good deal on the predilections of the surveyor. 

The distances may either be measured directly by means of a peram- 
bulator, or indirect measurements may be made with a subtense theodolite, 
or'ordinary theodolite in conjunction with a subtense bar. 

The bicycle perambulator is that now used ; i t  should be tested over a 
known distance, and the error noted. The khalask pushing the wheel 
should also have a bag containing a spanner, screw driver, oil, spare nuts, 
shot for ball bearings, and two spare cyclometers, and should the wheel be 
likely t o  be used over very long distances, a spare rubber tyre should also 
be taken. 

174. A S  i t  is important to fix the heights of passes, plains, camps, e+,c,, 
and as they can rarely be fixed trigonome- Clinometers, barometers, etc. 
trically and not always with a clinometer, 

i t  is necessary to carry some height measuring apparatus on d l  occasions, 
and should the survey be entirely disconnected, even temporarily with the 
Indian traingulation, the necessity is still more marked. 

130th aneroids and hypsometers give very useful results if the ohserva- 
tioos are taken carefully as noted ]l~-~eafter, one or more of George's 
mercnrial barometers are also sometimes useful, 

175, A good supply of augle books should be taken both for trianEu- 

Angle boolze. 

- 
lntion and astronomical observations. For 
the former, P. 410, which has the hori- 

zontal and vertical observations on the same page is best ; a ,plentiful 
supply of forms, paper, etc., should be taken, strongly bouud blank ruled 
f o o l f i ~ a ~  books are most useful for recording all irregular work and cornl 
pntations, instead of worlring on loose scraps of paper which sooner or ]ater 
get lost. 

176 .  I t  is important t h a t  Inell ~llollld he fielected who are physically 
~nited and accustomed to the country in 

Khalds is .  
which operations are being carried on. 



-- 

For work on the Xorth-West Frontier, Punjabis, in Burma, Hszari- 
bagh men, in  Tibet, Sepalese or other hill men, are the best. 

The fewer men taken compatible with the successful carrying on of 
the survey the better, specially where the khala'sis do not speak the 
language of the country, also an interpreter and guide have to accompany 
each surveyor. 

1 7 7 .  The list given below, may be subject to alterations according t o  
the locality under survey, but i t  will give List of instruments. a good guide as to tlie instruments to be 
taken. 

Each planetabler should have- 
1 I lane table with water-proof cover and stand. 
2 Rectangular compasses. 
1 Sight rule, 
1 Ciinometer, 
1 Binocularj. 
1 I I oldall. 
1 Small colour box contailling besides coloure, 12 drawing pins. 
1 Haversack. 
1 Prismatic compase without stand, 
1 Aneroid. 

Stationery, forma, and rpmu 010th. 

Each triangulator should have in addition to the above- 

1 &inch subtense theodol~te with vertical circle aad tripod stand. 
1 Telescope. 
2 Chronotueter watches (rated t o  keep silereal time). 
1 Bhortrede's log-tablee. 
1 Cbambere' log-tabled. 
1 Auxiliary tables. 
1 Nautionl Almanac. 
1 H inte to Travell(8rs. 

Star oharts. 
1 Circular protractor. 
8 Heliotropes (emall). 
2 Hand lampa for observing. 
2 100 feet steel meaeuring tapes, 
1 Beam compm. 
1 Gunter'a scale. 

Stationery and forms. 

The officer in charge of the survey p r t y  shoultl also Iiavu-- 

1 Portfolio  mall) for letters 8nd plane. 
2 Brare aneroide. 

6pare comrasr and drawiog pens. 
2 Cllrooometer watchee. 
1 Perambulators. 
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1 Magnet. 
1 Psntagraph. 
1 Parallel ruler. 
3 Ordinary thermometers. 
2 Maximum and minimum thermometey~ 
2 H ypsometers. 
1 Office table including appliance for copying. 
1 0 t h ~ ~  tent. 

Stationery and forms. 
1 Copy of " Field Service Regulations, Intelligence and Survey ." 

Above all is it imperative that all instruments should be carefully 
eramined by an officer before ibsue, and proved to be in  good working 
order. 

1'1 8, I n  starting a trans-frontier survey, a base from which t o  extend 
the triangulation must be obtained. I n  

Base measurements. the neighbourhood of our frontiers, thanks 
t o  the Great l'rigonometrical tl.iangulation, and the various extensions of 
it esecuted by topographical swvey parties, bases are as a rule ready to 
hancl, but should a base be not available, the first operation necessary will 
be to measure one. 

This can be done in two ways : - 
(a )  By direct measurement with a 100 feet steel tape. This i d  

often a somewhat troublesome undertaking. Two intervisible 
points half a .  mile or more apalt, the ground between which 
is suitable for accurate chaining, must first be selected and the 
ground cleared as much as time allows. If there is any choice 
allowed in the position of the base, i t  is better to adopt that  
which affords the greater facilities for extending the triangu- 
lation by fairly symmetrical triangles. An error in ihe 
measureinent of the base may possibly be corrected afterwards, 
when there is time and opportunity for measuring a fresh base 
in a more favourable spot; whereae, even if the base be 
measured with the utmost accuracy, t \ ~ e  results will he unsatis- 
factory if the extensioil is not judiciouely planned and 
esecuted over good ground ; two measurements (each with a 
different steel tape if possible) of a base a mile in length 
should agree to within one foot. 

( b )  When i t  is impossible to  get ground capable of being chained 
over with fair accuracy, a subtense measurement from one end 
of the  bast., oE a bar a t  the other end must be made. 

This was done a t  Lhasa where 60 sets of ten measures werc taken, aa 
otviug to the swampy nature of the ground direct measurement \nrae 
impossible. 

'1'11e first method is preferable if the ground is suitable, 
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179. The base being measured, or under preparation for measurement, 
- - 

Astronomioal ob~ervations. i t  is necessary to observe its true beariqg or 
azimuth and the latitude of one of its ends. 

To obtain the latitude it is necessary to know the loch1 time with fair 
accuracy, so that  three classes of observations must be taken, viz.,  those 
for time, latitude and azimuth. 

W i t h  regard to  astronomical observations in general with a small 
theodolite, it is advisable, except when on rock, to drive into the ground 
three strong wooden pegs, on the heads of which the feet of the theodolite 
may rest. It is wise, if possible, to d o  this by daylight, a3 i t  takes a 
little time to ge t  the pegs so drive11 in that  the  theodolite can be levelled 
without doing violence to the foot-screws. 

The adjustments of the eye-piece for distinct vision of the wires, and 
of the object-glasj for solar focus so as to eliminate parallax, should also 
be performed during daylight, as they are very difficult to do a t  night. 

The wires may be illuminated either by the small axis lamp placed 
opposite the end of the perforated axis or by throwing a light on the 
narrow white reflector which is now generally attached to the object 
end of the telescope; but it1 its absence a piece of paper or cardboard 
1 - 2 

10 
or - inch wide can be used, secured by a piece of thread or an 

10 
itidiu-rubber band and bent across in front of the object glass a t  an angle 
of about 45'. Au axis lamp is preferable, if it works well; this, unfor- 
tunately, is not always the case. 

For reading the verniers, a bull's-eye lantern or electric torch is 
required. 

'I he process of g e t t i ~ ~ g  the star into the field of the telescope is much 
facilitated by fixing on the telescope rough fore and back sights with 
their tops aligned pal.alle1 to it,s axis. 

The barometer and thermometer must be read and recorded to enable 
tbe correction for refraction to be calculated, but no great exactness of 
reading is required. 

When rw,ding the horizontal verniers at night i t  will be found 
advantageous to read them from the side, so as t o  be able to  throw the 
light ~ t r a i g h t  on to t,he verniers in a line with the graduations. 

A sidereal chronometer is convenient if a 11umI)er of observations 
have t o  be taken; but unless there is the chance of having t o  thke some 
delicate observations, such as longitude by telegraph, i t  is llardly worth 
the trou1)le of carrying one. For 2111 practical purposes, a fairly good 
watch with a secollds hand does well enough, but i t  must Ilo such that 
the seconds hand completes its revolution, as the minute hand covers each 
minute mark, and that i t  doee thie a t  al l  plzrta of the hour, otherwise 
there will be trouble in settling which is the correct minute, 



In observing stars with a watch i t  is simplest to treat it as a side- 
real watch with a lnrge rate, as by so doing, the trouble of reducing the 
results into mean time is avoided. 

It is only necessary to touch lightly on the methods of observing for 
time, latitude and azimuth, as i t  is assumed that  surveyors are all well 
acquainted with the manipulation of theodolites. It is, however, strongly 
recommendell that they should make themselves thoroughly familiar with 
the various sstronornical observations and computations &sfore they are 
ordered on trans-frontier expeditions. 

180. For the computation of latitude observations it is necessary to 
know the local time with tolerable 

Time observations. accuracy; for azimuth it may be required 
more accurately. 

The usual and the most convenient way of obtaining the local 
time from the stars is to observe one star to the east and one to the west, 
alld take the mean of the values obtained. The ohject of observing two 
stars on opposite sides of the meridian is not only that  one may check 
the other, but also to eliminate errors in refraction. 

Two stars should be selected which are moving rapidly in altitude, 
and are a t  a convenient elevation above the horizon, say 20' to 50'. 
The stars on, or near, the prime vertical (tllat is, dlle east 01. west of toe 
place), will be those which are moving most rapidlv i n  alti t ride. 

The process of observing i s  as follows:-The instrument being 
properly levelled, the star is  brought into the field of the telescope and 
the  vertical circle clamped with the horizontal wire a little i n  advance 
of the star ; the exact moment by the match, of tile star crossing the wire 
is noted, and the readings of the ends of the level bubble, and cf the 
verniers on the vertical arc, are taken and recorded. 'l'he face is the11 
changed, and the process repeated. 

This forms one complete observation and i t  is advisable to  take 
two such t o  each star, the usual ordur being oue faceleEt, two face 
right, one face eft. The mean of the lot, corrected for any dislevel- 
ment of the instrument, is used for purposes of computation ; but should 
the results from two stars disagree, the observations t o  each star can 
be split up into two, and by this means the error probably discovered. 
Unless there is some mistake in the observations, the values of the watch 
error, deduced from the two stars by observations with a 6-inch theodolite, 
should agree to within two seconds, and probably much less; though, 
if they agree to within five seconds, the mean is probably close enough 
to  the truth for Iatitude computations. 

Should great accuracy be required, it will be found that better results 
can be obtained by observing fainter stars of the 2nd magnitude 
than very bright 1st magnitude stars. Of course the sun can be 
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observed for time in the same way as a star, except t<hat there ke one 
or two more corrections to be applied in the computations. 

181. The most accurate method of getting the latitude consists in 
observing north and south stars, on or near 

Latitude observations. the meridian, in pairs of about equal alti- 
- 

tude. Except in the case of the pole star, what are called circum-meridian 
observations are necessary, and for the computation of these, there is a 
special formula. The length of time before and after transit for which 
this formula holds good, varies with the position of the star. As a rough 
rule stars should be observed between altitudes of 25' and 65O, and 
should be within 20 minutes in time of their meridian passage. The 
object of the observations is to obtain a series of altitudes of the star, 
at known times, about the time of its transit acro'ss the meridian. The 
observations must of course be taken in pairs, face left and right. I t  is 
sufficient to take three or four pairs and it is as well that they should 
be fairly divided, some before and some after transit, but this is nut 
absolutely necessary. When the error of the watch is known beforehand, 
i t  is easy to determine the watch time of transit and commence the obser- 
vations accordingly. If, however, i t  is not known, i t  is best t o  set up thc 
instrument as nearly as may be in the meridian by its compass, and then 
see when a star is sufficiently near the meridian to commence observing. 

It is a convenient method of determining the latitude to use the pole 
star as the north star, and to balance and check i t  by observing a 
circum-meridian star to the south, as nearly the same altitude as the 
pole star as can conveniently be obtained. It is not necessary to observe 
the pole star near the time of transit. The latitude can be oomputecl 
on form P. 43 with the aid of tho tables in the Nautical almanac. 

With n 6-inch theodolite the value of latitude obtained from the 
north and south stars of a pair should not differ by more than 15 
seconds ; and when several such pairs have been observed, their means 
should all agree within 8 or 10 seconds, and are often much closer. 

For ordinary purposes one pair of north and south stars gives a 
fairly good latitude. I t  is better however to take two pairs, as then 
a fair result is likely to be obtained, even if one of the observations 
should be vitiated by some error. There is no object i n  indefinitely 
increasing the number of pairs, six good pairs will be ample for all 
purposes. 

Another, ancl a very simple method of obtaining the latitude is to 
observe the altitude of one or more pairs (north and south) of stars aa 
they cross the meridian. For this observation, no time observations or 
computations are requirecl, i t  is only necessary to know roughly the 
time, so as to be in position a few minutes before the first star crosscs the 

+ N meridian. Then eo-lat. = N. P. D. 2 8. D, the sign being - for g 
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stars, ~f the are of nearly equal altitude say within lo3,  the correc- 

tions to refraction for barometer and thermometer may be neglected, as 
they will The error due to taking the observation on only one facc 

will also cancel. 
This is preferable where time is of great importance, but the 

first method should be adopted when possible. 
Latitude can also be obtained by ciycnm-meridian observations to tho 

sun, but sllould only be used if there is a possibility of the sky being 
overclouded at  night, or on a triangulating station which cannot bo 
visited at night, when even a rough latitude is often invaluable. 

182, true bearing or azimutll is obtained by observing the hori- 
zontal angle between a referring mark and 

Azimuth observations. a star, either at a known moment of time 
or the star is at  a known elevation. From either of these elements 
hlle ' loaal time of observation or the altitude of the star a t  the moment 
of observation, the latitude being known, the star's azimutli can be 
computed, and that of the referring mark deduced. 

Properly the referring mark should be a t  a considerable distance, say 
half a mile from the observer, in order that the same focus may suit i t  
and the star. Unfortunately i t  is seldom possible to have i t  so far away 
at  night in an enemy's country, and generally speaking a distance of 
800 or 400 yards or even less has to be adopted. 

-4s the distance is so short i t  is very necessary that both instrument 
and lamp be centred very exactly over their marks. 

It is best after having in the afternoon observecl the horizontal ang.1~ 
from the cncl of the base, between the referring mark and some well 
tlefinecl point, to leave the theodolite stand in position till night. This 
saves the very troublesome operation of levelling and centeriug tile 
stand at  night. It is also as well to make a fian sit by the referring 
m;trlt till evelliag, a s  not only is sucli a mark difficult to find in the 
clwli, but i t  is also very likely to be relnovecl by some one. I n  observing, 
onc focus should he adhered to both for star and lamp, so the foeu, 
should bo djus tod  for the star, and when observing the lamp the eye 
should be kept far back and as steady ds possible so as to minimize the 
effect of the parallax caused by tlle bad focus. 

'I he azimutll is usually obtained ss follows : knowing the time within 
n second or t,wo, the horizontal angle between the lamp and the polo star is 
ob~erved, ant1 the time noted at which the ktar is intersected. 

T h o  actoa.1 observation is taken in the order :- lmlp, star, star, lamp ; 
then the face is changed and the observation repeated on the other face 
This method has the additional convenience, that if the l a t i t ~ l d ~  is know; 
roughly, the approximate altitiide of the pole star is alco known, ancl i t  
can be found in @e telwcope and inter~ected after surset and before it 
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is ta, dark to  see a distant station ; thus avoiding the necessity of havin 
a referrinq mark. 

should the pole star be invisible, owing to clouds, etc., the an71e 
between the lamp and any star, which is at  a convenient altitude and is 
moving slowly in azimuth, is observed, and the time noted at  mhich the 
star is intersected, sufficiently good results can be obtained by taliny 
any two stars towards their elongation, which are on opposite sides of the 
meridian, and fairly near, say within 45'of the pole. Whichever method 
is used, by takinq the means of a11 the observations, s mean horizontal 

between the star and the lamp, and a mean time of observation 
of the etar, is obtained. From the mean time of observation, knowing 
the declination of the star and the latitude, the star's azimuth at the 
time of observation is computed, and by applying the observed an& 
the azimuth of the referring mark is obtained. 

The third method avoids the necessity of knowin? the true local time, 
~t involves getting both the horizontal and vertical readinzs of the star 
at the same instant. To do this i t  is necessary to make the star pass 
through the intersection of the cross-wires. From the altitude of the 
,tar, its azimuth for the same instant can be computed ; so by observinq 
in the same manner as by the first method, except that the star is made 
to pass throaqh the intersection of the cross-wires, and the elevation, 
instead of tho time of intersection, recorded, the same result is obtained. 
~ f ,  in the time of the star crossinq the wires is noted, all the 
elements necessary for ~omplltin? the time are available, and the corn- 
putation will be an easy one, as the figures will be nearly the same as in 
the azimuth computation, only arranged differently. 

This method saves time and work when i t  is necessary to observe for 
time, latitude and azimuth on the same night. It is not quite so easy as 
the first observation and requires a little practice to make the star pass 
through the intersection of the wires. The best way to work i t  is to 
set one wire-the horizontal one is perhaps the best-in advance of the 
star, and then by movinq the tangent-screw of tke  otAer wire only, to 
place the intersection of the wires so that the star will pass through it. 

The stars selected for this observation should be of a, convenient, but 
not hiqh, altitude and rather north of the prime vertical. Observations 
should be taken as usual t o  both east and west stars, and tho mean result 
used. 

Azimuths can also he obtained by observations to the sun, hut in this 
case it is usually better not to attempt the simultaneou~ observation, hrlt t o  
observe for time fir&, and then take the horizontal angles to the right 
and left limb. I n  very hasty triangulation, where a considerable 
error is likely to accumulate, and where i t  is often imposeibIe to connect 
the triangulation with a station near oamp, it is necessary to observe an 



azimuth a t  a hill station. I n  these cases it is often impossible to reach 
the station earlytin the day or to remain there long. Time observation 
t o  the sun should be taken about 2 to 3 hours before or after noon, and it 
is often better to take simultaneous observations to the sun for azimuth, 
thus also saving the time spent on the double observation. These 

. azimuths shouldbe taken as often as possible. 

As the azimuth will be affected by the angles of the triangulation, 
there is no advanfaze in observing a lot of stars so as to get an azimuth, 
within '! or f3 seconds of the truth, when, whatever precautions may be 
taken, the triangulation is sure to contain angles that are incorrect to the 
extent of 15 or 20 seconds, or even 30 seconds, on account of the ill- 
defined nature of the points observed. It is better to take any good 
opportunity cif observing fresh azimuths which can be oonnected with the 
triangulation, so as to prevent the accumulation of azimuthal error. The  
azimuth of the referring mark deduced from two stars should agree 

. within 20 or 30 seconds, and if the stars have been well chosen, and the 
observations carefully taken, the agreement will be much closer. 

183. The determination of the longitude of a station by telegraphic 
exchange of signals has on several 

Longitude occasions been employed in trans-frontier 
work. The local time of each telegraphic signal has to be noted from 
a chronometer a t  each station, and the errors of the chronometers are 
determined by star observations. 

I f  possible the two observers should, before or after the work, exchange 
signals in adjoining rooms to determine the personal error. 

Tile two observers by exchanging stations and re-observing will 
eliminate personal error; and if more than two stations are to be 
observed at in succession, the observer a t  No. 1 station should proceed to 
No. 3, asd then the observer a t  No. 2 to No. 4, and so on. This of 
course is not often possible in trans-frontier work. 

To o\,b,in the local time, eight well selected stars in pairs east and 
west should be observed before signalling, and eight after, 

Observations on one night will give a fair result, i t  is preferable, 
however, in order t o  ohtarin n really good value to observe on three nights. 

When signalling alwa,ys press the button in the same way, and if, 
as is generally the case, you are worbn,g by break circuit, note the time 
when yon press, and not when you hear the click. Simila,rly when receiv- 
ing signals always receive them in the same way, do not take some by 
ear, some by eye. 

The signalling should be carried out as follows-- 

Observer a t  A calls up -.-.-. (dash and dot three timem)). 
# J  ,, B answers --.-.-. ( do. do.). 



- 
Observer a t  A waits about 30 seconds, then sends five short sharp 

signals a t  irregular intervals from 20 to LO seconds apart. 
A notes and records the instant of sending each signal ; B 
notes and records the instant of receiving each, 

After an interval of about 1 minute, B sends five similar signals. 
These ten signals complete one " set " with an interval of a minute, 

the second set can be comnlenced omitting the calling up, etc, 
Six (' sets" are sufficient for one night. 
The final result is the difference of longitude between the stations at 

which the observers a t  A and B observed their time stars: and not between 
the telegraph offices. 

184. The method of carrying on a triangulation in trans-frontier 

Method of on tri- work is shown in the diagram at  the end 
~ngullr tion. of this chapter. 

A, B, C, D represents a small triangulation in the neighbourhood 
of the first camp, Whilst engaged on this, you ascertain from your 
interpreter, or guide, the direction of the next march, and observe 
to a hill or two, such as E, which is at  no great distance from 
the line of march, and which can probably be reached either during the 
march, or after arrival a t  Camp 2, or a t  the beginning of following day's 
march. At  E you again select, in a similar manner, a point F in the 
direction of the second day's march, and observe it, and as many as 
possible of the points as mere fixed from your triangulation in the 
vicinity of (:am!) 1, and thus obtain values for Ec, Ed, Ee, and Ef. By 
means of them bases, and your observations a t  P, you obtain :I mean 
value for El?. 

In  choosing a base there is little use trying to select naturally 
marked points for its ends. I t  is sure to be on low ground, and when 
ohervations are made back to the ends from one of the hill stations, it will 
be impossible to recognize them unless they are markecl by some very 
conspicuous artificial object such as a heliograph. The minimum length 
for a base may be taken as half-a-mile, the maximum mill depend on the 
distance of the points to be fixed from it. While the ground for the base 
is being aelected and prepared, a perambulator base of two or three miles 
should, if possible, be run ancl by means of i t  the positions of the sur- 
rounding prominent objects cut in on a plane-table. This having been 
done, the first steps of the triangulation can he laid out, the next 
stations selected and, if necessary and feasible, men sent out to put up 
marks on them to observe to. 

If the precaution to ascertain the position of the. surrounding hills 
before laying out the triangulation is not taken, i t  will possibly be found 
that it is not nearly so symmetrical as was expected, and it might have 
bgen with the same expenditure of h b o u .  
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Intobserving it is a good plan to set up the theodolite always by the  
compass, so that the telescope points to the magnetic north when the 
theodolite reads O0 0'. 13y this means all readings are also magnetic 
bearings, and i t  frequently assists the finding of a point which has been 
observed to, to know its magnetic bearing from the previous station. 
Another advantage is that the comparison of the computed azimuth of any 

ray - with its magnetic reading will give the colnpass variation a t  that spot. 
Unless there are very well defined points to observe to, it is useless 

repeating the observations ; and it will be quite sufficient to take one 
observation face left and one face right to each object, but i t  must be 
noticed before olosing work that the two readings are accordant within 
reasonable limits, depending on the nature of the object observed. 

Another good method for intersected points is to take a round of 
angles o a  one face and then work round again on the same face, setting 
the theodolite to each of the recorded readings in succession, and' then 
looking through the telescope to see if it is fairly on the object, 

With regard to what to observe, a good rule is to observe every 'pro 
minent object that is observable. Time after time observations taken 
mora or less by chance, or simply to carry out the above mentioned rule, 
have turned out most useful. Of course if the time is limited a choice of 
objects must be made. I n  this case each of the previous stations should 
be observed once on each face and also all points on ahead on which i t  is 
possible stations may be made ; and after that observations on one face 
only may be made to as many points as possible, choosing those, by pre. 
ference, which from their position or well marked character afford most 
chance of being well fixed and of being useful when fixed. When observ- 
ing to  high distant mountain peaks the work sho~lld be got through as early 
as possible ; often, after 10 A.M. snowy peaks are covered with clouds, and 
in desert countries high winds get up and dust-haze obscures all distant 
objects. The best rule to follow is to observe first all points on which 
the sequence of the tl*iangulation clepencls, next the distant intersect& 
points, and lastly the nearer ones. Points selected for stations must be 
well marked natnrally, so that when they are visited i t  may be possible to 
idcntify, within n few fect, the point that has beeu previously observed. 

As n rule i t  is best to  observe the highest points of a hill, becauBe 
they are nearly always the easiest t o  recognize. Observations are apt to 
be mndc to what appears to be a well marked bush or rock not quite on 
the top. Such points are alwaye most difficult to recognize on arrival on 
the hill. If there is any doubt, readings should be taken to every point 
on the hill which is likely to be suitable for a station. 

Should the observations have been taken to a prominent tree or rock, 
whcn tho hill in vinitcd the theodolite ahoald be set up on the highest point 
and the reading of the tree or rock which had been observed to, taken and 

6 8 
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its distance measured. If no tape be available, or the ground is not suit- 
able for measuring, a man should be sent to the point with a stick of 
known length and instructed to hold i t  horizontally and at  right angles 
to the direction of the obqerver. The horizontal angle subtended by the 
two ends of the sticli must then be measured, from which the distance 
oan be computed with sufficient accuracy ; knowing its distance and its 
reading from the theodolite, i t  is easy to correct all the previous observa- . 
tions to what they would have been if the position occupied by the 
theodolite had been observed. This is just as accurate as, and simpler and 
far more convenient than, reducing all the angles taken at the station 
to the position of the mark. The position occupied by the tlleodolite mill 
in general be easy to  recognize and observe to afterwards, when the usual 
pillar is built. 

185. When triangulating in a forest-covered country, there is nothing 
for it, but to be content with fewer stations 

Tria~lgol;tion in forest and to try and clear the hills as much a~ 
oountry. possible, which is a work frequently of 

great magnitude. 
Tn clearing a hill, one large tree should always be left standing con- 

spicuously near the station, and during the observations a reading to it 
taken and the distance measured. 

It often happens that owing to the shape of the hill top or to 
the limited time available, complete clearing is out of the question. 
In this case something can be done by raising the theodolite sufficiently 
from the ground to allow of a clear view, by a comparatively small amount 
oE lopping of the branches of the eurrounding trees. The method which 
mas employed in the forest-clad hills of Assam, was as followe :-A suit- 
able tree was selected, its trunk cut off at  a convenient height, say 30 to 
50 feet from the ground, and a scaffold erected round i t  ; on this, and at 
about 44 feet below the top of the trunlr, n platform of bamboos 
was made for the observer to walk on, the platform and scaffold being 
quite isolated from the tree trunk. I t  is seldom that a tree with a 
straight trunlc much over 30 feet can be got, but it is mainfest that the 
ability of placing the theodolite at that height will save an enormous 
amount of hill clearing. The highest to which Mr. Ogle succeeded 
in raising hie theodolite (a 6-inch) by this means, with s perfectly 
isolated platform, was 45 feet. Colonel Woodthorpe, however, had on 
one occasion a platform built in a hanyan tree for a 6-inch theodolib 
at  a height of 10 7 feet from the ground. I n  this case i t  was not poseible 
to completely isolate the observing platform but the great size of the 
tree made up to a con~iderable extent for the unsteadiness thus caueed, 
and the m c u r ~ y  of the observations wan not affected to any very apprp 
ciable ntnounh 
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186. In choosing intersected points the main object should be to select 
such as will be of use to  the plane-tablers. 

Choice of points. They do not require to be fixed with the 
same accuracy as stations, and it is therefore not necessary that they 
should be so sharply defined ; but they should be conspicuous points about 
which, when seen by the naked eye, there can be no mistake. 

When triangulation has been carried some distance, there is frequently 
a chance of its breaking down, owing either to non-identification of points 
previously observed to, or from the line of advance preventing flanking 
stations from being visited. When this is the case, if a station happens 
to be visited before 9-30 A.M. or after 2-30 P.M., it is an excellent plan to 
observe an  azimuth of the sun, if it is visible, and refer it to one of the 
back stations. This azimuth, with the obsrrved angle between any two 
well fixed points not too much in a line, will give a very fair fixing of the 
positions of the visited stations. 

One of the great difficulties of this sort of work is that there is 
seldom reliable information in which direction the next march will be, 
or which of the hills that have been seen froin a commanding point, is 
likely to be pas$ed close enough for ascent. 311 that can be done is to 
make out as well as possible from the guide, the direction of all the 
principal routes, and select points for stations along each of them. This 
uncertainty about movemellts is one of the chief reasons for the rule 
previous~~r given, i.a., to observe everything. 

The length of sides permissible in the triangles, depends on the 
height of the stations and the consequent exteut of view from them, 
the nature of the objects to be observecl, the clearness of the atmo- 
sphere, and the maintenance of suficieut symmetry. The greater part 
of Afghanistan and ~aluchistan is very favmrable i'o~ triangu1atttlon and, 
as far as view is concerned, i t  is possible, if desired, often to have tri- 
angles of 31) and 40 mile sides, and intersected poiilts sometimes as far 
distant as 100 miles. 

There are other considerations, however, which generally make i t  
advisable to keep the sides betweeu 10 and 211 miles in length. 1f 
a point is observed from a hill A, and not again till a hill B, 80 miles 
~ f f ,  is reached, i t  is highly possible that i t  connot be seen from B, or 
that, even though i t  is visible, the spot previouely observed to, cannot be 
recognized; at any rate i t  is unlikely that a shot from a third 
will be obtained so as to fix i t  satisfactorily. Again if i t  is eventually 
fixed i t  will have been of no assistance in mapping, as it will have 
been pasaed before its position was determined. W hiohever way marching 
is being done, great efforts must be made to fix points on abed in  
that direction to  assist the plane-tabling, as the whole object of the 
triawule;tion is to assist the mapping, The pointm fixed on &head for 
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this purpose do not require to$ be fixed with extreme accuracy, and as 
a, rule they will eventually be much better fixed, but i t  is important 
to  get values for them as soon as possible, on which to base the 
topography. To effect this involves observation from a good many 
more stations than would be required if the triangulation was done 
first and plane-tabling afterwards. To aid in the future recognition of 
the points observed to, as each point is observed, its outline as it 
appears in the telescope, should be carefully sketched in the angle book. 
After observing, the station should be marked, if possible, with the usual 
mark-stone; and if stones are avsilable a large pillar should be built 
to furnish a point to observe to. h pillar as high as a man, and three 
feet in diameter a t  the base, can be seen a long way against the sky-line, 

If  observations from a point on which such a pillar has been previ- 
ously bailt are being made, i t  is as well before pulling i t  down to make 
way for the theodolite, tq l ly  a couple of lines of stones, whose pro- 
longations intersect at  the centre of the pillar. If this precaution is 
not taken, i t  will very possibly be found that, when the pillar has been 
pulled down and the place littered with stones, i t  is impossible to tell 
within three or four feet where the theodolite ought to be put, unless 
there should happen to be a mark-stone, which is by no means always 
the caqe. Stations should always be carefully described, and if the hill 
is a difficult one to ascencl, the best way up should be noted. 

Even if the triangulator has not to do topography pari pas.slc with 
his triangulation, he must still carry a plane-table for the purpose of 
keeping a triangulation chart, to assist him in identifying his points 
and as a graphic record of what he has done. To each point to which 
observations are taken, a ray is drawn, the name entered in the angle- 
book written along it, and on the ray a sketch of the point as it appears 
to  the naked eye is made. 

If several peaks have been observed for the first time from the top 
of a hill, very great difficulty will be found in recognizing them as 
they disappear from the observer's view on his descending the hill 
and remain hidden till some other hill is reached. If however even 
a rough clue to their distance can he found, their identification will 
be greatly facilitated. To effect this, ~vllen the observing is finished, 
i t  is a good plan to get on to some neighbouring hill fairly close, 
say three or four miles off, from which second plane-table rays to 

the intersected points can be obtaine(l. There shoulcl lje no clifficult9 
in recognizing them, as the second point of view will be so very similar 
to what it was from the observing station; and though the intersections 
will be very acute if the points are distant, still the approximation 
they give, will be of great nssidance in identifying the points. 
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Computations should always be kept up to date, and i t  will be 
found most advantageous, in spite of the work entailed, to calculate the 
latitudes and longitudes of all points required for use, instead of trusting 
to plotting them by distances. 'I'he plotting is far more accurate ; 
detached &etches, based on graticule plotted points, can always be put 
together ; the co-ordinates of points can always be transmitted to a dis- 
tance ; and the distance beween points not directly connected can readily 
be computed, which is particularly useful for interpolations. 

The question of how much time to devote to topography, and how 
much to triangulation, is difficult to decide when both must be done by 
the same person. Of course triangulation is useless by itself, and if 
there is no particular object why the positions of points should be known 
with accuracy, or preparing ground to assist other topographers coming 
afterwards or working simultaneously, then triangulation must be entirely 
subordinated to the topography, and carried out only in so far as i t  
assists the execution of the work actually in hand. 

The angular errors of triangulation vary so greatly with the nature 
of the country and the objects observed to, that little can be said as to 
their probable amounts. I n  favourable country, such as Afghanistan, 
triangular errors occasionally come out as large as 30 or 40 seconds ; 
but in such cases there is usually something .shaky about one of the 
angles. To assist in determining to which angle to apportion most of 
the error, careful notes should be made in the angle book if any observs- 
tion is exceptionally good, or is at a11 doubtful. 

Heights should be freely fixed ; for though the knowledge of the 
heights of a large number of hill peaks is not very important, they 
frequently enable heights in the valleys and open ground to be ip 
terpolated. 

I n  the high and dry climate of Afghanistan and Baluchistan, the 
refraction is very much less than in India. Instead of -065 or 007 of 
the contained arc as in India, the mean of a large number of observa- 
tions gave a coefficient of refraction of about '05. 

187. When, owing to the rapidity of the march or other cause, any- . " 
thing approaching regular triangulation 

Work on the march. becomes impossible, it may be practicable 
to keep an accurate check on position by using detached bases at 
intervals. From each base, points are intersected to the rear, which have 
been previously fixed from the last base, and others are fixed on ahead 
to be in turn intersected from the next base. With this method, i t  
is vcry a(Iviss11le to ol~scrve s Iatitll(1e at  each base, not only to prevent 
the wc~~mulation of error, but in case of the counection breaking down. 
An azimuth is also indispensable for each base. In  this way, in suitsble 
country, a su£Eciently accurate connection can be maintained in;whichgwr 



direction, and however rapidly, the force marches. The essential con- 
ditions are, firstly, that there should be two surveyors, one to do the? 
topography and the other the triangulation, and secondly, that there 
should be sharp, well-marked natural points visible from two consecu- 
tive camps. This method is particularly applicable when carrying a 
survey across a mountain range. 

Another method is very useful when the line of march approaches 
north and south. Latitudes should be observed at  all camps, and azi- 
muths observed to all peaks in the line of march or nearly so, When 
camping abreast of any of these peaks their position must be fixed, with 
reference to the camp, by means of a short base with the usual latitude 
and azimuth. The difference of longitude can then be easily computed. 

As an example of this method combined with that of short bases, a 
diagram is given showing the triangulation executed on the line of 
march of the Afghan Boundary Commission £;om Ibrahirnabad to 
Kuhean. The distance by road is 310 miles : this was covered in 3 6 
marches, giving an average of 19.4 miles per diem. I n  addition there 
were three halts on the road ; so that 19 days in all were taken in com- 
pleting the 310 miles. The surveyors were not allowed to leave the 
line of march iuntil after their arrival at  I( uhsan, when the triangulation 
north of Herat was executed. 

As many of the points observed from the short detached bases were 
afterwards included in the Kuhsan triangulation, there was an excellent 
opportunity of judging the merits of work executed from these ehort 
baws, often not more than half-a-mile in length. The conclubion come 
bo was, that as long as there were well-defined points to observe to, the 
sysbem was capable of great accuracy. 

Trigonometrical interpolations are often very useful, but to ensure their 
accuracy, i t  is necessary to have three very well fixed and properly 
situated points. Where there is any doubt as to minute accuracy of the 
points, and i t  is desired to interpolate the position from them, i t  is best 
to observe an azimuth to one of the points from the place ; then not 
only the angles between the various points, but also their true bearings, 
are known, and i t  is impossible that there should be much error in the 
position of the interpolated point. For this purpose azimuths observed 
from the sun are often very convenient : it must be remembered, how- 
ever, in azimuths of the sun, that if the horizontal angle is only observed 
to one limb, the correction to the sun's centre is the sun's semidiameter 
x secant altitude. 

Another very useful method of int'erpolation is by observations from 
twa stations to two known points, I n  this case also an azimnth should 
be obserred. 
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The third method being by an observed azimuth to a point whose 

latitude and longitude are known, from a station whose latitude is known. 
The methods of working out these three cases are given in  the 

tables and one or another are constantly being used in  
transf rontier work. 

188. M hen the triangulation is first started there will probably be no 
reliable height for the base. If  so, an 

Datum for heights. 
approximate height from barometric 

observations must be obtained and used throughout the triangulation, 
all heights observed by any of the party being invariably brought into 
the same terms. It should be noted particularly that, unless the read- 
ings of a standard barometer within a reasonable distance :it the sea-level 
or :it some known height, a t  the same time that  the surveyor reads his 
own instrument, are available, no reliance can be placed on the result, 
Moreover the readings of the attached and detached thermometers must 
be recorded at the same time. With these data and a knowledge of the 
approximate latitude, the height may be determined by means of 'fables 
XVLI, X V I I I  and XIX of the Auxiliary Tables, third adition, 
explained a t  page'33 e t  seq. of the same work. When eventually a trust- 
worthy value for the datum is arrived at, either by joining on to some 
trigonometrical series, or to the sea, or from a contiuued series of 
barometric observations, it is  only necessary to apply a constant correction 
to all the heights. 

If possible, a George's barometer should be taken. I t  is the only one 
which can be counted,on to withstaild the $hocks of travelling ; i t  is most 
useful to compare with aneroids, or for a series of observations to fix the 
datum. The instrument is carried empty, and is only filled 
wanted : the operation of filling, reading and emptying, taking about 
a quarter of an hour. As t o  the aneroids, the small ones of 2-inch to  
2 1-inch diameter seem to be just as accurate as the larger 44 or 5-incll 
ones, and being so much lighter they are much less likely to  be injured by 
a fall or a jar. They should only be employed where they can be con- 
stantly compared with a mercurial barometer, or with careful ob.erT~8fions 
of a boiling point thermometer, on accouilt of their great liability to 

' changes of index error. I n  any case they should only be used for com- 
parr~tive or differential heights, and not for absolute ones. 

Barometric heights are mostly uusatisfactory, and many observations 
taken in Af ganistan, and worked out with simultaneously taken observa- 
tions elsewhere, show that the temperature correction as given in text- 
books is exceasi~e, the fact apparently being that in that country the 
temperature observed a t  ground level is that due to a higllly heated 
stratum of air, and gives no clue to the temperature of the column of air 
immediately above the point of observation, 
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I n  taking aneroid heights along the line of march, the best plan is 

to read the instrumant immediately on arrival in camp and then again 
next mornina before starting, recording the times. This helps to 
eliminate the changes due to climatic variations of pressure. During 
halts, series of careful hourly readings should occasionally be made to 
get data for correcting observations for the diurnal wave of pressure. 
Every opportunity should be taken of checking barometric heights by 
comparing them with the heights brought along by triangulation. This 
can frequently be done by interpolating the position on the planetable 
from trigonometrical points and observing their altitudes. The bases 
can be measured 08 the plane-table with quite sufficient accuracy for 
the purpose required. 

189, The routine of  lane-tabling will be familiar to all survey officers, 
but there are a few points in trans-frontier 

Plane-tabling. 
work which are worth mentioning. 

The great difficulty in all small scale surveying, where the fixings 
are usuzlly far apart, co~s is t s  in recognizing the ground and the points to  
which rays have been taken, as the features look so different when viewed 
from different directions. As previously mentioned, in dealing with 
triangulation, i t  is always advisable to get approximate positions *for 
newly seen objects, by making a second fixing fairly close to the first, so 
as to get second r a y d o  them before they have changed their appearance. 
Such approximate intersections will [be found of immense: value later 
on, in enabling the surveyor to identify the objects from s different point 
of view. 

When the surveyor is moving from one point to another, he must 
have his eye continually on the points he wishes to  recognize, and note 
every change in their appearance, otherwise he is liable to find himself 
in the position of having a number of rays drawn on his paper, and 
being quite unable to make out t o  what they were drawn. 

As the triangulated points are few, the surveyor will often find 
that he wishes to interpolate his position or fix himself in places from 
which none are visible. He has therefore to find his position by 
employing his previous fixings and the points intersected from them. 
Here in reconnaissance work, there'is scope for great judgment end 
experience in deciding which rays to adopt and which to reject when 
these differ irreconcilably, and in proportioning the accuracy of the 
fixings to the work required of them. 

Each plane-table fixing should be clearly mar1;ed with s red clot for 
future reference. The knowledge of the exact spot a man has visited and 
f ixd his position at, is invaluable afterwards in bringing various pieces 
of work together, and as a clue to the trustworthinem of the etetchiag, 
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It is very important that the men should be accustomed to the scale 
on which they are to work. Native surveyors are greatly creatnres of 

habitJ and when they attempt to sketch broken ground ou an unfamiliar 
they are for a time quite a t  a loss. In  military expeditions time 

is far too valuable to waste in teaching a man his work. 
Nothing should be lool<ed on as too distant to sketch. When i t  is 

impossible to say for certain that any portion of country will be 
actually visited and surveyed in detail, i t  should be remembered that in a, 

country of which no maps exist, any sort of guess at  the lie of the 
country is valuable. Of course the style of drawing should be suited 
to the way the topography has been obtained. 

When country has been sketched from single rays and estimated 
distances, i t  often supplies valuable information afterwards if rays to 
striking features such as peaks, gaps in ranges, etc., are inked in. Even 
where the detail will not come on to the plane-table, such rays should 
be inked in, and the description of the point written or drawn on them, 
The pencil rays drawn to outlying topography on the plane-table are best 
left in and not rubbed out for the same reason. 

190. I n  plane-tabling a hilly forest-clad country, to save time and - - 

expense in clearing the hills, a good method 
Plane-tabling in  forest country. is to raise the plane-table well above the 

ground by means of macha'ns or platforms built in the highest trees 
on the tops of the most prominent hills. A m n c l d ? ~  is a very simple 
contrivance : thin pieces of wood or bamboos are laid down horizontally 
and lashed to the branches of the trees ; this forms a frame work, over 
which are tied split bamboos to form the platform for the plane-table 
and its stand. The upper branches of the tree are lopped off to enable 
the surveyor to obtain a view. The maeldn is ascended by a ladder, 
either laid slantingly from the ground to the branches of the trees, or the 
rungs %re tied to the trunk. There is considerable vibration when moving 

but on remaining still this ceases, and the compass is easily set, 
nor is the table thrown out of position in walking round it, if this is 
done steadily and not in jerks. 

l l l e  aclvantagos of the marh&t over clearing are, that time 
expense are ecollomized and from the raised position, a better view of the 
features of the country is obtained. 

Should a high wind prevent the use of the plane-table on the 
ma,*hdn after it is built, a prismatic compass should be used for talrinm 

b enref~ l  bcariogs, and a note-book sketch made, all of which should be 
transferred to the plane-table on coming down from the machdn. 

I n  Assam and Manipur, ntachdns were frequently built, varying in 
height from 75 to 180 feet: the latter height was seldom at&iined, but 
100 feet and over was of pretty frequenk ooourrenoe. 
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Tlie positions of villases in forest-clad country can frequently be 
obtained by having fires lit near them and then cutting in  the position 
of the smoke on the plane-table. 

It is usual in India to insert numbers alongside villages in place of 
names, and a li-t is made a t  the side showing to what names the numbers 
refer. I his is dangerous in reconnaissance work, as numbers are frequently 
obliterated with the rough handling of the maps, and as a rule no 
opportunity occurs of verifying them again. Moreover with a map 
that is constantly referred to at  all s t a ~ e s  of its execution, it is far more 
convenient to have the names entered in their proper places on the map 
a t  once. 

191. I n  suitable ground, where the couutry consists of wide, open 
valleys or plains and narrow mountain 

Plane-table traversing. 
ranges, and where the plane-table is not 

allowed to move much off the line of march, the best method of worliing 
is by plane-table traverse, the distances being measured by perambulator. 

The modern perambulator consists of a suitably mounted bicycle 
wheel with a cyclometer attached. It is extremely light and very 
portable and can be used over a great variety of ground, and in suitable 
ground has several advantages over other distance measuring instru- 
ments. I n  open ground i t  is frequently possible to run 4 or 5 miles 
without eetting up the plane-table; in which caee no more attention 
is required than to generally supervise the clirection. The rest thus 
given will be appreciated by those who have to march some 16 or 18 
miles day after day, getting in all the topography en route. 

Another great advantage which perambulating has over subtense 
methods on the line of march of an army is, that the surveyor is gene- 
rally confined to the exact line of march, and is frequently more or 
less mixed up with the b a g g a ~ e  animals. This renders it almost 
impossible to get a suficiently clear view, either forwards or back, to 
observe carefully to a subteuse bar. The perambulator can however be 
wheeled along comfortably. 

With a perambulator in easy country, a good sketcher can average 
16 miles a day for a length of time, and can occasionally do 20 miles a 
day, taking the day at  11 hours ; that is to say, the surveyor can keep 
up with laden camels and therefore do his day's work without ever 
getting behind the rear guard, a very important consideration. 

When ground is unfavourable for the use of a perambulator, one of 
the subtense methods of measuring distance must be employed, Of 
these there are two which have both been used with much success, one 
measures the angle subtended by a bar of known length by meam of 
a telescope with a micrometer eye-piece, the other measures the angle 
on the limb of the theodolite iteelf. The former inetrument in ite most 
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convenient arrangement takes the form of a theodolite telescope with 
micrometer eye-piece mounted over a good prismatic compass on a Arm 
&and. Thus the bearings and distance can be observed with the Fame 
instrument. This method was used with great success by Colonel 
Woodthorpe in Chitral, where he did as much as 18 or 19 miles a day 
with very satisfactory results as regards accuracy. 

T n  the ~ ~ ~ ~ n d  method referred to, the bar is held horizontally and 
its subtended angle is measured on the horizontal circle as follows :- 

The vertical mire of the theodolite is bfonght on t o  the left end 
of the bar and the reading recorded; the wire is then moved by 
the slow-motion sorew of the upper plate on to the ~ i g h t  end of the 
bar, but no reading is taken. Leaving the upper plate clamped, the 
telescope with both plates is brought back by means of the lower plate 
slow-motion screw till the wire again falls on the left end of the bar. 
The right end of the bar is again intersected by means of the slow 
motion screw of the upper plate. This process can be repeated a number 
of times with great rapidity, and then the final reading of the right 
hand end of the bar is recorded. There are then, after say n observa- 
tions, the initial reading of the left hand and the final reading of the 
right hand end of the bar. The difference between the two readinqs 
divided by rt will give a qood measure of the anple'subtcnded, and from 
it, of the distance required. 

The two readings mentioned are the only ones really reauired : but 
as a precautionary measure, to give a check, i t  is a ~ o o d  plan to 
record also the reading of the right end of the bar the first time it is 
taken. The difference between the readings of the two ends of the bar 
will give a rough value for the subtended angle, sufficiently near to 
expose any error in counting the number of times the process has been 
repeated. Tables are provided showing the distances corresponding to 
the various subtended angles for bars of 10 feet and 20 feet in lenpth. 
The advantages in point of accuracy of this method are, that not only s 
considerable number of intersections of the ends of the bar are obtained, 
but the uncertainties of reading the limb, which with a &inch theodolite 
may easily amount to 10 seconds, each time the instrument is read, are 
minimized, the errors of two readinys onlv bein? divided amon? n 

measures of the angle. This method also qives the horizontal and not 
the direct distance. 

I n  flat jungle country, route surveyinq can be frequently carried on 
along the beds of shallow streams, the measurements bring most con- 
veniently made by means of canes. Lengths of 100 feet are easily pro- 
curable in cane-growing countries ~ u c h  as Assam. The canes being 
light are capable of floating on the surface of the water and are easily 
pulled taut by the cbisinmen. T h e  beat description of cane iszthe thin 



one from 11 to S inches in circumference. A rope chain has also been 
found of great service in Burma and other forest-clad countries, when 
the route frequently follows narrow winding foot paths, through dense 
forests. Cane and rope chains also possess the advantage over chains 
that they are easily drawn through forest and jungle undergrowth 
without being caught by thorns in the bushe& 

192. When none of the accurate methods of measuring distance are 
available, the surveyor must fall back on Rough ~nethode of topography. 
pacing, timing his march, or some other 

means of determining the distance passed over. The method of counting 
one's paces is a very tedious one and should only be resorted to when 
absolutely necessary, as when marching through narrow forest paths 
where the interruptions to the march are frequent. . , 

m'here the march is conducted, without frequent halts, the system of 
timing the march--especially if riding -is better and more accurate. 
Timing demands a good deal of attention, but not nearly so much as 
pacing does ; it is consequently less likely that any gross error will 
creep in. 

I n  reconnoitring in a country where a regular plane-table and stand 
cannot be used, every effort should be made to sketch the ground at the 
time of passing through it and the surveyor should not trust to recording 
i t  in a ~ote-book and plotting i t  afterwards. 

The cavalry sketching case, which consists of a small board some 6 
or 7 inches square with an arrangement for holding paper and with a 
small magnetic compass fastened on its edge, is an excellent instrument 
for route sketching. It should be used in conjunction, when possible, 
with a prismatic compass, the bearings to  the more distant or important 
points being ta' cn by the latter and plotted on the board, while the 
topography is slcctched directly on the board. The advantage of the 
arrangement is that thc board can always be held properly in azimuth 
bv means of the cornpas? on it, so that the sketching on it occupies its 
true relative position. 

I n  surveyin2 rapicl shallow streams flowing through dense forest 
where, owing to the rapid flow of the water, it would be difficult, if not 
impogsihle- without cutting lines along the banks -to use canes for 
measuring, a good plan is to  use " dug outs " (country boats hollowed 
out of a single tree) and take hearings by means of a prismatic compass 
suspended in gimhals; then to measure certain distances along the 
bank and note the time the boat takes to pass over them, carried down 
by the current only. This will give a ecale of distance by time and the 
route survey can then be roughly carried on, the compass giving direc- 
tion, and the watch the distance, 
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In' along narrow forest paths where the view was so 
that i t  was impossible to  take con t~~uous  bearings of the route, 

Colonel Woodthorpe found i t  a good plan to  estimate the direction of the 
route by observing the direction of his shadow or of that of the man in 
front of him-&n occasional bearing being taken to check the bearing of 
the shadow. 

Whatever method of sketching the route is adopted, the smallest 
opportunity should never be neglected of obtaining any check on the 
work, either by astronomical observations, the intersection and reinter- 
section of distant peaks, or bearings to known points. 

198. I n  inking a p  work great care should be taken to show what ie 
reliable and what is not. If  any site is 

Finishing of work. 
placed a t  a guessed distance along a single 

ray, a portion of the ray should be inked in and a note of interrogation 
placed against the rrite. Everything that can be seen should be sketched 
in, as well as everything that can be gleaned from native information, 
and notes should invariably be made on -the sheet itself to say how each 
portion was obtained. Such notes are invaluable to  the compiler after- 
wards. When ground has been seen but not sketched, a general des- 
cription of its, charpcter is better than nothing. 

When reconnaissance work is beisg also done by other departments, 
such as the lntelligence~ Branch, effort should always be made to  get the 
various parties to  work as much as possible on the same points, and 
record frequent magnetic bearings on their sketches to such points, so 

L t l ~ a t  they may be combined. 
When working with an army in the field, every endeavour should be 

made to keep a rough but complete compilation at  Head-Quarters for tl,e 
use of the General Commanding. New work should be added as i t  comes 
in, and if doubtful p ~ i n t s  of compilation are then and there settled while 
enquiries can be made, this may be invaluable afterwards when the 
fair mapping has to be done. 

Every man plane-tabling, or carrying on a connected sketch of any 
considerable area, ought to keep a trace of all his inked-in wark up to 
date. This trace should be left behind when he goes nut to  work, so 
that if he is attacked, and his sketch lost or destroyed, his previous work 
may not be lost too. The trace left behind will also be available for the 
compiler to use, or for any dicer  to  consult, while the original is away. 
Trams of all work obtaincd up to date shollld frequently be sent to the 
base for use and safe custocly. 

194. As a general rule natives of Tndia spell names of villages, eta,, 

Villaye names. very badly, unless in their own country. 
Every care should be taken that the namee 

brought in are, if possible, revised on the spot by mme local authority, 
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shonld an educated interpreter be obtainable I n  countries like Ch* ina an 
Tibet, the names should be brouyht in, written by him in the charactepg 
of the country, and afterwards transliterated. 

196. As there is a constant demand by Generals Commanding for 

copies of field sketches and of current 
of in plaue-table sheets, it will be found that no field. 

inconsiderable portion of a surveyor's time 
is taken up in suoplvinp such copies. To obviate thia as much as pas- 
sible, various methods of reprodllcinq maps in  the field have been tried. 

The simplest way is undoubtedly to keep a carefully made trace an 
tracinq cloth, as recommended above, addinq ,to it from time to time, 
such new work, as may become available, and then to print from this, 
ferrotype prints as required. The result is a print of the map in white 
lines on n blue qround, hut there is little practical objection to this. The 
necessary printing apparatus is usually supplied with trans-frontier 
outfits. 

I The method of ferrotype printing is as follows :-Prepare the follow- 
in? solntions in two separate bottles, shaking well till properly 
dissolvecl :- 

C ; t r ~ t e  of iron and ammonia . -2 n 

(I) ID 
1 part. 

istillpa or rain water . • • 4 parts, 
Ferrio Cya~lide of Poteqainrn . a . 1 part. 

I ? )  [ (Red pruseiate of potash). 
Distilled or rail1 mater , . . . . 6 parts. 

Mix up the two solutions in a dark room in equal parts in a China- 
ware or qlass howl or cup ; then coat the right or smooth side of the 
paper with a piece of sponqe or cloth, taking care that no streaks are 
visible. The coatinq should be done twice (cross-ways) after which the 
paper sho~zld be hunq up in the dark to dry. 

To print, open the hack of the printing frame in a darkened room, 
place the trace face downwards on the glass, and on the back of the traoe 

a piece of the prepared ferrotype paper, coated side downward. 
Replace t,he felt and the hack of the printinq frame, takinq care that the 
back is well home so as to secure close contact between the 
tracinq and the paper. 

Expose the frame to the liqht-direct sunlight where poseible-giving 
ahout 5 minutes in a clear sun, and more-up to 30 minutes-in cloudy 
weather, accordinq to the weakness of the light. 

Then take out the print in a subdued light and wash i t  for about 5 
minutes in at least two changes of cold water, until the whites in it are 
clear, t,hen hanq up to dry. 

T f  the blue color is faint and appears to wanh out, i t  i~ a sign of too 
little p i n t i n ~ .  If the whites are not clear, the prints are over printed, 
or the eenritized paper hss been kept too long and he8 gone b d ,  
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The solution should not be prepared in a larger quantity than required, 
as i t  mill not keep for more than a few days in rainy weather, and a - 

fortnight in clear dry weather. 
The formula for chocolate prints is. as follows :- 
Ammonia-Cityate of I ron . . b a . 2b ounces. 
Silver Nitrate . 6 drams. 
Tartaric Acid . . . 8 . 14 ounces, 
Difitilled water . . . . 16 9 ,  

The Silver should be adclecl to the solution in a dark room or in  a 
darkened tent. The bottle in which the solution is made up, should be 
kept in the dark or ~ v r a ~ l ) e d  in brown paper, and not exposed to the light ; 
the above solution shoulcl be filtered bcfore use, or decanted carefully from 
the sediment. The solutioll keeps \\-ell. 

The paper is coated with a sponge in both directions, in order to 
ensure an even coating, then hlulg up to dry  in the elark room. 

The time of expos~we, t o  make a paper negative from a tracing, 
with good suulight is from two to three minutes ; for a print from a paper 
negative, about five minutes ; and for one from au ordinary glass nega- 
tive, about two minutes. 

After esposing, the print is ~vaslled ~vitli  itg face down\vards in a 
dull light, for about five minutes, thcn fised ill a Lath macle up as 
follows :- 

Soda Hypo-snlphite . . . . 1 O ~ I I I C ~ . .  

Water . . . I0 ou~:ces.  

The print is a l l o ~ ~ ~ e d  to fix in this bath for tcu minutes, the11 i t  is 
washed for teu minutes, iu snnning water, ant1 hung 111) to dry. Tllese 
prints can be photographed, m d  have tllercforc an advantage over ferro- 
cyanide prints. 

196. A second method which has heen usccl ~v i th  success, but which 
rcquires coasitlerably morc sltill, is to pla- 

paper negative ~ n e t h d .  
pare a pa11cr negative of the map to he 

- A 

re l )m(lo~~d by a spccial process, aud tlmo priot from this negative ferro- 
tylx ~ r i u t s  as before. This gives n map iu bhie lines on a. white groulld. 

Tile methocl of preparing thc nc!gative is as follows :orl'akc a small 
yunl:tity oE thc cornm(,ll native 1~1.iting ink nrllich is to bc obtained in 
any Ibaznr ant1 rnlj i t  in n s:incer ~ ~ i t h  a little wa,ter until it is quite 

ailtl \\.ill jllst nrorli flscch1~ in a, 11~11. 'I hen makc '3, trace of the 
drawing to  I)e rcprodnce(1 oil hank lmst pnpcr, tllc lincs being rlrawn fairlv 
firm and \)lack. IIavinz finished tllc tmcc, tntc n sinall quantity of a 
stock grcnsy ink, m:dc by iuixing iiltilnatcly 1nlmp-black and l i ~ l s ~ e d  oil, 
the amollut clepeilclillg on tllo size of tllc trace (for a lla,l£ plane-table as 
much as \\rill go on an cight-ann:~, 1)iecc shonltl suffice), on the end of a 
palette knife, nnd put i t  on a piccc of glass or tin. Work i t  down smooth 
with the point of a knife, and add to i t  about 15 drops of gold size. 
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Work these well together and then work the ink up with the edge of a 
velvet-oovered scraper. Now place the tracing face upwards on a smooth 
surface, and with the edge of the scraper, coat the face of the tmce all 
over with the greasy ink. This is best done by parallel strokes, corn- 
mencing a t  the edge of the paper where i t  is held down by the hand, 
The papers hould be coated as evenly as possible, no clots of ink being 
allowed on it, and i t  should appear almost perfccly opaque when viewed 
by transmitted light. Great care must be taken to keep the back clean, 
Now without delay, the whole trace should be immersed in a large basin of 
cold water, and be allowed to soak for a few minutes. It should then be 
drawn out and placed on a sheet of glass or a clean board, face 
upwards, and the face gently washed with water, using a wet camel 
hair brush lightly on it and plenty of water, If properly done, the whole 
of the traoed linee will clear out, leaving the design in white lines on an 
opaque ground. If the brush is used too heavily, it will lighten the 
ground too much. The trace should then be spread out t o  dry. As soon 
as the paper is dry, i t  is ready to print from although the greasy ink will 
atill be sticky, and it should be carefully handled. Tlie ink should dry 
hard in 24 hours. Should there be milch difficulty in clearing the linee, 
i t  is generally a sign that the greasy ink is too thick or that too much 
mold size has been added, i t  should therefore be tliinnod with a few drops k 

oE linseed oil before a t  tempting another negative. I t  is recommended 
tha t  a fernexperiments be tried on small pieces of paper before trying on 
a fiuislled map. Fresh greasy ink must Le mixed with gold size for each 
time of using, 

The object of the addition of gold size is to cause the ink to harden 
after tlie negative is finished, The addition of the linseed oil retards 
the hardening and thus rendera it rather more easy to clear the lines. 

The ferrotype prints should then be printed from the negative as 
previously described, the negative being placed face downwards in the 
printing frame and the sensitized ferrotype paper on the back of the 
negative. 

The necessary materials for the abovo paper negative procees are 
usually supplied with traus-frontier outfits. A simple may of making a 
paper n~ga t ive  is with ordinary silver printing paper. Ilford's P. 0. 
pnper answers very well. Prints ran be taken direct from a plane-table 
section with a sufficiently long exposure; half-an-hour or more is required 
with drawing paper backed with cloth. The negative eliould be a dark 
brown, i t  becomes somewhat paler after being fixed in the usual hypo- 
solution. When dry, the back of the negative should he rubbed with 
vaaeline till the white lines ehem throngh ; this makes n transparent 
negative. Whatever method ig adoptled, pnper ready shot~ld bo 
taken in a water and Iight-tight tin tube, ae the preperation of paper 
ie not always eaay on field service, 
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P, 42, 
Cornptclation of Aalitnde 69 Circlcm-eridio~tnl Eelrith Dttunctu 

1 

Station 

~ s t e  (Astronomiml) 

- 
L b s e  Baee N. end. 

9th Aug. 1901. 

Objeot, N. or S. v * y. Dreoonie N. 6. Sagittarii S. 
- .  .d-r 

h m r  8 

R.A.ofobjeot 17 51. 25 y Drsoonir. ---- !I:; 51 
-1 

Cbr.error . -9 4 56 59 & A. of sfbr . 17 54 90'86 
-- -- 

Chr. mean time of trtm0it 8 1 49 1 29 9 1 12 / 52 (3, S, T. of M. N. 
--. 

! 
0 I 0 I 0 

Mean obed. Z. D. 21 54 20 64 5 9 hrrn. for L ~ ~ ~ ,  

I I 
- - - -  -- 

Refa-paralhx + 15 + 1 15 S.T.frornM.N. 8 4 5 l m  
of tnnsi t .  

Approx. 2. D.=C, 24 Betardetion . 
N.P.D. =A - 38 41 X. T, of tranr 

A*&&$ - YO 60 1 2 4  1 1 2  60 1 1 9  1 1 7  Cbron.error . + 6 12 

Log ooaeo 4, 0'428 1221 0.045 ~4 

I I 
Chron. M. T. of 8 

h u e i t .  - - 

Longitude 

,, sin A 

,, ain . j ,  . . 
, , m .  . @ 

Sum=log A.m . . 

A . m .  . . 
t o .  , , , , 

v 

k 

(,& A.m. f = & . 50 48 64 16 

A , . .  38 29 37 
-- 

- -- - 
12, 1 2 9  1 4 1  

Colat.=A+{t . . 60 / 90 / 95 60 1 20 ) 25 - -- - 
-- 

Latitude . . , 
-- --- --- , 39 1 39 1 51 29 1 39 1 85 

- 
+ N 

- above B 

i 
* A ie-if the o\,jeot ir  below the Pole. t C, or  [ ie .5; ecoordi~lg 80 the objeot ir -of tke bnith.  

: A.m i~ ncoording the objeot im - the Pole ; m - 2 *' ' where t 18 the dmerena betwee. + below dn 1"' 
the chronometer time ot traneit and tbat of abeervation. 

1'794 0887 - 
1939 281L 

3-194 6113 

2'356 0065 

1'916 3680 - 
1938 9280 

1'028 1397 

1 - 8 9  3821 

21 

v 
1 8  

24 
--- 

0 

- -  
64 

I 

3 

54 
----- 

I 

6 

v 

47 

35 



C o i ~ p r r t a t i ~ ~ r  ~ / ; ' , - L t i t i t w ? e J r u ~ ~  /3lset .utct io1~s (f r u z n r i s  ozlt o f  the Heridkan. 

Station . . . . . , . . . .  

Date (Astronomiod) . . . . . . .  
Lhasa Base, N. end. ; 

8th Aug. 1904. 
- 

Longitudeinaro . . . e . B . 
- - -- -- - 

1 

Meanof-Chr. Timoe . - - . . . . - - 

Error of Chronometor i . . . . . 

~ o o a l  Mean Tiuie . . , , l a . I .  

. A .  

Longitude in Time . -. - . . . , , . 
Qreemipb Mean ~ i m o ' ( a j  . . . . - . . .  
S. T. at Qr.  Mean Noon . . . . . . . 

- -  

LomIJbow~ Time . r . , , . .  

hooeleration foe (a) . . . . 
. . 

8. r. of Obw~oat_ion . . . . .  

Xeen Observed Altitudu . . . 
Refraotion . . I .  . . .  

Bedaoed Altitude . . , I , 

h r e t  Oorreotion . . . . , . . , , 

Beoond Cotrootion . . . . . . , . 
Tblrd ,, 0 . .  r . . . . ,  

Lafid9 . . . , . , , , 
?- 

I ,  

Cerpdad and compared I j  
-- - 

h 
9 

- 
-- 

9 

-6 

3 
- -- 

9 
- 

9 
--- 

+ 
-- 

18 
- - --- 

0 

29 

- 
-- - 
--- - 

a9 

+ 

, , + 

+ 
-- - - - 

30 

nt 
26 

5 
- -  - -- 

29 / 3Q 

8 
10 

36 

33 

- -- 190 . 

20 
-- 

4 
-- 

16 

6 

20 
- 

M 

22 
--- 

12 - 
15 - 
34 - 
32 

p- 

27 

/ 

2d 

1 

1 

19 

17 

1 

21 

-- 
I/ 

4 

6 
-- 

0 

50 

56 - 
24 

1) 
-- - 



Conrplrtatio?~ o f  dziwluth f ~ o ~ n  S t f i r  Olaer~uatioas whe?t f d c  Laliiude aad Time 
are k?town. Ap]~licable t o  Stars o f  b70rth Aspect o?iiy. 

8 t a t i o n .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  Object observed . . . . . .  Date (Astronomical) . . 
. . .  Longitude in Aro . . . . 

S. T. a t  Gr. Mean Noon . . . . .  
Local Meau time , . . . - . . 
Aoceleration for ( a )  . . * . a > .  

Mean of Chr. Times . . . . . . .  
Chronometer Correction . . . . .  
Local Mean Timo . . , , , . . 
Longitude in Time . . . . . . . .  
Greenwich Mean Time (a) , , , . , , 

Sum = Load S. T. of Obsn. . , . 1 - 8  
R. A. of Star . . . .  , . . = a  

6 - a = Hour Angle . . . = t  

8 2 i4 
. -0 IYd-I -- 0 - 

7 14 
-4 i -  55 

2 1 4 2 1  19 

i n  Arc . . , . . , ! 

Latitude . . &  - . , . = A  

Doolination . . . . .  . . = a  

Log 00s A . e . . . . .  

. , , t a u 6  . . . a . . 

Sum = Log ( c )  8 . 0 . .  

(e)' . . . . . . .  
( b ) - ( c )  t * . . . . .  

1.944 1611 
1'676 8713 -. - 

Sum = Log ( b )  . . 
(b )*  . * . . . . . . 

Log eiu A . * - . , . .  

Log ,, ( (1 )  . . . . .  

1'621 - .  0334 

41'786 
- 

-- 1 '677 7698 - 

( a ) - ( e )  = Log cot a , 

r = Azimuth of Star . . . .  
Angle R .  M. and Star f . , . .  . , 

Azimuth of R. M. from N. - A . . . . .  
I - I - 

* To 3 places of docimale. t Sum is  to be tahen wl~en t lies betwoon 90" and 270 O 

I n  deducing this angle always s i~bs t r i~ot  tho rouding of Star from that  of X. U. To obtain A, 
added to E'aet 

the A~trntcth of Star is to  be subtractcd~ropn this snglo nocording ns i t  is  f i S t  of the Meridh ,  
greater 

i . e  , according as t is ires then 1809 



P, 44, 
Computn t i o~ t  of' Ili'me 6y 06~ervation.s t o  a star. 

$tation . . . 
Date (Aotronomicsl) 

Longitude . 
Object, E. or W. . 
Mean Obsd. Z.D. 

Refraction- P s d h x  

Correoted Z. D.=f 

N. P. D. - A  

Colstitude 

Sum-% . 
8 

8-1: . 
#-A . 

~ o g  ooaeo a . 
,, ) 

-- 
lhase Baee. N. End, 

- -- - - - -- 11 8 8 01  1 I 

t i n - t ime t  . . 
*'eR.A.orO'~Eq.of . - T. . 

, 

, 

g j S. T. of o b e n  . 
m 8. T. a t  Local M. N. . ' ' 8 .  Interval from I. N. s l 
p t J  
True M. T. of Obeo. . 
Chr. Time ,I • . 

45 5 &  3 8 ,  25 , 
- - !  . 70 59 75 1 18 I 25 

Chr. Error . . . 

a Bootis W. 

(P. If., N. A. Corrn. for LJ1lg. 
a t  9'356 seconde er hour. 
for E (page 611 Ff, A.) 

N. A ,  I age 590 

a Pegaei E. 

+In cam of 8 a n  when observed east of meridia? 1211-t should be eat-recl : and i n  case of Stnr when 
eaet un) trarted from 

o t w r t e d  of meridian, I ie to be 
add06 to   it^ R. A. 

--A- 

I f  

29 

16 

_-_ 
0 

64 -- 
. +  

It 

33 

58 

---. 

/ 

20 
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APPENDIX. 

MEMORANDUM 
ON &INCH VERNIER AND 8-INCH MICROSCOPE THEODOLITES 

CAPTAIN H. H. TURNER, R.E. 

Theodolites are oonetruoted of various dimensions and aooording t o  different desigrre, 
but  the chief distinction, with the small theodolites of the present day, lies in the  manner 
of reading the horizontal and vertical circles. The two methods employed are :- 

(1) The Vernier. 

(2) Tho Miarometer Mioronoope, 

2. It in cnatomary t o  characterire ~r theodolite aocording to the diameter of i te  horizontal 
Theodolitee, how oharacterized, cirole, thus  a 12-inch theodolito means, t ha t  t h a t  particular 

theodolite has a horizontal circle 12 inches in diameter. 
3, I n  topogrrtphioel parties the  6-inoh vernier and the 8-inch mioroeoope theodolitea 

Theodolites used by topogm- are the two now principally used, it is  thorefore proposed in 
phio~ll parties. this  memorandum t o  t rea t  specially of theso two theodolites. 

The descriptions will, however, apply generally t o  small  
theodolites of the same types. 

4. Tho micrcscope class of theodolite i s  capable nf more acourate work than the vernier 
olaes, bu t  i t  has the disadvantage tha t  the microscopee rely 

Compnrison of mioroscope, nud 
ver~iicr tlicodoliteo. r on their mires for their utility, if a wire breaks it may mean 

tha t  a day's work is  lost in fitting in a new one, and for 
this reason, where rapid daily work is  required, the vernier theodolite i s  often preferable. 
The two methods of reading the limbs of a theodolito have been in uso for many years, bu t  
i t  is  only recently tha t  the smallcr theodolites have been fitted with microscopes. This, 
howovor, i s  nevep likely t o  effect  the continued use of the vernier, firstly, on account of 
tho extra expense of the mioroscopo theodolito, and secondly because, in tlie hands of an  
unskilled observer, the microscope thecd(1lila might l~ocomo usoless owing t o  the wires 
breaking, or  tho focus of tho microfioopcs becoming dorangod. 

5. The nature of stand, in general usc fcr tho two thoodolitce under disoussion, ia t ha t  
providod with moveable legs. The screKe and nuts by  whioh 

Nature andstabi!ity of stalld. t he  legs are fastenod t o  their top plate are very a p t  to  get 
loose ; to ensure the atability of the stand, an  observer ahonid 

alwaya see that  they are tightly screwcd np before commencing hie observations. If the 
ground on which the instrument is to be set  up  is  soft  and treaoheroue, three wooden p e g  
may be driven into the ground for tho logs to  rest  upon, but  ordinarily i t  i s  snffloient to 
olear the ground of t u r f  or any looso stones. I n  some cases where very aoourate work is 
rognired isolated brick or stode pillars are built on whioh the stand is  set up. 

6. Before taking a thecdolito out, cfiro should bc takon to  note the exaot position of the 
instrument in the box, and when necessary marks should be  

Mark'ngtha i'latrn' arii,ten on the woodwork to  denote the position of the  meot l a  i ta  box. 
different parts of the instrument relatively to  the box. Wi th  

the latest pattern of the 6-inch vernier thoodolitos both parts  of the instrument s re  OOU- 

tained in ono box, bu t  the 8-inoh microscope and the oldor patterns of the 6-inoh vernier 
have a wpamte box f c r  tho tolosoope. 
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7. Before taking tbe  horizontal limb or lower portion of the instrument from ite box 
the  stend should be put  u p  in position, approximately level 

the in?tru?lellt from and roughly plumbed over the station mark ; t he  screw, its box, eud placing it on its 
stand. which clamp0 the  sliding plate t o  the  bedplata should be 

released, and the sliding plate shifted, 80 as  to allow the 
flanged feet of the footscrews of t he  instrument t o  be placed in the grooves con. 

strncted in the bedplate for their reception. NOW take out  from i t s  box the lower portion 
of the  instrument, consisting of the horizontal circle supported on a tribrach with three 
foot ecrews ; to do this, grasp the  two Y uprights firmly in both hands near their base, and 
l i f t  it  gently on t o  i t s  stand, placing each fcotscrew in one of the grooves of the bedplate. In 
many instruments one of the  footscrews and one corner of the stand head bear correspondw 
ing marks. T h e  horizontal limb of the 8-inch microscope i s  placed upright in its box, 
sliding in and out  of the box on a separate board ; th is  board must  first be pulled out and 
~ l o c e d  on the  top of the box, the instrument can then be lifted by i t s  Y uprights on to ite 
stand. The horizontal limb having thus  been placed in  position on i t s  stand, the sliding 
plate must be a t  once moved so as  t o  lock tha fee t  of the footscrews in their grooves, and 
the screw clamped. Next unscrew the cleats which close the Y bearings of the telescope, 
and wipe the  Ys themselves with a camel's hair brush to  ensure there being no grit on 

the  bearings. 
8. Everything ie now roads for the telescope, b u t  before attempting t o  l if t  this from 

i t s  box, unclamp the  vertical level and vernier arm. Thie 
Plaoing the telesco~o in its bei 

benrings. 
ng done place the  hands, palms nppermo&, underneath 

the  object and eye ends of the telesoope respectively, and 
gently l if t  the telescope from i t s  box; by  touching the  vernier arm with the  thumb a t  the 
object end, i t  cen be made t o  swing down info i t s  proper position, and the telescope can 
be gently in ite bearings ; the clips of the vernier arm must be made t 1 fall one on 
eaah side of the shoulder projecting from the Y standard. In  some modern theodolites a 
spring catch is  p r ~ v i d e d  for holding the arm attached t o  the verniers in positiun : this 

be pullecl buck nod given n half turn  t o  secure i t  before putt ing ths  telescope into 
i t s  ys, an operation requiring both hands. The telescope shc~uld always be placed in i t# 
ys with the verticr~l circle over the same horizontal vernier ; the  reason of this is to 
ensure t h a t  the vertical vorniers shall always be read in the same order. With the 8. 
inch microscope theodolite some l i t t le  care must  be exercised t o  guide the clamp Q(*rew of 
the vertical limb, 80 as to pass between the two legs of the Y standard. Finally close the 
Y cleats over the telescope pivots, and screw them down lightly. I n  replacing the instru- 
ment in its box, the  same routine in reverse order should bo followed, i t  is  only necezsary 
to noto, that in replacing the horizontal plate of the 8-inch microscope theodolite, the arm 
of the tribraah, whichcnrries the lower tangent screw, must  be pIaced in i ts  proper position 

on the  sliding hoard. 
g, ~h~ following description of the several pnrts of the 6-inch vernier applies also to 

the  3-inch miorosoo~e theodolite which is  similarlv con- . - 
Description of the acvcral etrncted, except for the snbstitntion of reading mioroscopee 

parts of the theodolite% for vorniers, and other small differences in details, which 
are described in paragraph 34 of this memorandom. The three footscrews need no dewrip- 
tion, they n.re provided for supporting and levelling the instrument, end wcrk in the 
three arms of the trihmoh. The boss of this tribrach ie pierced with a female axis, in 
which the lower male vertical axis works ; this  lat ter  is  itself hollow and forms a female . ~- - 

axis in which the upper male axis works, Each of t hew axes is  turned anrl ground 
slightly conical end the centre portion of either the male or female axis i s  relieved, 
so tha t  contact between the two is  maintained only a t  their ends. The base of the 
axie i s  provided with a flange, which shares the superincnmbent weight with the 
cone, and i t  i s  one of the e~eent ia ls  of stability that  the axis of rotation should in 
every case work smoothly. Between the  top of the boes of the tribrach, and the 
flange of the lower malo axis, intervene the lower clamp and tangent ecrew arm. Thie 
bringe u s  t o  the lower horizontal plate of the instrument which is  orew wed to the 
flange of the lower male vertical axis, anrl so rotates with i t  ; i t  boars the graduations 
marked on ~ i lve r .  Tho silver circle is termed the limb, and ie divided into BGO degrees, 
each degree, being sub-divided into tenvminute intervale. Underneath this lower horizon* 
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plate efixed two or three small vnlcsnite knobs by means of which the instrument 

may be easily moved in azimuth. The graduations on the limb are read by means of 

two verniers (or in the case of the 8-inch microscope, two microscopes) 1P03 apart, with 
moveable lenses above them. These verniers are  screwed t o  an  upper plate attached to 

the upper axis, this plate i s  so construoted tha t  i t  overlaps and protecte the hori- 
Eontal circle except a t  t he  parts exposed just belclw the verniers. Fixed to this upper 
horizontnl plate are the two horizontal levels and the upper tangent sorew. Next 
we come to the  two standards, a t  the  top of which are the Ys, which form the 
bearings of the pivots of the  telescope. These standards are firmly screwed to  the  
upper plate, and are made su5ciently high to allow of the telescope being rotated on i t s  
transit axis, Projecting inwards from each standard is a shoulder, on either of which the 
vertical level and vernier arm are clipped by means oE antagcinistic screws, or by  a single 
screw working against a small spring piston. In  this lat ter  case, the piston can be kept 
out of the way till required, by pulling i t  back and giving i t  a half turn,  for which purpose 
i t  is provided with a milled head. This concludes the  description of the lower portion of 
the instrument, the other portion, consisting of the telescope and vertical circle with 
vertical level and vernier arm, being conlpletely detachable from this lower portion. 

10. The telescope rests with i t s  pivots in the Ys, i t  carries with i t  the vertical circlo 
denominated the "face" of the instrument. The verniers 

sevcral parts appertaining to the  vertical circle carry their clamp, tangent 
cope. screw, and vertical level with them, the whole being fixed by 
means of two antagonistic screws, termed "clip," to the  projecting shoiilder of one of tho' 
Y standards. Ae in the case of the azimuthal verniers, the  vertical verniers are read by 
meancl of two moveable lenses. The telescope consists of an outer and an  inner tube, the 
outer tube is attached to tho pivots by fi thick metal baud, the inncr tube,  work^ in tho 
outer by moans of a rack and pinion turned by a large milled head, by this moans the  
telescope can be adjusted to  any focus. The object glassis  fixed into the inner tube. 
There are in all, four eyepieces for the telescope, two "inverting" of different magnifying 
power, and two "diagonal," also one dark glass f u r  sun obscrvatious. Each iuverting 
eyepieoe consists cf two lenses, which are screwed into either end of a short blase tube 
called the "mount." The "mount" s l~des  in n split outer tube, the beso of which ia enlarged 
and scrowed into the eye end of the telescope. Each of the diagonal eyepieces have their 
own "mount" and split tube attached t o  them, so tha t  to insert them in the telescope, the  
split tube of the inverting eyepiece must first bo removed. When tho eyepiece is removed, 
the diaphrngrn carrying the wires i s  expusrd to view, there are usually one horizontal, 
and either one or three vertical wires in the 6-inch vernier instrument. 1 he diapbmgm 
itself i s  held by means of four screws, whose oapstan heads appear around tho sliding tub0 
of the telescope. These four screws are termed the "collimating" scrcws. Both pivote 
of tho telescope are hollow and one of them is fitted wit11 glass a t  tho end, eo that  a lamp 
placed opposite it,  will light up the inncr tubo of t h e  telescope. In orclcr that  this lamp 
may illuminatc the  field of the  tolescopc, a small reflector is passcd through the telescope 
tube and by means of the small ecrew project~ng from the  telescope, this reflector can 
bo turned in any required direction, and thus  the field of the telescope can be lighted up. 
The illumination can either be done by a hand Itrmp of the bull's eye or bicycle pattern, 
or by the small lamp provided for the purp080, which oan be fixed to tho Y standard, by 
Blipping i t  into the  groove just underneath the 2' beering. 

11. The footscrews are for the  purpose of levelling the theodolite. They should on the 

The foot Eclewu. one hand have no sensible shake, and on the  other should 
admit of being turned easily. The screws work in female 

Acrewe a t  the ond of the tribrach arma. In  order to prevent shake, the latter is sl i t  verti. 
oally and provided with a capetan headed screw for ~ d j u s t i n g  it0 grasp. 

12. Tho lower clamp reste on tbe  boss of the tribrach; in the  newest pattern 6-inohver- 
nier, as also in the 8-inch miaroscope theodolites, thie clamp 

I,ower clamp and tnngcnt SCMW. 
arm is quite free, but  in the older pattern 6-inoh vernier 

theodolite, i t  was attached to  the lower axis by means of a b r a ~ s  ring screwed to the flange 
of the axis. The collar of the olamp 5 t s  looeoly on the axis, but  on one aide a pieoe is cut  
away from tho oollar, and An extra piece exactly fitting is let  in by means of a pin running 
into the clamp arm, thus so long ae the sorew is not clampod, the arm rohtee  easily about 
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the  axir. The sorew has a flag-shaped head and works in a female acrow in the clamp arm ; 
o n  being screwed up i t  comes in  contact with the  pin of the loose piece inserted into tho 
aollar, foroing thia against the  axis, which is thus  held tight in  the collar, and the clamp 
can no longer rotate about i t ;  consequently [when the  clamp arm is moved slightly hy 
means of the tangent Ecrew, the  lower axis i s  ale0 moved. On the  other side cf the 
clamp is  t h e  tangent screw, two shonlders project from [this arm of the clamp, the one 
having a fine milled-head screw working in  i t ,  the other baving a small brass tube con- 
taining a strong spring piston fitted into i t .  This tine scrsw and spring piston clip on to 
8 gtud on one of the  tribrach arms, so tha t  by turning the screw, the clamp arm is moved 
sligbtly relatively to  the  tribrach, and i f  the lower plate is clamped this movement will bo 
communicated to  both plates. 

13. The npper clamp is of quite a different pattern, i t  consists of a small lower clamp 

The npper clemp and tangent plate resting on the lower horizontal plate with i t s  edge 

 crew. fitting underneath the brass rim of the  limb, attached to this 
is a screw, wbich passes vertic J l y  through the npper clamp 

plate snd the  npper plate of the instrnment, this upper clamp plate overlaps the brass rim 
of the limb, so tha t  the limb can be held t ight  between the  two plates, when they ore 
olamped together. The screw on the lower clamp plate passing through the upper 
plate of the instrument is provided with a thumb nut, which when screwed home presscs 
on the collar of the  npper olamp plate and thus forces tho two clamp plates togethcr 
clipping the limb of the instrument t ight  between them, so that  any movement of the 
teleecope must be ccmmunicated to the lcwer axis of the instrument. The lower clamp 
plate has t w o  small pins, which fit into the  upper clamp plate, so that  when the upper 
plate i s  not olemped, the  whole clamp moves round with the  upper plate. 

The tanqent aorew is on tho same principle a s  the  lower tangent screw, the collar of 
the  npper clamp plate being clipped between the  piston spring, and a fine milled-head 
Bcrew. 

14. There are two levels for the horizontal limb, the smaller or " crose level," as i t  in 

Borizontnl levels. termed, i s  only need t o  assist i n  therough levelling of the 
instrument and neede no description. The other level con. 

biets of the ordinary spirit bubble in a graduated glass tube held in anouter metal covering 
and fitted b the upper plate of the  instrument st one end by means of an ordinary 
%row passing through a small bracket on the upper plate, and a collar on tholevel tube, 
A t  the other end it i s  fixed to s running screw with two antagonistic capstan-headed nuts 
on either eide of the collar through which tho running screw passes. 

15. We now come t o  the vertioal circle and telescope. I n  instruments in which tho 

Tho clipa. clip consiete of antagonistio screws, i t  i s  important to  seo 
tha t  neither aorew i s  bent, as screwing up would then causo 

s tendency b raise the pivots out  of the Ys. 
The vertioal level i s  attaohed to the arm in the samo men- 

Vertical levcl. ner as the horizontal level t o  the horiaclntal plato. 
16. The pirots of the telescope should rest evenly in their Y boarings and the cloats 

when closed should neither press on the pivots, nor should 
The pivote resting iu their 

bcartngs. there be any intermediate space botweon the former and tho 
lattor. The cleats ( in  small instruments) are fitted with 

c ~ r k s  undernoath for the purpoee of pressing on the transit  axis, and these corks often 
require renewing. I 

17. The vertioel clamp and tangent screw are similar in all essentials to those of the 
Tho vertical clamp, and tnn- opper horizontal plate, 

gent sorew. 
18. The vertical circle ie divided into four quadrants each reading from O^ to 90" 

T~~ ,ertio,l circle verniers. connterclookwise, the lines joining opposite zeros bLing 
respectively parallel and a t  right anglea to the axis of the 

bloacope ; the readings on the vertical circle therefore give zerith distances and depreasione 
on F m e  Right, and altitudes and nadir distances on Faoo Left. Each degree is:divided, aa 
in the case of the  horizontal circle, into 10-minute intervals and these again am divided 
by means of the vernier so as to road to  10 seconds. 

The vernier in every oase is road in the same direotion as the limb. To obtain altitnder 
On Bbce Right, the nenith diettrnoe reading must be sabtraobed from DO0, and similarly to 
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depre8sions on Face Left, t he  nadir distanae reading mnat likewise be nnbtraoted 
from go0, The h m  the  option of recording either altitudes or zenith diatanoes, 
but  having made his choice must alwage read the  same vernier first on both faces. The 
horisonbl verniers are generally marked A and B, whilst those of the  vertical oirole bear 
the letters C and D. 

19. The power of a telescope is  measured by the quotient obtained from dividing the 
focal length of the  objeot glass by the  focal length of the  

The Tele~cope. eyepieoe. The objcct glass is protected by a sliding cap with 
Object glass. a cover, attached to the outer tube of the tele~oope by a 

single screw on which i t  rotates, thus opening or closing the  aperture. The object glass 
consists of two lenses l~eld  together in their cell by a thin braes ring. The cell itself 
is screwed into the  object end of the  telescope and provided with a milled rim t o  
facilitate i t s  removal for cleaning purposes. I f ,  however, it i s  necessary t o  separate the 
lenses in order t o  remove fungus, care must be taken to replace them in the same position 

t o  one another and t o  the cell itself. It will be found that  the correct position 
ie by a groove ground in  the  edge of each lens. 

20. Of the  four eyepieces, two are astronomical and have two lenses each, and the 
object a s  seen through the  telescope ie inverted, hence they 

Eyepieces. are called " inverting eyepieces ", and they aro of different 
magnifying power. The otber two are "diagonal eyepieces," one with:four lenses, the other 
with two, they both contain mirrors, in consequence of which tho former inverts vertically 
bu t  not laterally, the lattor laterally bu t  not vertically. The diagonal eyepieces are only 
needed when observing celestial objects a t  a ooneiderable altitude. The eyepieces con- 
tinually require cleaning ; to discover whether the d i r t  a1 parent is on the e j e  or  object 
glees, look through the teloscope a t  a clean sheet of paper, and a t  t he  same time turn 
the eyepiece in i t s  cell ; if the l i t t le  specks whic happear i n  the field revolve with this 
motion, tho eyepiece is a t  fault. The object and eye glasses should be cleaned with spirits 
of wine and a silk or other soft cloth free from grit or dust. 

21. The diaphragm is  nicked for one horizontal wire end thrco verticel wiree. Ordi- 

The diaphragm. narily one vertioal wire will snffico for work d ~ n e  with the 
6-inch vernier. 

As the wires are liable to be broken o r  beoome slack a t  any timo, thoy have often to  be 
replaced by the cbserver. 1 he wires employed are either raw silk fibres or syidcr's web, 
the former can very well bo nsed with eyepieces of low power, bu t  with high power 
eyepircea, spider's web should be used. 

22. To wire tho diaphragm it must be removed from the telescope ; t o  do thie, take od t  
the  four small screws, which hold the eye end of the 

and rewitlog the telosoope to the sliding tube ; draw out the eye end and remove diaphregrn. 
three of the four collimating screwn, then turn  the fourth, so 

that  the diaphregrn will protrude from the tube and can be conveniently laid hold of end 
removed. Before renowing tho wires, eloan tho surEace of the diaphragm plate and the  
nicks on i t  with spirits of wine. Place tho diaphragm on a rained surface, ra emall cotton 
reel would be suitable, seloot a clean uniform pioce of fibre ; take two little balls of wax, 
which attach to tho extremities of the selectod fibre, and out cff  tho rerntrinder. If one of 
the balls of wax bo held in tho hand and the other bo allowed to hang freely, the fibre will 
becomo straight ; with a onmel's hair b r w h  dipped in water gently brush the fibre to  clean 
and damp it. NOW place the  fibre on the diaphragm plate, so tha t  the wire will fall into 
i t s  proper nicks, t o  accomplish this a nlagnifying g l ~ s  will be neceseary. The wire will 
then he sn~pendod across the diaphragm and  ill be kept in plaoe by the  two little belJn 
of wax hanging nn eitllor side. Wbon the required number of wires are thna fixed, let  s 
drop of spirit varnish, chloroform or chlorodjne fall on each nick, and put  a tumbler over 
the diapl~ragm to prntcct i t  from duet. After three or four hours the vsrnisb will have 
sot, and the end of the fibre8 may be out off, and the diepbrt~gm carzfully replsced in the  
teleacope. In  doing this the onpetan-headed screws must not be strained, ae, if pressure in 
exerted on the diaphragm, i t  may break a web, or oause it to  sRg. 

The wire diaphragm lnay bo replaced by the apace plainglase diaphragm with horisonfrl 
and verticel lines cut on it, which soroo in the plsce of the wires. This diaphragm ir fixed 
in tho telcecope in oxactlg the eome Bannor a s  the wired diaphrsgm. 



23,  he telescope i s  fitted wi th  bacalr and forward sigh+ vanes t o  enable it to  be 
easily J i g n e d  : though not necessary when aligning on 

Sight venos. terresfrinl objects, these sight vanes will be found very 
useful  in bringing a s tar  into the  field of the f elescope TO eneble them to  be used a t  
night ,  a l ight  should be thrown on them by means of a hand lamp cr bull's eye lantern. 

24, The for  focus is  made by means of the large milled head a t  the side of 
the telescope. The milled head carries a pinion which acting 

Millcd*hend Ior ndj'lstll'g focus' on a rack attached t o  the eliding tube draws the cbject glass 

i n  or out,  he milled head may be r e m o ~ e d  by taking out  the  four small screws which 
fasten i t  to tp.e telescope, tke small scrow in the centre of the milled head then being 
unscrewed, the head itself together with the  pinion can be removed. 

25. There remaill only the  lighting u p  arrangements for night work ; these consist of a 
small reflectcr in the telescope tube and a small lamp throw- 

Illum~nsting nrreogtmcnta. ing i t s  light through the hollow pivot on to  the reflector. 
The reflector onn~ i s t e  of a small silvered disc atttichod to a pin passing through the telescope 
tulle with a nlillecl head screw a t  t he  top. The roflector, by means of the milled head, can 
he turned RO a s  to  reflect the  light passed through the pivot on t o  the telescope field. 

The lamp need for passing the  light through the hollon pivot is  fixed on t o  the Y 
stallderd b y  slipping the  lamp bracket into the  groove just underneath the  Y bearing. 
~h~ bmcket oan be turned through an angle of about 140" by means of a pin working 

in a 8ocket a spring, the  purpose of the apring being t o  keep the  bracket steady in 
~ t m a y  be. Thelamp itsslf has two small tongues which slide in a groove 

iu the  bracket, 80 t t a t  the  lamp can be revolved in the  bracket. By this  means the lamp 
beinn once fixed in the bracket, so a s  t o  throw a goad light through the  pivot, i t  is  only 

when the light is  not  required, t o  movo the bracket slightly. Tho lamp itself 
ia pr,,vided with t v o  small wooden handles on either side, 00 that  the  observer may 

easily the  lamp without burning his fingere. Cocoanut oil mixed with a little 
kerosine shollld be nsed with this lamp. In the new thecd~ l i t e s  these small lampe are 
made ( f  so that  they mny ile light as posoible. Another method of illuminat- 
ing the f eld of tho telescope ie by t t rowing the light of a hnnd lamp of the bull's eye or 

bicycle pathein, to  n srnnll reflector placed just i n  f ront  of the object glass. This 
reflector  consist^ of a narrow piece of metal, about inch wide, painted white and 

tinged to a eplit ring. To fix tho reflector the cap of the telescope must first be re- 

m,,ve~, then the split ring is slipped over the rim of the object glass. The re- 
fleckcr by means of i t s  hinge can be put  nt  any required angle t o  the object glsse. 

26, ~h~ magnetic compass slides in a groove underneath the lower pla n t e nnd cen be 
removed a t  will. The north end c~f the needle should be 

~ h o  m a ~ n e t i o  needle. placed towards the  oLject ond of the telescope, tho north 
end will generally be funnd marked by n plain steel band near ttle pivot of the needle. 
When not in actnal nso, the needle .sh(luld always be thrown off i t s  centre by means of the 
amull lever providod for tha t  purposo. 

27. TO olean the axes of tho instrument, put  tho holizc~ntnl limb or lower portion of 
Clenniup the  111strumcnt. the instrument with i t s  foc tecrews resting c n a tablo. Un. 

screw tho capstnn-headed sorow a t  tho bottom of the axis 
underneath the centre of tho tribrach, tlocn unscrew the clamping nut  of the upper plato 

lift llpper plate cff tho l o m ~ r  5 y  means of tho Y uprights. The under ~n t fnco  of 
the plate, tho upper male nnd female axou, the verniers, npper clamp tsngent 

ani1 the fJtlrface of the lower p l ~ t e  rnn then all be cleaned ; next releaae the clamp 
run  tho elow motion screw, then lift the loner plnto, when tho lower male and 

the limb, and a180 the  lower clamp cnn ho closned. The limb and vernier 
hOald be carefully brmhed free of dust and gri t  nnd washed with a little Roap and 
water Or ke ro~ ine  oil, and finally rnbherl over with n pr~parerl  rnixtnre of lHmp black and clil; 
in  this procesR the  tip of the fingor uhould be used. The vernier0 ehould never he unsorowed 
from the top plate, and their f d ~ s  should be treated with the greateet onre, The 
lam? 

Osn be made by holdiny an oiled plate ovn. the  flame of a wick dipped in oil. 
The axie of t he  inntrllment shonld he oiled with sowing mnchine oil, three or four drops of 
qi1 On eaoh axis  will suffice, i t  ahould tle distrihnted evenly with the forefinger hefore 
rep'scing the itxis in Position. Beforo replacing the lower plate the tenqent eorew Olip 
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should be opened out to enable it to  catch the  shoulder on the  tribrach. After cleaning, 
each part of t he  instrument should move glibly on i t s  axis. 

28. The vertical plate i s  acrewed to the telescope by four screws, which become 

Removing 
cleani,,g t h e  visible after removing the verniers, etc. ; these screws, 

rerliarlplatr, velaiera, ,,tc, 
however, should never be removed, since in construction the 
vertical plate has been fixed, so tha t  it i s  as nearly perpendi- 

cular t o  the transit axis, and so that  the line joining the  zeros of the  arc are as nearly 
parallel and a t  right angles to  the optical axis of the  telescope as possible, t he  undoing of 
the screws might lead t o  a permanent derangement of these adjustments. The vertical 
circle may be cleaned in the  same way as the  h 'orizo~~tal  circle. The vernier lenees, the  
vertical level, and finally t h e  verniers and arm wi th  clamp acd tangent screw, can each in 
turn be removed from the transit axis by unscrewing their respective screws, they should 
then all be c lean~ed and rep!aced. 

29. An observer shonld always be competent t o  thoroughly clean the inaiirument with 

Materials for cleauiug. which he  i s  working. A theodolite although a delicate in- 
strument is so made tha t  any ordinarily careful person can 

take it to pieces, and after  cleaning i ts  several parts, pu t  them together again without in any 
way impairing the efficiellcy of the  instrument. The detailed description of the various 
Parts of the  theodolite given above will, it is hoped, assist observers when they find i t  
necessary t o  give their instruments a thorough overhauling. For cleaning grease and dirt off 
the various Parts, kerosine oil or benzine will be found useful. The silver aro should never 
be fouoted with cloth or brush, t h e  finger should always be used. The best lubricant for 
oiling the various parts  is sewing machine oil, but  a3 l i t t le  as possible should be used, 
colnmon oil should never on any  account be used. For  cleaning lenses, spirits of wine 
and a soft  cambric or silk cloth ihould be used. 

30. Whilst observing the observer should always have a soft camel's hair brush close 
a t  band, end should continuously keep brushing his instru- 

The observer' to brueh his ment free of dust, 
instrnment continuously. 

31. The side of the instrument, on which the vertioal circle may be, is termed the  
Definitiou of "Face." "Pace" of the instrument. 

32, To change faoe signifies to  turn the  telescope 180' vertically, that  is on i t s  transit 

Changing Face. axis. Suppose the  instrument to stand a t  face left (which 
implies thet  s t ~ n d i n g  a t  the  oge end of tho instrument, i t s  

f m e  falls to the  observer's left hsnd), you observe a given objeot through the telescope ; 
now turn the telescope vertioally through 180' so that  again standing a t  the  eye end, the 
face i s  on the obeerver'e right, then to  observe the aame object as before the instrument 
muat also be tnrn?d 180' in azimuth. 

33. The vernier is a contrivance invented by Peter Vernier for the purpose of measur- 

The vernier. ing aliquot parts  of the smallest Rpacee into which the limb 
of an instrument i s  divided. It attain0 this object by 

measuring the  differences between the divisions of two npproximating scales, one of 
which is fixod and called the primary scele, the othcr m o ~ e a t l o  and called the vornior. 

With the G-inch vornier instrument both the horizontal and vertioal limbs can be 
read to 10". h ~ h  degreo on both limbs is  divided into 10' intervals, to obtain the  reading 
to 10" tho unitcd distances of fifty-nine of these 10' divisions is taken ae the total length 
of the vornier, and this length i s  then divided up iuto sixty divisions, so tha t  fifty-nine 
divisions of the limb = sixty divieions of the vernier. 

Whenoe Rfi divisions on limb = 1 division on vernier 
and since 1 division on limb = 10' of aro :. 1 division of vernier = {$ x 10' = 9' 50" 
and 1 division on limb - 1 division on vernier = 10". 

Gener~llg if n be the sro measure of ono division on the limb and the united distanaee 
of n such divisions be &ken off on the vernier, then 

One division on limb - 1 division on vernier - n:i in arc. 

Now if the index of the vernier is coincident with the zoro of the limb, the  first 
d i t idon of tho vernier i s  10" short of ooinoidence with the firet 10' divhion of the limb, if 
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then this first division is  made ooincident with the first divisitm of the limb, it ie evident 
that the reading will be Oo 0' 10". I n  like manner if the 24th division of the vernier is 
made to coincide with the 24th division of the lim3, the index of the vernier must have 
been moved a distanoe of 24 x 10" and the reading would be 0" 4' 0". To denote the 
minutes in the vernier, every sixth divieion is made longer, and every twelfth is marked 
with i ts minute number, thus the twelfth division is marked 2, the twenty-fourth 4, and 
so on, end the minutes rand seconda can be read straight from the vernier, and added to 
the reading indicated cn the limb by the vernier index. 

Snppose the vernier index to bo between 27' 30' and 2i0 40' and that the 53rd division 
oE the vernier is  coincident with a division of the limb ; a t  the 48th division of the ver~ier 
wc read the figure 8, and we are five divisions beyond this,so that the reading of the rernier 
to be added to the 27' 30' indicated by the vernier index is 8' 50", that is, the reading of the 
instrument is 27" 38' 50". 

34. The 8-inch miecroscope theodolite is  very similar in the details of its constrnction 
to  the 6-inch vernier, and it will only be necessary to notice 

  he 8-inch mioroscopa thepdo- here the differences between them. In  taking the instrument 
llte' Differellces from the '.luch to  piccea it will be notioed, that the upper male axis ends in a rer~rier. 

screw, whioh projects below the female axis of the tribrach, 
oapshn-headed nut  being screwed on. Over this nut a cap and washer are screwed to 

the of tho tribrach, the cap acting as n protection to the capstan head a ~ d  also forming 
a snpport for a hook from which the plummet can be suspended. Another  light 
difference is that the lower clamp i s  not fixed on to  the lcwer axis, but is entirely free from 
it, this however is also the case in the new pattern 6-inch vernier. In addition there are some 
small differences in the telescope and vertical circle, the letter is graduated from 0' to 
360' instead of being divided up into four quadrante. The telescope has i ts  milled head 
for  focussing a t  tho top or bottom of the telescope according as  the instrument is F. L, er 
p, R,  instead of a t  the side. On the reveree side of the transit axis to the face, a counter- 
poiee is fixed, so that the transit axis should not be liablo to an upward tilt on that 
side end to dislevelment when changing face owing to  lackof balance, The 
brracket holding the vertioal level, as also parts of the telescope tube and sight vanes haye 
been of in order to lighten the instrument. 

T . , ~  difference between the 8-inch microscope and the 6-inoh vernier theodoljte~j 

lies in the method for sub-dividing the limbs ; the method of snb-divi<fng by 
means of the vernier has been deecribed above, the method by microscopes onn~iets of 
r e d i n g  the limb by means of micrometer microscopes. 

35. xn the 8-inch m i c r o ~ ~ ~ p e  theodolite the microscopes for reading the horizontal 
limb are held in  aluminium bracksta screwed to the npper 

Microscope brackets. 
plate between the two legs of the Y etanderds. The braoket 

so axed that the axis of the microscope is  normal to the divided limb, the collar is slit 
duwn ite centre, and the slit is closed by means of a capstan head screw, so that when 
this is loosened the miorcsoope can be made to slide up and down in the oollar. 

36. The microecope is a oomponnd microscope ooneisting of throe lenaes, one of which 

r ~ c s c r i p t i o n  of  microscope, 0, in the objeot lens, the other two EE forming a positive 
eye-pieoe. Below the eye-pioce is a small braes box, called 

the microlneter box, thia contains the wire diaphrsgm D. and the index plate or comb C. 
The index oonsiete of a I nick out in m metal plate which elides in e groove in the upper 
plate of the box, this index plate C oan be moved slightly withont unscrewing the box by 
means of a small screw T, passing through the side of the box and a tongue on the index 
plate, tho tongue works against e small spring V. which is placed between i t  snd the sido 
of the box. The hend of the screw is on the eide of the box remote from the micrometor 
head. The micrometer screw M passes through the aide of the box and works in e female 
sorew i n  the diephraqm ; as the acrew ie turned, the  diaphrsgm ie moved in the box. On 
either eide of the miorometer acrew are two small epiml springs 85, whioh press against 
the diaphragm and thus prevent loet motion betweeu the male and female screw:of the 
micrometer. The final movement of the screw, when intereeoting e division of the limb, 
ahodd always be made against theee springs, is@., screwing up, or clockwise motion. The 

1qm..-The lrttcrr in tbir prrrgnph refer to  the drawing of the mlcrornetcr box at the end of the 
meDLOD.ndum. 
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micrometer screw has a milled head H a t  its other extremity fastened on by e small 
screw ; between this milled head and the  side of the  miorometer box is  the  graduated 
micrometer head G, this  fits loosely on the micrometer screwapindle, retaining i t s  place 
when the screw is  turned by friction only. The arc to be measured by the microsoope 

- is a space of 10 minutes by  one revolution of the micrometer screw ; i t s  circt~lar head ia 
graduated in 10" divisions each minute being numbered 1, 2 up t o  10, the  half minutes 
being malkGd by having a longer division with a lozenge a t  the end. There i s  an  index I( 
on tho micrometer box giving the  reading of the miorometer head. 

37. In the event of the observer finding i t  necessary to open tho micrometer box 

Remoriug tho dinphragm of for miring the diaphragm or for any other reason, he should 

the microscope. first remove the slnnll comb screw, which is found on the  
side remote from the  micrometer screw ; then the side of the 

box through which i t  passes, taking care in doing so, that  he doea not drop the index plate 
spring, which after the removal of the  comb screw is !oose in  tho box ; next the upper pleto 
of the box with the eye-piece should be removed. Finally unscrew the  miorometer screw 
end tho diaphragm can be taken cut .  The retioule consists cf two parallel wires separated 
by a space slightly greater than the thickness of a division of the limb. The diaphragm is  
nicked for these wires. For method of rewiring see paragraph 22 of this memo. 

38. The vertical microscopes are similar to  tho horizontal microscopes and neod no 
The vcrt,ical microscopes. separate description. 

39. Tho adjustments of the  theodolites, sbould be performed in the ordor given 
Adj~lstmcuts of the instrumeut. below- 

(1) Centering over a given mark. 
(2) Adjustmen t cf levels and levelling. 
(3) Adjustment of transit  axis. 
(4) Adjustment of Tolescope. 
(5) Setting the love1 of the  vertical circle to  i ts  zero of altitude and collimation 

in  altitude. 
(6) Setting the vernier lenses in a vernier instrument, or the adjustment of the 

microecopes and their runs in a microsoope instrument. 
(7) Setting the instrument to zero. 

40. The centering of small theo iolitss over a giren mark i~ effeoted by means of a 

Centering. plummet snsliended from the centre of the instrument. 
This adjustment is very easily performed, the plummet 

should always be oentered exactly over the station mark. 

41. An instrument is level, tha t  is, bas i t s  vortical axis truly perpendicular to the  
horizoatal, when each ond of tbe level bubble remains steady Leave sdjusttncut, 
during a complote rotation of tho instrument in acimutll. 

Prom the nbovo definitioli i t  will be seen that  the bubble neod not be in the centre of i t s  
rnn \chon tho instrumont is lcvcl ; if, however on levelling the instrument the bubble, 
is found to be far fronl the coxltro of i ts  run, i t  should be adjueted in the following manner. 

If  tho lovol i s  completely out cf adjustment, p l ~ c e  the  level of the  horizontal 
circle of tho instrumont parallel t o  a line joining two footsorewe, and by means of these, 
bring the bubble to  the centre of its run, now turn the jnstrnment round exactly 180'in 
n~irnut~h, then half the crror of dieplacement of the bubble lies in the footscrews, the other 
hnlf iu the error of tho lev01 itself and should ba oorrected by means oi the level adjusting 
sorow. In tho &inch vernier ancl 8-inch microscope theodolites this ooceists of antagonistic 
capstan-headed n11t8, nbuvo and below tho level tube, working on a screw thread, or merely 
of n capstan-hcadcd ucrow. Correct, therofore, half the error by the footscrews, and the 
other half hy tho level -adj~~st i tg  Rcrcw. The i~lstrument ~ h o u l d  then again be turned 180' 
In eaimnth into i t s  original position, and if the level i s  still much out of adjlistment the 
proceas should 1,e r ep~a ted .  If tho bubble ia only displaced a few divisions from the  
centre of ita rnn, i t  is botter not t o  adjnst it, aa frequent tampering with the edjuatmont 
aotews may Fonder them useless. The propor time for effeoting any small adjustment 
i s  when the instrument is I ~ v o l  
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42. The process of levelling the instrument i s  a s  follows : Place the level parallel 
to  any two footscrews and bring the bubble to the centre 

Le'clling Iho instrunlcllt' of i t s  run, then tu rn  tho i n e t r ~ l m ~ n t  180" in azimuth, 
Suppose the  bubble t o  rccupy now a different  position in i t s  run, move i t  by  means of the 
two footecrewa into the  approximate ~xea; of the t w o  positions, then tu rn  the instru. . 
ment 90' in azimuth, and by means of t he  third footscrew move the bubble into the 
~pproximate  mean position already indicated. This process mnst  then  be repeatt!d, but 
this time instead of bringing the bubble to  tho approximate mean position, i t  should be 
brought as  nearly as  possible t o  the  t rue  mean position. And the procem must be con- 
tinned unt i l  the bubble gives the same reading for every poeiticn of the instrument in  
azimuth. The process should always conclude with the third footscrew. The mean 
posit,ion of the bubble is  called the  zero of the level. When the  level is  parallel 
t o  two footscrews these la t te r  must  always be moved together and in such R manner that 
both thumbs ei ther t n rn  inwards, or both outwards, the  movements being equal 5ut 
opposite in direction. 

3. l h e  body of the instrument being duly levelled, the  next care iof an accurate 
observer is  t o  render t h e  transit  axis truly horizontal. Both 

of t h e  t he  6-inch vernier and 8.inch microscope theodolite have nxls level. 
under one of the  bearings s, screw with capstan-headed 

ntagonietic nnts,  by means of which the Y bearing may be raise?. or lowered. The 
amount of adjustment i s  regulated by tho indioations cf a striding level which mnst be 
placed upon the pivots during the  process of levelling them. The striding love1 is 
furnished with two feet of V shape, t o  rest  on the pivots of the theodolite ; at  one end 
of the level there are two antngonistic scrcws, wherewith to adjust the bubble to parnlleliem 
wi th  the line of bearing of the feet. Each time the level is placed or1 the pivots, particnlar 
cars mnst he takon to note] that  the level bears a t  either cnd on two points of each pivot, 
otberwiae the bubble, owing to the obliquity of the level, will run towards one end. If tho 
feet do not bear properly, tlie screws which attach them t o  tho level tube mnst be relensed, 
and the fec:t gently kirned till i t  is  found by successive trials, tha t  the bubble remains 
stationary, even though the lev01 is inclined a little on one side or the other of true vcrti- 
cality. 

44. This adjustment is carried out in the following manner : open the cleats, and plnce 
the striding level on tho pivots, distinguish tho two ends of 

Method of adjusting trnoait  the level by the let ters  S and 0, and the two pivots by F 
axis. and. P, S standing for the end of the level a t  which the 
oafsbon.headed screw is, and k' for the  pivot to the side on which the faoo of the inetrua~ent 
is. N ~ W  8\lpP08Q i n  the  first instance tha t  the S end of the levcl is a t  F, and that the 
readings of the bubble in tha t  position are S and 0, gentlr take off the stridiug level 
and reverse i t  end fur end and roplnco i t  on the pivots, so tha t  S will now be at P, aud 
s,,pyoee the readings of tho level in this position arc S' and O', then half the difference 
between the readings of the semo ends in the two positions will be tho inclination of the 
transit a x i ~ ,  to be adjusted by the antagonistic nnts  under one of the Ys. The other half 
difference of the readings is the errcr in tho l c ~ e l  itself, which if i t  amnunts to any conui- 
dernble quantity may be pl.acticnlly corrected hy the ~ppropriate scrsws attached to the 
level, It  is essential tha t  tho bcdy G I  the instrument be t ~ u l y  level throughout tho 
proc+-sa, and after making any change in the Ye', i t  is generally necemnry to relevel tho 
body of the instrument before proceeding. 

45. If the  apparent error of inclination of tho transit axis does not amount to more 
than seven or eight  divisions of the level, i t  is  inadvisable 

~djnstment not to  be carried t o  alter it,  ae frequent tampering with the screws will in time 
oat if Error Is smrll. loosen them, the apparent error, i t  must be romembored, is 
doable the  real error. For  t e r r e~ t r i a l  ob~eivations, i t  will be su6cient  to test the 
instrument for this adjustment a t  the ctn~mencement of the season's work, and again 
before the close. 

46. The value ef the divieione of the scale of all levels used on an instrument should 
be  occasionally determined. For methods of teeting ree 

Teting vnlnc of love1 aonle. Chapter 11, pege 33, paragraph 48. 
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47. Adjustments of the teleaoope are four in number :- 
(a) Obtaining distinct vision of wires. ' 
(b) Eliminating parallax. 

Adjustment of teleecope. (c) Collimating in  azimuth. 
( a )  Making the  vertical and horizontal wires respeo- 

tively vertical and horizontal. 

48. The adjustment for distinct vision of wires i s  of a personal nature, a s  it variea 

~ d , j ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ t  for distillot with the focus of the observ,.r's eye. The eye-piece must  be 
of wires .  drawn in or ou t  of i t s  cell unti l  distinct vision of the  wirea 
i s  obtained. To perform the  adjus tmect  direct the  telescope to the ~ k y ,  or  hold a piece of 
white paper obliquely, a ~ h o r t  distance in f rcnt  of the telescope, so that the wires being 
projected on a blnnk field may be viewed by the eyo undistracted by other objects. '3'he 
wires will be truly in the  focus of tke e je ,  when Ihey appear ~ha r l l l y  defined and all the 
little specks of dunt on them are Eern clear and distinct. In doing this adjustment the 
eye i s  often e t r a i n ~ d ,  so tha t  a f ter  i t  is  completed, the observer should rest  his eye a few 
minutes and then again look a t  the wires ; if they do not  nppear sharply defihed, the 
adjustment mus t  Ile repeated. The  adjustment being 61 ally ccmp!etcd to  the observer's 
satisfaction, the  eye-piece must  on no acccunt be altered, while the adjustment for the 
elimination of parallax is being carried out. It is  useful to ~ c r a t c h  a line on the eye-piece 
mount to  mark i t s  position in the cell, so tha t  i t  i s  known for all time. 

49. The mires having been properly focussed ; direct the telescope on a dibtant well 
defined ollject, intersecting i t  with the vertical wire, then 

*qustrnent for eliminntion Of  move the  object glass in or out, till t h ~ t  object appears in 
parnllns. sharp focus. To tes t  t he  accuracy cf thc adjustment,intersect 
the object with the vertical wire, and inove the eye slowly to one side, if the object still  
appear6 intersected, there is  no parallax : if, homerer, any relative displncement is  noticed, 
parallax i s  present, and the ohserver muet proceed to  eliniinate it. If on moving the eye 
iaterally, the image of the object appears to move in the same direction as the eye, then 
the image of the object and observer's eye are on opposite sides of the wires, and the  
object glass and wires must  bo approximated t o  cach uther ; this is called " far parallax." 
If, on the other hand, the image appears to movo in the c ~ ~ n t r a r g  direction to the eye, the 
imperfection is called " near parallax," a ~ l d  may be rectified by nugmenting the  distance 
between the objcct glass and the wires. The observer h n ~ i n g  dctelmined, wliether there 
ie " near" or "far " parallax, should move the object glass accordingly unti l  the image and 
wires are in the same plane, t ha t  is unti l  thcre is no pt~rallnx visible. T f  after completing 
this process he finds, that  his wires nre not ns distinct as they might be, he can slightly 
move his ege-piece to give him a hetter  definition of the wires. The object & 
moved by turning the milled head attached to  a pinion working in a rack, which causes 
the inner t ube  of the telescope in which the object glass is  fixed, t o  move in or out. The 
adjustment varies rapidly for near objects owing to  tbe variability of the angles of inoi- 
dence which rays from such o1)jects undergo. Bu t  so socm a8 the rays become pnrcllel o r  
nearly so, the point of no parallax mill be found constant fur a11 clbjects more distantly 
situated, For instance the point of no parallax for the sun, r r  nuy star, and for any terres- 
trial over 15 miles distant, will be found t o  be identical. The " solar focus" is  the 
point a t  which parallel rays of light, similar to those received from the sun, meet each 
othor after p a ~ s i n g  through the object glaes. 

The following points might, with advantage, be noted in eliminating parallax:- 
(a) The dietant object selected should, if poesitle, be sharply defined against the sky 

line. 
( b )  The adjnetrnent ~ h o u l d  be made early in the morning or late in the evening, 

the  air is steady. 
(C) If  the adjuetrnont i s  done for solnr foous, the observer sl~ould scratch a line on the 

inner tube  to  mark the cxtent to which the object glass sl~ould be protruded, so that  in 
the event of tho observer having a t  any  time to change his focus, his object glass can be 
readjnsted to solar focus without trial. 

( d )  Tile adjustment of the object glaes when once properly made i s  the name for all 
obaeners ; the adjustment of each eye-piece i e  a personal adjustment, and varigq 
according t o  individual eyesight, 
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50. The line of '' collimation " in a teleeoope may be defined to  be the line joining the 
oentre of the wires, and the optical centre of the objeot glass 

Colllmetion. In  a theodolite, the telescope rotates on the transit axis, and 
the line of collimation in a telesoope thue mounted, ehould be a t  right angles to the transit 
axis, otherwioe it will not dewribe a great o i r ~ l e  when the transit axis rotatee. 

For let t t and OZ be the direotions of the 
transit axie, and line of oollimation respeo- 
tively,and euppose the line OZ to  rotate round 
the axis t t, previously made truly level ; i t  is 
alear that it will not pass through the zenith 
a t  all, bat  d t e r  a eemi-revolution the point 0 f t 

will arrive a t  the point 0'. The line of oolli- 
mation will in fact describe a cone, the base of 
which will be a small oirole, which intersect3 
the transit axia a t  right anglee. The adjust- 
ment therefore consists in making the line OX. 
perpendiaular to t t. 

51. Them are three methods of oollimating in azimuth : 
1st.-By changing pivots, a process applicable only to emall instruments. 

Xethode of Colllmatio.l. 2nd.-By changing faoo, an unsuitablo method where the 
rortloal airale is not a oomplete one. 

3rd.-By Ganras's method. 
59. F i r e t  method.-Firat open the P cleats, and see thet the clipa of the vertioal erm 

Collimetion by ahrruging pivots, are not biting the shoulder of the P standard. Select eome 
distant flxed object a t  about tho same level ae the ine1.m- 

ment, intermect i t  and see that both upper and l ~ w e r  clamps of the horirontal plates ore 
firmly olamped 1 lift the telescope out of i t s  Y s  and turn the verniers through 180°, then 
replace the telescope with pivots reversed. This must all be done very gently, care being 
taken not to shake the  instrument, as the success of the operation depends on the Ys 
remaining unmoved. If the teleeoope in i ts  second position still intersects tbe flxed objeot, 
the line of collimation is true, if not, the objeot will appear to one side of the wire,and 
half the apparent errer should be corrected by the dinphraarn sorews a t  the eye end of 
the teleecopo. After making this correction, the object ehould be again intersected by the 
tangent screw, and the pivots again reversed ; if the objeot is not interseoted, the proceee 
mnet be repeated. Two or three repetitiuns will suffice to perfect the adjustment, and 
when i t  hsa onoe been effected, i t  shcnld not again be tampered with, unless the error of 
crtllimation smonnte to 30" or more wit.h small theodolites. 

A variation of the above mothod i s  to obtain the apparent collimation error by 
mesenring i t  on the limb of the theodolite. After intereeotiug tho object in the flret 
instance, read and reoord both verniers or mioroecoyes of the horizontal limb, then ravereg 
ing the pivote ae before, again interaect the object with the tangent screw, and again read 
the verniers or microeoopee. One half the differenoe cf the readinge will bo the true error 
of collimetion ; eet the instrument therefore to tho mean reading, and then interseot the 
object by meane of the diaphragm ecrews. Repeat the process until the intereeotioo 
remaine conetant or very nearly so on changir~g pivots. 

53. Becond nwthod.-This method is sufficiently accurate for all inetrumente though, 
Colllmntion by chnllging face. of course, eubject to  graduation error. 

The difference of the resdinge on opposite facee, ae obtained by observing an objeot 
alternately face left and face right, gives double the error of collimation, so that ma 
in the eeoond caae of the flrst method, the inetrument may be set to the mean reading, and 
the object int.erseoted by meana of the diaphragm screws, The process should be repeated 
till the intereeotion remaine perfect or very nearly so on changing fme. 

Jf  the dietont fixed object, by means of which the oollimation has been determined, is 
eitneted above r r  below the horiac,n, the oollimation error thue obtained mnet be reduced 
by multiplying i t  by the ooeine of the elevation or depreesion of the object cbaarved 
0x1 the other hand the amount of the collimation error a t  the horicon being know0 
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the aeimnthal emor et any altitude mtty be obtainsd by mlltiplying by the seoant 
of the altitude. This ole&rly shows bhet an  error of o~llimation produces i t s  least effeot 
03 az imntb l  readings wheu the altitude of the  obs3sve.l object is ~ o t h i u g .  It is, more* 

over tha t  the sye!em of obse rv iq~  with the face of th3 i ~ s t r ~ m d n t  a l t e r n ~ t e l y  

left right must  ne:elsarily eliminate the e f f ~ o t  of the errJr, b e c ~ u s e  i t  lies i n  
oontrery d i r~c t ion  on the  two faoes* 

54. Third methoa,-Tbis method requires two auxiliary telo3o~pas, so thab i b  o w  
rarely be parformed in the f idd.  It is, however, superior 

CoIlimation Ctauss'e t o  both the  foregoing methods, dispdn3ing as  i t  does with 
wethod. b ~ t h  the practical difficulty of reverding pivots, and the  
angular measurement, whereby errors of gredu.~tion beoome involved. 

The prooess i s  a s  follows: Take two small theodolites, adjust them to  s o h  foous 
eliminating parallex, and eet them up  one on eajhside of the instrumeot t o  be collimated 
distant about 5 feet from it, na tha t  all three instruments s h ~ l l  be nearly in  the eame 
straight line. To  effeot this set  the telescope of the centre instrument horizontal, and place 
one of the auxiliary tbeodoliten, so that  i t s  wires may be seen onlooking through the  centre 
instrument. Now turn  the oentra telesoope 180' in a vertical plane, and place the  
other theodolite so that  i t s  wires may be seen also. Then move the oantre telescope by 
removing i t  from i ts  Y8, so that  the two external talescsp3s may be adjusted upon eaoh 
other, and their wires made to  mutually intersect, after  this they are not to  be 
disturbed. Replace the centra te lesoop~ in ite Ys, and directing i t  upon one of the emall 
theodolites, interseot the  image of i t s  wires, and then turn the telescope 160" in a vertioal 
plane, so tha t  i t  may now point to  the other theodolite i if the  wires of this  lat ter  are  
found to  be s180 interseoted, the line of collimation is truly a t  right angles to the aais of 
rotation, otherwise one-half of the apparent deviation is  the t rue  error, and should be 
adjusted by  the diaphragm screwa. The prooess should be repeated unti l  the  error is 
eliminated. To  render t h e  wires of the auxiliary theodolites distinot, light should be 
reflected into thoir eye-pieces by holding pieces of paper obliquely behind them. 

I t  i s  evident that  althonghfor one theodolite the above process may seem rather 
tedious, where aeversl theodolities are t o  be collimated, they can be rapidly and easily 
done by this method. IVhen once Che two auxiliary theodolites are in position suocessive 
theodolites canbe se t  up between them and adjunted one after the other, and when tho 
theodolites are cf the same type and bize, i t  would only be necessary to change the teles- 
copes without removing the stand. 

55. To verify the horizontal wire, level the  instrument, then set the  telescope on 
~ ~ k i ~ ~  the vertical nud hori. Some distant well defined object near the horizon, and move 

z~ota l  wiros respcotlvel~ vertiosl the  instrument in azimuth, when the  object should appear 
und horlzoutnl. t o  move along the  wire from one extremity of the field ti, the  
other. Bimilarly with the vertioal wire, movo the telesoope in altitude so that a distant 
object may appeer to traverne the vertical wire. If the object does not remain intersectednt 
all perts of the field, the  error ought to be rectified by mbving tbe wire plate in the 
appropriate direction. The relative pcsition of t t e  wires with respect to  each other 
having been fixed by the nlalier, i t  ieonly possible to adjust one wire by means of the 
diaphragm. l h i s  adjustment must inevitably re-introduce collimation error, so that  i f  
i t  is required, i t  must be carried out simultaneously with the adjustment for oollimation. 
For the mothod of rewiring the diaphragm, see pnragraph 22 of this memo. 

66. I n  dealing with the vertioal limb, if everything were in perfeot adjuetment, wo 

~ ~ t t \ ~ ~  the level the vrr(icnl should have the following ounditions ~atisfied :- 
arc t o  the zero 01 altitude, rnd 
oollimetion i t 1  n l t~lude.  

(i) The vertioal bubble would stand in tho centre cf ite mu when the verniers or  
microscopes read zero on the vertioal limb, in every position of the instru- 
ment in azimuth. 

(il) The above condition being fulfilled, if tho inetrument bo rotated in a a i m n a  
the line of collin~ation ehould move in a plane a t  right nngles to  the mi8 of 
motion, that  ie the li11o of oollimntion should bo palallel to the sero line of the 
vertical oircle. 

In  practice i t  is I I O ~  nocesmry for oithor of these conditions to be exactly fulfilled, 
einco the method of taking veitical angles on bcth faces liplinntee any errors due to 
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both of them. If, however, the  combined er ror  is large, and i t  will be found oonvenienbin 
working, to keep i t  small, i t  oan be  practically adjusted in the  following manner in both 
the vernier and mioroscope theodolites. Bring the level bubble t o  the centre of its run 
by means of the  clips ; t,he instrument being say  F. R. intersect any fixed terrestrial 
object with the  horizontal wire, and read the  vertical l imb ; now change face t o  F. L , bring 
the bubble t o  the celitre of i t s  run by means of t t e  clips, and again intersect the cbject 
with the horizontal wire. The  mean of the  two readings thus  obtained, gives the true 
vertical angle. Now s e t  the  verniers or n;icroscopes t o  read tb is  true angle on say F. R. 
and intersect the  same fixed object with the horizontal wire by means of the clips,the ]eve] 
wil l  then be out of i t s  centre of run, and must be brought to i t s  centre by meens of its 
adjusting screw. 

57. For u~icroscope theodolites there is  an alternative method. Obtain the true verti- 
cal angle to  any terrestrial c.bject in the same manner as  Alternative method. described above, then intersect the  object with the horizontal 

wire snd the telescope vertically and horizontally. NOW move the vertioal micrcs- 

copes they give the reading of the  t rue  vertical angle a8 deduced from both faoes. 

The final t o  the proper reading must be made by using the index screw. Thie 
method is however not  recommended fur small mioroscope theodolites. 

58, This consists i n  properly focussing the vernier and limb with the lens, this oan 
be  done b y  raising or lowering the lens. The most snitable 

Adjnxtment of  vtrnie* lel'Pes point t o  focus is, where a division of the vernier coincides 
ill I he 6-iuch vernier theodolite. 

with a division of the limb, and the line of intersection of the 
vernier and limb ehonld bisect the field of view. 

59. The arc measured by the microscope of tha  8-inch theodolite is 10' by one revolution 
Adjn~tment of microsrope in of the  micrometer screw, the micrometer head i s  thorefore 

the a-inoh microscope theodolite. graduated into ten divisions of one minute each and these 
again are  sub-divided into divisions of ten seconds, and the  observer can ejtimate 
t o  1''. Now in  order that  the screw may be competent t o  moasure a 10' space without 
exceas or defect, i t  is  clear that  the image of the lat ter  muet b e  magnified so as  t o  ocoupg 
prcoiaely the length of one revolution of I he ecrew. Suppose tha t  an objeot (the divided 
limb of the circle for irrstnnctt) is  placed a t  the sular focus of the  c,bject lens, the rays 
paesing through the lens become parallel and the image will be formed a t  an infinite 
distance, bnt  if i t  be placed beyond solar  foous, nn image i s  formed within the tube of the 
microscope, and the t PJO points where the divided l imb and i t s  image are situated, are 
called "conjagate foci," the l a t t e r  of which recedes upwards as  t h e  ctther apprcaohes the 
objcct lens. If we call the distance of the limb or object from the lens f, and the distance 
of i ts  image from the same lena F, the length of the image will exoeed that  of the object, in 
the  ratio F to./ or F// will represent the magnified state of t h e  imnge. Hence i t  is  evident, 
that the expression Flf will have an inoroased value, if we either augment F o r  diminish.f. 
T h i ~  i s  the funlhnenla l  pricoiple to  he attended to in adjusting the runa, u i ~ ,  if the 

glass be pl.otrnded, i t  will approach nearer ta  the limb, whereby the size of the 
image will Ile increased, and i t  will require more traverse of the micrometer Rcrew of the 
microscope t o  measore & a n d  this  will also be the case, if the whole microscope be made 
to  descend towards the limb. 

60. For the micr~scopes t o  bo in colroat adjustment, the following conditions muet 
Conditinrie of a(\j~~stment. be fulfilled :- 
Theim&ge of the  divided limb and the micrometer wire8 ~ h o u l d  he eo d i~t inc t ly  viniblo 

together, tha t  no parallax can be detected, and in thie state of good ~ i s i o u ,  one revolution 
of the Mcrew ahonld exactly measure one of the 10' epeces of the limb, or two revolnt'oue 
shQnld meamre two 10' spaces. 

61. To obtain distinot vision of the s i r e s  plaoe a pieoe of paper on the limh, and illu- 
DiRtinct vieion O! wires. minate i t  by means of the reflector ; now elide the aye-piecc 
Eliminntioll of pnrnllnx.  in i ts  cell until the wireu appear eharply defined. This in a 

pereonel adjustment, and varies with t5e focal length of t h e  obaerverls eye. If on removing 
the paper the l imb is not vieible, the mioroscope mnet be moved bodily up  or down till the 
limb ie eeen distinctly. I t  oan easily be diecovered, whethw the nricroecore ahould be 
~ o v e d  up or down, by moving the eye-piece ; if, on thrusting thie Ist tar  in,  the limb 
bgoomen virible, then t h e  microuoope ehonld be moved down, end vice verr&, To mov* 
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the microsoope, loosen the capstan-headed sores  which clamps the microscope in i t s  
bracket, BEvjng rendered the lines on the limb visible bimultaneously with the mire# 

bring 
of +,he divisions t o  the centre of the  field, and intersect i t  with the miorometer 

wire, Now move the eye to  the left  or r ight ,  and i f  the  intersection remains steady, 
there ie no pamllax, b u t  i f  theobject appears t o  shift wi th  respcct to thewirrs, then notice 
in which direction it moves. If there i s  "far  parallax," the  object glass should be moved u p  
(6 nearer the wires, if there is neer parallax," the  object glass should be moved nearer 
the limb, T n  making this sdjustm?nt, i t  is convenient to  leave t h e  object glass in about the  
centre of i t s  limits of movement,so that  in adjusting for run, no difficulty may be expcri- 
enced if the object glass has t o  be again mo\ ed. 

62. The is  t o  adjust  the run of the  microscopes. For this purpose 
place a division of the limb, say 0°, exactly under the  centre of 

Adjustment of " run." t h e  microscope, and then measure with the  micrometer the 
exaot of revolutions and divisions between 359' 50' and O0 10'. As the  required 
range of the micrometer is 1e.e than 10' on each side of therindex, the aro measured should 
not be greeter than 20'. It will be noticed that  one of the specified divisions on the  limb 
will be arrived at, b y  revolving the micrometer in  the order of the groduatione, and the other 
by revolving i t  in the direction contrary t o  the graduations; by subtracting the reading of t h e  
lat ter  from the  former, we shall have the exact number of minutes and seconds measured 
by the micrometer. If thie is short of 20') the magnifying gower is too small, and the  
objeot glass must be protruded in order to  augmrnt  the  image, bu t  if the measured space 
exceeds 20', the object glass mnst  be screwed upwards to diminish the image. Now in the  
former case, protruding the object glass will throw the image higher up  the microscope, and 
produce "near parallax," to correct which, the whole microscope must be bodily moved 
further from the limb, a r d  this again will diminish the  run,  so tha t  the first correction 
should be a little over done, t o  counteract the subsequent adjustment for parallax, the  
whole pmcees must be repeated until the two conditions, " correctness of run " and "freedom 
from perallax," are very closely satisfied. 

68. In  order to  obviate the necessity of adjusting both micrcsoopes t o  s perfect run of 
lo', i t  is best after  adjusting one f c r  distinot vieion of wirer 

One m'croocope~~nly  need be and parallax t o  take i ts  " run," and then when adjusting odjnsted for '' run. 
the other microscope to oompensate for the error of this run,  

that  is, if the run of the first microscope gives 19'3'' the  run of the other should be adjusted 
to  20' 22" or nearly so. The "run " should be repeated in a t  least three different parts of 
the arc, and a t  least two readings of eaoh microscope taken in each pcsiticn. It mnst be 
remembered that the final intersection with the micrometer ~ h c u l d  always be made by 
screwing against the epring, i.e., a olcokwise revolution of the milled hend r t o  enable this 
to be done when screwing the reverse way, the wires of the microretcr ehould be taken 
beyond the division of the limb to be interseoted, snd then brought back, and the  division 
inally intersected by the screwing up motion, 

64. To recapitulate the prooese shortly. Set  the instrument to 0' by tke  index and s 
whole degree stroke will then fall nearly under the cero of 

ReoapiLulation Of each microscope. Measure the 20' epacee under the two adjusting runs of mioroscopea. 
microsoopes A and B, taking no notice of the wholo degree 

stroke in the centre ; since the sum of the 10' spaces will be given a t  tnce by reading 
extremes, repeat each meelrure s t  leaet onoe. ' Now tur'n the instrument round 60° in Aei. 
muth, and meamre the 20' spaoes as before, &nd tben mole  it sgain  noth her €OO, and again 
mesenre the 20' srsces. The mean v ~ l u e  of each' miOrcecope will thus be obtained from 
the menn of 20' npaoee, in three positions on the  limb, nnd the menn run will be ol tajned 
from six 20' epacee. Jf  the error of tbe mean rnn of the microscopes arroonts to more 
then 5" in 20', i t  will be advieable to correct that  microforre which is mnet erroneoue. 
It i s  pn~sible to adjnst tbe  microscopes to a menn error lesr the11 thie, Lrlt with the above 
mean crror, the maximum error of m y  one reading of the  two mioroscopes wonld be only 
1-25 seoonda, and sinre the seoondu on the miorometer h ~ a d  nre estimated, this may be 
tnken sa within the limits of the ob~ervation error of the micro~ropea. Jn performing tho 
sdiantment, the f i n d  oorroction f c ~ r  run, if smell, rhonld be made by raising or loreringthe 
whole miorosoope, nntil tho required value of the run is  correctly 01 tail ed. '1 be reseon 
for this be in^, that  the migroscope is  more eeneitive, pa regarc's t t e  valve c f tl e ran, t} p p  
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if ir with reapeot to parsllar. An example ie given below, where the runs of the tho- 
darosoopeg are recorded before the final adjustment, and after the fiml adjustment. 
The reading on t h e  micrometer head ie oalled a high reading when the micrometer, a8 the 
sorew bayerees the limb, turns in  the order of the graduations, and vice uersd the 'low 
d i u g  signifies, tbet the miorometer head has been turned in the reverse order of its 
gradnatione. 

-. --- 

1uuex. 

o0 
O 0  

(WP 

do" 

1a0" 

1860 

05. The above operation8 are liable to  diaturb the lateral adjuetment of the*microe- 

B c s d i n ~  of 
Index. 

oope, thie can be regulated by taking off the top of the 
hterrl 'dJostment miorometer box, and ~ l i d i n g ~ t h e  index plate tovards the side mlctomoope. 

required to  bring the neceasery divieicn of the limb under 

Menu = 20' O(Y1.7 , . . . . Mean = 20' 07""7 
h l e m  of tno  mlcroecopee . , , , . = PO' 03'"9 
Error of 20' r u n .  . . . . . . = 0' 3"'D 

AdJnst B microecope t o  read lese. 

the index of the rnicroeoope. The final minute porticln of the adjustment is done by the 
index morew, after replacing the top of tbe miorometer box. If the comb be moved or 
djamted i n  the slightest degree, must be taken to set the gero of the miorometer h e d  to 
eonespond with the aero of the aomb. For this purpoee take the milled nut of fbe micro- 
meter b e d  in one hand, and the graduated heed in the other, then turn the latter round, 
U i n g  not to turn the miorometer screw aleo, and when the zero on t t e  graduated 
head oorresponde with the index of $110 mioroscope, the adjustment is  complete. 
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Appendix. 1 8-INDH MICROSCOPE TIIBODOLITES. 

66, Finally the  microscope should act  in a tangential ,direction to the circlo. l h e  
intersecting medium consists of twopar,zllcl wires, separated 

to by a space slightly greater than the thickness of a division to the cirole. 
of the  limb, To  get the tangential direction correctly, the  

two \\tires should be made parallel with a degree division of the limb. This may be done 
turning the microscope round in i t s  collar till tlie micrometer is broupht t o  aot in  the  

direction. Care must also be taken that  cach microscope is set over the same par$ 
of the limb divisions, thnt is, t he  microscopes shbuld be equidistant from tho centre of the 
circlo. 

67. The microsoopes should be fixed 160° apart, and coincide with whole degree 
stroke when the index is a t  0: bu t  on acooul~t of the cen- 

Distance apart of microscopes. tcring error, it i s  convenient, in order that  the reading of B 
microsoope may always be larger tLan that  of A, t o  make the fornlcr read about one minute 
in excess. By this means the degrees read on the A microscope will alivays appertain to 
B microscope ; whereas if the ~nicroscopes were placed exactly 180' apart, by r cad~ng  of 
the limb a t  one part of the  cilqcle, i t  i s  conceir~bla,  that  owing to centering err .r, a t  some 
other point of tile circle, the reading bettween them \\auld be less than 180 , and we should 
have, ssy, from A microscope the reading 60' 0' lo", and from B microscope the reading 52)0 
59' 50", which would complioate the recording. 

68. The vertical mioroscopes are similarly adjusted. They must, besides being set  db. 
Adjustment of vertical micros- metrically opposite one another, be freed from index error. 

copes. 

69. In  selecting which division c f  the limb should be intersected by the miorornetor 
the rule i s  t o  select that  division which appears to fell 

SeleOtiOn division Of the nearest to zero in the first microscope, and to interscot the limb for intersection. 
corresponding division in the other microscope ; thus the  

limit of range of the micrometer i s  kept within lo', and for one reading is  not more than 5'. 
70. The rnne of the  microscopes should be carefully tnken nnd recorded a t  t he  

R U ~ H  of the microscopes to be commoncement of the season, and should be checked a t  eaoh 
tnken at commencement of sea- new station of obsorvntion, 
Eon. 

71. In illuminating the limb for night observations, the light should be thrown perpen. 
diculnrly on\ the reflector, taking sn re  that  the field ie 

Illumiuaticg the limb. equally illumined, and that  both sides of the division lines 
are d ie t inc t l~  seen and sharply defined. The best tnethod is to turn the rofltlctor of the 
microscope so as to face outwards from the instrument, and the observer, as he l o ~ ~ k a  into 
the microscrpe, by holding the lamp in his l e f t  hand, can throw the light perpendicularly 
( n t o  the reflector. 

72. This is a temporary adjustment which has t o  be ca~r i ed  out during the work of 
observing anglee. Setting t o  zero requires that  a pnrticnhr 

Betting to zero. object or station shall hlvo a given roading on the liulb. For 
this purpose, set vernier or microscope A to the givon rendinq, and clnlnp the upper plate ; 
uqclamp the lclwer plate, and turn the tcleecope until the glven object is neLjrlg on the wire, 
thon clamp the lower plate, and finally interject the object mith thc lower tangent screw. 
Before performing this adjnstment tho instrument sh()uld be roughly levelled. The object 
aimed a t  in setting to zoro is t o  obeervo the rcquircd rtllgles a t  sovoral diffcront portions 
c.f the arc of the circle, and by this moans cancel as far RS pogsible any graduatiun error. 

73, Tho method of observing nngles is fully doscribcd in Chilptcr 11, page 25, para- 
graph 42 e t  rrcquitur, and rleed not be entered into here. I t  

Method of observiag. 
may, however, be remarked that  in observing horizonbl 

anglee, tho ve~ t i ca l  olamp ahould always be freo, and similarly in observing vertioel 
angles, the holizontal olamp should b~ free- 

H. H. TURNER, Captain, R.E. 
M u s s o o ~ ~ ~ l ;  

The 4th Augud 1904, 
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